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'Segdu pat it nïunda, allz pik svinnan kveda

ok pü, Vafprûdnir, vitir:

hvadan vindr urn kernr, sá er ferr vág yfir?

re madr hann siálfan urn sér.'

V.q.

'Hreesvelgr heitir , er sitr á himins enda,

iotunn, f arnar ham;

af hans veenglom kveda vind koma

alla menn yfir.'

lSource: Vafprûdnismál, Edda (1927, pp. 49-50).

(O.q.: Ódinn kvad) Ódinn spoke
'Say this ninth, if your sagacity is sufficient

and you, Vafprûdnir, know:
where does the wind come from, which wanders over the waves?

never does a hurnan see him himself.'

(V.q.: Vafprûdnir kvad) Vafprûdnir spoke
'His name is Hreesvelgr, who sits at the end of heaven,

a giant, in an eagle's shape;
from his wings one says the wind comes

over all men.'
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Integrating results

The empirical study of macroeconomie time series is interesting. It is

also difficult and not immediately rewarding. Many statistical and economie

issues are involved. The main problems is that these issues are so

interrelated that it does not seem sensible to address them one at a time.

As soon as one sets about the making of a model of macroeconomie time

series one has to choose which problems one will try to tackle oneself and

which problems one will leave unresolved or to be solved by others. From a

theoretic point of view it can be fruitful to concentrate oneself on only one

problem. If one follows this strategy in empirical application one runs a

serious risk of making a seemingly interesting model, that is just a corollary

of some important mistake in the handling of other problems. Two weU known

examples of statistical artifacts are the finding of Kuznets "pseudo-waves" of

about 20 years in economie activity (Sargent (1979, p. 248)) and the "spurious

regression" of macroeconomie time series described in Granger and Newbold

(1986, §6.4).

The easiest way to get away with possible mistakes is to admit they may

be there in the first place, but that time constraints and unfamiliarity with

the solution do not allow the researcher to do something about them. This can

be a viabie argument. Even in areas of research where it used to be possible

to understand, or at least know about all relevant recent results, th is has

now become an impossible task. This is a conclusion that recent survey

artieles on different ranges of subjects share, see e.g. Pagan and Wickens

(1990) on the broad subject of econometrics and Diebold and Nerlove (1990) on

the narrower subject of unit roots in economie time series.

Pagan and Wickens described this phenomenon as the fragmentation of the

subject. In every fragment one develops one's own language, which makes it

difficult for outsiders to understand results and equally important to judge

whether they are of interest for their own problems. A good example is the

proliferation of acronyms in time series analysis (Granger (1982)) which has

not stopped since then, take e.g. CHARMA, (Tsay (1987)), GARMA, (Gray et al.

(1989)), RLARMA, (Chen and Tiao (1990)) only to name a few ending with ARMA.
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Nordhaus (1984) aptly described a similar fragmentation in (future)

macroeconomics as balkanization. Mankiw (1990) called the phenomenon The

Breakdown of the Consensus in an update of this description.

The Babel caused by this fragmentation generates lots of irrelevant

research, first because results are derived in one area, while they are

already known and reasonably established in another one, cf. Breusch and Pagan

(1979) with Cook and Weisberg (1983), second because many solutions to

problems relevant for applied work simply do not reach the researchers

involved, so they continue with inadequate methods.

Time series analysts have developed ahabit to demonstrate the iise of

newly developed methods and models on a relatively smaU sample of canonical

data sets, often from Box and Jenkins (1970). "Unit rooters" often used Nelson

and Plosser's (1982) macroeconomie data set for the U.S.A. This provides a

good method of communicating the relevanee of the results, but is often

insufficient to explain to relative outsiders why they came about.

In this study we try to contribute to the integration of results from

different areas of econometrics, time series analysis and macroeconomics,

rather than to their fragmentation. We try to confine ourselves to

traditional, weU understood models as much as possible and outline their

merits and demerits with respect to the analysis of macroeconomie time series.

This is only possible to a limited extent for inadequacies of traditional

methods that have only recently come to the fore and the rather new solutions

proposed to deal with them. Where published, weU understood solutions are

absent we make own contributions. Granger and Newbold (1986), Nerlove et al.

(1979) and Lütkepohl (1991) are very good examples of books that combine

results from time series analysis and econometrics to study different aspects

of economie time series. This study may serve as a supplement.

1.2 Goal of the study

The basic idea behind this study is to combine results from the

literature in the fields of econometrics, time series analysis and

macroeconomics to develop, implement and apply a reasonably reliable method to

uncover interesting linear time series relationships between macroeconomie

variables. Although we hope that the method is adequate for a wider range of

applications it is primarily developed to study quarterly, unadjusted

multivariate time series of a relatively smaU dimension containing real

variables like output. It is hard to define what constitutes "interesting"
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relationships. It depends on the specific application of the model that is

used to describe them, such as forecasting, tests of economie theories, policy

evaluation or policy advice. Forecasting is not our first interest, although

predictions from the model form an important aspect to judge model adequacy.

The primary aim is to learn in a suff'iciently sophisticated way what the data

at hand can ten us. A wide range of diagnostic tests has to signal whether

there are probably other important messages in the data that our method does

not piek up.

Usually th is redueed form analysis is not enough to give policy advice

for the future. That would require a structural model with a firm belief in

its identifying restrictions, not all of which can be tested empirically. The

data based analysis within an adequate statistical framework should be useful

to test the applicability of relevant economie theories and to evaluate

effeets of certain past policy interventions.

1.3 Data and measurement model

The data sets used in the applications are rather narrow. Detailed

explanations of relationships can thus not be expected. Since the information

conveyed by the observed variation in the series is already limited, we prefer

to study the raw series with all their defects, without casual distortion by

time averaging and the like. These series are normally not immediately useful

to test the adequacy of models derived from economie theory. As Griliches

(1985) put it: "The data in our information set are usually incomplete and

imperfect." The hope that they will become satisfactory in any near future is

very slight indeed. De Leeuw (1990a, 1990b) gave an overview of problems with

two key macroeconomie variables, output and investment for the U.S. Problems

like the measurement of price and quality of essential components like

computer hardware and software compare favorably with the oncoming

difficulties of the national produets in European countries with the change

and removal of their economie borders. Economie theory does not provide

ready-to-use solutions either. Griliches (1985, 1986) again: "In practice one

cannot expect theories to be specified to the last detail nor the data to be

perfect or of the same quality in every context. Thus any serious data

analysis has to consider at least two data generation components: the economie

behavior model describing describing the stimulus-response behavior of

economie actors and the measurement model, describing how and when th is

behavior was recorded and summarized. While it is usual to focus our analysis
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on the former a complete analysis must consider them both."

This study is focusing on the latter and is thus more closely connected

with areas like data analysis and time series analysis. Nowadays rather

advanced time series analysis is also playing a role in the discussion of

economie behavior models for aggregate data. The area of time series analysis

seems a good choice as a basis to set up the model. It seems obvious that the

analysis should be multivariate when applied to economie series. Quah (1990)

even argued that in general "univariate characterizations of aggregate time

series are simply not informative for economie theory." That is a pity because

compared to the experience with univariate time series analysis of economie

variables where a considerable amount of practical problems have been

discovered, examined, come to be reasonably well understood, and dealt with,

th is is far from being the case for multivariate time series. There lie gaps

in knowIedge, methods and experience with applications that we try to help to

fill.

An important part of the measurement process, which has to do with

construction of aggregate data from surveys, the composition of price and

quality indexes etc. is outside the area of data analysis and time series

analysis. Other parts which used to be left to the statistical agencies like

seasonal adjustment' and treatment of exceptional observations are well

analyzed within the context of modern time series analysis and occasionally in

the context of economie behavior models (Ghysels (1988)). It is known that

these adjustments can influence the tests of subsequent statistical and

economie modeIs a great deal (Ghysels (1990a, 1990b), Ghysels and Perron

(1993), Jäger and Kunst (1990)). Modeling of the seasonal and outlier

component is thus an important topic of this study. Up to afew years ago this

was a nearly untrodden area of research in the context of multivariate time

series.

The seasonality and outliers bring us to the next important subject,

namely the decomposition of multivariate time series in trend, cyclical,

seasonal and outlier components, which has proven to be a fruitful idea in

both statistical and economie analysis of time series. The study of the

calendar component, which takes account of variation due to the changing

number of trading days and holidays (Cleveland, (1983)) falls beyond the scope

1
Hansman and Watson (1985) integrated part of a measurement model and a time

series model.
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of this study. Thury (1983) demonstrated that it can be present in quarterly

macroeconomie data, but it is usually only important in data that are sampled

more frequently.

1.4 Baseline model and methodology

The most important tool in our analysis is the VAR model, the use of

which was advocated most strongly by Sims (1980). The methodology based on the

ideas from that artiele has been extended and refined substantially over the

last decade, especially in the field of the economie interpretations which can

be extracted from th is model. Blanchard (1989) is a good example of the

progress in that field. Important properties of the model are its linearity

and its flexibility, in the sense that one does not have to make many a priori

restrictions to set it up, compared to other econometrie modeis. The basic

estimation procedure, least squares regression, is weIl understood, easy to

apply and known to be quite robust to (near) (seasonal) unit root

nonstationarities (Chan and Wei (1988)), which are now widely believed to be

important characteristics of most macroeconomie time series. The superiority

of least squares is also well established in the finite sample case (Tjestheim

and Paulsen (1983), Hannan and McDougall (1988)).

The question is whether this linear model is able to give areliabie

description 'of the data. This is a point which received a fair amount of

attention in Sims (1980, pp. 17-18) but has remained somewhat underdeveloped

in the applications of the "VAR methodology" since. In this methodology the

estimates of the unrestricted VAR are assumed to summarize the sample

information about the joint process of the variables included. Since the VAR

is merely a summary of all the variances and covariances of the variables and

their lagged values, this implies that those must be sufficient statistics for

all the parameters of interest. We are especially interested in parameters

that are relatively stabie over the sample period, i.e, not time dependent. It

is therefore interesting to see whether th is is a reasonable assumption.

A nice feature of the VAR model is that it can be seen as a multivariate

linear regression model. A check for the stability of the autoregressive

parameters can be performed by a range of tests developed for the (statie)

linear regression model, which have been shown to be applicable for dynamic

regression models too (Krämer et al. (1988), Ploberger et al. (1989)). Lots of

other tests on the specification can also be applied. Sensitivity analysis

with respect to La. the choice of variables, sample period, lag length, can

be done quite easily.
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Although the VAR model is a finite parameter model, it is important to

note that many parameters of interest are in fact functions (Parzen (1983)),

e.g. the impulse responses or the spectrum of the series. This brings us to

another advantage of the linearity, namely the relatively well known

interpretation of the autocorrelation function and its Fourier transform, the

spectrum of the series. The speetral analysis of economie time series models

has recently become fruitful again (Singleton (1988), Quah (1990)). The VAR

model cannot be taken as a true model of the data generating process. It is a

finite parameter model which is used to approximate the truth, i.c, the

multivariate spectrum and the linear lead-lag relationships between the

variables in the sample. This can imply that the lag length needed in

estimation is an increasing function of the length of the homogeneous time

series available. In this opinion a true lag length does not exist. See

Lütkepohl (1988, 1989) for statistical analysis in th is spirit. Unfortunately

this reduces the reliability of classical statistical analysis, but it may

still serve as an intersubjective manner to cornmunicate meaningful statistical

results. In good practice the chosen significanee levels are also functions of

the sample size (see e.g. Arrow (1960)).

The advantages of the linear model can also be seen as disadvantages of

nonlinear time series modeis. We present some of them in the sequel but mainly

as alternatives to test our null against. Most alternative models are neither

as weIl understood nor as easy to estimate, which makes sensitivity analysis

difficult. Interpretation of autocorrelation function and spectrum is not

always available. In summary: they are as yet unreliable. All in all we are

very reluctant to give up our baseline model as a basic tooI of analysis, but

it has to be accompanied by reasonably powerful methods to detect its failures

to capture important properties of the data. As Sims (1988) stated on

forecasting applications of the model: "If these facts are not allowed for in

analyzing modeis' historical forecasting records, results are likely to be

anomalous or disappointing." One can strive to avoid anomalies and hope to

reduce the occurrence of disappointments. Often relatively small modifications

can be sufficient to resolve the deficiencies so that expeditions into the

heart of unknown research territories can be postponed. The modifications, or

rather supplements to the VAR model that we suggest are also data based and

concern an adequate modeling of the trend, outlier and seasonal component to

keep a covariance stationary process for the remaining cyclical component.

The ideas are inspired by literature on robust methods and the weIl
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established literature on seasonal and calendar correction, where sorne basic

rnethods, like the Census X-ll procedure are extrernely long lived. Cleveland

(1983) explained this: "Part of the X-ll reliability undoubtedly sterns frorn

the fact that the designers started with the data, knew the intricacies of the

data, and built procedures to realistically face the data." This strand of the

econornetrics literature recognized the importance of robust rnethods at an

early stage, not because of fancy mathematics but out of interest in the data.

Another important characteristic was their interest in the developrnent in new

graphical methods. The message in the data is hard to summarize in a few

statistics. A few pictures will help usually, first to find the origin of the

statistics in the data, and second to show other characteristics not reflected

in those statistics.

1.5 Outline of the study

In the second chapter we forrnally introduce the baseline version of the

VAR model, that contains the basic statistical assumptions that we use in the

sequel. One first has to check whether the variables one uses can be

transformed to meet these assumptions. The first point is an analysis of the

univariate characteristics of the series. The VAR model implies linear ARIMA

models for the univariate series (Zellner and Palm (1974)). Important

properties of these models can be examined in the sample: a bounded spectrum,

the order of (seasonal) integration, linearity and normality af ter the

appropriate transformation. The basic properties of univariate purely

stochastic integer unit root integration are pointed out. Subsequently these

properties are contrasted with the properties of stochastic fractional

integration. We suggest data analytic tools to check the assumption of

univariate unit root integration. In an appendix we give a detailed account of

unit root tests for stochastic unit root nonstationarity versus deterministic

nonstationarity at frequencies of interest.

The third chapter starts with a few sections on local and global

influence analysis, which should point out the observations with the most

notabie impact on the estimates of location and covariance parameters. The

results from this analysis can be helpful in spotting the sourees of possible

problems with the baseline model.

After the influence analysis we discuss the merits of different

statistical diagnostic tests for the adequacy of the separate regression

equations. After one has estimated the unrestricted VAR one should check some

overall characteristics of the system. We present several suggestions how to

do this.
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The fourth chapter deals with common sourees of misspecification stemming

from problems with seasonality and seasonal adjustment in the multivariate

model. We discuss a nurnber of univariate unobserved components roodels for

stochastic seasonality, which gives additional insight in the properties of

models with unit root nonstationarity. We also suggest a modification of a

simple but quite robust seasonal adjustment procedure. Some new data analytic

tools are introduced to examine the seasonal component more closely. In

appendix A4.1 we discuss the limitations of deterministie modeling of

seasonality. In appendix A4.2 we discuss some aspects of backforecasting in

models with nonstationarity in mean.

In the fifth chapter we introduce outlier models, We develop a testing

procedure to direct and evaluate the treatment of exceptional observations in

the VAR. We illustrate its application on an artificial data set that contains

important characteristics of macroeconomie time series. The effect of the

outliers and the effectiveness of the testing procedure is also analyzed on a

four-variate set of quarterly French data, which exhibits cointegration. We

compare some ready- to-use outlier correction methods in the last section.

The sixth chapter deals with restrictions on the VAR model. First we

discuss a number of interesting reparameterizations of the VAR under unit root

restrictions. The reparameterizations lead to different interpretations, which

can help to assess the plausibility of empirical outcomes. We present some

straightforward transformation formulae for a number of these

parameterizations and show which assurnptions are essential for the equivalence

of these models. We illustrate this in simple numerical examples. Next we

compare VAR based methods to estimate pushing trends and pulling equilibria in

multivariate time series. The predictability approach of Box and Tiao receives

special attention. Finally we discuss multivariate tests for unit roots.

The seventh chapter is devoted to an application of methods described in

the previous chapters to analyze gross fixed capital investment in the

Netherlands from 1961 to 1988 in a six-variate system. We discuss a number of

economie approaches to model macroeconomie investment series. We list a number

of problems in empirical applications of these models. In §7.3 we present

empirically relevant aspects of the measurement model for macroeconomie

investment.

In the next section we apply univariate techniques of chapters 2, 3, 4

and 5 on the investment series and five other macroeconomie variables which
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can be expected to have a notabie dynamic relationship with investment, viz.

consumption, imports, exports, the terms of trade and German industrial

production. The univariate analysis clearly shows the presence of

nonstationary seasonal components in a number of the series. The model is

extended with a structural break on the basis of results from the univariate

analysis. The subsequent multivariate analysis confirms the need for a

structural break in the model for the growth rates of the multivariate series.

An empirically important equilibrium relation between investment, imports and

exports is seen to remain stabie over the entire sample periode The partial

correlation of deviations from this equilibrium and growth rates of investment

is large and stable,

The parameters in a comparatively parsimoniously parameterized VAR are

reasonably stabie after correction for seasonal movements, some notabie

additive outliers, and one structural break. We present the properties of this

VAR through impulse responses and varianee decompositions of orthogonalized

innovations. Identification is based on the varianee matrix of the residuals

and on the long run varianee matrix of the growth rates. The simulated effe cts

of standard shocks to the terms of trade, German industrial production .and

exports do not change with the identification methode The innovations to these

variables represent foreign shocks, which are not significantly influenced by

domestic factors in our information set.

1.6 What is new?

The comparison of statistics to examine high order autocorrelations in

§2.5 leads to a straightforward frequency by frequency analysis of fractional

integration and a modification of adjusted range analysis, which we apply in

§7.4.7.3. The simultaneous treatment of statistical unit root tests at

different frequencies in appendix A2.2 leads to some new applications of unit

root tests at seasonal frequencies in §7.4.5. The prior concern analysis of

influence measures and diagnostic test statistics in §3.2.2, §3.3.6 and

appendix A3.2 leads to a more insightful use of weIl known diagnostic tests

for parameter stability in §7.5.3. The comparison of tests for parameter

stability with unknown change point in §3.3.6 leads to a modification of the

CUSUM test on OLS residuals to test the stability of the frequency V2 seasonal

component in §7.4.7.7. We suggest a new overall multivariate test for

parameter stability in §3.3.9. We introduce a graphical check on the number of

unit roots in the VAR in §3.3.9. We apply it in §7.5.2. In §4.4 we suggest a

data analysis of seasonal unit root variation by principal components, which
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we apply in §7.4.7.4. We suggest a simple VAR modification of the Census X-II

method for seasonal correction in §4.5. We propose a multivariate outlier

testing procedure in chapter 5. The application to longer forecast horizons of

the nonpredictability approach to estimate pulling equilibria in §6.5.3 leads

to a new graphical diagnostic for the number of linear equilibrium relations

in a multivariate time series based on long run autocorrelations. We apply the

diagnostic in §7.5.2. It shows clear evidence of a long run equilibrium in

French macroeconomie data. The evidence in the Dutch data is Iess pronounced.

The new techniques are all developed because of their relevanee for an

appropriate VAR interpretation of the macroeconomie data in chapters 5 and 7.

Chapter 7 contains the most comprehensive application. Most procedures are

easy to implement in computer packages for time series analysis. We have

written two programs, one in Sun Pascal (1988) with procedures from NAG

(1988), and one in Turbo Pascal (1988). Most computations can be done by one

of these programs and take a negligible amount of time for the sample sizes

considered here. All figures can be made with these programs too.



2 THE UNRESTRICTED VAR AND lTS COMPONENTS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the first step in the preliminary analysis of the

data in order to find out whether these can be analyzed usefully in the

context of a VAR model. The main aim of the VAR model in this study is to

discover meaningful linear lead-lag relationships between the variables,

without using too much a priori information. The bulk of the information

should therefore be extracted from the data.

Since an empirical VAR model is only based on the estimates of variances

and covariances of the included variables, it is necessary to check whether

one can interpret these estimates in a sound way. In the theory and practice

of time series analysis of macroeconomie variables a number of interesting

techniques exist that supply applied researchers with different

interpretations of the variances and covariances, such as the spectrum and the

"random shock" or impulse response representation. Econometrie analysis of the

rational distributed lag model has provided other interpretations and a

statistical tooibox with slightly different contents, i.a. checks on model

adequacy developed for relatively small samples.

Regression equations are the natural building blocks of a VAR model. In

the context of regression analysis it has been argued that statistical

analysis can only be meaningful within the framework of a flexible statistical

model (Spanos (1986)) which has to be general enough to capture the major

properties of the data. It is statistically unsound to attach meaning to

outcomes of tests of specific hypotheses against a more general one if

important aspects of the general model can be rejected a priori. Since we

would rather not start with a disabled model, blind to the insights we can get

from the statistical tooibox of the regression equation, we begin by setting

up a slightly modified VAR model. It should serve as a useful maintained

hypothesis for statistical analysis and thus be able to describe the well

known features of interest of real quarterly macroeconomie data.

In the following section we introduce a formal representation of the

modified VAR model. From this set-up we derive conditions on the univariate

properties of the included variables which they have to fulfill in order to

meaningfully relate them to each other in the multivariate model. In the third
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section we present a derivation of the marginal univariate processes in the

presence of unit root nonstationarity.

In the fourth section we give our definition of unit root processes. We

then discuss the properties of these processes in more detail. In the last

section we introduce alternative models which can describe nonstationarity,

long memory and persistence. We advocate the use of data analytic tools geared

towards detection of these alternatives. In appendix A2.2 we discuss

statistical tests for unit root nonstationary. We apply these techniques in

§7.4.

2.2 The model

The basic model reads:

~(L) =V(L)M(L)U(L),

tel (2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where

X t is an n-column vector of observed variables of interest,

Yt is areal, purely stochastic, zero mean n-vector, a transformation of

interest of Xt, and

~(L) =~o+~lL+~2L2+ .•. +~p is an real nxn-matrix lag polynomial ,with all roots

of det( ~(z) ) = 0 on or outside the unit circle, and with ~o = In, the identity

matrix of order n,

et is an n-vector of serially uncorrelated disturbances, et i"J N(O,E),

t =p,p+1, ... ,T. Normality is not essentia1. det(E) ~ 0, so that identities and

strict linear dependencies among the equations are excluded in (2.1).

S(L) is a filter that preserves only the variation of interest in

(w(xt) - g(t) -ht(L)'TJt),

w(x t ) is a nonlinear function of Xt,

g(t) is a deterministie or perfectly predictabie function of time,

V(L ) and U(L ) are real matrix lag polynomials of. orders Pv and P« with the

roots of det(V(z) ) =0 and det(U(z) ) =0 outside the unit circle,

M(L ) is a real diagonal matrix with the roots of det(M(z) ) =0 on the unit

circle,

L is the lag operator : LiYt =Yt-i, iel, and

'TJt is an n-vector of disturbances different from et, influencing Yt via ht(L).
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Many observable variables x, are not easily analyzed by the core VAR

model alone. One should acknowledge that the core VAR model (2.1) probably is

not able to explain all the variation in the data to such an extent that

specification testing becomes meaningful. That is why we "extend" the model

with (2.2). In. practice only part of the variation in Xt, i.c. "the variation

of interest" is analyzed in the VAR model. This can be done by an "instant"

transformation of the variable, w(.), time domain filtering, S(L), or by

correction for deterministic and other exogenous influences, g(t) and ht(L)'fJt.

By this extension the VAR model essentially becomes a simple dynamic

unobserved components model. In order to circumvent additional identification

and interpretation problems ansmg from stochastic errors-in-variables

specifications, (2.2) is a set of equations without a stochastic error term.

For the transformation in (2.2) to be interesting, Yt has to have an

interpretable relation with the observed variable vx, as weil as statistical

characteristics that fit into the VAR model. For some variables it will be so

difficult to find a transformation to meet these requirements that traditional

VAR analysisbecomes a waste of time. One could try to extend the model with

an unobserved components element for the varianee of the series in that case,

see e.g. Harvey et al. (1992), but this is outside the scope of this study.

We provide empirically relevant choices for S(L),w, g(t) and ht(L)'fJt in

the following sections and chapters. In order to get a first idea one can

think of them as scalar functions with S(L) a moving average filter for

seasonal adjustment (§4.5), w a logarithmic transformation , g(t) a polynomial

of time (§A4.2.4), and ht(L)'fJt an occasional dummy variabie for outlying

observations (§5.2).

The (Smith-McMiIlan) factorization of ~(L) plays a crucial role in

multivariate unit root analysis, which can be helpful in extracting components

of interest from the variables in the core model (2.1). We discuss this in

sections 2.3, 3.3.9 and 6.2 below.

The aim of the preliminary analysis is to systematically check whether

there exist weIl understood transformations for the data at hand. From (2.1)

we can deduce the implied processes for the univariate YjtS, j =1,... ,n. This

is done by inverting( 2.1) into its MA representation (Zellner and Palm

(1974)), i.e. finding the particular solution of the difference equation

(2.1). We abstract here from the deterministie parts of the solution, see

§A2.2.2.3 for a short discussion on that.
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We write the MA representation as

Chapter 2

(2.4)

Suppose M(L) equals the identity matrix In, i.e, ~(z) =0 has no roots on

the unit circle. Combined with appropriate starting conditions this implies

that the univariate processes are mean and covariance stationary and that the

polynomial expansion ~(L)-1 dies out so quickly that the spectrum of Yt is

bounded at all frequencies, i.e, the variation of the series in a sample grows

at the same rate at all frequencies as the sample size increases.

Empirical analysis (Granger (1966)) has shown that this characteristic is

not common among economie variables. Unbounded spectra seem to be the rule

rather than the exception. Since some interpretations of autoregressive models

only go through under the assumption of a bounded spectrum it was common

practice before practical techniques for so-called cointegration analysis had

been developed to analyze only univariate transformations with bounded

spectra. Empirical analysis using the cointegration techniques and closely

related canonical analysis based on Box and Tiao (1977) has made clear that

valuable, and economically relevant information about linear relationships at

the frequencies where the variables have unbounded spectrum may be recovered

if the untransformed series are used.

It has been shown that model (2.1) with a matrix M(L) with some so-called

unit roots can be used to perform such an analysis. In the case of unit root

integration the spectra are not only unbounded, but also nonstationary so that

the ordinary definition of the spectrum cannot be applied. It is then better

to talk of the pseudo spectrum, cf. Harvey (1989, p. 64) and §2.4.2. Below we

use the terms spectrum and pseudo spectrum interchangeably.

Hylleberg et al. (1990) used the factorization of ~(L). It finds its

origin in the theory of unimodular matrices, see Kailath (1980, Chapter 6) and

§3.3.9. Conditions for its existence are defined on the polynomial of the

equivalent MA representation, which we derive in the next section. Different

interesting parameterizations of this model exist. We discuss some of its

explicit forms in chapter 6.

Consider the equations for the YjtS in (2.4) separately. It is possible

to show that the characterization of the unbounded spectra for the

multivariate series can be checked to some extent using univariate analysis.

In the literature most attention has been given to the spectrum of the series
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near the zero frequency. Careful modeling of the low frequency components is

especially important if one wants to use the model to search for theoretically

appealing long run equilibrium relations in a particular data set (Engle and

Granger, 1987). It mayalso be important for long range forecasting (Engle and

Yoo (1987), LeSage (1990)). In the literature on seasonal models the seasonal

frequencies received a lot of interest, see chapter 4. Hylleberg et al. (1990)

set up a model for the analysis of all separate poles in the spectrum one at a

time. In the next ..section we use their analysis to derive univariate

characterizations for the Yjts.

2.3 Univariate processes and unit roots

We start by making the following additional assumption on ~(L), which

simplifies the unit root analysis. The introduetion of unit. roots in the

autoregressive representation of a process is one way to model the stylized

fact of an unbounded spectrum.

Assumption 2.1

~(L) is of finite order p.

From this assumption it follows that M(L) has a finite order, say Pm.

This implies that the "unit" roots of det(M(z)) =0 belong to the set 'kJ with a

finite number of elements w1, W2' w3, defined by {ei27rj/S; S =1,2, ... ,npm;

j =1,2, ... ,S; i2=-I}. Note that since the coefficients of M(L) are real,

det(M(wj)) = 0 <=} det(M(wj-l)) =0. All n diagonal elements mj(L) of M(L) can thus

be written as:

(2.5)

Define the appropriate scalar difference operator for the stationarity

achieving transformation as

(2.6)

so that all roots wk with multiplicity dk of D(z) =0 are also root with

multiplicity dk for at least one equation mj(z) =0, and all roots Wij with

multiplicity dZj of mj(z) =0 for j =1,2, ... ,n are a root of at least

multiplicity dIj for D(z)= O. The set of different roots of D(z) =0 is the union

of the sets of different roots in det(M(z)) =o. The multiplicity of a root Wk-1

of D( z) = 0 is the maximum multiplicity of this root in the polynomials mj(z) =o.
Now define mj(L) as D(L)Jmj(L) and M*(L) as diag(mj(L)) so that

D(L )1n = M* (L )M(L ). Note that M* (L) is of an order less than or equal to that of
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D(L). We denote this order by Pm*' Substituting (2.3) into (2.1) and

premultiplying by V(Lt\ M*(L) and U(Ltl one obtains the so-called vector

moving average (VMA) representation

(2.7)

A sufficient condition on the (rational) MA polynomial C(L) for the existence

of the factorization C(L) =U(L)-lM*(L)V(L)-l is that C(z) is finite for all

values of z on or within the unit circle, see Engle (1987). This implies that

D(L)Yjt has a finite spectrum for all j and t. Rewriting U-l(L) and V-l(L) as

Adj(U(L))/det(U(L)) and Adj(V(L))/det(V(L)) one gets

D(L)det( (U(L)V(L) )Yt =Adj(U(L) )M* (L )Adj( (V(L) )êt. (2.8)

The YjtS can be written as (non )stationary ARMA models of a type that is

somewhat more general than the familiar ARIMA model. The AR parts of the

univariate models are of maximum order np and the MA parts are of maximum

order n(p-1). In practice one can obtain lower orders of AR parts and MA

parts, due to common factors in these components or other "coincidental

situations", see Palm (1977). This is illustrated above for the factors with

roots on the unit circle. One can sometimes interpret the cancellation of

factors as a reduction in the number of underlying "inputs", "causes", or

"trends", see e.g. §6.2.2.

The roots on the unit circle of the univariate AR parts are of special

interest. We distinguish two cases, one where all the mj(L)s are equal and an

alternative where they are not. Granger developed the term co-integration for

the latter situation. The AR component of a Yjt can have no more unit roots

than D(L). The order of D(L), say Pd is lower than npm whenever the mj(L)s

have roots in common. It can be as low as Pm when all the mj(L)s are equal.

No cointegration

In the first case M*(L) = In, and the number of unit roots in the AR part

of the system, which equals n times the number of unit roots in D(L) is equal

to the sum of the numbers of unit roots for the univariate processes. This

specification is the null hypotheses in multivariate unit root tests discussed

in §6.6. The number of unit roots in their MA parts is then always equal to

zero, so that the orders of the MA parts cannot be greater than (n-1)(pv+ Pu).

Cointegration

This is no longer true if the mj(L)s differ. Then the multivariate AR

part and the MA part have common factors with unit roots, which cancel since
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we only look at the purely stochastic particular solution of (2.1). Note that

we arrange the deterministie parts of the solution under (2.2). This implies

that the number of unit roots in the AR part of the system is smaller than the

sum of the numbers of unit roots for the univariate processes.

The YjtS can still have the same unit roots in the univariate

representations, but some combinations, the so-called (polynomial)

cointegrating veetors ej(U(L))Yt, with ej the j-th unit vector of order n,

have fewer unit roots in the AR part of their univariate representations. For

roots at the frequencies zero and 112 (Wi= 1, wi = -1) this effect can already

occur when U(L) has order zero.

In the case of different mj(L)s it is also possible that ejYt =Yjt already

has fewer unit roots than D(L), which we could call "trivial cointegration".

Often it is preferabie to begin with a balanced system, i.e. a system with

equal (nonnegative) "orders of integration" (i.c. numbers of unit roots) for

each Yjt at the frequencies of interest. It is a maintained assumption for

some mu1tivariate tests for unit root nonstationarity, see Chapter 6. In a

balanced system the number of unit roots in the system is a linear function of

the number of independent cointegrating vectors. In a cointegrated system the

orders of the MA parts of the univariate processes are greater than or equal

to (n-l)(pv+ Pm) +Pm*·

Examples

Here are two simple numerical examples of V(L)M(L)U(L)Yt =et for the

second case with the different mj(L)s:

Example 2.1 Cointegration at frequency 1/2

[1-O. 8L 0] [1- L
2 0] [ 1 -1][Ylt] _[elt]

-O.IL 1-0.7L 0 l-L -1 2 Y2t - e2t

(I-L2)(1-0.8L)(I-0. 7L) [ Ylt] = [2 1] [1 0] [1-0.7L 0] [elt] (2.9)
Y2t 1 1 0 I+L O.IL 1-0.8L e2t

The roots of det( (M(z) ) =0 are e- i1r, eO and eO. The maximum multiplicity

for bath roots in an mj(L) is 1. Sa D(L) is chosen as (l-eOL)(I-e i 1rL) = (I-L2).

The AR part of bath variables has order n(pv+pu)+Pd=2(1+0)+2=4. It follows

that bath Ylt and Y2t have unit roots at the frequencies zero and 112, if the MA

part et has a regular covariance matrix. The linear combination 2Y2t - Ylt has

only a unit root at the zero frequency however. It does not have an infinite

spectrum at the frequency 112 whereas the individual series have.
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Change U(L) to get

Example 2.2 Trivial cointegration

(
1- O.8L 0] ( 1-LZO] ( 1

-O.IL 1-0.7L 0 l-L 0
-1 ] ( Ylt] = ( ê lt]

1 YZt e«

Chapter 2

(I- LZ)(1-0.8L)(1-0.7L)( Ylt] = (1 1] (1 0] (1-0.7L 0] (êlt] (2.10)
YZt 0 1 0 I+L O.IL 1-0.8L êZt

In this case

(I-L)(I-0. 8L)(I- O. 7L)Yzt =O.1Lêlt+ (1-0. 8L)êZt.

The right hand side is written to make it a process with a finite spectrum

bounded away from zero for all frequencies, including 112. We see that the

original unit root part mz(L) for ezU(L)Yt=YZt returns: a ,case of "trivial

cointegration" at frequency 112. Note again that we only consider the purely

stochastic part of the solution here. In appendix 4.2 we discuss deterministic

parts of the solution for some cases of interest, for the multivariate case.

§A2.2.2.2 contains some univariate examples.

Discussion

We have shown that the processes Yjt have to behave as stationary ARMA

models of maximum orders (np,(n-1)p) after appropriate "differencing" in order

to be explained by model (2.1)-(2.3) under Assumption 1. Different orders of

integration at different frequencies can be obtained. In systems where all

univariate processes posses the same number of unit roots at the frequencies

of interest, the total number of "unit roots" at these frequencies in the

system can be smaller than the sum of the numbers of the univariate processes.

In that case there can exist nontrivial linear combinations of the processes

that have an order of integration lower than each of the separate components.

Often these combinations are interesting from an economie theory point of

view.

Several authors used VAR models to check whether certain types of this

cointegration, predicted by economie theory could be traeed back in the data

(Campbell and Shiller (1987)). This procedure only works well if the

univariate processes satisfy these special integration assumptions. In the

next sections we discuss a range of useful methods to check these assumptions

for the variables in a particular data set. Alternative models are discussed

as well.
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2.4.1 Definitions and notation

We first introduce a terminology for the univariate processes that the

unit root VARs can produce. It turns out that the zero frequency and the 112

frequency need a slightly different treatment than the other frequencies

between zero and 112. The roots belonging to those frequencies are equal to

their own inverse which entails that a first order moving average operator

suffices to "remove" these unit roots.

Definition 2.1

A purely stochastic time series process is integrated of order d (at the

zero frequency) if and only if the spectrum of the series is finite and

bounded away from zero at the zero frequency af ter premultiplication of the

series by the filter (1_L)d. It is integrated of order d1/ Z at frequency 112 if

and only if its spectrum is finite and bounded away from zero at frequency 112

af ter premultiplication of its series by the filter (1+L)dl/ z.

Definition 2.2

A purely stochastie time series process is integrated of order d).., ÀEQ,

o< À < 112 at frequency À, if and only if the spectrum of the series is finite and

bounded away from zero at frequency À af ter premultiplication of the series by

the filter (1-2cos(21t'À)L+LZ)d)...

Notation

We denote these processes l(d), 11/Z(d1/Z) and l)..(d)..) respectively. This

notation slightly generalizes that by Engle and Granger (1987) andHylleberg

et al. (1990).

Remark 2.1

It is implicitly assumed that the spectrum (or mutatis mutandis the

autocovariance function) of the appropriately differenced series is not time

dependent. In the time series literature this type of nonstationarity is

called homogeneous, Box and Jenkins (1970), to distinguish it from other types

of nonstationarity with time dependent spectra, cf. Hallin (1984).

Remark 2.2

Here we assume d is a nonnegative integer. The definition can be extended

to rational d, see §2.5.2.

Discussion

In the practice of macroeconomie time series analysis the frequencies j /S

j =1,2,... ,8, with 8 the number of observations per year, are the most likely
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ones to exhibit an unboundedness of the (pseudo )spectrum, besides the zero

frequeney. They are interpreted as frequeneies belonging to the yearly eyele

and its harmonies. Suppose the proeess has a finite spectrum bounded a way

from zero at the seasonal frequencies after applying the weIl known seasonal

difference filter (I-Ls). It is then readily shown that it is integrated of

order 1 at all the frequencies jjS, j =1,2,... ,S-1 and at the zero frequency.

One can see this by using the equation

S . . [(S - 1)/2]rr (l_e l (J21r /S)L ) = (I-L)(I+L)P rr (1-2cos(2njjS)L+L2),
j=1 j=1

(2.11)

with [.] the entier function and p equal to 1 when S even and zero otherwise,

see e.g. Harvey (1989, p. 21).

Integration at frequeney j jS is equivalent to integration at frequency

(S-j)jS= 1- jjS, since cos(27r(I-f)) =cos(27rf). This may seem strange at first

sight. It is not an a priori restrietion to help estimation or interpretation

of models for the underlying process later on. It is just a logical

consequence of the measurement model. In practice we cannot make a distinction

between those two frequencies, because the observed frequencies are the same.

This is an example of the so-called aliasing phenomenon. Only more frequent

sampling could help us make the distinction. Using quarterly data one cannot

make a distinction between processes with period 4 quarters and 4/3 quarter

because the last period is connected with a frequency greater than the Nyquist

frequency of 112 cycle per quarter. With monthly observations the same periods

belong to the frequencies 1/12 and 114 which are both smaller than 112 cycle per

month. The frequencies can then be discriminated.

At the zero frequency side of the spectrum we have similar problems that

follow from our measurement model. We cannot discern variation at frequencies

belonging to periods longer than the sample, and for somewhat higher

frequencies for which there are not many nonoverlapping periods in the sample

this is very difficult. Note that as S tends to infinity 1I/S(1) processes

come to resembie 1(2) ones, the "difference" operator tends to

(1- 2L+L2) =(1- L)2. It becomes impossible to discriminate between these types of

integrations at the low frequencies. At the other side of the spectrum 1j / s( l )

processes come to resembie 1112(2) ones when jjS tends to 112.

A useful graphical mnemonic is to picture the coefficients of an AR(2)

process 1+<PIL +<P2L2 in the weIl known triangle in the <Pl,<P2 plane. The lines

<PI - <P2 =1, <PI +<P2 = -1, and <P2 =1 enclose the area of 1(0) values. The Iines

represent I (1) values with integration at frequencies 112, zero and other
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frequencies Àj respectively, except for the top intersections which represent

the 11(2) and 1(2) values 1
.

2

2.4.2 MA representation, autocorrelation and pseudo spectrum

Befere the discussion of more general models a short recapitulation of

the properties of univariate integrated processes is in order. By definition

an integrated process Yt of order d at frequency À can be written as:

O~À~112, deIN, (2.12)

(2.13)

with l(O) = l(l) = 112 and l(À) = 1, 0 < À< 112 and e, a process with a spectrum se(w) so

that O<se(w)<oo, O<w~21l'. Again we use the fixed startup with ê~=O, t<O. Here

we discuss the simple integrated process where d = 1 and êt is a zero mean white

noise with varianee u~, t ~ O. The MA representation of Yt can then written as

follows, see appendix A2.1:

Yt = 'EW9kê t- k,

with

{

sin(21l'À(k+1))/sin(21l'À), O<À < 112

9k = 1 , À= 0 .

.(-l)k À=l/2

It is clear that the series of partial sums 'E 9~ does not converge. The

process for Yt is not covariance stationary. If one takes e, = 0, t < 0, the

varianee of Yt increases linearly with t, in particular var(Yn/A) =n·var(YI/A),

À> O. If we observe the process Yt only at times t = ü>. j = 1,2,... , it is

equivalent to a simple random walk:

(2.14)

with v[j / A] white noise with varianee uZ and

uZ={q~'E~l/À] sin2(21rÀ(k + l ))/sin2(21rÀ), 0 <À < 'h .

~ , À=~

This implies that the autocorrelations at lags m[j/À], m = 1,2, ...

asymptotically (i.e, as t-+oo) approach unity, provided m[j/À] is small relative

to t, cf. Granger and Newbold (1986, p. 42). Since 9k RS-9k- [j / 2A]+m[j / A)'

m = 1,2,.... the autocorrelations at lags [j/2À] +m[j/À] approach -1 as t-+oo:

(2.15)

l Box and Jenkins (1970) used l-t/>IL-cP2L2, which turns the triangle upside down.
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with var(1I[j/2À]) ~ lhvar(lI(j/À])' where an equality sign holds when j/2À is

integer. This is a second example of aliasing. The variation at the underlying

frequency À is observed at frequency zero. We employ this property in §4.4.

The complete pattern of the oscillating nonconverging autocorrelation function

is derived in appendix A2.1. The pseudo autocovariance generating function

r(z) =L~ooriZi is given by

r(z) = lim (J~/ 1(1- (28cos27rÀ)z+82z2 )dl l - 2 = Urn (J~ IL8 i f)iz i I.
6+ 1 6+ 1

(2.16)

The implied varianee tends to 00, but the autocovariances ri increase at the

same rate to get a finite limit for the autocorrelations.

The pseudo spectrum, f yy(w) for the process is defined as

fyy(w) = ((J~/27r)'( (1- (2cos27rÀ)eiw +e 2iW)(l_ (2cos27rÀ)e- iw +e-2iw ) )-dl(À) =

((J~/27r)(2cos27rÀ- 2coswt 2dl( À). (2.17)

The concepts of pseudo spectrum and pseudo autocovariance generating function

have found useful applications in UCARIMA modeis, see §4.3.3. The pseudo

spectrum is finite for all values w in the range [-7r,7r] except those

associated with frequency 27rÀ, but it increases very fast near those

frequencies. One can decompose the varianee in the frequency domain as

follows:

(2.18)

The varianee of Yt goes to infinity but when we leave out two infinitesimal

parts of the speetral decomposition of the varianee it becomes finite. The

varianee in this small sector of the spectrum dominates the varianee at the

other frequencies. This extreme heteroskedasticity in the frequency domain is

one of the most striking aspects of the time series properties of many

macroeconomie variables.

Statistical tests under unit root nonstationarity

Appendix A2.2 contains a general discussion of univariate unit root

nonstationarity and regression tests for models with this property. The

outcomes of these tests can give us information that helps us to interpret the

outcomes of the multivariate analysis. They also give indications how to

transform the variables to make them meet the assumptions that are necessary

in the multivariate analysis.

In a data based analysis we want to get as much information as possible

from the observed variation in the variables. We see that by applying a
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difference operator the variation of a variabie with infinite second moment

can become finite, which renders the outcomes of subsequent (multivariate)

statistical analysis easier to interpret. One avoids unit root type problems

where independent variables have correlations that are "seemingly

significantly" different from zero if one incorrectly applies standard

distribution theory.

The simplest example is the test for the statistical significanee of the

correlation between the first differences and the lagged levels a random walk

series Yt =Yt-l+e., t =1, ... ,T. For large numbers of observations one would

normally reject the null of no correlation against negative correlation at the

5% level for estimates of the correlation coefficient smaller than -1.65·T!.

The "true" critical value at the 5% level is -2.89·T!, however, see table

A2.2.4 in the appendix. The nominal critical value corresponds to a

significanee level of about 45%, which gives an indication of the magnitude of

the error one can make by incorrectly ignoring unit root characteristics.

On the other hand one must be careful not to apply the difference filters

unnecessarily. Univariate unit root tests may provide guidance in this

respect. Does th is big loss of variation by the application of the difference

operators also lead to a severe decrease in interesting information? Since we

are interested in relationships between variables one cannot answer this

question using univariate analysis only.

2.5 Alternative modeIs for nonstationarity, long memory and persistenee

2.5.1 Nonstationarity

In the discussion of our general model (2.1 )-(2.3) we suggested that one

should not use the VAR model (2.1) to describe all the important

characteristics of the observed components Xit. Only the variation that can be

related properly within the VAR should be left in. Cointegration theory (see

e.g. Engle (1987) and Chapter 6) has established that unit root

nonstationarity (particularly I(l)-ness) of the different variables can be

related in an elegant way with interesting interpretations.

In the previous section we saw that the unit root restrietion in the ARMA

model provides a simple and potentially useful description of the

nonstationarity of the mean and varianee of an observed series. The outcomes

of the unit root. tests within the c1ass of ARMA models defined in (A2.2. 7)

suggest ways to transform the observed univariate series to stationarity. They

are important too1s to help us interpret the the sample autocorrelation
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function of a weIl transformed series. The tests are only appropriate when

this class of modeIs is adequate for the purpose. Robust versions of the tests

have been developed to make them applicable for a wider range of models,

allowing weaker assumptions on the process generating the disturbances e~, see

Diebold and Nerlove (1990). Finite sample characteristics of these tests are

not always very attractive, see e.g, Schwert (1987, 1989).

There are however still two questionable necessary conditions for

adequate application, also in very large samples. The first is that the

varianee of the disturbances under the alternative of stationarity be finite.

This condition is essential for most weIl known tests for serial correlation,

see e.g. Phillips and Loretan (1991b). The second condition is that the

spectrum of the stationary process be finite at the frequency zero. Certain

mixing conditions (see e.g. Billingsley (1968, §20)), which restriet the

memory of the process can guarantee this, see e.g. Phillips and Perron (1988).

These two conditions are precisely those that Mandelbrot (1969) thought

were not fulfilled for the processes governing many typical economie

variables. He stressed the practical implications in analyzing finite samples

rather than asymptotic theoretical issues, so he did not "attach a deep

significanee to the difference between infinite and finite but very large." We

don't either. He decided to publish much of his work in the hydrological

literature on water resource management, where it seems to have become more

widely known than in economics, see Mandelbrot (1977). In conneetion with

series on river flow levels the infinite varianee was called Noah effect. The

property of infinite spectrum was called Joseph effect, Mandelbrot (1969). We

do not consider the former effect relevant for the type of quarterly

macroeconomie series that we are trying to analyze.

This infinite varianee phenomenon, which manifests itself by occasional

big outliers is more reasonably accounted for by other methods than the

generalization of the distributional assumptions on the disturbances, see

§3.3.5. That is not to say that data on speculative prices which are sampled

at higher frequencies should be treated in the same way. In the fifth chapter

we discuss the effect of outlying observations on unit root tests and measures

of persistence.

2.5.2 Long memory, the variance time function and adjusted range analysis

Mandelbrot (1972, p. 268) stated that typical "economie time series

cannot be speetral synthesized and their speetral analysis is purely a formal

technique lacking concrete backing." This critique has .not provoked a
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revolution: most modern econometrie and macroeconomie theory still uses the

autocorrelation function of economie time series at the start of the analysis.

The simple (continuous time) model of fractional Gaussian noise, which

Mandelbrot (1972) suggested as a more relevant model for economie time series

data, has later been shown to have a spectrum nearly equivalent to that of a

simple discrete fractionally integrated model, presented by Hosking (1981) and

Granger and Joyeux (1980). Jonas (1983, p. 83) compared the different

fractional models, The continuous fractional noise has the property of

self-similarity, i.e. the independenee between the shape of the spectrum and

the observation frequency of the series. Lawrance and Kottegada (1977)

described this concept as invariance with respect to change of time scale. The

discrete version of the model lacks this property. Another important

difference is to be found in the phase functions. The discrete fractionally

integrated model can be represented as follows:

(2.19)

with ê t white noise i.i.d, N(O,l),

where (1- L)d is defined by its binomial expansion or Maclaurin series, i.e,

d 00 [dJ. 2 1 3 00 r( -d+ j ) .
(l-L) = j~O j (-L)l=1-dL- I12d(d-1)L -Bd(1- d )(2 - d )L ... =j~or(-d)r(j+1)V,

with
00

{
f sZ-le-sds if z > 0

r(z)= 0 ,

00 if z =0, -1, - 2, ...

which is defined for negative fractional z by r(z) =1t)(sin(1rz)'( -zr( -z))).

It is a conceptually straightforward nonlinear alternative to the integer

unit root model. Generalizations have been applied to price indexes (Geweke

and Porter-Hudak (1983)) and interest rates (Shea (1989)). Using this model

one can extend the definition of an integrated process to deR. The operator

(1- L)d is only properly defined asymptotically, which presents some problems

for practical applications. One approach is to truncate the filter.

For Idl> 112 the operator (1- L)d is defined through the convolution of the

filter with the filters (l-L) and its inverse 1+L+L2+ .... The latter filter is

truncated in finite sample applications, Application of the truncated filter

to generate I (d) series from white noise errors is hazardous in moderately
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sized samples'", however.

In the hydrological literature and in parts of the economie literature on

the test of market efficiency one uses the so-called HUTst coefficient H =d+lf2,

discussed below (eq. (2.29)); see Kaen en Rosenman (1986) for references. An

interesting aspect of model (2.19) is the combination of an infinite spectrum

and stationarity for 0 < d < 112, which is impossible in the class of integer unit

root modeis. Sowell (1990) showed that ordinary unit root tests applied to

model (2.19) really test the hypothesis d =1 against d < 1. Rejection of d =1 does

not necessarily lead to the choice for a stationary alternative, since the

model is nonstationary for all d ~ 112. The power of the test is not impressive

however. Stationarity regions for generalizations are derived in Gray et al.

(1989). The infinite spectrum of stationary models is of ten characterized by

the expression long memory. This definition (op cit.) does so formally:

Definition 2.3

A (stationary) discrete time series (defined over t =0, ±1,... ) is said to

be long memory if for some WE [0,11"] the power spectrum f(w) becomes

unbounded.

It is clear from (2.19) th at the simple fractionally integrated model is long

memory at frequency zero for d > O. Hosking (1981, Theorem 1) proved that the

spectrum is given by3

-112<d<112. (2.20)

by premultiplication of a

root of the theoretical

derived the autocovariance

the simulation of samples

He also proved that 211"f(w)""Jw-Zd as w-+O for the more general case where êt

follows a stationary and invertible ARMA process as in (A2.2.7). Diebold and

Nerlove (1990) called this model ARFIMA, Gray et al. (1989) used the term

FARMA and introduced GARMA for fractional integration at other frequencies.

Mandelbrot (1969) called this form of the speetral density near the zero

frequency H-spectrum, with H standing for Hyperbolic. He showed the H-spectrum

property to be a sufficient condition for the nonorthogonality of sample

means, i.e, "the asymptotic dependenee between the average of a process Xt

over the future and its average over the past." Another expression to

Z
A better way to generate short l(d) series is

vector of white noise residuals by the square

covariance matrix of an led) series. Hosking (1981)

function. Jonas (1983) discussed numerical issues of

from modeIs for fractional noise.

3
We use the definition where the integral of the spectrum over [0,Z1I") equals

the variance, as in (Z.17) and in Granger and Newbold (1986, p. 45), so that

1(0) = (Z1I")-IE~oo1'i? with 1'i the autocovariance function at lag i. The varianee

of the process in (Z.19) equals r( -Zd+l)/(r( _d»Z.
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characterize the implied behavior he introduced was "nonperiodic cycles, (with

respect to any finite sample)", see Mandelbrot (1972).

Fractionally integrated processes have autocorrelation functions PT that

decay hyperbolically at high lags, which is different from the geometrie decay

for stationary ARMA models

d < 112, 'T~OO,

as shown by Hosking (1981, Theorem 2). The partial autocorrelation function

also dies out more slowly than for stationary ARMA models. This has important

practical consequences if one confines oneself to analysis with the

traditional ARMA model. In practice only the first sample autocorrelations are

used in estimation and the procedure of testing for residual autocorrelation

probably will not have substantial power to detect important information about

the long run behavior of the variable. In order to find out more directly one

can use all the available sample autocorrelations as presented in the sample

periodogram of the variable, af ter the observations have been multiplied by a

known filter to render the variabie stationary.

The slow decay of the autocorrelation function for positively integrated

processes has its mirror image in the hyperbolic decay of the inverse

autocorrelation function pi; for negatively integrated, or so-called

antipersistent processes, see Hosking (1981, p. 168). The inverse

autocorrelation function of a process is the autocorrelation function

corresponding to the inverse spectrum. One can thus regard antipersistent

processes as being "integrated in their MA part." We discuss persistenee in

§2.5.3.

Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) developed a simple regression procedure in

the frequency domain to consistently estimate the fractional order of

integration at the zero frequency, which was later generalized to estimate

seasonal fractional integration parameters. Porter-Hudak (1990) published

results on the latter type of integration for US monetary aggregates. Hassler

(1993a) discussed the use of th is procedure as an alternative for unit root

tests discussed in appendix A2.2. Sowell (1992) noted defects of this

procedure in small samples for series with autocorrelations functions similar

to the autocorrelation function of the growth rates of real per capita GDP in

the USA. He developed a maximum likelihood estimator for the ARFIMA model with

Gaussian disturbances.

Varianee time functions

A second way to look at the autocorrelations at lags of higher order is
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to study the growth of the varianee of partial sums. The sample varianee of an

1(1) variabie, which by definition can be written as an (infinite) partial sum

of an 1(0) variabie, is known to increase linearly with time T, as T -+00; see

(2.13) as an example. Mandelbrot (1972) presented the following

Definition 2.4

The population varianee time function VT of a stationary random variabie

xt , taken around population expectation is defined as the second moment of the

sum of T successive values of Xt.

The varianee time function can be written as:

VT =Var{ST) =Vartx, +X2+··· +xT-l) = (2.21)

(2.22)

with Pr the autocorrelation function of x t and a~ the varianee of Xt, see e.g.

Diebold and Rudebusch (I989). The importance of the high order

autocorrelations is apparent in (2.22). Cochrane (I988) applied the scaled

varianee time function, defined by

Var{ST)/Ta~, (2.23)

to the differences of log per capita GNP for the US to check the

I{I) hypothesis for the level of this variable. The limit of the scaled

varianee time function for T -+00 is equal to (21r/a~)f{0), with f{O) the spectrum

of the process Xt at the frequency zero, see Cochrane (I988, eq. (IO)).

Cochrane also discussed small sample issues, La. the effect of the choice of

estimator for the time varying mean of the partial sum (as in (2.25) below).

There is an asymptotically negligible difference between (2.2I) and (2.22) if

one employs the common estimators for the variances". From (2.20) it follows

that the spectrum at the zero frequency of an "overdifferenced" process (d ~ 0)

is zero. This entails that the limit is zero for differences of I{ d) processes

with d ~ 1, while it finite and greater than zero for I{I) processes.

In practice the question is not only whether the series is I{I) or I{O).

A differenced series may have a very small spectrum at zero, and could for

many practical purposes still be considered I (O) in levels. Campbell and

Perron (I99I, table I) illustrated this for forecasting purposes. The {limit

4
Direct use of (2.21) downweights the observations

Recent research on estimation procedures in the

this so called tapering can have advantageous

Harvey (1989). See also appendix 4.2.

at both ends of the sample.

frequency domain suggest that

effects in small samples, see
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of) the rate of increase in the (scaled) varianee function gives an indication

of the increase in the uncertainty of out of sample forecasts, which is

property of immediate interest.

Cochrane used the limit of (2.23) as an indication of the size of the

romdom walk (i.e simple 1(1) cumponent) in the level of log per capita GNP in

the USA. Cogley (1990) discussed problems of inference from this statistic and

studied data for other countries as weIl. The limit of (2.23) (applied to the

differenced data) clearly is 1 for a simple random walk. Statistical inference

on this measure is not very precise for normal sample sizes. Without strong a

priori assumptions on the adequacy of low dimensional parameterizations, which

is not in the spirit of the VAR analysis of this study, confidence intervals

will remain big, indicating the reasonable uncertainty about low frequency

aspects of economie time series. Faust (1992) discussed finite sample behavior

of so-caIled varianee ratio tests in finite order AR models with normal

disturbances in more detail.

The (limit of the) scaled varianee time function canalso be used to

derive tests for an integer moving average unit root, i.e. an 1( -1) process.

Saikkonen and Luukkonen (1990) used this statistic to derive a locally best

invariant test for an MA(I) model. It essentially tests whether 1(0) is zero

for the series in levels. Inference is nonstandard for processes with nonzero

mean. Their test is based on the varianee of the partial sum of residuals of a

regression of the partial sum of observations of the 1(-1 ) process on a

constant. They gave asymptótic results for more general error structures.

Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) gave the statistic an interpretation in an LM test

procedure for zero varianee of the random walk component.

The test statistic also has an interpretation in a test for parameter

stability. It is closely linked with the CUSUM test using OLS residuals, which

uses the maximum of the absolute value of the partial sum of the OLS

residuals, see §3.3.6.

For processes of orders of integration other than zero the asymptotic

growth of the varianee time function is of order O(Tl+Zd), T -+00, see Diebold

and Nerlove (1990). An explicit condition for the application of the

(functional) central limit theorem used in the derivation of a range of unit

root tests (e.g. Phillips and Perron (1988)) is

I im (I/T)(E(SrZ) ) =(lz > 0,
T+oo

(2.24)

with ST =Xl +Xz +...+XT, and x, a stationary summand with mean zero. See e.g.

Spanos (1986) as a reference in the econometrie literature. The estimator of
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the so-called long run varianee (J2 (of a stationary summand, i.c, the first

differences) is a crucial element in almost all so-called unit root tests. In

AR unit root tests it is the statistic which is used in corrections for short

term autocorrelation, see §A2.2.2.4. We compare some estimation methods for (J2

in the application in §7.4.7.2.

The conventional methods for ARMA models were developed to model

flexibly, yet parsimoniously, the autocorrelation properties of short memory

processes, i.e. processes with finite spectrum, or equivalently processes with

absolutely summabie autocorrelation functions. In finite samples they can also

be used to reproduce long memory characteristics (Hipel and McLeod (1978a,

1978b)), which is easy to imagine for AR models with near unit roots. It can

be treacherous to use them as a data analytic tool to examine long memory

characteristics, however, see Cochrane (1988, 1991).

Adjusted range functions

Another way to study long memoryaspects is to examine the rescaled

adjusted range function of a process, introduced and propagated by Mandelbrot

as the· data analytic tool to study dependenee structures in economie time

series. The method was reviewed and appraised by McLeod and Hipel (1978).

Davies and Harte (1987) derived some formal statistical tests based on the

rescaled adjusted range for long memory serial correlation in some simple

models, The rescaled adjusted range is derived as follows, see McLeod and

Hipel (1978). Take first the partial sum adjusted for mean growth in a sample

of size T (t = 1,... , T)

Sk= E~=l xj-kxT

with So=O and xT=T-1Er=lXj

The adjusted range is defined as

Rk=Mk-mk

with Mk = max(0,Sl,S2"" ,Sk)' mk= min(0,Sl,S2"" ,Sk)'

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

Definition 2.5

The rescaled adjusted range is given by

Rk=Rk/Dk

with Dk = T-l/2{E~=1(xt - XT )2}1/2

Interest in the RAR statistic RT was inspired by Hurst who studied a wide

range of time series, both geophysical and economie, Hydrologists applied the

measure to examine long term water storage requirements. Direct applications

in economics are not hard to come by, One can think of ruin problems, managing
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systems for long term exchange rate mechanisms etc. For large Tand underlying

models for x, with summabie autocorrelation function5 the following relation

has been derived (McLeod and Hipel (1978a, eq. (30))):

E(RT )~1r( 0';2f (0) )!T!, r-«. (2.28)

Here we see that the scaled variation in the partial sums, now measured using

the range, is a simple function of the spectrum at the frequency zero and a

power of T.

For the simple fractionally integrated model we have the following

relationship

(2.29)

with H =d+ ll2, the Hurst coefficient, also called self-similarity parameter, see

e.g. Robinson (1991b, eq. (1.2)). McLeod and Hipel (1978) discussed some

simple regression procedures to estimate H, and thus the order of integration

d, from a sample. A simple one is the regression of the log of averaged values

of RT" calculated for different subsamples, on log T'. We use a modified

version of the regression procedure of Davies and Harte (1987). In contrast to

Davies and Harte we only use T' greater than 12 in order to concentrate on

long memory autocorrelation.

Lo (1991) developed a similor (see §3.3.2) test for the absence of long

memory autocorrelation which rejection region for a fixed size Q does not

depend on the short memory autocorrelation in the series. It combines the

rescaled range and the limit of the varianee time function to get the

so-called modified rescaled range statistic

(2.30)

with 82, a consistent estimator of the long run varianee of Xt, e.g. the

Bartlett estimator of 21rf(0), see eq. (6.54) in Chapter 6. Under some often

applied "fairly general" assumptions on the process for x, R~ can be used to

test the null of no long memory at the frequency zero. Asymptotically, R~ has

the distribution of the range of a tied down Brownian motion. An R~ in the

left critical region indicates antipersistence. Too high a value indicates

5
Seasonally integrated models do not have a summabie autocorrelation function.

The varianee time functions and adjusted ranges correlation can only be

interpreted properly if integration at the seasonal frequencies has been

removed first. See chapter 4 for a discussion on seasonal integration.
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long memory, or long range dependence",

We suggest to use the three analytic tools presented in th is section

together, the sample speetral density of the appropriately differenced series,

the varianee time function and the rescaled adjusted range, to check the basic

assumptions of the model. The outcomes of the statistical tests which are

discussed in appendix A2.2 and in the next chapters can then be interpreted

more fruitfully.

2.5.3 Persistenee

A second interesting interpretation connected with the unit root

hypothesis is the concept of persistenee of the (unobserved) disturbances that

affect the underlying ARMA process describing the data. The realized value of

the random variables is seen as the cumulative effect of all past

disturbances. The MA( 00) representation of an ARMA process as in (2.13) is then

interpreted as an impulse response function with the MA coefficients Ok

(k=l, 2, ... ) describing the "response" of variabie Yt to a disturbance or

"shock" .k periods earlier. For integrated processes of at least order 1 I im Ok
k+oo

is not equal to zero so that shocks have a persistent effect on the (seasonal)

mean(s) of the process (2.13, A2.2.22). This aspect has received a lot of

interest in the macroeconomie literature, because of its importance for time

series models of the business cycle variation of macroeconomie variables,

implicitly quantifying the scope for anti-cyclical policy. Diebold and

Rudebusch (1989) presented a survey on this topic. One of the measures is the

spectrum of the differeneed series at the zero frequency, which appeared as a

limit of the scaled varianee time function above. In the economie literature

the property of a zero spectrum of the differeneed series at the zero

frequency is called mean reuersion. It follows that all series that are I( d)

with d < 1 can be considered mean reverting, see Cheung and Lai (1993, p. 105).

Modeling of persistenee and business cycles is more interesting in a

multivariate context.

6Lo (1991) presented a series expansion of the cumulative distribution

function of this range. For I(O)-series the statistic has mean (i?l')0.5, which

is consistent with (2.33). The distribution of the maximum of a tied down

Brownian motion is best known as the asymptotic distribution for the maximum
absolute deviation Kolmogorov test statistic for empirical distribution

functions, see Billingsley (1968, p. 105). The tied down Brownian motion also

appears as the underlying factor in derivations of the limit distributions of

test statistics for parameter stability in regression and other tests for

I(O)-ness, see §3.3.6.
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Concluding remarks

One should always take statistical inference on long run characteristics

with sufficiently many grains of salt. Empirical application of the products

of th is statistical theory suffers from at least one of two problems. The

first problem is that inference is often based on comparatively short samples

of the process, which invalidates the asymptotic approximations. There simply

is no information about the long run in short samples. The second problem

becomes more prominent when inference is based on longer samples of a process.

Here "long" means "covering a long period in time", not "consisting of many

observations". Long samples often cannot be considered to be homogeneous,

which invalidates all inference based on this homogeneity assumption.

Moreover, tests for heterogeneity will be more powerful, so that homogeneity

can be rejected on statistical grounds as weIl.

As yet, comparatively little is known about combined tests for unit root

nonstationarity and parameter stability. Tests for the null of stationarity,

like tests for a moving average unit root in the first differences or

nonparametrie tests like the ones by Bierens and Guo (1993), have power

against a number of nonstationary alternatives. Unit root nonstationarity is

only one of them. In the next chapter we discuss some tools to check the

homogeneity assumption.



A2.1 MA representation and autocorrelation integrated processes

This appendix contains the derivation of the MA representation of some

integrated processes and their pseudo autocorrelation function.

A2.1.1 MA representations

The solution to (2.12) for À=0,1,/2 can easily be found by successive

substitution, or polynomial division (Sargent (1979, Chapter IX)). For 0 < À< 1,/2

we have the following

Problem

Find a particular solution to the difference equation

(A2.1.1)

For keN, O<À<lh, we prove the following

Lemma

D k/2( 41TÀ): =E~L~k/2eij4À1r =ei(-k/2)(4À1r) +ei(-k/2+1)(4À1r) +... +ei(k/2)(4À1r) =

sin(21TÀ(k +1))/sin(21TÀ). (A2.1.2)

This expression is called Dirichlet's Kemel for k =0,2,4, .., cf. Rudin (1964).

Proot·

(e i41rÀ -1)Dk/2( 41TÀ) =ei(k/2+1)41rÀ _ e-i«k/2»41rÀ.

Multiply both sides of (A2.1.3) by e-i21rÀ to obtain (A2.1.2). 0

Proposition

The particular solution of (A2.1.1) is given by

Yt = E~=o f}kêt-k,

with f}k =Sin(21TÀ(k +1))/sin(21TÀ).

(A2.1.3)

(A2.1.4)

One can check the proposition by substitution and straightforward application

of trigonometrie identities as in Chan and Wei (1988). We present a

constructive proof.

Proef

For Izi <1 we have

(1-2cos21TÀ Z+Z2)-1 = (1_e-i21rÀztl(1_ei21rÀztl =

(Ej=oe-i j 21rÀzj) (E~=oeih21rÀzh),

where

(A2.1.5)
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(Jk is the coefficient belonging to zk in the expansion (A2.1.5):
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()k = L~=O eij21rÀe-i(k-j)21rÀ = L~L~k/2eij4À7r =Dk / 2( 47rÀ). (A2.1.6)

Applying the lemma one obtains (A2.1.4). 0

In a similar way one ean derive the MA representation for x, with x, =(1- L)Yt:

Following Rudin (1964) for melN, 0 < À < 112 one has

Lemma

ET=o()k = { 1+cos(21rÀ) - eos(m+ 1)27rÀ -cos(m+2)27rÀ }j(l- eos41rÀ). (A2.1.7)

Prooi

Define

(A2.1.8)

By (A2.1.8) and (A2.1.3)

(A2.1.9)

Multiply both sides of (A2.1.9) by(e-i47rÀ_1) to obtain

eO+ e-i27rÀ _ e-i (m+ l )27rÀ _ e-i (m+ 2)27rÀ (A2.1.10)

Rearranging terms gives(A2.1.7). 0

By (A2.1.7) i-t follows that the MA - representation of

can be written as

(A2.1.11)

with 1/Jm ={ 1+eos(21rÀ) -eos(m+1)27rÀ-cos(m+2)21rÀ }j(1-eos41rÀ). (A2.1.12)

A2.1.2 Pseudo autocorrelation function

The complete pattern of the oscillating nonconverging autoeorrelation

series of the integrated proeess in (2.12) can be derived as follows.

Proposition

The asymptotic autoeorrelations Pr, Te IN are given by

À= 0

{

1 ,

Pr= (_1)r , À=1I2.

eOS21t"ÀT ,0<À<1I2

Proof

Consider the following process with roots outside the unit eirele:

(A2.1.13)

os À s 112, deN, (A2.1.14)
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which has MA representation

y; =E~(}:ê t-b

with

Appendix 2.1

The autocorrelations Pr( 6) are well defined for 161 < 1, 0 < À< 112 by

Po=1, Pl(6) = (26cos21rÀ)/(1+62 ) ,

so that

(A2.1.15)

lirn Pl( 6) =cos21rÀ. (A2.1.16)
6+ 1

If we note that lirn Pr(6)=Pr it is clear that we have proved (2.16) for T=O,l.
6+ 1

By induction it fellows that (A2.1.13) holds for TEIN:

lirn Pr+l(6) =(2cos21rÀ)lim Pr(6) -lim Pr-l(6) =
6+ 1 6+ 1 6+ 1

(2cos21rÀ)cos21rÀT - cos21rÀ( T - 1) =cos21rÀ( T + 1). 0 (A2.1.17)



A2.2 Univariate testing for unit root nonstationarity

First we discuss the univariate model with simultaneous unit root

nonstationarity at different frequencies and present regression tests for

specifications belonging to this class of modeis. A wide range of other tests

is available, see Diebold and Nerlove (1990). We discuss a few. Campbell and

Perron (1991) provided a more informal discussion of tests for zero frequency

unit roots. Kiviet and Phillips (1992) presented exact similar tests for the

zero frequency unit roots. We prefer the regression tests because of their

comparatively reliable significanee levels in situations that are relevant for

empirical applications (Schwert (1989), Pantula (1991)), and because of their

clear interpretation and computation, which allows for easy application of

influence analysis and diagnostic checking, see §3.2. We discuss multivariate

unit root tests in appendix 6.1. We present the models and tests with

increasing levels of generality. Dy the simultaneous treatment of the

different frequencies one can see how one extends (better known) techniques

developed for the zero frequency to other frequencies.

A2.2.1 The pure unit root case without determlnlstlc terms

A2.2.1.1 Notatton and model

We want to test the following null hypothesis

t =O,l, ... ,T, (A2.2.1)

with e, satisfying the conditions for ê t in Chan and Wei (1988, Theorem

2.2.)1.

Here we start with

{ e, } a sequence of i.i.d. N(O,l) variables,

Do(L)=l-L, D1/ z(L)=1+L,

D>.,.(L) = (1-2cos21r,.\L+L2), O<Àj<lh, Àj-values distinct2
,

1

* r * *D (L)= .Il DdL), D j(L)=l-djL, Idjl <1, and
1=1

YO,Yl,·" ,Yp- l fixed.

lTsay and Tiao (1990) generaUzed the set-up to multivariate modeis.

2We do not generalize th is part of the assumptions. We only work out null

hypotheses where Yt is integrated of order 1 at some frequencies. These tests

are not vaUd jf Yt is integrated of order d, with d unequal to 0 or 1; see

La. Dickey and Pantula (1987) for a discussion of practical consequences.
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Let D(L) =Do(L)Dl/2(L)ijDÀ/L)D*(L) =D[(L)D*(L) be a lag polynomial of order
z

p = 2(q+1)+r. The parameter r indicates the order of augmentation of the unit

root test regression3
, q indicates the number of complex unit root

frequencies.

Following Chan and Wei (1988), we define the following transformations:

D(L) =D[(L)D*(L),

YIJ..t=D[(L)(DIJ..(L))-lYt, J-ti=O,lh, Àl,À2,···,Àq,
1 1

(A2.2.2)

D[(L) is the minimal operator which make the series stationary, cf. (2.6),

DIJ..(L) is the operator which makes the series stationary at all frequencies,
1

except at J-ti'

First we assume D* (L) =1, i.e. the (distinct) roots of the autoregressive

polynomial are all on the unit circle. This assumption is relaxed below. We

set up the following auxiliary regression for the unit root tests:

(A2.2.3)

The integrated regressors belonging to different frequencies are

asymptotically uncorrelated, Chan and Wei (1988, p. 379). Stationary

regressors of the form D*(Lrl€t are uncorrelated with the integrated

regressors. This reduces the problem of the derivation of test statistics to a

componentwise problem. Chan and Wei (1988) derived the limit distribution

under this null hypothesis of the OLS estimator br = (bI' b2, • • • , bp)T of

fJ=(fJl,... ,fJp ) using a growing sample size T (see Corollary 3.1.3, (3.2.5) and

Corollary 3.3.8, and correct for an obvious typing error in (3.3.21)):

ri.: J:, VI =lh(Q~-1)/rl' (A2.2.4)

Tb2 -+ J:, -VI = -lh(Q~-1)/rl'

Tb4 -+ J:, Tb6 -+ J:, ••.Tbp-+ J:, -v2=(2-Q~-Q~)/(rl+r2)' and

bI' b2, b4 , b6 , • • • , bp asymptotically uncorrelated (Theorem 3.5.1),

with

Qi =2
112 Ej=1 "(jTJij, i = 1,2,

F, = Ej=lY~TJ~j, i = 1,2,

Yj=2( -1)j/[(2j-1)1l'],

nij LLd. N(O,1) random variables,

where -+ J:, denotes convergence in distribution/Iaw,

3
If either DO(L) or D~(L) or both factors are not present under the null, the

lag order decreases to p-l or p-2.
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For later use we introduce4

Wi = 2
112 Ej=I Y]"lij, i =1,2,

Vi = 2
112

Ej=I(2YJ-Y;)"lij, i =1,2,

'I= 1h(Q~-1)/(rd! = v}"(r1)!,

'2 =-1(2-Q~-Q~)/(rl+r2)! =V2·(r1+r2)!.
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(A2.2.5)

A2.2.1.2 Discussion

Unfortunately the distributions VI and - V2 are nonstandard, but they can

be approximated by truncating the infinite expansions for Qi and rio Another

way to generate them is by numerous replications of the regression itself for

sufficiently large simulated samples. Small sample properties can be studied

in a similar fashion. The asymptotic approximation of the finite sample

distribution works better for the "unit root ,8-values" than for the ,8-values

in a stationary autoregression. Note that the varianee of the estimator tends

to zero at rate l/T whereas this rate is only T- 1
h in the stationary case. This

so-called "super-consistency" phenomenon is even more pronounced for higher

orders of integration, see Chan and Wei (1988). Nabeya and Tanaka (1990)

resorted to computer algebra packages to derive a "nonrandom" expression for

the distribution function of VI and some related limiting distributions we

discuss below. Fuller (1976, pp. 371-372) and Dickey et al. (1984) presented

tables with frequently used percentiles of the asymptotic and approximate

finite sample distributions, cf. table A2.2.4.

They suggested to use the OlS t-statistics for the ,8's as weIl. Under the

null these converge also to well behaved distributions, which are functionals

of Brownian motion(s). Tables can be found in the same references, where it is

also shown that tb1 r c r i- MacKinnon (1991) estimated response surfaces

relating critical values and (small) sample size of (La. ) th is statistic. The

distributions for the t-statistic and Tb1 at the zero frequency are known as

the Dickey-Fuller distributions. Probably the best known notation is from

Fuller (1976). He denoted Tb1 by n(p-1) and tb by r (from Yt=PYt-l+êt,
1

t =1,... ,n). The negative of the limit distribution of Tb4 is also known as the

Dickey-Hasza-Fuller distribution. Dickey et al. (1984) denoted - Tb4 by

n( &2-1), which they used to test the hypothesis 02 =1 in the equation

Yt = 02Yt-2+êt· Using the results of Chan and Wei for 1\= IA, it follows that - V2

is the limiting distribution of Tb4 for the model Yt+Yt-2 = ,84Yt-2+ êt with ,84 =o.
The distribution of &2 for 02 = -1 is the mirror image of the distribution for

4
We present corresponding notation in the form of functionals of Brownian

motions in §A6.1, where we discuss multivariate generalizations.
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Q2 =1, cf. Fuller (1976, pp. 370-372), which explains the similarity of the

distributions. We denote the limit distribution of the t-statistic for Q2 = 1 by

T2' corresponding to notation in Dickey et al. (1984). An advantage of the

testing approach of Chan and Wei (1988) and Hylleberg et al. (1990) over that

of Dickey .et al. (1984) is that roots of the equation 1- zS = 0 can be tested

separately. The limit distributions of the test statistics for the complex

unit roots do not depend on the frequency, so that one can use the same tables

for the quarterly and the monthly unit roots (i and ei 'Tr /6). We present a

selection of percentiles in table A2.2.4 below.

A2.2.2 Deterministic terms and unknown residual autocorrelation

A2.2.2.1 Generalization of the test regression

The set-up of the previous section is too narrow for practical

applications, first because. êt is assumed to be serially uncorrelated. One can

make Ho more general, by allowing êt to follow a stationary and invertible

ARMA process and to allow for a drift term. The best known way to deal with

serial correlation in et is to assume that it can be approximated by extending

the autoregressive process for D[(L)Yt. We replace Ho from (A2.2.1) by H~, by

putting D*(L) =1 and changing the assumption on the disturbances:

H~: Ho with D*(L)=l and </>(L)êt=8(L)ê;, (A2.2.6)

with </>( 0) =8(0) =1, roots of </>( z) =0 and 8(z) =0 outside the unit circle
5

and ê;
LLd. N(O,q2).

This modification of Ho also covers the case with D*(L) =:j:. 1 from the set-up of

§A2.2.1: choose 8(L)=1 and </>(L)=D*(L) and replace e, in (A2.2.1) by ê; from

the equation above. One then rewrites H~ using êt =ê; + (8(L)J</>( L)-1 )ê; and

ê; = {</>(L)J8(L)}êt, as

H~: D[(L)Yt = {(8(L) -</>(L) )J(8(L) )}êt+ê;, (A2.2.7)

with êt=D[(L)Yt.

Anderson (1983) called this an ARUMA model. Note here that 8(0) -</>(0) =o. It

indicates that the test regression can be done in the "augmented" form:

5
In chapter 4 we explain that of ten used seasonal adjustment filters like

Census X-U introduce seasonal unit roots in the MA parts of the

ARMA representation of the series. This type of serial correlation does nat

fit the assumptions of many unit root tests. However, if one allows for a big

enough augmentation r in the test regression, the distribution of the test

statistics for integration at the zero frequency will not be affected too

seriously; see Ghysels and Perron (1990).
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with

(A2.2.8)

Note that no lags are added to the y,.,. .tS, the {3is are zero under the nuIl.
I

Using the simple nuIl (l-L)Yt =et, Said and Dickey (1984, Theorem 6.1) showed

the limit distribution of tbl in the adequately augmented test equation to be

equivalent to TI' They also proved that c/I'b, has limit distribution VI' with

(A2.2.9)

Using the asymptotic orthogonality of the Y,.,. .tS a similar result should obtain
I

for more general D[(L), as suggested by HyIleberg et al. (1990), Engle et al.

(1991, 1993) and Beaulieu and Miron (1993). Under H~ c2 is 211' times the

speetral density of et at frequency zero. One sees that the procedure fails if

et is 1(1). The test statistics for (at least) one unit root at one frequency

have different distributions under null hypotheses with several unit roots at

one frequency.

Alternatives to augmentation

Dickey, Hasza and Fuller (1984) and Said and Dickey (1985) presented

easily interpretable alternatives to the augmentation procedure for the case

where the errors followan AR(MA) model of knouni order. They suggested to

impose the unit roots first and get consistent estimates of the parameters of

l/J(L) and 9(L), e.g, first round estimates of an ARMA model for D[(L)Yt. In the

second step they used the following equation:
p .

D[(L )Xt = {31Lx ,.,. t +... +{32q+2L2X,.,. t + I; liLI-2q-2D[(L )Yt+et, (A2.2.10)
1 q+2 i=2q+3

where

xt=9(L)-I~(L)Yt, and

e1 an error term not necessarily equal to e;.

They showed that Tbl .... J:, VI in -this second stage regression under H~.

Another way to get rid of the nuisance parameter c was developed by

Fountis and Dickey (1989). They considered the simple null hypotheses with

only one unit root at the zero frequency, known order AR errors and no

deterministic components, and proved (op cit., Corollary 1) that T(Pn-1).... J:, 111'

with Pn (the real part of) of the inverse root of the least squares estimate

of the autoregressive polynomial for Yt, closest to one. Using a symmetry

argument one can predict that T(Pm+1) .... J:, 111' with Pm the inverse root closest

to -1 if Yt is Il(l). Finally one can conjecture that T(p~-1)""J:,112 with Po the

inverse root closest to ei211'.\ , if Yt is 1~.(1). Note that b4 is the OLS
I
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estimate of l-p~ in the regression (1-2cos27r/\L+L2)Yt=b3Yt_l+b4Yt_2+êt. We

present some related Monte Carlo results in §7.4.5, cf. also (A2.2.15) below.

Adding deterministic terms

In practical applications the stationary alternative is not always the

most interesting. Hl can he made more general by allowing for deterministie

nonstationarity. The "structural" form of the model that allows for

deterministic nonstationarity under the alternative reads:

D1(L)y; =fJlLy~ t+fJ2Ly~ t+fJ3Ly~ t+fJ4L2y~ t+··· +fJ2q+lLy~. t+fJ2q+2L2y~ t+êt,
""1 r-2 r-3 r-3 r-q+2 r-q+2

with

Y; =Yt- g(t), Y;lt =Dp./L)y;,

g(t) =aO+al(t - T/2) +a2( _l)t +a3cos(27rÀlt) +a4sin(27rÀlt) + ... +

a2q+1cos(27rÀqt)+ a2q+2sin( 27rÀqt). (A2.2.11)

Under the alternative (with fJi:F 0, Vi) one has E(Yt) =g(t), so that Yt - g(t) is

stationary. Model (A2.2.11) is not easy to estimate, because of nonlinearity

in the parameters. Produets of ai-values and fJi-values occur.

Nonidentifiahility of the ai-values under the null is another problem.

One can estimate and test more easily using the following "reduced form"

augmented test equation (A2.2.12):

D1(L)Yt = fJlLyP. t+fJ2LyP. t+fJ3LyP. t+fJ4L2yp. t+··· +fJ2q+lLyp. t+fJ2q+2L2yp. t+
1 2 3 3 q+2 q+2

fJ2q+3DI(L)LYt+ ... +fJ;JI(L)LTYt+bo+bl(t-T/2)+b2( _l)t+

(A2.2.12)

We discuss the interpretation of the ai-values and bi-values and their

relationship in §A2.2.2.3.

Unknown ARMA orders and nonnormality of error term

If the et process contains an MA part (which cannot be modeled exactly by

a finite order AR model), one should let the order r of augmentation increase

with sample size. Said and Dickey (1984) assumed that T-l/3r .... 0 and the

existence of s >0, k > 0 such that sr »tv». Diebold and Nerlove (1990) suggested

r=Tl/4 to be adequate.

The normality assumption on the residuals is not necessary. In th is

set-up the existence of the first two moments and the LLd. property are.

Testing for unit root nonstationarity in models where the first two moments of

the error term do not exist is useless in VAR analysis, since all .interesting

derivations are based on these assumptions. Zivot and Andrews (1992) discussed
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distributions of unit root test statistics in cases where low order moments of

the disturbances do not exist.

Phillips and Perron (1988) developed a test for the zero frequency unit

root based on the first order autoregressive coefficient. They constructed a

correction factor based on c and showed the appropriately corrected statistic

to have limit distribution V1 under even more general assumptions on e, than

mentioned above, which allowed for a slowly but not persistently changing

conditional varianee of êt. They used a nonparametrie approach to estimate the

speetral density of êt at frequency zero from the residuals of a first order

autoregression. The finite sample performance of the test is not favorable if

the MA part has roots close to one (see Schwert (1989)). See §A2.2.2.4 for

explicit expressions and §7.4.7.2 for applications of estimation of c.

A2.2.2.2 Interesting null hypotheses, alternatives and tests

From now on we consider all hypotheses to be of the general type

encompassed by (A2.2.12). The asterisks are deleted for simplicity. We

consider tests of IÀ(l) against IÀ(O). Tests of IÀ(i) against IÀ(i-l) for i>l
\

can only be done in the same framework if one prefilters the data with

(DÀ (L ) )i-1. At each frequency there are four possibly interesting hypotheses:

1. HOl: unit root nonstationarity and deterministie nonstationarity,

2. H02: "pure" unit root nonstationarity,

3. H11: "pure" deterministie nonstationarity,

4. H22: neither unit root nonstationarity nor deterministic

nonstationarity.

Below we see that this framework is not appropriate to discriminate

between the first two hypotheses. The parameters that could make the

difference are not identified, abbreviated n.i.. Most tests are one sided. One

easily derives the expected sign6 under the alternative of stationarity in

simple examples without augmentation and deterministic terms:

Example A2.1

Frequency 0:

Ho: (l-L)Yt=êt against

Hl: (l-pL)Yt=êt #- (l-L)Yt= -(l-p)LYt+êt,

expected sign b1 < O.

(A2.2.13)

O<p<l,

6
Hylleberg et al. (1990) chose a parameterization with opposite signs for the

regressors for frequencies ! and i-
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Example A2.2

Frequency 112:

Ho: (l+L)Yt = et against

Hl: (l+pL)Yt=et -# (l+L)Yt= (l-p)LYt+ et,

expected sign b2 > O.

Example A2.3

Other frequencies À:

Ho: (1- 2cos21rAL+L2)Yt=et

Hl: (1- 2pcos21rAL+p2L2)Yt=et -#

(1- 2cos21rAL+L2)Yt= -2(1- p)cos21rALYt+(1- p2)L2yt+ et,

expected sign b2j+2> 0,

expected sign b2j+1 = - sgn(cos21rÀ),

Appendix 2.2

(A2.2.14)

O<p<l,

(A2.2.15)

O<p<J,

j=1,2, ,

j=1,2, .

(Yt-CXO-cx1(t-T/2)) =1(0) and

(Yt-cxo) =1(0).

(Yt - cxO-CX2( _l)t) =11/ 2(0)

(Yt-CXo) = 11/ 2(0).

The last example shows differences in the expected signs of (32j+1 and

(32j+2 for the stationary alternatives for the complex unit root models, The

estimate b2j+1 only gives extra information about (non )stationarity per se if

a simple alternative like Hl is considered, with an a priori specified

relationship between (32j+1 and (32j+2. Rejection of (32j+1 = 0 does not in itself

lead to rejection of nonstationarity per se, only to rejection of unit root

nonstationarity at a specific frequency. Rejection of (32j+2 = 0 can be directly

interpreted as a rejection of unit-root nonstationarity.

Summary

Now we are able to summarize the results for the general test equation

(A2.2.12). The hypotheses can be formulated as:

Frequency 0

HOI: (31=0, 60 =F 0, 61= 0 : (Yt- CXO- cx1(t-T/2))=1(1) and

H02: (31 = 0, 60 = 0, 61= 0 : (Yt-cxo) = 1(1)

against

H11: (31 < 0, 60 =F 0, 61=F 0

H12: (31 < 0, 60 =F 0, 61= 0

Frequency 112

HOI: (32=0, 60 =F 0, 62=0 : (Yt- CXO- CX2( _l)t) =11/2(1)
against

H11: (32) 0, 60 =F 0, 62=F 0

H12: (32) 0, 60 =F 0, 62= 0
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Frequency À1 =114

HOI: f33 = f34 =0,80 =F- 0,83 =0,84 =0:

(Yt -00 - 03cos(211"À1t ) -04sin(211"À1t )) = I À
1
(1)

against
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and

H12:f34 > 0,80 =F- 0,83 =0,84 =0: (Yt-oo) =1À1(0).

Frequencies Ài, °< Ài < JA

HOl: f31+2i = f32+2i =0,80 '::F 0, 81+2i =0, 82+2i =0:

(Yt - 00 - 01+2iCOS( 211"Àit) - 02+2isin(211"Àit)) = I À
i(

1)

against

Hu: f31+2i < 0, f32+2i > 0,80 '::F 0, 81+2i '::F 0, 82+2i '::F 0:

(Yt-00-01+2icos(211"Àit) -02+2isin(211"/\t)) =1\(0) and

H12: f31+2i < 0, f32+2i > 0,80 '::F 0, 81+2i =0, 82+2i =0: (Yt - 00) = I Ài(O).

Frequencies Ài , JA < Ài < 112

HOI: f31+2i = f32+2i =0,80 '::F 0, 81+2i =0, 82+2i =0:

(Yt-00-01+2icos(211"Àit) -O:2+2isin(211"Àit )) =1Ài(1)

against

Hu: f31+2i > 0, f32+2i > 0,80 '::F 0, 81+2i '::F 0, 82+2i =F- 0:

(Yt-0:0-01+2icos(211"Àit) -0:2+2isin(211"Àit ) ) =1Ài(0) and

H12: f31+2i > 0, f32+2i > 0, 80 '::F 0, 81+2i =0, 82+2i =0: (Yt -0:0) =1Ài(O).

We combine the tests for unit roots at the zero and 112 frequency in

Example A2.4

Frequencies 0 and 112

Ho: (1-L)(1+L)Yt=êt (A2.2.16)

Hl: (1- P1L)(1+P2L)Yt =êt, °<PI < 1, 0<P2 < 1 *>

(1-L)(1+L)Yt = -112(1- P1)(1+ P2)L(1+L)Yt+ 112(1- P2)(1+ P1)L(1-L)Yt+ êt.

The expected signs of f31 and f32 under the alternative are the same as in the

single frequency unit root case of examples A2.1 and A2.2. We conclude with

the test for D[(L) =1+L+L2+L3, an often used moving average filter for

quarterly data:
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Example A2.5

Frequencies 112 and 114

Ho: (1+L)(1+L2)Yt = e, (A2.2.17)

Hl: (1+P2L)(1+P4 L2)Yt=êt, 0<P2<1, 0<P4<1 *>

(l+L)(l +L2)Yt =112(1- P2)(1+P4)L(1+L2)Yt+1/2(1- P2)(1- P4)L(1+L)Yt+

112(1 +P2)(1- P4)L2(1 +L )Yt+êt.

All coefficients in the test regres sion are greater than zero under the

alternatives considered here. Note that ,83 =112(1- P2)(1- P4) is equal to zero if

either P2= 1 or P4= 1, so that the t-value of this coefficient cannot be used to

test integration at frequency lA per se. Note also that ,84 =1/2(1 +P2)(1- P4) is

equal to zero if P2= -1, independently of P4: if one neglects this integration

at the zero frequency, the test for integration at frequency 114 using the

t-value for ,84 will not be effective.

Multiple unit roots at a frequency

Higher order integration is only likely to be relevant at frequency zero.

Dickey and Pantula (1987) provided convincing arguments for the strategy of

first testing I(i) against I(i-l), with i the maximum order of integration

considered and then testing downwards 1(i-I) against 1(i - 2) and so on. This is

against the practice of starting with the most general (unrestricted) model

and subsequently testing more restricted models. Hasza and Fuller (1979)

discussed tests for 1(2) against explosive and 1(0) alternatives as well,

A2.2.2.3 The parameters 6i and Oli in (A2.2.11) and (A2.2.12)

Interpretation

The parameters 8i and ai are connected. The parameter vector

a = (ao, ... ,a2q+2) determines the time dependent expectation of Yt under the

alternative, which gives it a clear interpretation. The parameter vector

8 = (80, ••• ,82q+l ) does not have a straightforward interpretation. One can call

a a vector of "structural form" parameters and 8 a vector of "reduced form"

parameters. It is much easier to estimate 8 than a, however, which makes the

parameterization with 8 instead of a useful. Under the alternative hypothesis

the elements of a that determine nonstationarity at a certain frequency can be

written as a function of the corresponding elements of 8 and all the

autoregressive parameters. The interpretations of both 8 and a under the

alternative do not go through under the null. See §4.2 and §4.3 for other

"structural" parameterizations of time series models with unit roots.

Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) applied such a parameterization to test the null of

trend stationarity.
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In our set-up we have chosen the deterministic regressors in the same way

as the integrated regressors, so that each of them is nonstationary at only

one frequency. In that way we can analyze the interpretation of the parameters

also for one frequency at a time. It is convenient to assurne no unit roots at

the other frequencies first.

The parameter 60 determines the mean if the series is stationary. Under

HOI at the zero frequency 60 determines the mean growth rate, since all other

deterministie terms have mean zero by construction. Note that if the series is

1(1) we assurne 61 =O. If one allows for 61 =F 0 if the series is 1(1), quadratic

functions of time become part of the homogeneous solution of the equation. The

parameter ao determines the mean of the series when it is stationary,

otherwise it can only be related to the initial observations; see La. Said

and Dickey (1985). We discuss simple starting conditions for nonstationary

(seasonal) processes in §4.3.2. Here we assurne that all the necessary starting

values for ê t are zero. The parameter 61 determines the mean rate of growth if

the series is 1(0). For large t one has:

with E the expectations operator and s the smallest common integer multiple of

all periods (I/Ai)' Usually s =S: the number of observation per year. All other

deterministic terms have zero mean over time span s: g(t) - g(t - s) =als. Note

that D(1) =D[(I)D*(1) =F O.

The parameter 62 determines the size of the deterministie component at

frequency 112 if the series is 11/ 2(0). It is the frequency 112 analog of 60 and

determines the mean amplitude of the (_I)t component. One has:

a2 is not identified if Yt is 11/ 2(1). In that case (I+L)(Yt+a2( -l)t) does not

depend on a2 or 62: if one specifies a distribution function for the êtS and

the initial values Yo, ... ,Yp-l the same likelihood results for all a2s. The

parameter a2 is only related to the initial conditions if the series is

11/ 2(1); see the example below. It determines the deterministic frequency 112

component when the series is 11/ 2(0). One assurnes 62 =0 under HOI to avoid

periodic trends t( _1)t in Yt.

Explicit relationships

One can easily derive the explicit relationship between the ais and 6is

for other frequencies as weIl. Let 62i +1 and 62i +2 be the parameters
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determining the size of the deterministic component at frequency Àj when the

series is I À ,(0). From
J

(A2.2.18)

one gets the following relationship hetween (QZj+l QZj+z) and (6Zj+l 6zj +z):

(A2.2.19)

The equality of (A2.2.19) and (A2.2.18) can he derived as follows. Use the

equality D(L )eiZ1f'Àjt =D(e-iZ1f'Àl )eiZ7I'Àl. By equating the real and imaginary

part of left and right hand side one gets the expressions for D(L)cos21rÀjt and

D(L)sin21rÀjt needed to rewrite (A2.2.18) as (A2.2.19).

The determinant of the transformation matrix is the frequency response of

the filter D(L) at 21rÀj which is nonzero hy assumption. The phase of

6Zj+lcos21rÀjt+ 6zj +zsin21rÀj t equals the phase of QZj+lcos21rÀjt+Qzj+zsin21rÀjt

plus the principal argument of D(eiZ
7I'À j ) , see e.g. Koopmans (1974, p. 84).

The parameters QZj+l and QZj+z are not identified when Yt is I À ,( 1)
J

hecause (1-2cos21rÀjL+LZ)(Yt+QZj+lCOs21rÀjt+Qzj+zsin21rÀjt) does not depend on

QZj+1 and QZj+z. The parameters QZj+1 and QZj+z determine the nonrandom

frequency Àj component when the series is I À ,(0). They can only he related to
J

the initial conditions when Yt is I À ,(I). Formula (A2.2.19) can also he
J

applied for Àj = 0 and Àj = 1/2. It provides the general solution.

Starting values and impulse responses

In order to give some insight in the interpretation of the Q/s in

an augmented model we present an example for frequency 112.

Example A2.6

We make the following simplifying assumptions: Yo =Xo, Yl =Xl" .. ,Yp=Xp,

et =0, t < 0, Xt =0, t < 0 and t > p, x* =(Xl' ... ,Xp) is a vector of fixed starting

values. Let x( z) denote the generating function of Xt: x( z) = l:~ooXtzt, with z

the usual complex dummy variahle. The roots of D(z) =0 are all outside the unit

circle, except one at -1, i.e.

D(z) =D*(z)(l+z). (A2.2.20)

Define h(t) as h( t) =g(t) - Qo - Qz( _l)t ,so that h(t) is stationary at frequency

112. The null hypothesis for frequency 112

HOI :D*(L)(l +L )(Yt-g(t)) =et
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can by substitution of 1/((1+L)D*(L))=Ej=o(-L)i/D*(L) and the initial

conditions be rewritten as

with t = 2,3, ....

One can rewrite the last term on the right hand side of (A2.2.21) as

x t/((1+L)D*(L)), which tends to (-1)t-i x(-1)ID*(-1) as t-e-co. This can be shown

using a partial fraction decomposition of 1/((1+L)D*(L)) in (A2.2.21), see

e.g. Sargent (1979):

1 lID * ( -1) r k .
+
~ I

---- '-' --- , the kiS constants
(1+z) i=d1-diz)

(A2.2.22)

Dy setting Q2 in (A2.2.21) equal to x( -l)/D*( -1) one gets

H02 : (Yt -Qo) =11/ 2(1).

The "deterministic part" of the nonstationarity becomes equivalent to a simple

periodic transformation of the starting values. They differ only shortly af ter

the beginning of the process and only when D*(L) is different from 1. In other

words, the deterministic part of the nonstationarity can only be identified

while the appropriately transformed variabie, i.c, (1+L)(Yt-h(t)), still is

nonstationary due to fixed start up conditions. Strictly speaking

(1+L)(Yt-h(t)) is always nonstationary because of its time varying mean and

(growing) varianee. Diebold and Nerlove (1990) used the expression asymptotic

stationarity. The strictly stationary case where the initial values are random

is not analyzed in depth in the literature, where it is often assumed that

x(z)=o.

From this example one learns that the "deterministic periodic

nonstationarity" at frequency 112 can be interpreted as a "byproduct" of unit

root nonstationarity whenever the starting conditions satisfy x( -1) =F- o. The

parameterization also shows that disturbances to the 11/ 2(1) component will

change the size of the periodic pattern permanently, but not its shape.

For other frequencies À, with 0 < À < 112, one can derive equivalent

properties. The corresponding partial fraction decomposition

for D(z) =D* (z)(1- 2cos21rAz+z2) reads:
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A+zB

(1-2cos21TÀz+z 2 )

r k ,

+ '"' J------- I..J------:, (A2.2.23)
j =l(l-d jz)

1

(1_e-21rA i z)(1_e21rA i z)IIjDj(z)

with

A = Re(1/(D*(e 27t'Ài ) ) ) - cot(21rÀ){Im(1/(D*(e27t'Ai ) ))} and

B = Im(1/(D*(e27t'Ai ) )/sin21rÀ,

so that A and B reduce to Re(l/(D*(i))) and Im(l/((D*(i))) if À=lA.

One can also interpret 80 and 82 as parameters determining the (time

varying) mean of the unobservable "shocks" 1Jt =e,+80 +82( _l)t to the system.

Define TJ( z): =ErTJtzt. Series of shocks with TJ( 1) =T80 =:j:. 0 lead to a deterministie

trend in mean in Yt if D(l) =0: Each shock has a permanent effect on the mean

of later Yt-values, resulting in a mean trend if the mean shock is non zero.

Shocks with TJ( -1) =T82 =:j:. 0 lead to a deterministie periodic trend at( -1)t in mean

if D( -1) = 0: Each shock has a permanent effect on the periodic mean component

a2( _l)t of later Yts. This permanent cumulation of shocks into trends does not

occur under the alternatives D(l) < 0 and D( -1) > O.

The analysis with the partial fraction decomposition still goes through

when D*(z) =0 has roots on other points of the unit circle. Exogenous shocks

then have a permanent effect on all the deterministic terms with periodicities

corresponding to each of the unit roots involved. In the case of multiple

roots one gets "multiple" cumulation.

Multiple roots

If D(z) =0 has two roots equal to 1, one time shocks lead to a trend in

mean. Let X t and x(z) be defined as above. It follows that

t 5:p

t i- p
(A2.2.24)

The linear trend is the only deterministic term in g(t) that can be regarded

as an impulse response from an 1(2)-process to a finite number of exogenous

shocks. It is the "deterministic 1(2)-process" that makes most sense for

economie time series. Consider the corresponding 11/ 2(2) transformation:

t

{

Ej(-l)jx·
-2 J

(l+L) Xt= p.
(t- p+1)(-1)t-PEj(-1)1xj t s p

(A2.2.25)

Multiplicative seasonality in an additive model with trending variables

may look to have this property. Instead of allowing for 1(2) processes one can

then consider taking logs. This could also remove seasonal heteroskedasticity.
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A2.2.2.4 Test statistics and distributions

When deterministic regressors are introduced in the test equation the

limit distributions of the test statistics change. The regressors are no

longer asymptotically uncorrelated as in the set-up of Chan and Wei, which

complicates the nonstandard distribution theory. In particular one has to take

account of the asymptotic correlation between the deterministic terms and the

integrated regressors belonging to the same frequency. One can now extract

results for a considerable number of potentiaUy empirically relevant cases

from the literature.

In §A2.2.2.2 we discussed parameter restrictions indicating unit root

nonstationarity at different frequencies. The distributions of §A2.2.2.1 are

only useful when both the initial values and the mean of the process under the

alternative are assumed to be zero, a case which is rarely encountered in

practice. It is advisable to include a constant in the regression in all other

cases, since the other deterministic regressors in regression (A2.2.12) have

mean zero by construction.

Why includeregressors in the equation which are absent under the null?

In order tomake the rejection regions of the relevant test statistics

for a fixed size o independent from the initial conditions in smaU samples,

extra regressors may have to be included, although their coefficients are zero

under the null. In the Neyman-Pearson framework one caUs this (desirable )

property of a test similarity.

An even more important reason to include an extra regressor under the

null is the preservation of consistency. This argument is also valid for large

samples. The most (in)famous example is the test for HOI against Hu at the

zero frequency. A1though 81 =0 under Ho, a trend has to be included in the test

equation in order to allow the probability limit of the OLS bI to be different

from zero under the so-called "trend-stationary" alternative. It is not hard

to imagine that the OLS estimate of bI in t:1Yt =blYt-l +8 0 + ê t has probability

limit 0 under Hu, so that the null will not be rejected under the

alternative, even asymptoticaUy. If one observes considerable mean growth, it

does not seem wise to exclude this possibility under the a1ternative. Even if

the a1ternative is stationary it is advisable to include the trend to preserve

similarity with regard to the nuisance parameter 80 (Nankervis and Savin

(1985)). See §3.3.1 for more general remarks on test selection.

Expressions of limit distributions and their notation

The limit distributions of the test statistics in test regressions with

deterministic regressors are functionals of demeaned or detrended. Brownian

motions as tabulated in Fuller (1976, Tables 8.5.1, 8.5.2) and Dickey, Hasza
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and Fuller (1984, Tables 6,7). Explicit expressions are (Dickey and Fuller

(1979) and Dickey Hasza and Fuller (1984)):

VJ.LI = -1h(1-Qr+ 2QIWd(FI-Wrtt,
2 2 -1

T J.LI = -1h(1-QI +2QIWI)(FI-WI) 2,

VTI = -1h(1-Qr+ 2QIWI +6QIVI-12WIVI)(FI-Wr-3Vrtl,

T Tl = -1h(1-Qr+ 2QIWI +6QIVI-12WIVl)(FI-Wr-3Vr)-!,

VJ.L2 = -112(2 -Qr-Q~+2QIW2+2Q2WI)(FI-Wr-W~tl,

Tp.2 = -112(2 - Qr -Q~+ 2QIW2+2Q2WI)(FI - Wr - W~f!,

(A2.2.26)

The subseripts 1 and 2 denote the number of independent Brownian motions that

appear in the distributions. The subscripts J.L and T indicate whether these

Brownian motions are demeaned or detrended (Dickey and Fuller (1979)).

Alternative tests

One can avoid the computation of c by preprocessing D[(L)Yt to make it

white noise under the null. One can also use other corrections. The methods of

Dickey et al. (1984) and Phillips and Perron (1988) that make the distribution

of the normalized bias free of nuisanee parameters ean also be used for the

null with real unit roots and nonzero mean or drift. Phillips and Perron

(1988, p. 341) used the simple regression with (3i =0, i> 1, e5i =0, i> 1 (i.e. with

trend), and showed Tbl-c* to converge to VI under HOI' Their additive

correction factor also involved an estimate of the spectrum of residuals êt at

frequency zero, 27rfee(0) :

c*=1h(27rfee(0)-fJ~)/M,

with

M=(1- T-2)myy-12m~y+12(1+T-l)mtymy- (4+6T-l+2T-2)m;,

where

myy =T-2EY~, mty =T-5/2EtYt, my=T-3/2EYt and fJ;= (T - 3)-1·Eê~.

They considered different estimates of 27rfee(0), sometimes called the long run

varianee ; see (6.54) as an example below. Dickey et al. (1984) extended the

analysis also to a null with seasonal means.

Discussion of Tables

We consider the tests for one frequency at a time because of the

asymptotic zero correlation across frequencies of the test regressors. This is

imrnediately clear for the deterministie ones, whereas the zero correlation for

the YP.itS can be established using the arguments in Chan and Wei (1988). Monte

Carlo evidence for the finite sample distributions in the simultaneous

equation with deterministic terms exists in Hylleberg et al. (1990).
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Table A2.2.1 Regression uariables, test statistics, and limit
distributions for unit root tests at frequency zero

1. I nclusion of deterministic variables in the regres sion

Alternative\Null HOI H02 H11

H02 60, (31 = 0 una. una.
H11 80,<\ 80,81 una.
H12 80,81 60 80,81

2. Useful test statistics

Alternative\Null HOI H02 H11

8 02 tfJ una. una.
Hu tb ,Th1 tb ,Th1 una.
H12 tb1,Th1 tb ,Th1 tfJ

3. Limit distributions test statistics under alternative\null

Alternative\Null HOI

53

H02 t(p)\t(O)
Hu t(p),deg.\rTI' CVT 1

H12 t(p),deg.\rT1,cvT1

NOTE: Souree: Dickey and Fuller (1979).

una.
t(p,1),deg.\rT1,CVT1

t(p,1),deg.\r1.t1,CVIJl

una.
una.
t(p),t(O)

Table A2.2.2 Regression variables. test statistics, and limit
distrihutions for unit root tests at frequency 1/2

1. 1nelsision of deterministic variables in the regression

Alternative\Null HOI

una.
80,81

2. Useful test stanstics in regression

Alternative\Null HOI

H11 tb, Th2 una.
H12 tb, Th2 tfJ

3. Limit distrihutions test staustics under alternative\null

Alternative\Null

t(p),deg.\ -rIJl' - CV1

t(p),deg.\ -rl' -CV1

una.
t(p)\t(O)

NOTE Souree: Dickey and Fuller(1979): HOI\H12, Hylleberg et a1.(1990): HOI\H11
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Table A2.2.3 Regression variables, test statistics, and limit
distributions for unit root tests at frequency À ,0 < À < 1/2

1. 1nclusion of deterministic variables in the regres sion

Null

Alternative\Null HOI

una.
80,82j+l,82j+2

2. Useful test statistics in regression

Null

Alternative\Null HOI

Hu tb, Tb2j +2 una.
H12 tb, Tb2j +2 tó, tó

3. Limit distributions test statistics under aliematioevnul!

Null

Alternative\Null

t(p), deg. \ - T p.2' - CV2

t(p),deg.\ -T2' - CV2

una.
t(p)\t(O)

NOTE: Souree: Hylleberg et al. (1990) for À=i- Freshly compiled by Monte Carlo

for À=! and À=I/6.

Each table consists of three parts. The first gives the set of frequency

specific deterministic regressors to include in the test regression, denoted

by their coefficient in (A2.2.12). Unavailable tests are indicated by una. A

test in this context is not available if the null is not a restrietion of the

alternative. The reverse strategy to take the stationary model as the null and

the unit root model as the alternative is considered elsewhere, cf. (2.30),

§4.3.3. The second part of each table indicates the relevant normalized bias

and regression t-statistics.

The third part of each table gives the limit distributions under null and

alternative. We discussed the expected sign under the alternative above. In

the tables we denote a noncentral t-distribution by t(p), the central one by

t( 0)7
• The parameter c is correction factor which is equal to one if there are

only nonstationary regressors under the null, see e.g. (A2.2.9). It is a

nuisance parameter for the "normalized bias" tests which use Tbj • As far as we

7
Converging to a normal distribution as the number of degrees of freedom tends

to infinity.
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know this correction factor has only been derived for the zero frequency. deg.

denotes degenerate distributions, diverging to plus or minus infinity.

A2.2.2.5 Evaluation of methods

Critical values at nonstandard frequencies

Since the nonstandard distributions in the last table have not been

established formally in the literature as far as we know, we conducted a small

scale Monte Carlo Experiment (1000 replications of 100 observations) to check

the results for À =1/3 and À =1/6 which are frequencies of interest for monthly

data. For À=1/3 the Data Generating Process was (1+L+L2)Yt =e, with fixed zero

starting values and êt normally distributed, and the test regression êt on

Yt-l,Yt-2, a constant and the frequency specific terms cos(t7r/2) and

sin(t7r/2). We generated the êt-values using the Box-Muller (1958) transform,

see e.g, Knuth (1969), on random drawings from a uniform distribution in Turbo

Pascal (1988). The last two regressors can be replaced by seasonal dummies as

in Dickey et al. (1984). The results for the regression t-statistic of Yt-2

corresponded closely to those for - r p.2 in Table 7 in Dickey et al. (1984)

reported below. For À=1/6 the DGP was (1-L+L2)Yt=êt and the test regression e,

on Yt-l,Yt-2, a constant and the regressors cos(t7r/3) and sin(t7r/3). The same

quantiles for the t-statistic for Yt-2 emerged to a close approximation.

Corrections for stationary dynamies

In a second experiment we generated one thousand replications of a sample

of 200 observations of the model (1+L2)(1+pL)Yt=êt to check the finite sample

performance of the correction procedures for the serial correlation in the

error term. We used the following values for p : 0.5, -0.5, 0.8, -0.8. Only

the last 100 observations of each replication were used for the unit root

tests. The two step procedure of Dickey, Hasza and Fuller (1984) as in

equation (A2.2.10) seemed to work weIl. The critical values of rp.2 were

mimicked quite closely.

The straightforward application of tb4 in the augmented regression

did not produce the same critical values. Moreover, they did seem to depend on

the value of the nuisance parameter p. This indicates that it helps to

estimate the nuisance parameter of the "stationary part" of the dynamics under

the null if the goal is to control the significanee level of the test as best

as possible. This extends the same findings in the Monte Carlo experiments of

Schwert (1989) for the zero frequency unit root tests.

Percentiles of the nonstandard distributions are given in table A2.2.4.
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Haldrup and Hylleberg (1991) gave a list of references with more detailed

tables for zero frequency tests.

Dickey, BeU and Hillmer (1986) noted that TbI "in higher order and mixed

mode1s is not as faithful to its nomina1 significanee level as" t
bl

• This may

lead one to suspect the same problems for the test of Fountis and Dickey,

based on the roots of the AR polynomial closest to the unit circle. For

classical testing purposes the t-statistics are therefore preferabie, although

they are not very reliable either for models with roots in the MA polynomial

of the error process close to the unit circle.

Table A2.2.4 Percentiles for nonstandard distributions

Probability of a Smaller Value

Sample size 100 Limit distributioti

Distribution 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.10

Tl -2.60 -1.95 -1.61 -2.58 -1.95 -1.62
T 2 -2.58 -1.92 -1.59 -2.55 -1.92 -1.60
T ILI -3.51 -2.89 -2.58 -3.43 -2.86 -2.57
Tri -3.99 -3.42 -3.13 -3.96 -3.41 -3.12
TIL2 -4.00 -3.38 -3.07 -3.90 -3.34 -3.04

VI -13.3 -7.9 - 5.6 -13.8 -8.1 -5.7
V2 -13.6 -8.2 - 5.9 -14.1 -8.5 -6.1
VIL1 -16.3 -13.7 -11.0 -16.9 -14.1 -11.3
Vrl -27.4 -20.7 -17.5 -29.5 -21.8 -18.3
V IL2 -24.3 -18.0 -15.0 -26.1 -19.0 -15.8

NOTE: See (A2.2.4), (A2.2.5), (A2.2.26) tor definitions, §A2.2.4 tor sourees.

A2.2.2.6 Other approaches and some extensions

Reverse regressions

Two interesting related unit root tests have been suggested, which

explore the property of stationary time series that correlation at lag i is

equal to correlation at lag -i. We only discuss their simplest form.

Augmentation and extension with deterministie variables can be done as in

(A2.2.12). Dickey, Hasza and Fuller (1984) considered pooling information from

regressions Yt = (1+(31 )Yt-l+60+et and Yt-l = (1+(3~ )Yt+6~ +e; and derived the

distribution of a "symmetrie" estimator under the null. Johansen (1991a) used

the multiple correlation coefficient R2 of the regression of Yt-l on ~Yt and a

constant, which can be interpreted as the product (or squared geometrie mean)

of the OLS estimate bI and the estimate b~ from the regression

Yt-l =b~~Yt+6~+e;. Simple calculation gives R2=ti /(ti +(T - 2)), so that
1 1

TR2-+ J:, T~l under 8 02-
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The symmetrie approach in Dickey et al. (1984) is no improvement over the

ordinary method as they indicated in their article. The likelihood ratio

approach of Johansen has the disadvantage that the information about the sign

of the t-value is lost. The tests on (31 =0 are therefore two-sided. The

(canonical) correlation approach has advantages over regression approaches if

one extends the univariate unit root tests to multivariate unit root tests,

however, see Chapter 6.

Cautionary notes on the assumption of parameter stability

All the analysis in this appendix is based on the assumption of parameter

stability. If one extends the model to allow for (several one time) changes in

the parameters, the unit root analysis changes fundamentally. New test

statistics have to be used, which often have different distributions under the

null (e.g. functions of Brownian motions adjusted for level-shifts at a

certain point ÀT, see also appendix A6.1). Similarity and consistency of the

test procedures have to be examined in the extended model as weIl.

In practice dummy variables with nonzero mean are sometimes added to test

regressions to model a level shift under the null. In order to preserve

consistency of the test one then has to introduce a step dummy which remains 1

after time t, to allow for a level shift under the alternative as weIl. This

results in a change in the distribution of the test statistics. One can find a

number of results in JBES (1992). If the timing of a one time level shift is

not known a priori, different tests for unit root nonstationarity in both

subsamples exist. Banerjee et al. (1992), Zivot and Andrews (1992) and Perron

and Vogelsang (1991, 1992a, 1992b) elaborated on this point.

Tests on absence of deterministic terms

We did not list regression F-test statistics in the tables, like the test

for (31 = 0 and 61=0 to test HOI against Hu, denoted by $3 in Dickey and Fuller

(1981). The use of this extra restrietion does not improve the power of the

test. Haldrup (1990) listed distributions of test statistics for the nullity

of the coefficients of deterministic terms. These are not easy to apply in

unit root testing. Often they do not convey extra information, see e.g, Perron

(1990b). A Monte Carlo experiment in §7.4.5 demonstrates that tests for the

statistical significanee of deterministic variables have nonstandard

distributions in the presence of unit root dynamics in the stochastie part of

the model. The asymptotic correlation of deterministic and integrated

regressors works both ways: Introduetion of deterministic terms influences the

null distribution of the unit root test statistics. Introduetion of integrated

regressors influences the null distribution of the test statistics for the
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absence of deterministic terms. The asymptotic zero correlation between the

nonstationary regressors at different frequencies remains useful. It seems to

apply to moder ately sized samples as well.



3 DATA ANALYSIS IY VECTOR AUTOREGRESSION

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we stressed the importance of preliminary

univariate analysis of the data. This chapter deals with the multivariate

arialysis of the data information about "unrestricted" linear time series

relationships between sets of variables of interest. "Unrestricted" should not

be taken too literally. Some a priori restrictions on the "true" shape of the

multivariate autocorrelation function should be appropriate in order to get

some degree of precision for the analysis. At this stage we only consider

so-called smoothness restrictions (in particular on the graphs of the impulse

response representation). Decreasing the maximum order of the VAR can have

such a smoothing effect. This order is determined by the number of

observationsand the number of observations per year, For quarterly data a

natural choice for the minimum a priori lag length is 4. A choice for a higher

a priori order depends on the number of variables of interest compared with

the number of observations. Other restrictions are discussed in chapter 6.

The main aim of this type of multivariate time series analysis is the

identification of disturbances that account for an interestingly big part of

the variatien of the variables of interest. Identification requires that the

observable variables are related to these disturbances through invertible

functions. The main tools for the analysis are the impulse responses of

orthogonalized innovations, and forecast error varianee decmnpositions. Sims

(1980) introduced this procedure in macroeconometrics. It is also called

innovation accounting, see Judge et al. (1988).

We first discuss methods to find out where the information that

determines the results of the procedure is concentrated in the data. For

stationary time series this information should be distributed quite evenly

across the observations. The application of these methods forms the influence

analysis (§3.2). Subsequently we address the question of misspecification

(§3.3) by examining whether a sufficiently big part of the variatien in the

properly transformed variables can be analyzed by the VAR model (2.1).

3.2 Data-oriented measures of influence

This section addresses the detection of (components of) observations that

have an important influence on the estimates of parameters of interest in our
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analysis. In the introductory chapter (section 1.4) we expressed our

preferenee for the least-squares estrrnator for these parameters on the grounds

of robustness with regard to the integer order of integration of the process

governing the outcomes of the variables. A second reason is its efficiency

relative to other linear estimators for sample sizes often met in practice.

Influence analysis for the least-squares estimates is weIl developed. It is

not interesting to examine the influence of an observation per se. One has to

state the primary goal of the analysis to say whether observations are

influential. Johnson and Geisser (1985) did. They pointed out that "the

relative influence of observations can differ widely depending on whether the

focus is estimation or prediction." We employ their influence measures.

3.2.1 Goal of the influence analysis

An advantage of the decision-theoretic aspect of Bayesian analyses is the

formulation a loss function. This function is defined on a parameter space

"that reflects the possible states of nature relative to the unknown parameter

vector (3, and a set of all possible decisions or actions. The loss incurred

depends on the outcome of an observable random variabie y through a function f
used to assign an action for a given y," (Judge et al. (1988, p. 808)). A

comparable "classical" terminology exists in statistical decision theory, see

Amemiya (1985, p. 46).

The formulation of both the parameter space and the act ion space are

equally crucial in a statistical analysis. For our problem the parameter space

is in principle infinitely dimensional. We restriet the number of variables

and the number of lags for efficiency reasons, not because we think the

distribution of all possible states of the economie variables can be

represented by a finite param;ter model.

The range of the loss function is one dimensional, so that outcomes can

be ordered, and stochastic because of its dependenee on a random variabie.

Usually it is an increasing function of a measure of the distance between the

"true", but unknown value of the parameter vector and its estimate. The loss

function formally reflects the focus ofthe analysis. Estimation errors for

the parameters of interest are weighted heavily.

The decision maker minimizes expected loss by adjusting his decision

rule. In economie theory agents are often assumed to behave as such decision

makers. Econometrie analysts do not often follow this scheme explicitly.

Common practice of estimation of long run parameters in dynamie econometrie

models forms a good example; see Bewley and Fiebig (1990). One can "explain"

th is suboptimal behavior by assuming a different loss function. Efficient
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estimation of the parameters of interest is not always the primary aim of

applied econometrie work.

The choice for a certain estimator is one of the crucial aspects of the

decision rule. Oftentimes it is hard to make this rule explicit. Although we

opt for the OLS estimator, we suspect that model (2.1) is not ab1e to account

appropriately for all possible states of our variables. One of the aims of

misspecification testing discussed in §3.3 is to find out whether this indeed

is so and to indicate ways to proceed.

The information we are after are impu1se responses and varianee

decompositions. Reliab1e information he1ps us to decrease our loss: the shape

of the impu1se responses can be determined more precise1y and the varianee

decompositions become more accurate as well. How can we track down the

observations that convey most of this information? A straightforward idea is

to compare parameter estimates with different subsamples left out; see e.g.

Bruce and Martin (1989). This is a tedious exercise for dynamic mode1s with as

many parameters as the VAR. The parameters do not have a direct

interpretation, furthermore there are usually too many of them to get a clear

picture anyhow.

We suggest to study the influence of the observations separate1y for the

different stages of the estimation we discuss below. In this way one is ab1e

to predict to some extent what happens to the final results of the analysis,

whenever small modifications to the model and corresponding estimation

procedure are made. More importantly, it makes the relation between the

observations and the results more transparent.

In th is study we basically use three estimation methods. The re1ation

between estimates and (specific parts of) the data set in these methods is

comparatively simple, The methods are therefore well suited for a data based

approach. First we use (recursive ) regression, where structure is imposed by

the timing of the observations and the apparent exogeneity of deterministic

regressors. Secondly we use (canonical) correlation ana1ysis on residuals of

the regression procedure. Thirdly we use some (nonparametric) essentially

nonadaptive, i.e. not sample specific, smoothing procedures to remove less

interesting variation that cannot be explained by the VAR.

3.2.2 Influence measures in regression

Our primary estimation method is (multivariate) regression, which is the

optimal procedure for the normal linear model. A large literature on influence

statistics for the normal linear model exists; see e.g. Cook and Weisberg

(1982, chapters 3 and 4). Bayesian methods for sensitivity analysis also
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pro vide useful statistics; see e.g. Polasek (1986).

Furthermore there is a vast literature on the subject of outliers, which

has possible interest for this subject; see e.g. Barnett and Lewis (1984). The

concepts of outlier and influential observation do not coincide. An outlier,

or "surprising observation", may substantially alter an estimate of parameters

of interest, but this is not necessary. Outliers are interesting in their own

right, be they influential or not, see chapter 5.

Although influence analysis and outlier identification are two different

things, the choice for a particular type of influence analysis is often based

on a model for outliers. This outlier model reflects prior concern about the

adequacy of the basic model. Leave-k-out statistics as in Bruce and Martin

(1989) are based on the gross-error type model. This model states that there

is a small probability that some (clusters) of observations have nothing to do

with our basic model, e.g, due to registration failures. See also the section

on assessment of influence measures below. More subtle ways of analyzing

influence exist, which seem more appropriate for macroeconomie time series

data.

Local influence analysis

Local influence analysis is one of the more delicate approaches. It

examines the effect of a small perturbation of a data point, rather than its

total deletion. It is a special form of local sensitivity analysis, advocated

by Leamer (1978). One evaluates the stability of estimators with respect to

small changes in the assumptions of the underlying model. Polasek (1984)

presented a Bayesian interpretation.

We illustrate the concept of local influence by the example in Cook

(1986). Consider the standard (one equation) linear model:

y=X{3+e, (3.1)

where y is a T vector of observations of the endogenous variable, X is a Txk

matrix of observations of nonstochastic explanatory variables, (3 is a k vector

of parameters and the els are LLd. N(O,0'2), i =1,2, ... T.

In the discussion we refer to our application of this analysis in the

following obvious way, where one row of (3.1) is seen as an observation of one

row of (2.1), where the latter equation is extended with deterministic

regressors in the estimation phase. One row of (2.1) has np regressors.

Cook defined the weighted influence statistic as

(3.2)
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where yw. is the vector of fitted values when the i'th observation has weight
t

ui, in a weighted least squares procedure and the remaining observations

(called cases by Cook) have weight one. It is clear that

lim D(Wi) =Di'
wï+ o

(3.3)

where Di is the case deletion influence measure' proposed by Cook (1977), also

known as Cook's distance. Di is a global influence statistic, which measures

(in the Euclidean metric) the displacement of the fitted values if we delete

one observation i from the data set. The reason for the calculation of this

measure may be the concern for gross errors in the data.

Cook also proposed the corresponding local influence measure

(3.4)

It measures how aprediction would be affected by a slight perturbation of a

case weight, or, from the sensitivity analysis point of view, a slight

relaxation of the homoskedasticity assumption.

Why should one calculate this statistic? One can be concerned that a

certain limited number of observations are not entirely specified by the basic

model, but by a mixture of the basic model like (2.1) per se, and a disturbing

model like (2.2). These marginal supplementary disturbances can have a

substantial influence on functions of interest of the parameters in (2.1) if

they are not taken into account appropriately. They may change the position

(location component) and size (covariation component) of confidence intervals

for estimates of impulse responses, values of test statistics, etc.

One can write the case weights wi as a vector we IRT and compute the vector

t max e IRT which indicates how to change W (i.e. how to perturb the postulated

model) to obtain the greatest local likelihood displacement. §A3~1.2 contains

explicit formulae for t max ' The likelihood displacement is defined as follows:

Let L( (J) be the log likelihood corresponding to a postulated model where (J is

a k vector of unknown parameters. Letw e û c:IRq be a q vector of perturbations

(e.g, case weight perturbations) and let L( (JIw) be the log likelihood

corresponding to the perturbed model given wand let 9, 9w be the respective

ML estimators. The likelihood displacement LD(w) is under some regularity

conditions defined as:

lNote Di=(,~-.B(i»'(X'X)(.B-.B(i»/[ktT2],
the full and the case deleted

displacement of .B.

with .B
sample.

and .B(i) the OLS estimates using

Di can be seen to measure the
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(3.5)

One can choose () according to the goal of the influence analysis. If one is

only interested in (3 in (3.1), take (J= (3 ((12 known), if one is also interested

in (72 take (J=((f, (72). In the context of (2.1)-(2.3) the impulse responses are

mainly determined by (3. For a lucid geometrie interpretation of local

influence introducing influence graphs and normal curvatures we refer to Cook

(1986).

To get an overall measure of local problems for the estimation of (3 Cook

introduced Cmax , the maximum (normal) curvature (i.e, normal curvature in the

direction t max ). For simple mean (()) estimation in random samples from a

normal distribution Cmax equals 2, which does not depend on the data. Our

experience does not indicate (in disagreement with Cook's) that Cmax =2 is a

useful rough guide when perturbing case weights in dynamie linear models like

ours. Some simulations showed that values up to 5 do not have to be rejected

as unlikely under the null hypothesis. Cmax can also be computed if ((3',(72) is

the parameter of interest. Here values up to 10 do not seem to be unlikely. We

advise to follow Cook's proposal to inspeet t max regardless of the size of

Cmax since t max can identify more global problems that are not manifest

locally.

Although the .analysis does not use the serial .dependenee of the

observations explicitly, the use of t max has the advantage that patches of

influential observation can be spotted immediately, without having to estimate

influence measures for ranges of multiple cases of different size, as is done

for leave-k-out diagnostics.

It appears (Farebrother (1986)) that Cmax is closely related to Breusch

and Pagan's (1979) LM test statistic for heteroskedasticity, or Score test

statistic (Cook and Weisberg (1983)). This points to another advantage of

influence analysis. It can help the interpretation of outcomes of diagnostic

tests, see remark A3.12 in appendix A3.2 for another example.

Global influence analysis

Apart from the local influence statistics we also recommend to compute

the more widely known case and group (multiple observation) deletion measures.

In econometrics one frequently applies the Studentized residual (Krasker et

al. (1983)) and the predictive Chow (1960, §4) test. Crucial elements in all

the influence measures for the normal linear model are the estimated residuals

and the projection matrix, also known as hat matrix: X(X'X)-lX. Observations

with high diagonal elements for the hat matrix He (in some metric) far

removed from the center of the data; see e.g. Krasker et al. (1983, p. 662).
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Most influence statistics can be computed at low cost once one has these

crucial elements. Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 30) suggested algorithms. The

equations of an unrestricted VAR share the same set of regressors and thus the

same hat matrix. Formulae for the measures are given in appendix 3.1.

Assessment of influence measures

It helps the interpretation of the outcomes of the analysis to put

influence measures in a two-way table representing different combinations of

goal of analysis and prior concern about the adequacy of the model used, see

e.g. Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 114). In the literature on robust statistics

this prior concern is often formulated as a perturbation of the basic model.

Influence analysis helps to assess the stability of the estimates, Barnett and

Lewis (1984, p. 60).

Table 3.1 Ordering of some regression influence measures

Prior Concern

Goal of analysis

location of {3

(co)variation of {3

possibility of
gross errors

DFBETAi

PFi

local deuuüions from
homoskedasticity

Table 3.1 serves as an example. Suppose first that the primary interest

of the analysis is in terms of (3 in (3.1) and that the prior concern is of the

qross-error type. Krasker et al. (1983) formulated this concern. The data

generating process may break down with positive probability Tl and produce an

observation identically equal to some fixed (Xo,Yo), which has nothing to do

with the hypothesized process of interest. In that situation one should pay

most attention to the following case deletion measure:

(3.6)

where

ei is the OLS residual of the i-th observation,

hi is the i-th diagonal element of the hat matrix H =X(X'X)-lX',

x, is the i-th row of X,

Pis the OLS estimate for (3 using all observations, and

P{i) is the OLS estimate for {3 with the i-th observation discarded.

The series (T-1)DFBETA i (i=l, ... ,T) is also known as the sample influence

curve SlC, which measures changes in p. If we are only concerned that some
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observation might be disturbed somewhat more than others the case weight

disturbing measure should be more interesting, known as the empirical

influence curve EIC i (Cook and Weisberg, p. 110):

(3.7)

where

P(Wi) = (X'WiX)-lX'Wi y , and

Wi =diag(l, ... ,1,wi, 1,... ,1), a diagonal matrix weighting case i.

Comparing (3.6) and (3.7) one sees that the hat matrix is less important if

our concern is only in terms of a slight deviation in varianee of a

disturbance2
•

The Chow (1960, form. (13)) statistic for predictive failure in (3.8),

here denoted PFi can be compared with DFBETAi in (3.6), using lemma A3.2 from

the appendix:

PFi = (e~/û~i»)/(I-hi)' (3.8)

where Û~i) is the estimate for (J'2 with the i-th observation deleted. Both

measures are meaningful under the gross-error prior concern. It is clear from

(3.6) and (3.8) that the residuals play a more important (squared and

standardized) role in PFi than in DFBETAi • PFi focuses more on the constancy

of (J'2 than on the constancy of (3 as is shown in Chow (1960). Therefore we are

inclined to put it in the bottom row of table 3.13
• Note that replacing Û~i)

by û2 in (3.8) does not change the influence order of the observations, see

remark A3.1 in appendix 3.1. This Chow statistic is known in the statistics

literature as a "multiple case analog of the externally Studentized residual",

see Cook and Weisberg (1984, p. 30). It can also be used as a formal

misspecification test for the basic model against a specific a1ternative if

one has strong a priori idea on the timing of the break down point for the

process of interest.

We .also advise to calculate the (multiple case) deletion measures

although they seem to be in conflict with our prior concern. First we want all

the easily available data information we can get. We cannot assess its

2
Cook and Weisberg (1982) also discussed EIC(i)=

T(X'X)-1xi'ei/(1-hï>2, where the basic model is a gross error at

and local influence of introducing observation is computed.

be viewed as a compromise between E1Ci and EIC(i)'
3 1
The influence measure DFFITSi=«hi/(l-hï»PFi)"2 has an intermediate position.

Tap(Wi)/ 8wilo=
observation i

DFBETAi can
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usefulness fully before we have tried. Furthermore there are reasons to

believe that their outcomes can be helpful in the analysis, despite the

presence of lagged dependent variables among the regressors, which does not

fit the original assumptions under which they were derived. In contrast to the

local influence statistics the global ones like the Chow statistic can be used

to examine the influence of subsets of observations.

We compute the Chow statistics PFi for series of nonoverlapping subsets

of observations. We also compute corresponding "group deletion" measures

called location component and covariation component in Johnson and Geisser

(1983). They compared these two components by their contributions in a

Kullback-Leibler divergence measure for predictive densities: "In this way

subsets that affect mean veetors may be distinguished from those that affect

covariance structures." They noted that it is not appropriate to employ

asymptotic results for small sample sizes if one compares these two

components.

3.2.3 Influence measures for dynamic and multiple equation models

Influence analysis becomes more interesting if one takes account of the

dynamic properties of the model. Consider the simple univariate AR( 1) model as

an example:

(3.9)

with

Yo fixed, and êt LLd. N(0,u2 ) t =1,.... ,T.

Prior concern about the homogeneity of the sample can take the serial

dependenee of the regressand and the regressor into account. Suppose one fears

Yt to be drawn occasionally, say at period r, from another distribution than

that specified by the simple model, which may entail that observation ti has

to be treated separately. It seems reasonable to suppose that Yt-l as

explanatory variabie in the next period also might deserve special attention

then.

Peäa (1990) analyzed influence measures for univariate time series

modeis. He discussed two global influence measures of the dynamic parameters

of ARMA modeis, based on prior concern for two outlier types, the additive

outlier and the innovation out lier . We discuss these out lier modeIs in in more

detail in chapter 5. Peüa showed that global case deletion measures like

Cook's distance can be interpreted as a reflection of the innovation ootlier

concern.

In applied econometrics the introduetion of occasional dummy variables
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with value 1 at t = i and zero elsewhere is rife. In statie models these dummies

have the effect of the deletion of the observation. In dynamic models the

dummies can be interpreted as innovation outliers. Global analysis based on

the innovation outlier concern examines the effect of introducing such dummy

variables in models like (3.9) on the parameter estimates for (3 and/or (12.

The global influence analysis with additive outlier concern examines the

effect ofremoving an observation Yi from the data set. In its most

straightforward form one scrutinizes the effect of deleting both observations

(Yi-l,Yi) and (Yi,Yi+d on the parameter estimates in (3.9). Rather than

deleting both observations one can use estimation procedures for models with

missing observations and compare the normal estimates with those when Yi is

treated as missing. Harvey (1989, §6.4) discussed some procedures and

references. These procedures involve replacing the observation that is treated

as rmssmg by aprediction using all the observations t with t < i and t» i.

Instead of deleting (Yi-l,Yi) and (Yi,Yi+l), one then uses (Yi-l,5\) and

(YÜYi+l)' where Yi denotes the optimal forecast for Yi when it is treated as

missing.

Introducing a dummy variabie boils down to replacing only (Yi-17 Yi) by

(Yi-l,Yi), with Yi the optimal forecast with Yi treated as affected by an

innovation outlier.

Pefia (1990) preferred influence measures based on the additive outlier

concern. These measures can only be computed iteratively (and this for each

set of observations of interest!). They are thus not so useful in the first

stage of unrestricted data analysis. We agree however that additive outliers

may present more serious problems for the estimation of dynamic modeis. In

chapter 5 we introduce a related influence analysis and an estimation

procedure for additive outliers.

Earlier Pefia (1986) indicated that local influence analysis for

regression models may be more appropriate in dynamic modeis. Pefia only

examined the influence of one observation at a time. Abraham and Chuang (1989)

discussed the use of the multivariate internally studentized residual to study

the influence of sets of observations in dynamic models4
•

Multivariate influence measures

Apart from being dynamic, the VAR model is also essentially multivariate,

and we would like to take th is into account in the influence analysis. Johnson

and Geisser (1985) generalized their Bayesian influence analysis on the

influence of subsets of observations on the estimates of (3 and (12 under a

4
See appendix A3.2, remark A3.14.
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gross-error concern to the multivariate general linear model (MGLM). We adapt

their notation as follows:

Y=XB+E,

with

X a Txk matrix of observed predetermined variables,

Y a Txn matrix of observed dependent variables,

B a kxn matrix of unknown regression coefficients,

E a Txn matrix of disturbances, so that

E=[E1, ... ,Et, ... ,Er]' , with Et an nx1 vector, which is i.i.d. Nn(O,E)...

(3.10)

This analysis is especially interesting for the estimate of E. Decomposed

versions of that matrix play a crucial role in forecast error varianee

decompositions. This analysis cannot be done equation by equation, whereas

th is is possible for the estimation of B.

Whereas the single equation analysis pointed to functions of transformed

residuals (see appendix 3.1) as indicators of influence for subsets of

observations, the multi equation analysis produces analogous functions of

matrices of transformed residuals. The Lawley-Hotelling trace criterion is a

weU known example; see e.g. Spanos (1986, p. 577). In chapter 5 we show this

criterion to be asymptotically equivalent with an LM test statistie for a

multivariate innovation outlier at a certain known point in time.

All the influence measures derived by Johnson and Geisser solely depend

on four matrices, which are easy to compute for interesting subsets of

observations. These matrices are multivariate generalizations of the

internally Studentized residuals, ti' the diagonal elements of the hat matrix,

hi, Cook's Distance (3.3) measures using (X'X) as a metric to measure the

displacement of ~, Di(X'X), and lastly the equivalent distance measures with

(X(i)'X(i») used as a metric.

This analysis can bring influential observations for the crucial

correlations between the disturbances of the different equations to the fore.

Explicit formulas for the relevant measures are given in appendix 3.2.

Concluding remarks

In the influence analysis of regression equations the structure of the

model helps to identify important observations. Influence analysis of dynamic

models exploits the additional time series properties of the data, which may

enable us to classify these observations into different categories of interest

(Chapter 5). Although relatively little has been published in the context of

multiple equation models, a considerable range of easily computable measures
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is now available5
•

Chapter 3

3.2.4 Other influence measures from multivariate analysis

Besides regression and time series influence analysis we also want to

discuss influence in multivariate analysis; see e.g. Kendall (1975). The

analysis of unrestricted covariances may seem unimportant for the analysis of

the unrestricted VAR, but it is not. The interpretation of impulse responses

and forecast error varianee decompositions depends crucially on the

unrestricted estimate of the covariance matrix of the residuals.

Different techniques from multtvariate analysis have been suggested to

identify "common trends" of the variables in the VAR (Stock and Watson (1988))

or to find underlying "equilibrium relations" (Box and Tiao (1977), Johansen

(1991a)). Stock and Watson proposed the use of principal component analysis on

the covariance matrix of the unfiltered data. Box and Tiao used the covariance

matrices of the (vector of) levels of the variables and the one step ahead

prediction errors to identify forecastable and unforecastable components.

Johansen showed the partial canonical correlations of the lagged levels and

first differences of the series to be the crucial elements in the maximum

likelihood estimation of "equilibrium" cointegrating relationships in a finite

order VAR with normal errors6
•

All these techniques require estimates of unrestricted covariance

matrices of a vector of variables or residuals as input. It is not unlikely

that functions of interest of the estimates of the covariances are dominated

by a few observations.

Unfortunately the knowledge of econometrics, time series analysis and

multivariate analysis is not often combined in applied studies of influence.

Even more unfortunate is the apparent scarcity of well developed studies for

the study of influence in multivariate analysis. As Critchley (1985) pointed

out: "Nevertheless the use of the influence functions generally in a

multivariate analysis remains a largely unexplored area." Critchley presented

manageable principal component equivalents of the regression measures EICi,

EIC(i)' and SICi of Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 110), which are reproduced in

appendix A3.3.

Most expertise in data based multivariate influence analysis is typically

with cross section data, where the alternative leave-k-out model reflecting

5
Barnett and Lewis (1984) still used the title "Outliers in Time Series: A

Little Explored Area" for their Chapter 11.

6
These techniques are discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
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the gross error prior concern is most appropriate. Graphical methods are

harder to use because of the unstructured multidimensional character of the

data.

The related study of outliers in multivariate analysis is also more

difficult. An outlier can still be detected as a "surprising" observation, or

as a discordant observation, which is "statistically unreasonable" in terms of

some basic model. "But their expression is by no means as straightforward in

more than one dimension", (Barnett and Lewis (1984, p. 243)). This can be

noted from the residual based analysis of the previous section. "A

multivariate outlier need not be an extreme in any of its components. Someone

who is short and fat need not be the shortest or the fattestperson around.

But he can still be "too fat for comfort" and hence and "outlier"." (op cit.),

Testing for outliers is an important aspect of specification testing discussed

in the next section.

3.3 Diagnostic checking

After a careful analysis of the influence of the observations on the

building blocks of our functions of interest, one may get the impression that

the influence of some extreme observations should be downweighted in order to

get a clearer picture of the impulse response pattern of the remaining

observations. In economie statistics the downweighting of influential

observations in the frequency domain is a weIl established tradition. Because

of the extreme heteroskedasticity in the frequency domain (see §2.4) for many

economie time series, the estimates of transfer functions relating one

variabie to the other are likely to be dominated completely by the low

frequency (trend-) and seasonal components; see e.g. Sims (1974). One used to

think it hard to relate the movement of different variables in these

components to each other in an economically meaningful way. The variability in

the corrected series, with trend- and seasonal components removed, was

considered the variation of interest which one liked to describe by the

multivariate model. Another weIl established tradition of downweighting the

influence of observations is to introduce separate "models" for extreme ones

by introducing dummy variables that affect these observations exclusively.

In the following sections we introduce and discuss some statistical

criteria which can help us to assess whether the downweighting is necessary or

whether it has been successful. In principle we would like to "explain" as

much variation as possible by the basic model, because only variation in the

data can help us identify interesting relationships. We also like to treat

observations as equally as possible so that we can view the basic
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relationships as approximately constant over time.

The detected relationships are best interpreted when model (2.1) can be

viewed as areliabie statistical model that describes all the "salient

features" of the data. Diagnostic checking of the statistical assumptions

indicates whether one removed or downweighted the "unexplainable" variation to

a satisfactory extent. After iterating between downweighting and diagnostic

checking until the remaining variation can be assumed to fit the VAR, one has

found the limits of the VAR for the description of one's data set. It then

remains an open question whether the variation that is left in the data still

constitutes an interesting part. of the original. In the next subsections we

discuss so-called misspecification tests that are geared to detecting

deviations from normality and serial correlation in the disturbances and

others that are used to detect significant nonconstancy of parameter

estimates.

3.3.1 Choosing test statistics

The number of diagnostic test statistics that are of possible interest to

test the adequacy of the VAR model (2.1)7 is huge. Krämer and Sonnberger

(1986), Kiviet (1987) and MacKinnon (1992) discussed interesting selections

for the test of the adequacy of separate equations. Chong and Hendry (1986)

presented some tests for the adequacy of small systems. Barnett and Lewis

(1984) discussed 47 test statistics for the normality of a sample. It would

not be hard to compile a similar number of tests for serial correlation, not

to speak of the scores of tests for heteroskedasticity, functional form and

parameter stability. The Journalof Econometrics (JoE, (1991) ) published a

volume titled Diagnostic Testing to celebrate 40 years of diagnostic testing

in econometrics, surveying a number of approaches. The question of test

selection has become a prominent one.

Lindley (1979) stated: "There are two broad types of approach to

statistical inference .... In the first, one develops a series of techniques

and investigates their properties. In the second one begins by asking what

sort of properties are required, and then seeks ways of achieving them." We

follow the second approach using results from others that pursued the first.

The caveats from the introductory chapter apply, Our view necessarily suffers

from a selectivity bias.

7
For a number of practical reasons one can include deterministic regressors if

one estimates (2.1), see appendix A4.2. In §3.3 the parameters of these

regressors are assumed to be part of the dynamic parameters determining the

mean, Sometimes we use the short hand notation B from (3.10) to denote these

parameters. Equivalently one can extend Yt with deterministic components as in

Sims, Stock and Watson (1990), and allow for a singular E.
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3.3.2 Theoretical considerations for choosing tests

Testing is not a goal, but a means to get measures of goodness of fit of

our statistical model, that are easy to communicate to others. In the

Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing framework one defines a test by the

following components; see Cox and Hinkley (1974) or Spanos (1986, p. 392):

t the test statistic r(y)

ü the size a of the test

.ui the distribution of r(y) under the null Ho

w. the rejection (or acceptance) region

19- the distribution of r( y) under the alternative Hl

In order to stay in the Neyman-Pearson framework and apply it to a

certain data set of interest, one has to define Ho and Hl a priori.

Preserving the probability base

As soon as one has done any (eye-ball or formal) test on the data set

before the final choice of estimator the "firm probability base" is lost

(Judge et al. (1980, p. 467)). In one's presentation one can act as if the

estimator was chosen without pretesting. The resulting statistical model is

then a conditional model. The estimation in the presence of outliers contains

many examples of these so-called (Hogg (1974, §4)) testimators, see e.g.

Perron's (1990a, p. 161) discussion. At this stage of analysis our goal is

detective work, not inference, see Tukey (1979). The data are best viewed as a

training set, see Efron (1983). We do not intend to give up training to

preserve the probability base. According to the strong repeated sampling

principle (Cox and Hinkley (1974, p. 45)) the selected model can only properly

be tested using new data. Given the inherent nonstationarity of most

macroeconomie processes it is hard to imagine if this ever becomes relevant

for the kind of series we analyze, see the German economy and its world wide

effects. Dewald et al. (1986) showed that very few empirical economie models

in their study stood such a test.

One of the rules of contemporary econometrie time series modeling is to

present the outcomes of a whole range of test statistics for a preferred

model. Unfortunately the rejection region for this multivariate statistic,

which keeps a desired level a is extremely hard to derive, see Alt (1989) and

Hillier (1991), even if one ignores the pretest problem mentioned above.

Statistical measures of fit

The fact that the Neyman-Pearson framework is hard to apply in practice,

does not render it useless. It is better to use some standards of fit, than
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none at all, see e.g. Sims (1988). "P-values in data analysis can be useful

guidelines", Dempster and Gasko-Green (1981). An important attraction is the

possibility of relatively straightforward generalization to multivariate

measures of fit - especially when the normal distribution is used - which are

much harder to develop graphically.

Choosing a null and an alternative

The five elements of the "classical test" mentioned above provide a good

starting point for the choice of tests. One first has to choose an interesting

null hypothesis. The null must not be made more restrictive than necessary, in

order to avoid rejection of the model on the basis of uninteresting

characteristics. In the parametrie setting only parameters of interest should

be restricted. The nuisance parameters, which provide the desired generality

should not. For the analysis of the conditional mean of the series of interest

(as in the impulse response analysis), one need not assume the symmetry of

distribution of the disturbances to derive interesting tests. See Wooldridge

(1991) for an analysis in this spirit.

After the choice for the possibly composite null one has to select an

interesting alternative. In order to get some useful information for following

action, were one to reject the null, the alternative must not be too general,

compared to the null: the test has to be directed.

Subsequently one has to piek a size a of interest. As can be gathered

from decision-theoretic frameworks (Arrow (1960)), 5 percent is not always

optimal. Given the same parametrie model it should be higher for small numbers

of observations and lower for large numbers. This is nicely illustrated in the

time series literature on selection criteria for the lag length in AR models

where different purposes of the model lead to different criteria, most of

which imply a number-of-observations dependent a; see Lütkepohl (1985) for a

list of formulae and references.

Choosing a proper test statistie

Next one has to choose a test statistic with a contingent rejection

region which has the preferred size a for every hypothesis which falls under

the (composite ) Ho' When Ho is not specified to the last detail, i.e. a non

ideal model according to Parzen (1979), this requirement of similarity of the

test (Cox and Hinkley (1974, p. 134)) is usually too strong. One then has to

select a test with a size close to, but certainly not greater than, size a for

all hypotheses belonging to Ho. A good expression for the last property is

rolrustmess of validity; 8arnett and Lewis (1984).

On the other hand one wants to choose the statistic and rejection reg ion

so that the power of the test is reasonable for every alternative of interest.
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The minimum requirement is that the power be greater than the size. When this

is uniformly so, i.e. for every alternative one can imagine, the test is said

to be unbiased (Cox and Hinkley (1974, p. 105)). This is often seen as a

necessary property for a useful test. Cox and Hinkley (1974) did not think so

for two sided alternatives. Sometimes one is interested in local power (op

cit., p. 106), i.e, power near the null in some direction into the set of

alternative hypotheses. Lagrange Multiplier tests, an example of a derivation

of which is given in the chapter 5, are optimal in this respect (op cit., p.

113), but power farther away from the null may be poor (op cit., p. 122).

Schmidt and Phillips (1992) illustrated this for univariate unit root tests

when they compared the power of their own LM test with Dickey and Fuller's LR

test.

Evans and Savin (1984) provided a nice il1ustration of the Neyman-Pearson

terminology and cumbersome8 techniques to finite sample unit root tests under

a very simple null with only one nuisance parameter.

As it as yet has been impossible to derive manageable results for many

interesting tests in the finite sample case, a lot of attention is still

focused on the asymptotic properties of tests. One desirabie property is

consistency. A test is cal1ed consistent when for any fixed level 0: and for a

fixed alternative the power tends to one as the sample size goes to infinity

(Cox and Hinkley, p. 317). Likelihood Ratio statistics have this property. A

test which has reasonable power for a wide range of values for the nuisance

parameters is said to have robustness of efficiency, see Barnett and Lewis

(1984). Most times there is a trade off between robustness of validity and

robustness of efficiency. Only quantifying a risk function in a decision

theoretic approach can lead one to a formal derivation of an optimal test.

A final consideration in the choice of a test statistic is the invariance

(Cox and Hinkley (1974, pp. 41-45)) of the outcome of the test under certain

transformations of the sample space and assoeiated transformations in the

parameter space. In economie examples where price indexes are used, one would

particularly like the outcome of the test to be independent of linear location

and scale changes.

Testing strategy

Onee one has figured out which tests to do and which to disregard, one

has to develop a testing strategy, i.e. define an interesting sequenee of

tests and actions for every possible outcome of each test. Examples of sueh

8
Perron (1991, footnote 2) discovered "errors due to numerical instability of

the computations" only years later.
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actions in our context are: to transform, add or delete a variabie from the

information set or to stop doing subsequent tests. As indicated above theory

on multiple test procedures is still in its infancy. Many problems have been

pointed out, but few practical solutions exist for problems of the generality

we require here.

Mizon (1977) advocated the "logically consistent" general to specific

procedure to start testing with the most general null and subsequently testing

down to more specific null hypotheses to minimize the probability of

overlooking the "true" model and to ensure robustness of validity of the

testing procedure. This seems a sensible strategy from a data analysis point

of view.

In strategies for testing the number of unit roots one generally prefers

the specific to general strategy, see e.g. Dickey and Pantula (1987). In

testing strategies for the number and timing of exogenous outliers it is also

more convenient to start with a restricted model, cf. §3.3.7 and §5.4.

3.3.3 Practical considerations for choosing tests

It is clear that similarity is desirabie from a practical point of view.

The size must not depend on unknown nuisance parameters, which one does not

want to model by assumption. From other empirical work on related data sets

one can gather which nuisance parameters have to be taken into account.

Since we use diagnostic tests as an aid in data analysis, one has to know

how statistically significant outcomes can be traeed back in the data. Since

we are confining ourselves to a linear model, this is not a severe problem.

Many weil known diagnostic tests have an artificial regression (Davidson and

MacKinnon (1990), MacKinnon (1992)) or variabie addition (Kiviet (1987))

interpretation, so that the influence analysis of the previous section can be

applied immediately'', One should examine the influence on untransformed data

as much as possible, since transformations might smear the influence of an

observation in such a way that its direct influence may become hard to detect,

see Welsch (1979).

For economie time series one can think of both univariate and

multivariate transformations. An observation error in a price index series

occurs twice in an inflation series, thereby increasing the danger of masking,

i.e, "the tendency for the presence of extreme observations not declared as

outliers to mask the discordancy of more extreme 0 bservations under

investigation as outliers," Barnett and Lewis (1984, p. 114). The same error

9See remark A3.4 in §A3.1.1.
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introduces an observation error in a volume series constructed by deflation of

a nominal series by the price series.

The theoretical similarity and efficiency of a test is often based on

asymptotic arguments. In small samples the asymptotic approximation may be

very bad. Finite sample properties can sometimes be derived analytically, but

only for specific sets of nuisance parameters.

Monte Carlo studies can provide interesting results, but are usually hard

to generalize to one's own problem. Another problem is again the sheer

magnitude of results available, which is very hard to summarize. It is usually

dangerous to assume the results to hold for designs different from the one

under which they were generated. Negative results which show that the finite

samples size of asymptotically similar tests depends on easily detectable

values of nuisance parameters help in the test selection problem. The

existence of more evidence on small sample behavior can also provide arguments

to prefer "old" (weU tested) statistics to new ones in empirical analysis. If

one reaIly has no idea about the finite sample performance of a test one

should do a small scale (with 1000 replications) Monte Carlo experiment.

oneself. For the linear techniques that we consider in th is study, these

exercises are not too computer time consuming.

Classical results often seem to apply under nonstandard situations. Some

regression tests for parameter stability derived for nonstochastic regressors

can be applicable in stationary models with lagged dependent variables as

weIl, cf. Krämer et al. (1988). Asymptotically robust tests sometimes appear

to be non-similar with regard to seemingly undisturbing nuisance parameters,

cf. MacKinnon and White (1985).

A next consideration in the test choice is computational ease. This

provides the most convincing argument against nonsimilar tests, where

rejection regions have to be computed for a wide range of nuisance parameters.

The alternative is to use tables of others with, say, 1800 different critical

values as in Schmidt (1990). Tests using bootstrap methods can sometimes also

be ruled out on these grounds, especially when there is no (empirical) proof

that the bootstrap results are more reliable than easier-to-compute asymptotic

ones. Runkle (1987) applied bootstrap methods to the VAR analysis. Griffiths

and Lütkepohl (1990) compared bootstrap estimates and asymptotic estimates of

the varianee of estimated impulse responses of a VAR, which iIlustrated the

premise of Huber (1964): "If an estimator is asymptotically normal, then the

important central part of its distribution and confidence intervals for

moderate confidence levels can better be approximated in terms of the

asymptotic varianee than in terms of the actual variance." The desire for
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computational ease mayalso lead one to prefer tests based on well known

distributions with "standard" rejection regions that are tabulated almost

everywhere over tests with nonstandard rejection regions.

The last practical consideration for test choice is the existence of a

successful action, were the test to reject the null, In principle an

alternative may be quite interesting on theoretical grounds, but estimation

procedures for the alternative model may be very unreliable, whereas other

theoreticaIly less appealing alternatives may be available with relatively

straightforward weIl understood estimators. Under the nuIl the resulting tests

may not differ substantially and one may weIl only do the test with the easy

alternative. Extreme observations, which are sometimes seen as a sign of tail

pathologies (Parzen (1979)) are often more easily accounted for using a

mixture of normal distributions (so caIled slippage alternatives, §3.3.5) than

by relatively exotic heavy-tailed distributions.

We use the framework set out above to chose test statistics for the VAR.

Model (2.1) is our primary null hypothesis of interest. Interesting

alternatives can be written in the form (2.1)+(2.2). For the sake of

exposition it is sometimes easier to consider a univariate process (n= 1) first

and then generalize the results to the multivariate case. Primary analysis of

the univariate processes is also interesting in the light of the results of

the previous chapter. From a pure diagnostic testing point of view it is often

easier to consider one regression equation at a time. Three aspects of the

nuIl hypothesis require testing. First dynamic specification, second the

distributional specification of the disturbances and third the assumption of

parameter constancy, i.e, homogeneity of the sample.

3.3.4 Dynamie specification of the mean

First we consider the dynamic specification of the mean. An estimate of a

time series model can only be considered as interesting "evidence" if it fits

the sample spectrum reasonably weIl, explicitly (Milh~j (1981)) or implicitly

(Box and Pierce (1970)): The residual varianee has to be "significantly" lower

than the original variation in the transformation of interest, and its sample

spectrum must resembie that of white noise at the frequencies of interest. Our

model (2.1) is only interesting if the spectrum of the appropriately

differenced individual series can be approximated by ARMA modeis. In the time

domain this entails that a certain interesting function of the sample

autocorrelations has to be accounted for by the estimated model, and that a

certain function of interest of the residual autocorrelations has to be close

to zero, see Robinson (1991a). For the short run characteristics a function of
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only the first few autocorrelations may be employed, for long run

characteristics the use of higher order residual correlations is essential (op

cit.).

Short term residual autocorrelation

Tests for the adequacy of the short run dynamics can be divided into two

groups (Granger and Newbold (1986, p. 96)). The members of the first group

test the significanee of the improvement of fit of extra coefficients (like a

variabie addition test). The others test for serial correlation in the

residuals. We prefer the first group of tests, given the homogeneity of the

sample, measured through parameter constancy, discussed below. Their null

hypothesis of a mean innovation process with respect to the information

contained in all the (lagged) values of the explanatory variables is more

interesting from an economie point of view (Hendry and Richard (1982, p. 11))

than the null hypothesis of no interesting serial correlation in the

disturbances. For the class of ARMA processes with normal disturbances the

robustness of validity and efficiency in small samples of the variabie

addition test clearly comes out on top, see e.g. Kiviet (1986). Once the

sample distribution of the estimated residuals is approximated reasonably

well by a normal distribution we prefer to use the so-called F-version of the

LM test of Breusch and Godfrey (1981) which simply uses the F-statistic for

the significanee of lagged residuals and applies the classical tables to

determine its rejection region. Poskitt and Tremayne (1982) showed the latter

test to be an LM test to stationary ARMA alternatives, which guarantees local

power optimality in that direction.

This test is also asymptotically robust in validity to unit root

nonstationarity of the process. This has been proved formaIly by Chan and Wei

(1988) and Tsay and Tiao (1990) for purely stochastic unit root

nonstationarities at all frequencies, and by Sims, Stock and Watson (1990) for

the zero frequency case with deterministie regressors. The test is not robust

against nonnormality or heteroskedasticity, especially not when outliers with

large leverage measures hi can be found in the data. Jackknife estimators of

the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals could then be employed to

robustify the test to some extent, cf. MacKinnon and White (1985) and remark

A3.5 below. AH (1989) used the estimated "exact mean and covariance" of the

autocorrelations to robustify residual based tests in small samples.

We prefer the data cleaning of the observations so as to make them

satisfy the model restrictions of (2.1). It is easier to interpret in an

unobserved components context than the application of White-type varianee

matrix estimators.
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Another "classical" test on the dynamic specification of the mean is the

check for serial correlation in the recursive residuals of Phillips and Harvey

(1974). In our series time provides a naturalordering. Since it uses

"unbiased" (i.e. unbiased in the classical regression setting) estimates of

the disturbances, it may show more robustness of efficiency against certain

types of heteroskedasticity or parameter variation than the ordinary tests for

residual serial correlation, as Harvey (1975) indicated.

Long term residual autocorrelation

From a data analytic point of view, statistical tests on long run

characteristics of the data cannot provide useful guidance for the relatively

short series we have, simply because there is not enough information in most

data sets. We discussed this already in §2.5 for the univariate case. In

multivariate models this holds even stronger. If we decompose the sample

information in the frequency domain to a sample spectrum or periodogram, only

Xl' data points convey information on frequencies lower than >.0. Fifty years of

quarterly observations contain only ten "independent" data points directly

containing information on frequencies lower than one cycle per five years:

(1/20)'200. In the time domain th is corresponds to ten nonoverlapping five

year periods in the sample. In multivariate analysis the imaginary part of the

Fourier transform of the sample autocovariances can also be used to describe

low frequency relations, but for estimates of cross-correlations and partial

correlations one obviously needs more degrees of freedom.

Testing is more useful in a later stage where different adequate powerful

a priori smoothness restrictions are imposed on the (pseudo) speetral density,

so that information in the higher frequencies can be used to do inference on

low frequency properties.

3.3.5 Distribution of the disturbances

As far as the distribution of the disturbances is concerned, normality is

certainly the preferred null. Normality can be made plausible by reference to

the operation of a central limit theorem on contributory disturbance

components, whereas we do not know of any other finite varianee distribution

for "continuous" non time series data that has this property. Varianee

decompositions only give a satisfactory description of the relations of

variability between the variables if the disturbances are approximately

normal.

Bera and Jarque (1982) interpreted the classical tests for normality on

the third and fourth sample moment of the regression disturbances as LM tests

with alternatives in the Pearson family of distributions. D'Agostino (1986)
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discussed finite sample corrections which are relevant for samples sizes

smaller than 100.

Classification of alternatives

Barnett and Lewis (1984) discussed more ready-to-use alternatives in an

overview of the statistical literature on tests for discordant observations in

one-dimensional samples. They would classify the Pearson family alternative as

an inherent alternative. "In this view outliers are a sign of a greater degree

of inherent variability of the whole sample. Under these alternatives all

observations arise from a different distribution." (op cit.) We prefer their

simple deterministic, mixture or slippage alternatives: "Deterministic

alternatives cover the cases of outliers caused by obvious identifiable gross

errors of measurement, recording and so on. The alternative is entirely

specific to the actual data set and observed offending observations."

Under the mixture alternative "the sample is contaminated by a few

members of a population other than represented by the basic model." This

alternative has obvious small sample problems. "Howare we to adjudge the

propriety of the mixture alternative with no evidence other than the one (or

two) outliers whose discordancy we are to assess using this alternative

model?"

The slippage alternative is "by far the most common type of alternative

hypothesis. All observations apart from some prescribed small number k (one or

two, say) arise independently from the initial model F indexed by location and

scale parameters, Jl and (1'2, whilst the remaining k are independent

observations from a modified vers ion of F in which Jl or (1'2 have been shifted

in value (Jl in either direction, (1'2 typically increased). In most published

work F is a normal distribution."

Effect of regression on normality tests

Testing the distribution of estimated disturbances of a regression is not

the same as testing the distribution in an ordinary location-scale model.

Pierce and Kopecky (1979) provided regularity conditions under which other

goodness-of- fit tests can be applied directly to the residuals of an ordinary

regression equation, where the number of regressors is independent of the

number of observations: "EssentiaUy", a constant among the regressors and

those conditions "needed to establish the asymptotic normality of Band t
suffice.,,10 Phillips and Durlauf (1986) showed that B can be asymptotically

nonnormal when unit root nonstationarity is present (cf. also appendix A2.2),

10
See Hannan and Kavallerls (1986, Th. 2.2) for restrictions on the number of

parameters that ensures consistent estimation of the "true" disturbances in a

time series context.
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with Ê in general being asymptotically normal. The superconsistency of the OLS

estirnator of the identified parameters of B, however, may lead one to believe

that direct analysis of the residuals still can be performed by classical

methods in large enough samples, since one "essentially" wants (ÊJ-B)xt to have

an asymptotically negligible effect on the estimates of the residuals. Tests

for constancy of the mean and varianee of the disturbances, which can also be

seen as normality tests are not valid when nonstationary regressors are

present, however, see §3.3.6.

Our preferred class of alternatives to the normal distribution is closely

related to some alternatives which are described in the econometrics

literature as crashes, breaking trends (Perron (1989) ) or structural shifts

(Krämer et al. (1988)). A temporary shift in mean of the disturbances can have

a permanent effect on the level of the series (the socailed persistenee

phenomenon, see §2.5.3).

Testing the distribution of the series directly

Lomnicki (1961) proved that normality tests on the third and fourth

sample moment can also be used for stationary times series directly. This test

is certainly not robust to (near) unit root nonstationarity. For appropriately

differenced series it can provide a useful extra test on the adequacy of the

combined normality and stationarity assumption, with both nonstationarity and

nonnormality as interesting alternatives. The similarity of the test is not

interesting, but the nuil hypothesis of normality is, since it provides a

rationale to study the sample quantile function, (Parzen (1979)), i.e, the

empirical distribution function, (BiIlingsley (1968), Pierce and Kopecky

(1979)) immediately, which enables one to explore the isomorphism between

sample cumulative periodograms and sample distribution functions as Parzen

(1979) did in his application of autoregressive approximations to distribution

functions. In the univariate case weIl known graphical methods from

exploratory data analysis can be used as well, see e.g. Filiben (1975).

Stephens (1986) presented an overview of formal tests based on the empirical

distribution function.

3.3.6 Parameter constancy of dynamic and covariance parameters

The last important aspect of the model (2.1) that we want to examine by

diagnostic tests is parameter constancy. Tests for parameter constancy are

arms in the opposition against Lucas's (1976) widely cited critique on

econometrie policy evaluation. Until recently the Chow test PFi used on two

subsamples, recursively computed for a range of change points, was the

favorite weapon in the counter-attack of Hendry and his co-authors, see
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Doornik and Hendry (1992, chapters 3 and 5 and references therein) and JoPM

(1992). Over the last decade one has developed a range of new tests. New

centra1 limit theorems for partial surns of weakly dependent stochastic

variables were used in the derivations of asymptotic critical regions for the

test statistics. Andrews (1990) provided an overview of tests of one-time

changes of parameters with unknown change point in econometrics and

statistics.

Parameter stability and unit root nonstationarity

Research on tests for parameter constancy in models with unit root

nonstationarity is still developing (op cit., Hansen (1992b)). It is a

complicated issue. Unit root tests do not have robustness of validity when

simple alternative nonstationarities in the form of parameter changes are

included in the null, see e.g. Perron (1990). Perron showed that the

asymptotic distribution of an extended Dickey-Fuller t-statistic where one

allows for a one-time change in mean in the middle of the sample equals T p.2

instead of Tp.I (see Tables A2.2.4 and 7.1). For an equivalent test with

unknown timing of the change point the critica1 value at 5% significanee

shifts from -4.10 to -4.44, see Perron and Vogelsang (1992a). Note that

extended does not mean augmented in the sense of the discussion in appendix

A2.2. The unextended unit root tests discussed there certainly have no

robustness of efficiency for one time parameter changes under the alternative

(op cito). We address th is part of the issue in our discussion on outlier

models in Chapter 5.

Simple tests on parameter constancy like the Chow test for predictive

failure discussed in the appendix are not valid when unit roots are allowed

under the null, see e.g. Kiviet (1986), Lütkepohl (1988) for Monte Carlo

results. Lütkepohl (1988) provided a clue to a practical solution for the zero

frequency unit roots. He noticed in simulation experiments, which mimicked the

practical situation where the researcher has to select his approximating AR

model from the data, that overdifferencing (introducing unit roots in the MA

part of the system) does not affect the tests as badly as underdifferencing

(leaving AR unit roots in the system). Provided one has cleaned the data first

to avoid the effect of smearing dirty observations, this entails that

parameter stability can be checked on appropriately differenced data. Whilst

using AR unit root tests one should choose a low significanee level, to

minimize the risk of underdifferencing. Perron (1991) provided a formal

illustration of the dependenee of a parameter stability test on the the order

of integration.

For prediction purposes, alternatives with changing parameters in the
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last part of the sample are of primary interest. Goodness of fit is important

for those observations because they are the main determinants of new

out-of-sample predictions. Were the test to reject, it is difficult to decide

whether one should adjust the model, the data or the initial significanee

level. Tests on parameter stability for other subsets of the sample may help.

Tests which do not need an a priori specification of the change point

For the study of relations between variables per se, focus on a specific

part of the data set is not attractive. A range of tests based on the

easy-to-compute recursive estimates exist to test stability over the whole

sample against alternatives with an unknown point of permanent change in the

parameters. One must know the strengths and weaknesses of these tests to apply

them sensibly.

The CUSUM test of Brown et al. (1974) is most powerful to detect one-time

parameter changes in B, not orthogonal to the "mean regressor", near the

beginning of the sample. An example of a change orthogonal to the mean

regressor is:

Example 3.1

Yt=60+62( -1)t+622(-1)tDt+êt, t=l, ... ,T, (3.11)

with

D, a dummy variabie equal to zero for t ~ land zero elsewhere.

Suppose one wants to test parameter stability under the assumption that 622 =O.

The mean regressor in this example is [60 0]', while the parameter change

under the alternative hypothesis equals [0622] ' . The CUSUM test is not able

to piek up this change in seasonal pattern.

The fluctuation test of Ploberger et al. (1989), which is based on the

mean change in the recursive estimates of B is most powerful to detect changes

in B near the end sample. Both tests are asymptotically valid for stationary

models with lagged dependent variables (op cit.), Derivation of finite sample

rejection regions for these tests, which are based on the maximum deviation of

a series of dependent statistics from their mean is far from straightforward.

In static models, the empirical sizes of the recursive tests are usually

lower than the nominalones. Limit distributions are derived from crossing

probabilities of continuous time processes. If the process is only measured at

discrete time intervals, the crossing probability is lower. In dynamic models

the story seems to be different. Because of many rejections of our seemingly

reasonable null in practice, we simulated the null distribution of the

fluctuation test in a VAR(1) of 200 observations and found rejection

probabilities far above the theoretical ones for an AR( 1) model with first
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order autocorrelations as low as 0.4. The fluctuation test lacks invariance to

changes in seale of the variables. The fluctuation test statistic and some

modifications are described in detail in §3.3.8.

The CUSUM test on OLS residuals (Ploberger and Krämer (1992)) is entirely

symmetrie between 1 and Tand is most powerful to detect changes in mean in

the middle of the sample. One can interpret it as a test for stability of the

parameter of the constant term, see Hansen (1992a). One can easily adapt this

test to detect instability of 62 in (3.11), cf. §7.4.7.7.

The rejection region of tests based on cumulative residuals (or

transformations as in Hansen (1992a)) depend (even asymptotically) on the

number of parameters tested for stability and on the presence of nonstationary

regressors in the test equation. The rejection region for the ordinary CUSUM

test is even changed by mean adjustment of the data, cf. Ploberger and Krämer

(1992, §3). The practical problems in the application of tests with unknown

change point to dynamic models are considerable. They are comparable with the

problems encountered in applied AR unit root testing. Note that variations of

these statistics have been used to test for MA unit roots, see §2.5.

By combining the ordinary CUSUM test, the CUSUM test on OLS residualsand

the fluctuation test one can develop a procedure with reasonable power against

alternatives .with changes in mean in the beginning, the middle and the end of

the sample. The problems with these statistics in the Neyman-Pearson framework

do not make them useless: The philosophy behind the CUSUM test of Brown et al.

(1975) was.basically that of "data analysis as expounded by Tukey (1962)."

Choice of significance level in sequences of tests with fixed change points

The statistical theory underlying this kind of tests provides guidelines

to prevent one becoming unnecessarily worried about the quality of the

approximation by the model, whenever one spots one "significant" residual.

This could lead one to make every interpretable parameter stochastic or reduce

the influence of all observations that contain valuable information far too

much. In other words: it prevents one to follow the data too slavishly. An

example on the test for outliers in a normal sample with unknown mean J..l and

known varianee (J2 from Barnett and Lewis (1984, p. 130) may make this clear'",

Example 3.2

Suppose we have n identically (though not independently) distributed

quantities ITi I, each used as a test statistic for a single outlier at one of

llSee op cit., §10.2.1 for applications in regression modeis.

critical values obtained in op cito eq. (10.2.22), tabulated in

are for internally studentized residual (t~) in §A3.1.1.

Note that

Lund (1975)
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a series of independent observations i. Denote the critical value by t. Define

Tmax =max ITi I· Let Ei denote the event Ti> tand E the event T max > t, so E is the

union of the n events Ei' We are interested in the significanee probability

attached to t, defined by SP(t) =P(T > t) =P(E) under our null of a homogeneous

sample. Simple bounds for P(E) can be derived from Bonferroni inequalities:

nP(E1) -112{nP(E1)}2<P(E) =:;nP(E1) · (3.12)

The upper bound is weIl known, and is often judged "conservative". If one

wants t so that SP(t) ~ 0.05 and n =20 and one has P(E1) > 0.0025 it follows that

0.04875 <P(E) < 0.05. Tighter bounds have been derived, but seem trivial in light

of the discussion above. The example indicates that the easily computed

Bonferroni approximations can be quite accurate.

One sees that testing the null after scrutinizing the data for

observations indicating misspecification must be done using (nonstandard)

large deviate values corresponding to very small tail probabilities. The

(1-0.05/2)-quantile of a tl 9- distr ibution is 2.09, its (1-0.0025/2) quantile

is 3.48 according to table 1 in Bailey (1977)12. It is still an open question

how these results generalize to samples with dependent observations that we

use.

Abraham and Chuang (1989) derived critical values for the maximum of the

squared studentized residuals in simple stationary time series models. They

used extreme value theory and checked their results by simulation in simple

univariate AR models13
• The results indicated that the supposed conservatism

from Bonferroni values is bearable.

Instability of B or E?

Most tests for parameter constancy test both stability of Band L in

(2.1). The Varianee Ratio or Goldfeld-Quandt (1965) test is a rare exception.

It is also valid when B is not constant between the subsamples. A range of

LM tests of (2.1) against certain types of heteroskedasticity and random

variation in the dynamic parameters use the same test statistic and rejection

region (cf. Breusch and Pagan (1979), Weiss (1986) (ARCH) , Tsay (1987)

(CHARMA) , Lee and King (1993) (GARCH)), so that one gets no clues in which

direction the misspecification can be found, were the te st to reject. For the

sample sizes that we use we prefer the noninherent alternatives (§3.3.5), and

12
It is dangerous to trust critical values from standard computer packages for

very smaIl p-values. See Press et al. (1986) for a discussion of

the approximations used in numerical applications. Those work weIl here.

13
For n=100 and an F(I,98) for Ti, the Bonferroni 5 percent critical value for

T max is the (1-0.05/100)-quantile of an F(I,98)~11.5, which lies between the

and 10 percent critical values of 12.4 and 10.7 found by Abraham and Chuang.
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we would like to use the outcomes of the tests as indications for (a few

one-time) changes in B or E. Once one knows which observations fail to fit the

model, one can always try to find out whether this failure should be related

to external (exogenous) or internal (endogenous ) causes.

Changes. in L make the estimates of varianee decompositions for the full

sample hard to interpret. WIS-type techniques could leave the impulse response

analysis for the full sample still worth the effort. Changes in B however make

full sample analysis treacherous. This type of problem is similar to that of

the Bchrens-Fislier problem for testing a constant mean across samples with

unequal variances, where no easy solutions exist either, see Amemiya (1985, p.

36). Koschat and Weerahandi (1992) provided a solution using Monte Cario

integration for subsamples with full rank regressor matrices.

Using a prior concern arialysis of §3.2.2 and considering the

relationships between the influence statistics and wen known test staristics

formulated in table A3.1 (app, A3.2) one finds out which parameter stability

tests are geared to detection of a change in Land which to a change in B.

The Chow test rejects for high values of PFi if B changes and/or L

"increases" provided the subsample of interest i is not too large. When the

number of observations in the subsample increases faster than the number of

regressors it converges to the varianee ratio statietic VRi . The varianee

ratio test has a two-sided rejection region, and is supposed to detect only

changes in IJ, both "decreases" and "increases", We show the links between the

different tests in an empirical example in §7.5.3. Figure 7.12 provides a

graphical illustration.

The analysis of conarianee test is meant to detect changes in Band is

also most powerful for certain simple alternatives, see Chow (1960). The

analysts-of-covariance test has since long been used in time series analysis

to detect heterogeneous or time dependent nonstationarity as alternatives,

both in the frequency and in the time domain, see Priestley and Rao (1969). In

Monte Carlo experiments we found the test to lack robustness of validity in

small samples (i.c, too many rejections under the null) if the test is applied

to relatively large subsets in regressions with à constant term and

substantial dynamics (in partienlar with unit root nonstationarity). These

experiments confirmed results obtained by Campos et al. (1993, §4). In that

respect the Chow test PFi is superior. A vast number of state-dependent

alternatives, that are nonlinear in the parameters have been proposed since

then, see Priestley (1988). They are outside the scope of this study.

Common tests for heteroskedasticity (Breusch and Pagan (1979)) can be

used to test directly against inherent alternatives for parameter stability,
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e.g. varianee of the disturbances increasing with the squared level of a

variabie of interest. Tsay (1988) presented a simple procedure to use the

maximum and minimum of the varianee ratios in order to detect one time changes

in the varianee of the disturbances at an unknown change point. Harvey (1985)

suggested such a varianee change in a model for GDP figures of the U.S.A.

Hansen (1992a) suggested a simple test of homoskedasticity against a

permanently changing residual varianee based on the partial sums of squared

residuals, a variant of the CUSUM of squares test, but here based on OlS

residuals instead of recursive residuals. He applied it on more recently

available historie GDP data and could not reject the null of homoskedasticity.

3.3.7 An alternative test for parameter stability

The analysis-of-covariance test can only be used for subsamples with a

number of observations larger than the number of regressors. This is another

severe handicap in unrestricted VARs with an interesting number of variables.

We propose a generalized number of outliers criterion as an alternative test

statietic. It can also be used to test overall parameter stability for smaller

windows.

Compute [T/m] outcomes of the Chow statistic PFi which we discussed in

the single equation version in §3.2.2, for nonoverlapping subsets of size m,

denoted PFmi with common critical value Cm corresponding to size CXm• The

multivariate version Ti i of appendix 3.2 can be used as weIl. Let Nm denote

the number of PFmî-values greater than Cm. One can approximate the critical

value CN for a size rx test of Nm by the o--rejection region of a statistic with

a binomial distribution with parameters [T/m] and cxm:

The test rejects for Nm ? CN. Note that the Bonferroni values the overall level

cx and the partial level CXm=cx/[T/m]- e give a critical value of 1, for small

positive e and [T/m] .large: no outliers at size CXm - e are allowed. The

statistic can be computed for different values of m. The results from Abraham

and Chuang (1989) indicate that the approximation is poor as soon as one uses

overlapping .. subsets.

In the normal regression case with i.i.d, observations the Bonferroni

critical values can be considered (slightly) conservative, i.e. one rejects

the null in less than an o proportion of the cases. Schweder (1976, §6)

described a sequential procedure with marginally increasing partial levels,

which keeps the overall level a in this case. If one uses the test statistic
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m~n p-[T/m]
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with p the minimal nomuuü p-value for a Chow statistic for a subset of size m

and a corresponding overall critical value of 0.05 one probably rejects the

null more than 5% of the times in repeated samples. In practice we use a small

number of values for m, like 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. We do not select the borders

between the larger subsets on the basis of data evidence. This test can also

be viewed as a goodness-of-fit test for generalized residuals. For m small

relative to T one can compare the goodness of fit of the F-statistics with the

theoretical distribution under the null. For the multivariate Chow test only

certain percentiles with known critical values can be used. A general easily

computed formula for its distribution under the null has to be developed yet.

Dufour (1982) derived the distribution of a generalized Chow test

statistic with an arbitrary number of nonoverlapping a priori fixed

subsamples. He allowed for cases where some of these subsamples are

undersized, and some are not. Cantrell et al. (1991) provided a number of

predictive interpretations for th is test. They rewrote (op cit., eq. (37)) the

test statistic as a weighted sum of an analysis-of-covariance test statistie

and an independent predictive Chow test statistic. In that view one can see

Dufour's procedure as a test on the mean of the PFmi-values.

We use this test for small subsamples together with the analysis-of

covariance test for larger subsamples. The only inputs needed to compute all

these test statistics are the residual sums of squares for different

subsamples, see Table A3.1 in appendix A3.2. The sums needed for the PF/s can

be computed recursively in one forward run, see Brown et al. (1975). A

backward run enables one to do the analysis-of-covariance test for a range of

splits in two subsamples. The statistics for tests against the alternatives

with unknown change point can be computed in the same runs.

3.3.8 Multivariate diagnostics

80 far we have mainly discussed tests for single regression equations,

which is interesting in its own right, since "satisfying the relevant single

equation or small subblock criteria seems necessary, if not sufficient, for

useful systems to emerge," see Chong and Hendry (1986). In multiple time

series the system as a whole should be analyzed too. This is not often done in

applied econometrie work. In a comprehensive review artiele on applied

diagnostic checking MacKinnon (1992) used only one reference for multivariate

regression and more than 160 for other subjects.

Generalization of the F-tests for serial correlation is conceptually
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straightforward. Testing for multivariate normality can be done by Mardia's

(1970) test for multivariate excess skewness and kurtosis. This is essentia1

for the validity of some tests like the mu1tivariate version of the Chow test.

Small sample distributions of multivariate test statistics for parameter

stability with a fixed change point, such as the Lawley-Hotelling trace

statistic, have been tabulated for a range of interesting combinations of

degrees of freedom, see appendix 3.2. Asymptotic chi square approximations are

inadequate, bearing in mind the great loss of degrees of freedom due to the

big number of unrestricted parameters in the VAR. The scale of the error (too

many rejections under the null) one makes by applying the asymptotic

distribution can be derived from the tables of the Lawley-Hotelling critical

values. F-type approximations seem to fare better, see Woodland (1986). Simple

degrees-of-freedom corrections help too, see §A5.2.1.

F-tests on linear restrictions are only "exact'?" for tests of a number of

linear restrictions in one equation or for tests of one linear restrietion in

a number of equations, cf. Anderson (1984). Note that one can interpret the

predictive Chow tests as tests for the absence of a dummy for each observation

for each equation to be forecast, cf. e.g. Pesaran et al. (1985). The F-type

approximations have the advantage of easy computation of corresponding

p-values, see e.g. Press et al. (1986). We use Theil's (1971, pp. 402-403)

F-test in multivariate diagnostic variabie addition tests and compute

corresponding p-values for the overall test and for tests for the separate

equations. For very small numbers of degrees of freedom « 20) this

approximation may still be inadequate. In chapter 5 (e.g. table 5.1) we

present examples of F-values in tests for residual autocorrelation. In chapter

7 we present p-values. See e.g. table' 7.5. We use the degrees of freedom

correction of the X2 test in §7.5.2. The corrections matter for the

interpretation of test outcomes at conventional significanee levels.

Many asymptotic results can be obtained by a proper vectorization of the

set of equations and by imposing the necessary extra regularity restrictions.

We develop a multivariate test in detail in chapter 5.

Tests based on recursive estimates can be generalized using central limit

theorems for scaled partial sums of weakly dependent multivariate stochastic

variables, see e.g. Phillips and Durlauf (1986). For tests that already employ

this theory a generalization to a multi equation system merely requires a

conventional vectorization and a corresponding increase of the dimensionality

parameter for the null distribution.

14
Ignoring the effect of lagged dependent variables and assuming normality.
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A generalization of the fluctuation test, which uses the "maximum-norm"

on changes in the estimates of B may serve as an example. We employ the

foHowing test statistic in a VAR which has the same stationary regressors in

each equation:

(3.14)

where
t -K 1 1 A A

F/T) =r::::7{L-"2@(X'X)"2vec(B - B(t»),

and ÊJ(i) denotes the OLS estimate for B using the sample from 1 to time i.

L is the full sample conditional maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance

matrix of the disturbances, K is the number of regressors per equation, and n

is the number of equations.

Under the null F(T) has the following limit distribution as T -+00:

p(F(T»b) = 0 b<O

= [1+2l:'T=1(-1)iexp( _2i2b2)]nK, b~O

so that empirical asymptotic p-values can be computed easily. It is derived

from formulae for the crossing probability of the maximum maximorum of the

absolute values of a so-called vector Brownian bridge Wo, cf. Billingsley

(1968). The asymptotic critical values for the CUSUM test on OLS residuals is

based on the same formula for K =1. Lo (1991) and Hansen (1992a) employed other

functions of the partial sums of the residuals and used corresponding other

functions of the Brownian bridge process to derive asymptotic critical values

for their test statistics, cf. §2.5.2 and §3.3.6.

Exact assumptions for the asymptotic validity of the fluctuation test can

be found in Ploberger et al. (1989). The only extra condition for multivariate

application is the assumption of a regular L. The use of ÊJ(t) has the drawback

that dummy variables that are constant, or indeed linearly dependent upon the

other regressors, up to a certain point t, K < t <T, are not allowed in this

set-up. The regressors have to be bounded asymptotically so that polynomial

trends are not allowed either.

3.3.9 A diagnostic for multivariate unit roots

It is a good strategy to check the stationarity of the data before doing

other diagnostic tests. Multivariate tests for unit roots may be a poor guide

in the beginning of the selection process. It is hard to visualize the degree

of nonstationarity in a system. One can make time series plots of all the

series in levels and appropriate differences to check univariate stationarity.

Differencing all the series may not he necessary to achieve stationarity of
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the system. As Tsay and Tiao (1990) noted: "there is no convenient method

currently available to identify the "genuine nonstationary components", of a

vector process." The "true" nonstationary components are not interesting from

a data analytic point of view, methods to identify them can beo Several

proposals to identify these components in economie time series had been made

in the econometrics literature, however'",

Consistency of OLS estimators of unstable roots

Some of the properties of the estimated system can be illustrated by what

we call the shape of the implied typical log spectrum of the (stochastic part)

of the VAR. This is the 21T times the log of the squared gain of

det[g)(L)(I-L)n-r] in (2.1) where (n-r) is the supposed number of unit roots at

frequency 0 in the system, see (3.15). We adopt the convenience of Tsay and

Tiao (1990) and refer to inverses of the zeros of det[g)(L)] =0 as the

characteristic roots of Yt. The "ordinary" roots 1 and -1 equal the

corresponding characteristic roots. A convenient way to derive the determinant

is to compute all the eigenvalues of the companion matrix, which is the AR(I)

coefficient matrix where the n-variate AR(p) process is rewritten as an

np-variate process, see e.g. (op cit, form (2.1)). These eigenvalues, which

are the characteristic roots of Yt, are on or inside the unit circle under our

null hypothesis. The OLS estimators of the AR parameters corresponding to the

nonstationary characteristic roots in the AR part are consistent and converge

at a rate faster than the usual I/Tt under the general hypothesis of a purely

stochastic multivariate ARMA process with finite MA order and lelt coprimeness

of the AR and MA matrix polynomial (Tiao and Tsay (1990, Theorem 6.2)).

System theoretic definitions and some practical implications

Coprimeness is a common term in linear systems theory which now and then

turns up in the theoretical econometrics and time series literature.

Definitions can be found in Kailath (1980, pp. 369-370): Two polynomial

matrices are left coprime if they only have unimodular common left divisors. A

polynomial matrix g)(z) is unimodular if and only if its determinant is a

nonzero constant, independent of Z. The polynomial matrix D(z) is nonsingular

if det[D(z)] is not identically zero. It is also a common left divisor of g)(z)

and e(z) if it can be chosen so that g)(z) =D(z)~(z) and e(z) =D(z)<9(z), with

~(z) and <9(z) polynomial I matrices. A socalled matrix fraction description

15
Judging from some persistent errors in the cross references there seemed

to exist a disturbing lack of communication between different strands in

literature that analyse comparable economie time series. Johansen and Juselius

(1990) referred to Box and Tiao (1977) as Box and Tiao (1981). Tsay and Tlao

(1990) referred to Phillips and Durlauf (1986) as Phillips and Durlauf

(1985).
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C(z) =~-1(z)e(z) is irreducible if ~(z) and e(z) are left coprime. When we look

at C(L) as the matrix of impulse responses we see that it is unique "up to a

matrix of degree zero in z", Translation of these conditions in practical

situations is difficult. BeU (1987) showed for the univariate case with fixed

initial conditions that the existence of a tumstaiumary common divisor can be

translated in practice to the existence of deterministic, i.e. perfectly

predictabie components in the model, which indicates that common factors do

not simply "cancel out". In a theoretical paper Hannan and Poskitt (1988)

arrived at the conclusion that the number of unit roots in the MA part

corresponds to the number of unit canonical correlations between future and

past, and gave an example for the univariate MA(l) model.

Fountis and Dickey (1989) used the assumption of controllability in their

derivation of a unit root test. In a VAR model this assumption excludes the

possibility of perfectly predictabie (i.e. deterministic ) linear combinations

of the variables.

The statistic

Since the largest characteristic roots should be close to their true unit

root values'", we can simply estimate the unrestricted VAR and delete the n - r

factors of the determinant closest to (1- L). A similar analysis can be

employed for the unit roots at the other frequencies, The formula for the

implied typical log spectrum is, see e.g, Sargent (1979),

(3.15)

As th is is a trigonometrie even (i.e. symmetrical around zero) function

of period 27r, it suffices to plot the function for w on the interval [O,7r],

see e.g. fig. 7.7 in chapter seven. Since det[~(L )(1-L)r-n] is the AR

component which all the series have in common, the weU known typical speetral

shape (Granger (1966)) should show up in f(w,r) for a set of macroeconomie

variables if the approximation by the model is adequate. Note that the typical

speetral shape is a phenomenon of detrended series. Sowell (1987) called

f(w,n) the common factor of the speetral density of Yt, given by

(27r)-1C(eiw)EC'(eiw ), with C(L) the polynomial matrix of the infinite MA

representation for the appropriately differenced series. To see the direct

conneetion with unit root tests on the sum of the coefficients in an AR

approximation of the process note that I im f( w,n) = - 210g( (27r)!det(~(1)). The
w+o

plot provides a "semi-parametric" data based graphical check on outcomes of

16
Fountis and Dickey (1989) gave asymptotic

distributions of the eigenvalues, see also chapter 6.

approximations of some
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tests for the number of characteristic roots on the unit circle, which are

discussed in Chapter 6. Furthermore it enables a direct look at possible

(near) nonstationarities at all frequencies. The implied individual factors of

the spectra of the different variables can be derived in a similar way, see

Maravall and Mathis (1991).

3.3.10 Consequences of "rejection" of the model

If the model is rejected, there are several strategies to improve the

results. The most obvious in our set-up, is to use other preprocessing

formulae (2.2). When formulae are developed a priori we interpret this as a

change in the choice of the variabie of interest. A good example is the choice

of a linear or a log-linear model, which indicates interest in absolute or

relative growth. Another example is deflation of nominal series.

A different issue is the correction of series to reduce the influence of

seasonal components or outliers to obtain parameter stability in the VAR for

the corrected series. One must see to it that substantial variation is left in

the data to identify interesting relationships, in order "not to throw the

baby out with the bathwater". This risk exists if the outlier and seasonal

components are estimated using adaptive smoothers, where the smoothness of the

components is determined by the data. Without an estimate of the remaining

"equivalent degrees of freedoml 7
" subsequent statistical analysis is

treacherous anyway.

On the other hand one must be careful not to introduce varlation by the

"corrections", so that it dominates the original variation, cf. the Kuznets

story referred to in §1.1, see also Harvey (1982, p. 82). In th is way one runs

the risk of finding significant "error correction components" that one put in

oneself in the first place.

One can take differencing as a simple example. The varianee of an AR(l)

process as in (3.9) with (3 bigger than 0.5 is reduced by differencing. For

(3-values smaller than 0.5 it is increased, so that the "remaining" varianee is

dominated by what maybe was meant a "safe" correction to analyze the original

series more appropriately. One has used "polluted water to clean the baby."

Another relevant example is deflation. Deflation of several series by the

same improper deflator can lead to spurious correlation problems as weil, cf.

e.g. Madansky (1964) and Griliches (1986).

We introduce our strategies for seasonal and outlier correction in the

chapters 4 and 5. We discuss deflation problems in §7.3.

17
Koopma.ns (1974, p. 273) defined this concept for spectra.l smoothers.



A3.l Influence Measures for Normal Linear Model

This appendix gives single equation predictive influence measures

discussed in §3.2.2 and discusses aconnection with the Chow statistic for

predictive failure.

As.i.; Global influence measures

First we present the global influence measures for the deletion of (subsets

of) observations. We follow the notation of the model (3.1). The notation for

the measures basicaily foilows Johnson and Geisser (1983)1.

W X'X, kxk moment matrix using all observations, with k the number of

regressors,

mxk submatrix of X containing m observations the influence of which is

to be examined, m<T - k,

remaining part of X if X, is deleted from (reordered) X, (T -m)xk

matrix, Tv-mi-k;

a~i)

S~i)

D~(W)

t~

t~

X(i)'X(i)'

remaining part of Y if Yi is deleted from (reordered) Y, (T-m)x1

vector,

XiW-
1Xi, mxm diagonal block of the hat matrix,

OLS estimate for (3 using full sample, kx1 vector,

OLS estimate for (3 using subset deleted sample (Y(i),X(i»)'

mx1 vector of OLS residuals of subset i,

Yi-XiP(i) vector of OLS residuals using parameter estimate P(i)' also

known as (multivariate generalization of) the prediction error or as

predicted residual,

"Unbiased" OLS estimate of residual varianee using full sample,

a2(T -k): residual sum of squares of full sample,

OLS estimate of residual varianee with subset deleted sample,

a~i)(T -k-m): residual sum of squares of subset deleted sample,

rï'(I -Hi)-IHi(I -HÛ-1ri' the numerator of Cook's distance, see (3.3),

s-2ri'(I -Hi )- lri,

a-2rï'(I -Hi )- lri/m, the (group analog of the) squared internally

Studentized residual~

lJohnson and Geisser (1983) used p for the number of regressors, k for the

size of the subset, S for the moment matrix of the regressors, Vi for the

submatrix of R (in 3.6) and a2 for the residual sum of squares. We use

k, m, W, Ri and 8
2.

2
It is also called 8tandardized residual, see e.g. Pfaffenberger and Dielman

(1991).
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Tt s(t)rï'(1 - Hi )- l r i =s(t)s-Ztt = (1- tt)-ltt,

'Ï'~ 8(~)rï'(I-Hi)-lrdm=[(T-k-m)/m]t~(1-t~tl, the (group analog of the)

squared externally Studentized residual~

PFi 1\'[1+Xi(X(i)'X(i»)-IXi]-11\/(m8~i»)' the Chow (1960, formula (13))

statistic for predictive failure,

fl [(T-m-2)/(T-k-m-2)]·[1- tt],

Cz (T -m- 2)/(T -m), a constant,

locPI, lA·cz·8-2·Dt(W) , the location component of the influence of subset i on

the predictive density for y,

covP1i lA-ft"tr[Hi(1 -Hi)-I] -lhln I1+lh[Hi(1 -Hi)-I] I+l/2T(fl -In Ifll -1),

the covariation component of the influence of subset on the

predictive density for y.

RemarkA3.1 t1> t~ # Tt> ry : For the influence order of the subsets, it does

not matter whether "Studentization" is done internally or externally. Note

t1 <1 'Vi. Note that dividing the expression for T1 by the one for t1 gives

Lemma A3.1

(A3.1.1)

which can also be written as

S(1)S2 =1+T1. (A3.1.2)

Equation (A3.1.1) follows from weIl known algebraic identities:

Applying the matrix inversion lemma, see e.g. Judge et al. (1985, p. 938),

to evaluate W(~) gives

(A3.1.4)

Substitution into

(A3.1.5)

using

and

(A3.1.6)

(A3.1.7)

3
It is also called Studentized deleted residual (op clt.).
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Lemma A3.2 T1 = PFi .

These statistics" are distributed as F(m,T -k-m) under the nuil of (3.1). For

m =1 it foilows that (T~)lh-sign(ri) has a Student t(T-k-1) distribution. This

explains the name squared Studentized residual for f1.
Proof

The following weil known identity, easily derived using (A3.1.4) and

(A3.1.7), see e.g. Johnson and Geisser (1983, form (3.1)), or DFBETAi

in (3.6)),

(A3.1.8)

implies

The next identity follows from the matrix inversion lemma:

(A3.1.10)

Substitution of (A3.1.9) and (A3.1.10) in the expression for PFi gives

PFi = f1. 0

Pesaran et al. (1985) discussed other simple ways to write and interpret

PFi . CantreIl et al. (1991, §3) discussed generalized versions, i.e, versions

for more than two subsets. Theymade extensive use of generalized inverses in

their exposition. t~ has a 8eta distribution under the null, see (A3.2.12).

Remark A3.3 (I -Hi )- l does not exist for every set of regressors. From

(A3.1.2) we see that the existence of P(i) is a related problem. The

nonexistence can occur in practice when dummies are introduced to model

changing parameters for the observations of interest; see e.g. Cook and

Weisberg (1982, p. 137).

Remark A3.4 The analysis can easily be applied to study the influence of

subsets of observations on subsets of parameters of the vector (3, say (31' by

using the weIl known partial regression technique. Regress y and the

interesting components of X, say Xl on the remaining components of X, say X2

first. CaU the fitted values )12 and X12• Then use the residuals of these

4
For models with lagged dependent variables, this F-distribution is

but merely an approximation in finite samples, but it can be

outperform asymptotic x2-approximations in retaining nominal

Kiviet (1985) for some Monte Carlo evidence.

not exact,

expected to

size, see
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regressions, Y-Y2 and X1- X12, as inputs for the partial analysis of the subset

of parameters 131' A scatter plot of this regression is called partial

regression leverage plot. Efficient computation may follow different lines,

see e.g. Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 45). We can use the analysis later in

reparameterized VARs like the Vector Error Correction Model VECM (Chapter 6)

where some coefficients of 13 get more attention than others.

A3.1.2 Local influence measures

We follow the same notation as in the previous section. Derivation and

interpretation of the statistics can be found in Cook (1986).

E diag(r1,r2, ••• ,rr), a TxT diagonal matrix containing

OLS residuals,

R=M(0'2) {Rij} a TxT symmetrie matrix with Rij = rrrJ/(2Tfj2),

i,j=l, ... ,T,

H

M(J3)

M(J3,0'2)

t max(J3)

Remark A3.5

X(X'X)-1X',

EHE,

EHE+R,

The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of

M(J3) =EHE, with Iltmax(,8 ) 11 =1, local perturbation of

observation weights resulting in greatest likelihood

displacement with respect to parameter vector 13,
The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of

M(0'2) =R, with Iltmax(0'2)11=1, local perturbation of

observation weights resulting in greatest likelihood

displacement with respect to parameter 0'2. Note that R has

rank 1, and that t max(0'2) is proportional to the vector of

squared residuals,

The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of

M(J3,0'2), with Iltmax(J3,0'2) 11 =1, local perturbation of

observation weights resulting in greatest likelihood

displacement with respect to parameter vector 6 = (13' ,0'2),

tmax(J3)'M(J3)tmax(J3), maximum normal curvature with respect

to 13. It equals the largest eigenvalue of M(J3).

t max(0'2)'M(0'2 )tmax(0'2), maximum normal curvature with

respect to 0'2,

t max(13,0'2)'M({J,0'2 )tmax((J, 0'2), maximum normal curvature

with respect to 6 = ({J',0'2).

M({J)2 = EHE2HE = EX.doX'E, with .do = (X'X)-l(X'E2X)(X'X)-l.

.do is known in econometrics as White's (1980) heteroskedasticity-consistent
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estimator of Var(p). [T/(T -k)]~o is known as Hinkley's (1977) weighted

jackknife estimator of Var(~). See MacKinnon and White (1985) for more details

and alternative jackknife estimators. The degrees of freedom correction

usually makes a big difference in VAR equations because of large k. In the

alternatives of MacKinnon and White studentized residuals and prediction

errors are used instead of ordinary residuals, so that remark A3.3 has to be

taken into account, before the application of their formulae.

In the jackknifing resampling procedure, estimates of the model are

recomputed T times, each time dropping one of the observations. The

variability of the estimates is used as an estimate of the variability of the

original estimator; Judge et al. (1985, p. 417). In the statistics literature

the jackknife estimate is an example of an internal (distribution free)

sealing meesure. In econometrics one would call it a nonparametrie measure.

Sealing measures which interpretation is based on a statistica1 model, like

the normal model are caUed extertuü; (Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 129).

Algebraic identities like (A3.1.3) make computation for the linear model easy.

Remark A3.6 Direct computation of the measures involves the evaluation of the

largest eigenvalue and eigenvector of a large (nonsparse) matrix. This may .be

costly for large T. Efficient algorithms exist; see e.g. Stewart (1973, p.

350).

Remark A3.7 See remark A3.4. The local influence analysis of case weight

perturbation can also be applied to subsets of parameters of (3. For single

case analysis of one dimensional (31 t ma" . takes the simple form ri(X1- XI2)i,
I

where X12 is defined in remark A3.4.; see Cook (1986, §5). It foUows that

observations with (X1- X12)i = ([I -X2(X2'X2)-IX2']Xt)i small, are not influential

locally, whereas they may be globally (op cit.).



A3.2 Influence Measures for the Multivariate General Linear Model

This appendix gives the multivariate regression estimative influence

measures discussed in §3.2.3. They are adapted from Johnson and Geisser

(1985/. We discuss the conneetion with the analysis of covariance test for

parameter stability and the Chow statistic.

W X'X, kxk moment matrix using all observations, with k the number of

regressors,

X, mxk submatrix of X containing m observations the influence of which is

to be examined, m<T - k,

Wi X/Xi'

XCi) remaining part of X if X, is deleted from (reordered) X, (T -m)xk

matrix, T - m> k,

Wei) X(i)/X(i)'

Yi mxn submatrix of (reordered) Y corresponding to Xi.

Vei) remaining part of Y if Yi is deleted from (reordered) Y, (T-m)xn

matrix,

Bi XiW-IXi, mxm diagonal block of the hat matrix,

B OLS estimate for B using full sample, kxn matrix,

B(i) OLS estimate for B' using subset deleted sample (Y(i),X(i»)'

V XB: Txn matrix of predicted values for Y using full sample,

Vei) XB(i): Txn matrix of predicted values for Y using the subset deleted

sample estimate of B,

R, Yi-XiB: mxn matrix of OLS residuals of subset i,

Ri Yi-XiB(i): mxn matrix of OLS residuals using parameter estimate B(i)'

also known as (multivariate generalization of) the prediction error or

as predicted residual,

A (Y-XB)/(Y-XB),

A(i) (Y(i) - X(i)B(i») I (Y(i) - X(i)B(i»)'

Ê A/(T - k): "Unbiased" OLS estimate of residual covariance matrix using

fuIl sample,

Ê(i) A(i)/(T -m-k): OLS estimate of residual covariance with subset deleted

sample,

1
Johnson and Geisser (1985) used p for the number of equations (standard

multivarlate notatlon in Anderson (1984», q for the number of regressors, k

for the number of observations of interest and N for the total number of
observations. We use n, k, m, and T. For n=1 we are back in appendix A3.1, see
also remark A3.10 below.
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locBILi

covBILi

CEIMBILi

dii A-IR/(I -Hi)-lHi(I -Hi)-lRi =A-Iey - Y(i»)'CY - Y(i») a generalization of

Cook's distance, see (3.3), a measure of lack of fit,

eii A-1R/(1 -Hit1HiRi ,

tij A-IRi'(I -HitlRh the multivariate generalization of the (multiple

observation) squared internally studentized residual,

Tii AchR/(I -Hi)-lRi = AchAtii= (I -tiit1tii = (I -tii)-1-I,
L; ('1 -k-m)trTii, the Lawley-Hotelling trace criterion. see e.g. Spanos

(1986, p. 592) and Anderson (1984, Appendix 8, C) for tables'',

Tii PFi:[(T-k-m)jm]trTii, a multivariate generalization of the Chow

statistic for predictive failure3
•

dii' eii' tii and Tii all measure lack of fit, but relative to different

metrics. Note Atii=Aeii+R/Ri by (I-Hi)-1=(I-Hi)-lHi+(I-Hi)-1(I-Hi)' For Tii
to exist one needs I - tii to be of fuU rank: a sufficient number of

observations .in the subset deleted sample must remain.

The Bayesian estimative influence measures are defined as follows, see

Johnson and Geisser (1985, form. (3.2), (3.4), and (4.1)):

MEIMEi (T-k-m)[lnII -tiil-l+trTiil-(T-k)[trtii-lnII -tiil ]+C1+C2

Marginal Estimative Influence Measure relative to L-l , with Cl

and C2 constants, which are put to zero under computation, so

that .negative measures of this distance become possible,

(T-k)tr eii+(T-k-m)tr(I -tiirldii'

n[ln II -Bi 1-1-trHi ] +n[trBi(I -Bi)-l-ln II +Hi(I -Hi)-ll],

loeBIr, +eovBILi'

Conditional Estimative Influence Measure relative to BI L- l ,

decomposed into alocation and a covariation component. That is,

one component which measures the influence on the point estimates

of B, and another one which measures the influence on the shape

of the ellipsoidal posterior regions for the columns of B, i.e.

the location parameters per equation.

2Anderson's notation (1984, Chapter 8, appendix C) corresponds to ours as

follows. He used p, N, q, n, and m, where we use n, T, k+m, T-k-m (the degrees

of freedom parameter of the Lawley-Hotelling Statistic), and m. For modeIs

with lagged dependent variables, this Lawley-Hotelling distribution is not

exact, but merely an approximation in finite samples, but it can be expected

to outperform asymptotic x2-approximations in retaining nominal size. A small

Monte Carlo experiment confirmed this expectation.

3
For n=l or m=l its distribution under standard regression assumptions is

F(nm, T-k-max(n,m». We prefer to call it a multioariate Chow test in order to

avoid confusion with the generalized Chow test, which considers more than two

subsamples. In the statistics literature the word generalized is aften used as

a. synonym for multivariate, e.g. in generalized varianee.
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c

ME/M'Ei+CE/MBI'Ei'

Estimative Influence Measure relative to (B,'E-1 ) ,

(T -m - k - 2)/(T - k - 2), a known constant degrees-of-freedom

correction factor,

locME/MBi (T -k-m-2)tr(/ -tii)-leii+ (T -k-2)trdii.

covME/MBi n[ln I/ -n,1-1- trHi]+n[trHi(/ -Hi)-1_1n I/ +Hi(/ -Hi )-I I ]+

k[n(c -lnc -1) +ctrtii(/ - ti i )-l _ ln I/ - tii 1-1] +
k[n(c-1 -lnc-1-1) +ln II - tii 1-1 _ c-1trtii]
- (trHi)[ctrt ii(/ -tii)-l+nc-n] - (trHi(I -Hit1)[c-1trtii-nc-1+n],

ME/MBi locMEIMBi+covME/MBü the approximate Marginal Estimative

Influence Measure relative to B, decomposed into alocation and a

covariation component.

Note the similarities and dissimilarities with .the predictive influence

measures of the previous section. Remember that H, measures whether

observations are distantly observed and tii measures whether observations

exhibit lack of fit. It depends on the purpose of the estimation how much

importance is to be attributed to each of these factors.

If m » k, i.e. when the subsample is no longer undersized, it is possible

to use the following components of influence measures as well:

Bi (XiXi)-lXiYi,

Ri Yi-XiBü

Ai (Yi-XiBi)'(Yi-XiBi),
Sii A-1Ai,

Bii A<hAi'
qii A-1(Bi - B)'(Wi1-W-1)-1(Bi -B),

Qii A<h(Bi - B(i»)'(Wil+W<h t 1(Bi - B(i»)'

QTi tr(Qii)'[(T-k-m)/m],

VRi tr(Sii)'[(T -m-k)j(m-k)], a generalization of the varianee ratio

statistic or Goldfeld-Quandt (1965) test statistic,

CHi tr[(Ai+A(i»)-1(A-Ai-A(i»)]'[(T-2k)/k], a generalization of the Chow

statistic for the parameter constancy of B or the "standard analysis

of covariance test", see Chow (1960, form.(29) and (24)) for n=l, see

remark A3.11 below4
•

Remark A3.8

In an unrestricted VAR the regressor matrix is the same as in the

4
For the single equation case n=l it is also known as the Kullback-Rosenblatt

F-ratio statistic, see e.g. CantreIl et al. (1991).
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univariate analysis. The multivariate character comes in by taking into

account the cross correlations of the disturbances to the different equations.

When these correlations are very small, the gains from the multivariate

analysis will be low.

Remark A3.9

If m =1 and model (3.10) is true, we see that

Li = (T -k-m)trA<hRl(I -HitlRi =trÊ<hRl(I -HitlRi =RiÊ<h(I -Hi)-IR/,

so that Lj""+- r X~, since PI im Ê(i)(I -Hit1 =E.
ÁJ T+oo

Remark A3.10
For n =1 the model collapses to the single equation of the previous

section. The estimative influence measures can of course also be computed

equation by equation for the interesting subsets of observations. The Chow PFi

is here equal to LiJm=Tii, and still distributed as F(m,T - k - m) under (3.10).

Analogously with lemma A3.1 one can derive

(A3.2.1)

(A3.2.3)

(A3.2.2)

Lemma A3.3

tii = Sii+qii·

Proef.

Note that by the matrix invers ion lemma:

(Wi -1 - W-ltI =Xi'(I +XiW<hX/)Xi.
Rewrite (A3.2.2) as

(I -A-IA(i») =A-l[Ai+ (Bi-B)'(Wil_W-ltl(Bi-B)]. (A3.2.4)

Premultiply both sides by A and make the following subsequent substitutions:

(A3.2.3), (A3.l.10), XiBi=XiWilX/Yi and -XiB=Ri-Yi to get

By (A3.l.10)

(I -Hi)-I(XiWilXi' -I) = (XiWilXi' -I),

and by using R/Xi =0 one obtains

Yi'(XiWilXi'-I)Ri= -Ri'(Yi-XiB) = -R/Ri= -Ai=Ri'(XiW;IX/-I)Yi

and

Yi'(I -XiW;IXi')Yi=Ai·

Finally noting that the LUS of (A3.2.5) equals R/(I -Hi)-lRi one has

R/(I -Hi)-IRi=Ai+Ri'(I -Hi)-lRi-Ai-Ai+Ai.O

(A3.2.5)

(A3.2.6)
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Analogously with lemma A3.3 one can derive (Johnson and Geisser(1985))

(A3.2.7)

Lemma A3.4

(A3.2.8)

Proof·

Use Ai =ASii, A(i) =A(I - t ii) and (A3.2.2) to get

(Ai+A(i»)-l(A-Ai-A(i») = (A(sii+ I -tii))-l(A(I -sii- I +tii)) = (1-Qiit1qii'

o
In the one equation case n =1 Brown et al. (1975, p. 154) noted that A-1Ai has

a Beta distribution with mean (m-k)/(T -k). See also table A3.1 below.

Remark A3.1l

Analogously with weil known results from analysis of covariance one has

(A3.2.9)

so that CH i can be viewed as a generalization of the usual between groups over

within groups ratio of mean squares when X is a vector of ones. In this sense

CH i tests the constancy of the mean of the error term.

Proof of (A3.2.9).

(A3.2.10)

Use

WiB +W(i)B =X'Y =WiB i+W(i)B(i)

in writing out (A3.2.9) to equate the right hand sides of (A3.2.9) and

(A3.2.10). 0

Remark A3.12

Johnson and Geisser (1985, p. 40) indicated that for n=l,

'VRi ~ F(m-k,T -k-m) and QTi ~ F(k,T -k-m) when the model obtains. One does not

often use QTi in applied econometrics. The roles of the subsets can be changed

for both VRi and QTi. For n=l one also has CHi - F(k,T - 2k ); see Chow (1960).

For large subsets of interest (m>k) CH i is expected to be more powerful (Chow

(1960), Dufour (1982)) than PFi , when used as a test statistie for parameter

constancy, see also Cantreil et al. (1991), but PFi seems to keep the nominal

significanee level better in dynamic models, cf. §3.3.6. From the formula for
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qii and (A3.2.8) we see that Cll, focuses primarily on the change in the

parameter estimate for B from the subsample to the total sample. Note that

under application with lagged dependent variables among the regressors, these

distributions can only serve as approximations.

Note that by (A3.2.7) one can derive for m »]:

(A3.2.11)

i.e. a decomposition of the Chow statistic for predictive failure into a

location component (k/m]QTi, which primarily measures the change in the

estimate of B between two subsamples and a varianee component, which primarily

measures the change in the estimate of E. For m =k the latter component

disappears, but it is clear that it will dominate the first component when m,

the number of observations in the subsample of interest grows faster than k,

the number of regressors.

Summarizing in table A3.1 we have the following relations between weIl

known .test statistics and the influence measures, when n =1 and m» k:

Table A3.1 Test statistics expressed as a function ofinfluence statistics
(expression 1) and as a function of residual sums of squares (expression 2)

Statistic expression 1 expression 2 Distribution

PFi cI(l- tii)-ltii cIA(i}(A-A(i») F(m,T-k-m)

en, C2(1- qiirlqii c2(Ai +A(i»)-I(A - Ai -A(i») F(k,T -2k)

VRi C3Sii c3A(ilAi F(m-k,T-k-m)

QTi C4Qii c4A(il( A - A(i) - Ai) F(k,T-k-m)

NOTES: Cl =(T -k-m)/m, C2 =(T -2k)/k, C3 =(T -k -m)/(m-k), C4 = (T --k-m)/k

Equivalent expressions for Beta distributed test statistic can be found in

Anderson (1984, p. 301)5• One has

l-t~ =A(i)/A -- B(V2(T-k-m),v21n),

see (A3.1.7), and

(A3.2.12)

(A3.2.13)

Most statistical computer packages have options to compute p-values for

Beta distributed statistics. These ratios He between 0 and 1.

5Anderson's notation should be translated as follows. For the beta version of

PFi in (A3.2.12): gll=T-IA(i)' gll+hll=T-IA, n=T-k-m, m=m and for the

beta version of CRi in (A3.2.13): gll=T-I(A(i)+Ai)' gll+hll=T-IA, n=T-2k, m=k.
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Remark A3.13

When E is diagonal, the multivariate L, is just the sum of the Lis for

the single equations.

Remark A3.14

Abraham and Chuang (1989), referred to in §3.2.3, used the following

notation (with n =1): Qk =Atii, Qkl =R/Ri' Qk2 =Aeii' Qk2 can be used to detect

additive outliers, Qk and Qkl can be used to detect both additive and

innovation outliers. They noted (see also Cook and Weisberg (1982, p. 124))

that

(A3.2.14)

which il1ustrates that eii measures the displacement of the fitted values of

Y(i)' The influence of Bi is bigger in eii than in t i i. With an autoregressive

model Iike (3.9) and an additive outlier at t =i, the regressor matrix at t =i+1

wil1 surely be affected, whereas this is not so sure with an innovation

outlier.An exceptionally high value for ei+l,i+l can therefore be used as an

indication of an additive outlier at t=i, according to Abraham and Chuang

(1989).

Remark A3.15

If one defines Ae(ii) =(B-Bi)'Wi(B-Bi), R(i)'R(i)=A-Ri'Ri, and

At(ii) =Ae(ii) +R(i)'R(i)' so that t(ii) is proportional to the squared

internally studentized residual when the remaining T - m observations are viewed

as subset of interest, one can rewrite qii as follows:

(A3.2.15)

Prooi·

Substitute the left hand side of (A3.2.9) in Aqii =A-Ai-A(i) and use the

new definitions. 0

One sees that qiü and thus its monotone transformation eBi' is dominated by

t(ii) when T -m is much greater than m.



A3.3 Influence Measures in Principal Components Analysis

Here we present the influence measures discussed in section 3.2.3. They

are adapted from Critchley (1985).

Let F be a cumulative distribution function defined on IRn , let

j.t(F) = IxdF(x) be a vector of means, and let il(F) = I{x-j.t(F)}{x-j.t(F)}'dF(x)

denote its covariance matrix, which we assume to exist and have distinct

eigenvalues À1(F)> ... >Àn(F), and corresponding orthonormal eigenveetors

cxl(F), ... ,cxn(F) all of which are stacked into a single vector T(F)elRn(n+l).

T(F) forms the basis of the influence analysis of a full prineipal component

analysis of a covarianee matrix.

The perturbation seheme is of the gross-error type. Let 6z denote the

distribution giving unit mass to a point z in IRn . Then for 0~ e ~ 1 we have the

identity

il(F) +e[{z- j.t(F)}{z- j.t(F)}' -il(F)] -e2{z- j.t(F)}{z- j.t(F)}', (A3.3.1)

whieh we regard as a perturbation of il(F), and which ean be deeomposed in a

first order and a seeond order effect in e.

The empirical influence curve, Î(z,Àj,F), at z ='Xi is defined in two

eomponents as:

(A3.3.2)

and

" " " "1 "Iij(cx)EI(xi,CXj,F) = -Yijk~jYik(Àk-Àj)- &k =(3ij, (A3.3.3)

with ~j the j-th ordered eigenvalue with its eigenvector &j and Yij the

element (i,j) of the (Txn ) matrix of prineipal component veetors Y, all

derived from the sample eovarianee matrix of il(F) =T-l1:(Xi-X)(Xi-X)',

The eorresponding empirical deleted influence curve Î(i)(z,Àj,F), at

z = Xü based on il(F(i») is defined as Î(i)j(À)EÎ(i)(Xi' Àj,F) = =V(i)j and

Î(i)j(CX)EÎ(i)(Xi,CXj,F) =P(i)j' It ean be computed as follows.

Define

h(j)(r,s) = 1: akr(Àk-Àj)-S,
k~j 2 .

Trj = -2aj {1+h(j)(2,1)}, with

Ij = -aj 2h(j)(2,2)CXj-2h(j)(2,1)(3j-2aj 3 1: .ak(Àk-Àj )- 2cxk.
k~J

Take aj = Yij, and eompute
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(A3.3.4)

(A3.3.5)

The corresponding sample influence curve is an average of the empirical

influence curve and the empirical deleted influence curve:

(A3.3.6)

(A3.3.7)

Critchley discussed the relation with EICs and SICs in the regression case,

cf. 3.2.2. The influence measure for sets of observations is simply the sum of

the influence measures for the separate observations. The three influence

measures converge to each other asymptotically, but may give quite different

influence orderings of the observations in finite samples.



4 SEASONALITY

4.1 Introduetion

Seasonal varianee can be a nuisance. One can get rid of this nuisance

only if one knows the intricacies of the data and if one has a precise

formulation of the problems that make one think seasonal varianee to be

troublesome.

The majority of economie models does not explain the seasonal patterns in

macroeconomie variables. The difference between seasonal patterns in related

variables and their gradual change over time are usually not accounted for

either. This may underlie the preferenee of economists to use seasonally

adjusted data in empirical research.

Econometricians are now barely able to cope with the consequences of the

possibility of unit root nonstationarity at the zero frequency for the

statistical interpretation of the sample varianees and covariances. Digesting

seasonal nonstationarity as weIl may be too much. The problem of testing for

seasonal unit root nonstationarity versus determinist ie nonstationarity has

been attacked successfully for univariate series, see appendix A2.3. The

analysis and treatment of seasonality in multivariate time series with

feedback is still an open problem, see Ghysels (1990b) and Sims (1993).

Ghysels (1990b) gave an overview of different statistical models for

seasonal data, each related with different formulations of the problems that

economists and econometricians try to work out. He also edited an issue of the

Journalof Econometrics on seasonality and econometrie models (JoE (1993)).

Nerlove et al. (1979) discussed the history and underlying ideas of the

unobserved component approach for economie time series, and suggested several

methods of implementation for the non-unit root case. Bell and Hillmer (1984)

discussed a range of criteria and methods for univariate seasonal adjustment

from an unobserved components with unit roots (UCARIMA) point of view and

stressed the importance of checking the assumptions for this measurement

model. Hylleberg (1986) analyzed a range of seasonal models from an

econometrie point of view. He .compared an impressive number of diagnostic

checks and estimation techniques in Monte Carlo studies and empirical

econometrie models. Dynamie regressions of stationary variables without

feedback received a lot of attention in his study. Hylleberg (1992) contains
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many relevant artieles. Harvey (1989) gave an econometrie interpretation to

special univariate UCARIMA modeis, called them structural time series models,

and developed a number of estimation techniques for thema These models were in

first instanee developed for forecasting purposes, but later also put to use

in modeling dynamic relationships. Porter-Hudak (1990) discussed developments

and applications of fractionally integrated time series models to seasonal

series.

The analysis of seasonality cannot be successful without modeling the

trend and irregular component of the series. The multivariate analysis of the

trend components is subject of Chapter 6. The irregular component can contain

outliers with a big impact on the estimates of the seasonal component and on

the parameters of interest. Outliers are discussed in the next chapter.

4.2 Application of the idea of unobserved components

The treatment of seasonality as a separate aspect of a time series sterns

from the old idea of the decomposition of a time series. The additive version

reads:

(4.1)

One observes xt , and by making a number of reasonable identifying assumptions

on the component models one may resolve Yt and Ut. In this study we treat

seasonality as one of the sourees of error Ut in macroeconomie time series,

adopting the view of Pierce (1981)1. The variation in Xt can then be

decomposed into the variation of interest relating to x, and the variation in

the error term Ut. The main identifying assumptions are that variation in the

seasonal error has most of its power in narrow bands around the seasonal

frequencies and that this error is uncorrelated with the component of interest

Yt. The model with constant seasonal dummies which figured as an alternative

in the unit root tests in §A2.2.2 incorporates these assumptions. For

quarterly observations it can be written as:

(4.2)

with ê t the nonseasonal part of the error term. One often incorporates this

component implicitly by extending all equations of the VAR (2.1) with seasonal

dummies. We discuss that model in appendix A4.2.

The model (4.2) allows for arbitrary changes in seasonal means within the

1
This fits in the Dutch tradition of speaking of seasonal correction, rather

than using the term seasonal adjustment, see Den Butter and Fase (1988).
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year but assumes a constant seasonal pattern from year to year, which is an

unreasonable approximation for many empirical macroeconomie time series of a

considerable length.

The use of more flexible deterministic alternatives was advocated in the

seventies, inspired by frequency domain methods of estimation. These boil down

to the extension of (4.2) with trigonometrie terms with variation in narrow

bands around the seasonal frequencies (Sims (1974), Laroque (1977)). Although

the resulting methods of estimation can be asymptotically justified for

stochastic models of seasonality as well2, see Bunzei and Hylleberg (1982),

they are unsatisfactory when the seasonal pattem changes slowly and

persistently.

Strong seasonality

In that case the model with seasonal unit roots, discussed in detail in

Hylleberg et al. (1990), may be a better approximation. A good expression for

this property is strong seasonality, which Granger (1984) used for series

having infinite varianee at the seasonal frequencies. Since we are mainly

interested in the persistenee of seasonal changes, ve .will formally call a

series strongly seasonal when its spectrum is infinite at one of the seasonal

frequencies, i.e, when there is a positive integer i smaller than or equal to

half the number of observations per .year S so that the series is Ij/s(d) with

d > 0, see §2.4.1. This nomenclature fits in with the terminology of strong

correlation for autocorrelation of positively fractionally integrated

processes, see Robinson (1991a). The varianee of an Ij/s(d) process is

infinite if d~lh, see Gray et al. (1989, Theorem 1). Gray et al. (1989) gave a

natural extension of the definition of "seasonal" integration for iJS, deQ.

Their corresponding Gegenbauer ARMA models (GARMA) can be used to model

persistent periodicity in the autocorrelation function at any frequency.

The properties of models for seasonal integration are most easily

understood in the frequency domain. Identification methods for simple models

of this class, so-called seasonal Box-Jenkins models have been in use in time

series analysis for a long time, see Hylleberg (1986). Sharp peaks at the

seasonal frequencies in the AR estimates \ of the spectrum of the univariate

series using (3.15) can indicate the usefulness of the seasonal unit root

approximation,

The test procedure in appendix A2.2 can also be applied to the

unrestricted univariate series to check whether the seasonal unit roots model

2
One can use the econometrie interpretation of generalized least squares in

the frequency domaln, if Ut is either stationary or if it follows a clrcular

process, see e.g. Harvey (1989, p. 377) and A4.!.
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provides a better approximation than seasonal dummies. That procedure allows

one to discriminate between integer unit roots at different seasonal

frequencies, which is not so common in traditional time series analysis. In

principle one cao think of economie time series where the yearly cycle is only

nonstationary within the year, while two- or three month cycles are

nonstationary from year to year as weIl.

Interpretation

Classical determinants of the yearly cycle are climatological factors

like air temperature, whichmay be considered stationary for long periods.

Persistent changes in higher frequency cycles may be attributed to changes in

average holiday periods, which in turn are due to demographic, technological

or institutional changes. In quarterly series we can only observe half-yearly

and yearly cycles.

Most of the changes in seasonal patterns in the series that we analyze in

chapter 7 can be traeed back to gradual shifts in the relative sizes of

different sectors of the economy. Some of the factors determining these shifts

may be correlated with movements in the "business cycle", which is typically

considered to be a part of Yt. These remarks are based only on the observation

of a few empirical facts, and have little to do with the analysis of real

business cycles and sectoral shifts in two sector Robinson Crusoe economy

models as discussed in, e.g., Cooper and Haltiwanger (1990) and its

references, where the analysis is based on unobservable shocks. The only thing

in common is the preferenee to use seasonally adjusted data in a VAR for the

empirical analysis of economie relationships. Persistenee of these changes

indicates that "structural" changes must be the dominating factors, and that

the independenee assumption in (4.1) may not be too unreasonable from an

economie point of view3
•

Up till now we have not observed interesting economie equilibrium

relations between the sizes of different sectors of the economy with different

seasonal investment, production and employment patterns which may indicate

seasonal cointegration, see Hylleberg et al. (1990). Kunst (1990) found

statistical evidence of, such long run equilibrium relationships at seasonal

frequencies using system estimation techniques. He did not use the traditional

unobserved components interpretation. By likelihood ratio tests (cf. Lee

(1992)) he found that ~(ei21rj/S) in (2.1) had a reduced rank for j=2 and j=4,

3
Mixed multiplicative additive seasonality can also give rise to correlation

between seasonal variation and business cycle variation, but this
effect cannot easily be analyzed using linear theory, see Harvey (1989, p.

174) f or a mixed model.
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and interpreted this "error correction at the seasonal frequencies" as a sign

of seasonal cointegration. See §A4.2.4 and §6.2.3.

Barsky and Miron (1989) emphasized the importance of the deterministic

part of the seasonal cycle in economie models, Given the construction process

of our data, see §7.3, the deterministic part of the seasonal cyele cannot be

considered relevant for any economie model for these data. Canova and Hansen

(1992) discovered some relevant flaws in Barsky and Miron's statistical

analysis of the seasonal movements.

We thus support the "general view that while seasonality in one variabie

may be related to the seasonality in other economie variables with which that

variabie interacts , ultimately the seasonal component reflects the effects of

noneconomie factors that are exogenous to the economie system and

uncontrollable," Wallis (1982). On lower levels of aggregation of economie

time series data this view may lead one to overlook relevant empirical

information about dynamic economie relationships between variables, Ghysels

(1990b). One then moves the model for the seasonal variation from the

measurement model to the economie behavior part of the model, see §1.3.

From an econometrie point of view it is interesting to include special

variables determining seasonal variation, such as the number of days of snow

combined with severe frost etc. The curse of dimensionality combined with the

high level of spatial, sectoral and temporal aggregation of our series prompt

us not to follow this approach.

4.3 Application of linear filters to estimate unobserved components

For aquadratic loss function in the observation errors of the component

of interest, the minimal mean squared error estimate of Yt is optimal. Given

stationary short memory purely stochastic linear models for Yt and Ut and

consequently for Xt one can derive the optimal so-called signal extraction

filters for Yt.

There are several problems connected with this approach. First, it is

essentially univariate and optimal univariate signal extraction does not imply

optimal multivariate extraction. Second, reasonable empirical models for Yt

and Ut are often not both short memory and purely stochastic. Third, one needs

specific (preferably low dimensional) parametrie models for Yt and Ut to

estimate them. Fourth, the optimality results are only derived for doubly

infinitely long samples. Fifth, the presence of outliers in series is often

not adequately accounted for by linear modeis.

4.3.1 Optimal extraction in multivariate series

The first problem has not been successfully attacked yet. Using results
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derived for simple stationary one-directional distributed lag models (see

A4.1) one may infer that using the same linear filter for all series of

interest does the least damage to the estimates of linear lead-lag

relationships between variables. This filter should remove all seasonal

variation, but it should leave the dynamie properties of the series at other

frequencies, especially the low ones, intact.

A comparable issue occurred in the discussion (Pierce (1977)) on the

effect of prewhitening on causality tests. Separate linear prefiltering of

univariate series to "correct for autocorrelation" before doing subsequent

causality tests is all right if one has strong a priori beliefs on the lack of

a substantial linear relationship between the variables of interest. Separate

prewhitening may be an unlucky choice if one intends to detect these

relationships when they are there, see Sims (1977). Sims's basic critique was

that one will not estimate a "good" univariate model .for a series if one

ignores the information of related series. "Bad" estimates arise due to

omitted variabie bias. The estimated residuals of univariate models will only

have a strong correlation with the "true innovations" if the "true" univariate

model is simple, selected correctly and estimated with areasonabie precision,

which is an appropriate assumption if one has a homogeneous sample with

thousands of observations. This is not very likely for our series.

Ghysels (1990b) provided a more in depth discussion on the subject of

seasonal correction and time series relationships between economie variables.

He did not discuss the situation where the use of seasonal adjustment filters

is most needed in practice: namely when there is an indication of seasonal

nonstationarity. Sims (1993, pp. 16-19) indicated that seasonal adjustment can

be advantageous, especially when the seasonal pattern is highly predictable,

When there is no indication of any seasonal unit root in the system,

seasonal adjustment may become a liability instead of an asset: "We recommend

not adjusting series that follow ARIMA models without a seasonal difference

because the seasonal pattern can change too rapidly," Bell and Hillmer (1984).

The main concern that we have with leaving economically irrelevant seasonal

components with a large varianee in the system is that they may influence the

estimates of impulse responses and varianee decompositions in an undesirable

way, as illustrated for zero frequency unit root components by Ohanian (1988)

using data for the U.S. By using adjusted series, one possible souree of

spurious relationship in the sense of Granger is removed, see BeU and Hillmer

(1984, p. 300).
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4.3.2 Optimal extraction in nonstationary series

BeU (1984) solved part of the second problem and derived optimal

univariate signal extraction formulae for models where either Yt and/or Ut

have unit root nonstationarity. A remarkable result from th is analysis is that

the minimal mean squared error estimate of the nonseasonal component of

interest is I j/s( -1) if the seasonal error component is I j/s( l ). An Ij/s(d)

series has spectrum zero at frequency JJS for every d< o. Dips in the spectrum

of a seasonally adjusted time series are not necessarily a sign of

"overcorrection" as was pointed out by Grether and Nerlove (1970). A zero

spectrum at the seasonal frequencies does not have to be either. In the time

domain residual autocorrelation at seasonal lags will be aresult. Since the

resulting so-called antipersistent series which are Ij/s(d) with d < 0 cannot be

approximated by AR models with a small number of lags the residuals of a VAR

model of optimally adjusted strongly seasonal series cannot be expected to

have a white noise spectrum.

Most officially adjusted series (e.g. data produced by the OECD),

although not adjusted optimally, are also Ij/s(d) with d < 0, unless the raw

series were Ij/s(d), with d ~ 2. We don't know of any macroeconomie series that

was approximated significantly better by a model with d ~ 2 than by one with

d<2.

We thus infer that a dip in the spectrum of officially adjusted series is

the rule, rather than the exception. The often advocated test serial

correlation at lags of one or two years in the residuals for linear time

series models relating these series should point this out too. A rejection of

whiteness of the residual spectrum should not be interpreted as a bad sign of

the model, but merely as a logical consequence of the measurement model used

to extract the component of interest.

So a pursuit of "pure" white noise residuals in a model for the adjusted

data is not useful. BeU and Hillmer (1984) introduced a "UCARIMA" definition

of a data consistent model which application avoids genuine overcorrection.

They emphasized the differences bet ween the speetral characteristics of the

underlying series and its estimate4
•

A class of UCARIMA models that can mimic a lot of the properties of

quarterly macroeconomie series is the foUowing:

t =0, ±1, ±2, ... , (4.3a)

4Ansley and Wecker (1984) suggested a less accurate but spectrum preserving

extraction formula for stationary series Yt and Ut-
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(4.3b)

D2(L )ut = 8(L)'rJt. (4.3e)

Dl (L) is the filter that makes the spectrum of Yt finite and bounded away from

zero at the frequencies of interest. p, is a constant term. D2( L) is the filter

that makes the spectrum of Ut finite at all frequencies. ê t and 'rJt are

mutually independent Gaussian white noise processes, with variances O'~ and O'~.

tP(L)-l and 8(L) are filters that make the assumptions for ê t and 'rJt reasonable

for a particular observed series Xt. q>(z) =0 has all its roots outside the unit

circle, 8(z) =0 has all its roots on or outside the circle. Consider

Example 4.1

Set D1(L) =(l-L) and D2(L) = (1+L+L2+L3). It follows that xt-p,t is 1(1). If

8(z) =0 has all its roots outside the unit circle it follows that x, is 1!(1)

and 1*(1). Take tP(L) = (1-0.4L) and 8(L) = (1-82L)(1-84L2), with 8 2=0.7 and

8 4 =0.9 as "realistic" examples for the other polynomials and take O'~ =O'~ = l.

Since our main focus is the seasonal component one can take p,=O.

BeU (1984) extensively discussed assumptions about starting values and

generation schemes for the model if x, is unit root nonstationary. We adopt

the simplest assumptions, which he denoted by A. For example 4.1 it entails

that the vector of starting values x *= (Xl' X2, X3,X4) is generated independently

of the doubly infinite realizations {Ut}, {Yt} and {wtl, where

{Wt} = {(1-L4)xt}. Since D1(z ) and D2(z ) have no common roots, Y* = (Yd and

u* = (U1,U2,U3) can be uniquely derived from x* (op cit.), Given x* and {wt},

the remaining xt-values can be generated recursively for t > 4 from x, =x t- 4 +wt

and for t ~ 0 from Xt = Xt+4 - Wt+4.

By straightforward application of Theorem 2 in Beil (1984) one finds the

minimal mean squared error estimate of Yt, which equals its conditional

expectation given all xt-values:

(4.4a)

with

(4.4b)

where "1 (z) =O'~ ( tP(z )tP(Z-1)) -1 and ,. 2(z) =0'~8(z )8( Z-1) are the autocovariance

generating functions of Dl(L)Yt and D2(L)ut. The pseudo speetral density

f xx(w), which is a useful concept in UCARIMA analysis is derived from
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with fyy(w) = ID1(eiW) 1-2Yl(eiW), fuu(w) = ID2(eiw ) 1-2y 2(e
iW). One can see from

formula (4.4b) that it corresponds to the solution to the historieal filtering

problem for stationary series, see e.g. Koopmans (1974, p. 148):

s(Z) = fyy(z) Ctxx(Z))-1.

The generating function s(z) is real valued. This entails that s(L) is

symmetrie, The information of future xt-values is used when it is available,

hence the name historieal filtering. When a filter is not symmetrie its

application induces a phase shift at certain frequencies. This is most easily

illustrated by application to a strictly periodic input as in (A2.2.19). This

is one of the disadvantages of applying naive filters like D2(L). Turning

points in Yt (which is usually seen as a mixture of the trend and the business

cycle component) will then be dated too late.

Since s(z) is a (pseudo) autocovariance generating function, the real

roots of s(z) =0 occur in reciprocal pairs and all complex roots in quartets of

conjugates and reciprocals, see Nerlove et al. (1979, p. 128). From (4.4) it

follows that the optimal estimate of Yt is 11/ j( -1) if x, contains a seasonal

with an 11/ j( 1) component.

The extraction formula (4.4) shows that one cannot adjust in an optimal

way if one does not take the model for the component of interest into account.

This holds for traditional deterministic adjustment as weil. A sequence of

traditional preprocessing seasonal dummy regression estimates in a trending

series will show an intra-year trend, which must not be mistaken for a part of

the seasonal intra-year component. A flexible model for the trend and

subsequent extension of the regressor set will produce more sensible estimates

of the deterministic seasonal component, see Jorgenson (1967).

4.3.3 Specification of low dimensional univariate models

The third problem of the specification and identification of models for

Yt and Ui consists of two stages. One first has to choose identifying

restrictions which underpin the interpretation of the components. Not all of

these identifying restrictions can be tested empirically. The main identifying

restrietion is the orthogonality of the seasonal component and the component

of interest. These two components can always be constructed in such a way that

the theoretical spectrum (or the autocorrelations) of Xt fits the empirical

one. In order to obtain consistent estimates of the components one then has to

choose some reasonable a priori smoothness restrictions for their

(pseudo) spectra (or autocorrelations of the appropriately differenced

series). These second stage restrictions can be tested on the data, either by
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testing for serial correlation in the white noise components, or by actually

comparing different parameterizations.

Some UCARIMA parameterizations

The model in example 4.1 is a comparatively large. Harvey (1989) set

B(L) =1 and called (4.3e) a struetural time series model for the component with

dummy variable seasonality. This smoothness restrietion is commonly used as

the mean of a prior distribution used in Bayesian forecasting models (op cito

p. 40). Additionally setting D2( L) = (1+L2) gives an example of trigonometrie

seasonality (op cito p. 510).

The main properties of the models change if the parameters come (close)

to the boundaries of the parameter space. This induces problems (even

asymptotically) in the regularity conditions for straightforward statistical

interpretation of well known measures of fit like the likelihood ratio.

Continuous transition to deterministic seasonality

An interesting choice is B(L) =D2(L) = (1+L+L2+L3). One then obtains a

solution to (4.3e) of the ferm" ut=82(-1)t+Ó3COS(lf21rt)+83sin(lf21rt)+1Jt. The

speetral density of Ut at lh1r and 1r is no longer finite, not as a pole, but as

a spike or mass point. One obtains deterministie nonstationarity. The same

effect occurs obviously if one sets O'~ =o. Note that D2{L) tends to become a

common factor of numerator and denominator in (4.4) when either B(z) tends to

D2{z ) or O'~ tends to zero. The resulting dips in the spectrum of )lt become

narrower. The inverse spectrum of )lt tends to a spike function as il1ustrated

in fig. 2.4.1(c) in Harvey (1989, p. 62). In this way one can model a

continuous transition from unit root seasonality to deterministic seasonality.

In the context of th is structural UCARIMA model for Yt and Ut non rejection of

seasonal unit roots in the reduced form ARMA model for x, indicates both that

O'~ is not negligible and that B(L) and D2(L) differ substantiaIly, provided a

sufficiently long sample is used.

Near stationarity

If one defines a model for t > 0, where BI and B2 in example 4.1 tend to

one as the number of observations tends to infinity, e.g. by letting

BiT= (l-T-a), 0 < a < IA, i =1,2 one gets so-called nearly stationary models. It is

clear that it will be difficult to ten the difference between a model with

deterministic nonstationarity and such a nearly stationary model in finite

samples. A model with large different starting values for UI' u2 and U3 (e.g.

2, -4, 4, O'~ =1) in our example is at first sight easily misjudged as being

governed by deterministic nonstationarity only. Unit root tests do not have
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augural properties. In finite samples they reject unit root nonstationarity

far too often when 8 1 and 8 2 are close to one. Pantula (1991) provided

evidence for zero frequency examples.

Univariate quarterly macroeconomie time series data will usually not

contain enough information to discriminate between different specifications,

unless these are very simple. This has led to the peaceful coexistence of a

number of specifications. Hausman and Watson (1985) compared different UCARIMA

models and chose the alternative with deterministic seasonal means. They also

used a priori information on the measurement process to identify an extra

component of the error term Ut. Kitagawa and Gersch (1984, eq. 3.5d) even

considered Ij /S(2) processes in their set-up. Simplicity (or parsimony) of the

models is essential for efficient estimation of parameters of interest. It is

hard to think of parameters of economie interest in a univariate specification

of a macroeconomie time series. The persistenee measures of §2.5.3 may be an

exception, but these are usually not very weIl identified in the data.

In empirical applications of the direct estimation of UCARIMA models the

estimated 8 i - values are often found to be rather close to the unit circle,

which indicates that the seasonal pattern changes slowly, see e.g. Hillmer and

Tiao (1982), or BeU and Hillmer (1984). If one subsequently computes the

coefficients for the implicit optimal filter s(L) one finds that these only

slowly go to zero at high seasonal lags. This in turn entails that the

optimaUy seasonally adjusted data for a fixed point in calendar time will

change substantially for a large number of years, even if one considers the

parameters of (4.3) to be known with infinite precision. This is a nuisance

for official statistical agencies, which have to produce seasonally adjusted

data for policy analysis. Many use the Census X-11 method which involves a

symmetrie filter where only the last three years of adjusted observations are

likely to undergo a change. These changes can be quite considerable, a fact

that is "increasingly recognized". Burridge and Wallis (1985) calculated the

resulting varianee of the seasonal measurement error. Figure 3 of the change

in Dutch GDP data for 1988-1990 in CBS (1991) provides a clear example of the

relevanee of this problem for Dutch macroeconomie data.

We are only interested in the frequency response of the symmetrie filter

s(L), and want to obtain estimates of Yt that are robust to seasonal

nonstationarity of Ut, so that subsequent correlations in a multivariate

analysis are not due to slow changes in seasonal patterns of different

univariate series. "The choice between filtering and component ARIMA modeling

is largely one of practicality," Cleveland (1983, p. 53). We specify the

filter directly which implies the specification of a seasonal component
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model. This allows direct control of the amount of smoothness in the quarterly

subseries of the seasonal component which can then be judged by graphical

displays, like figure 7.6 below.

4.3.4 Optimal extraction in a finite sample

The fourth problem of having only a finite number of observations can be

solved by extending the observation set with the optimal minimal mean squared

error out-of-sample forecasts and backforecasts. Application of the filter

s(L) to this extended data set produces the expectation of Yt given the

observations in the finite sample, see Bell (1984, p. 662), under the

assumption that one knows the true parameters.

This so-called DeForest extension is already known for more than a

century, see Cleveland (1983). Hausman and Watson (1985) once analyzed the

extra uncertainty due to the estimation of the parameters and found it to be

negligible, although their "point estimates of the parameters were not

extremely precise."

It seems sensible to use a general VAR to produce these out of sample

predictions, see appendix A4.2. The other variables in the VAR are expected to

contain information about future values of the series of interest, otherwise

they would not have been included. It is a small additional effort to prevent

the domination of a priori restrietions on the final results of the analysis

and it provides one with an extra insight in the dynamic properties of the

multivariate series.

4.3.5 Optimal extraction in the presence of outliers

The fifth problem of outliers is not solved as easily. The signal

extraction formula still provides the best linear estimate of the underlying

component when the interesting shocks e, and seasonal shocks TJt are mildly

nonGaussian, see Bell (1984). Extreme outliers deserve a separate treatment.

The occurrence of exceptional shocks makes the statistical interpretation more

difficult, but it can make the identification of the impulse responses easier.

This prompts us not to classify .the exceptional observations as part of the

error term Ut. We discuss this in more detail in the next chapter. The

relevant point here is that for optimal seasonal adjustment one needs a model

for outliers as weIl.

4.4 Data analysis of the seasonal component

How can one quickly get an idea fr om the data whether the seasonal

pattem changes slowly and persistently? The first thing one has to do to
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obtain a clearer picture of the seasonal component is to remove other

nonstationarities from the series, either by power transformations, log

transformations, detrending, differencing or by combinations of these

procedures. When there are indications of zero frequency unit roots,

differencing is preferabie, although this operation increases the ratio of the

varianee of the frequency 112 component to the varianee of the frequency IA

component by a factor'' two. Often the variation in quarterly growth rates is

more interesting from a political point of view than the variation in the

level, so that this transformation gives a direct look at the variabie of

interest. One subtracts seasonal means to eliminate the deterministie

component of seasonality.

For univariate models like the one in example 4.1, it follows that

wt = (1- L)x t is integrated at the seasonal frequencies. One can make the

seasonal integration come out by changing the frequency of observation. Due to

aliasing an I j / s(l ) variabie behaves as an 1(1) variabie if one decreases the

sampling rate, i.e, the number of observations per unit of time, by a factor

j/(S'k), k=1,2, ... , see (2.14). For quarterly series one gets a

fourdimensional column vector of observations for each year k {Vik = W4k+i'

k =0, ±1, ±2, ... , i =1,2,3,4}. Let vk be these veetors which contain quarterly

subseries.

A time series plot of this vector series (simply connecting Wt and wt- 4

instead of wt and wt- 1 ) can give a first indication of remaining

nonstationarities. The survey artiele by Cleveland (1983) and the references

therein contain an extensive discussion of the graphical analysis of seasonal

series. The series vk is composed of both integrated and nonintegrated

components. The yearly sum of the wt-values (4.3) is stationary, so that

(1 1 1 l)'Vk is 1(0). Other linear combinations of the vik-values are not.

When the yearly cycle is stationary (e.g, e2 =1 in (4.3.c) ) it follows that

(1 1 0 O)'Vi and (1 0 0 l)'Vi are stationary as well. In that case Wt can be

written as Wt = (1+L)-1",;, with ",; 1(0) at all frequencies, which entails that

the pseudo spectrum of s(L)wt becomes finite for each moving average filter

with s( -1) =O.

The I!(1) component shows most clearly in a time series plot of

(1 -1 1 -1) 1Vk' In fact, when the process is stationary at all other

frequencies, that vector will be the only nonstationary component of vk, since

all other veetors can be written as a linear combination of the stationary

processes (1 1 1 l)'Vk' (1 0 0 l)'Vk and (1 1 0 O)'Vk' The integrated

6
Apply (A2.2.19) with D(z)=(I-z) for z=-1 and i.
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components at other frequencies show most clearly in corresponding time series

plots of the regressors y; t in the seasonal unit root test regression
q

(A2.2.12), observed once a year.

Integrated processes wt have infinite variances. The varianee in the

vector process Vk which encompasses the varianee in wt is infinite as weU,

but can be concentrated in one or two or three independent vectors. A

straightforward idea to find a basis for the space of these veetors is to

construct orthonormal linear combinations, with the first one have the largest

variance, the second one having the next largest and the last one having the

smallest variance. Implementing this procedure entails estimating the

principal components of vk. If the assumption of seasonal homoskedasticity

holds approximately, the annoying problem of scale in principal components

analysis, Kendall (1975, p. 23), is not so serious.

When even the largest principal component seems stationary, one can

safely assurne that bothering about seasonal unit roots is not necessary. One

can even apply this set-up from Stock and Watson (1988) one step further and

do a formal test for the number of integrated components. The sixth chapter

contains a more detailed discussion of their procedure, which was originally

developed for multivariate cointegration analysis at the zero frequency.

Franses (1993) applied likelihood ratio unit root tests in the vector model

(see e.g. Judge et al. (1980, §10.3.1)) for Vk where all parameters are

seasonally varying. These so-called periodic models fall in the class of state

dependent alternatives, which is outside the scope of this study. They do not

have an unobserved components interpretation. Osborn and Smith (1989) applied

periodic models on macroeconomie consumption in the D.K., see also Osborn

(1991). If one thinks periodic models to be interesting alternatives one can

use the procedures of §3.3 to test parameter stability across the different

seasons, see also Lütkepohl (1991, §12.3).

The coefficients of the largest principal components can indicate whether

integration dominates at frequency 112 (opposite coefficients for odd and even

v.i-values) or at frequency 1/4 if the eigenvalues belonging to the components

are sufficiently far apart. Their outcome can confirm the results from the

speetral analysis. The largest principal component will show "trend-like"

behavior and its time series plot will iUustrate the property that "the

stochastic part of the summer may .become winter". To see whether the

7
Seasonal heteroskedasticity can be importa.nt in some components of (per

capita) macroeconomie series, as illustrated by Van Der Hoeven and HundepooI

(1986) for Dutch live births and unemployment figures. It may be a consequence

of mixed multiplicative a.dditive seasonality, cf. footnote 3.
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statistical summer really became winter one has to add the seasonal means

before recomputing the principal components. We present an application of the

principal component approach in §7.4.7.4.

Outliers in the levels of the series can have a disastrous effect on the

analysis. An influence analysis as discussed in §3.2.4 is thus in order.

Diagnostic tests for parameter stability, see §3.3.6, can also be put to good

use in the analysis of (permanent) changes in the seasonal pattern. Some

tests, like the CUSUM test on the OLS residuals, can be adapted quite easily,

see §7.4.7.7. Canova and Hansen (1992) derived a number of these tests and

showed them to be useful to test deterministie seasonality against unit root

seasonality.

After the resolution of the series into its different interpretable

components a wide range of graphical checks can be performed. By looking at

the series for the separate quarters of the different components one can

evaluate the consequences of the smoothness restrictions (Cleveland et al.

(1982)) although one has to bear in mind that the optimal estimate of the

component of interest is always smoother than the "true" or hypothesized

underlying component, unless th is component is deterministie, see Bell and

Hillmer (1984). The same effect occurs in out-of-sample forecasting where the

variation in the optima1 forecasts is always smaller than the actua1 variation

unless the model is deterministic. Figure 7.6 provides an example of graphical

examination.

4.5 Application of the Census X-II filter in a VAR8

The most widely used seasonal model is the one underlying the Census X-11

method, see Laroque (1977). Is this model consistent with our aim of

estimating the relationships between economie variables? To answer th is

question it is best to look at the history of the method. It has been

developed in the sixties mainly to model the seasonality in unemployment rates

in the US. As the unemployment rate is an important business cycle indicator

(see also Beveridge and Nelson (1981)) in the US it is important to have as

accurate estimates of the deseasonalized unemployment figures as possible.

The method has been ana1yzed extensively and its limitations have been

pointed out (see e.g. Wallis (1982)), but it still seems to work nicely for

the aggregate unemployment series it originally was designed for, see Hausman

and Watson (1985).

For quarterly data and a multiplicative seasonal component "the linear

8
This section is based on material from Ooms (1988).
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part of the method" comes down to the application of a symmetrie 56-term

moving average filter to the logged data, see Laroque (1977). It is impossible

to apply this filter to the first 28 and the last 28 observations of the

series. Since the last observations often are of primary interest, one has to

correct them differently. The end-corrections of the Census method do not seem

to be optimal, both in the sense that they do not estimate the seasonal

component very efficiently (Hillmer and Tiao (1982)) and that they induce an

undesirable phase shift, which is especiaUy important when lead/lag

relationships of variables are estimated. The first observations of the sample

can contain important information about the relationships we examine, so it

would be a pity to have to discard most of this information, simply to start

up a proper estimation of the seasonal component.

Ideally we could capture the seasonality in our VAR model, but then we

would need very long AR polynomials. Since we fear that lack of efficiency may

tend to make us overlook important features in the data, we prefer to keep the

ratio of the number of observations to the number of estimated parameters at a

reasonably high level.

Since the shorter AR polynomials are not able to describe the seasonality

of the type (4.3c) adequately, we have to extend our model in another way. It

is important to have a model that allows for changing seasonality if it is to

be consistent with the data, see Granger (1981). As Sims (1974) pointed out

th is becomes the more important the longer the period involved in the sample.

We are mainly interested in the estimation of distributed lag relations

between variables. It seems therefore preferabie to apply the same linear

filter adjustment procedure to all series, because this does the least damage

to these relationships. This view was not challenged by the advocates of

"model based seasonal adjustment", see BeU and Hillmer (1984). The question

is then which filter should be chosen. The Census filter is an obvious choice

for data with seasonal integration. To see what the Census filter s(L) does to

the data one can take a look at its squared gain 1s(eiw ) 12, see figure 4.l.

The graph of the function shows that the Census filter removes all the

power of the series around the seasonal frequencies lA and 112. At the other

frequencies it leayes the series essentially intact.

The question is whether the dips in the function are wide enough to

capture the changing seasonality or whether they are too wide and that

valuable information is lost unnecessarily. The shorter the sample period and

the more homogeneous the aggregate variabie the more constant the seasonality

is and the narrower the dip in the frequency response function of the seasonal

filter should beo With an infinite number of data one could tune the (very
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long) filter to obtain the "optimal" frequency response, see e.g. Koopmans

(1974, Chapter 6). With a finite number of data one has to compromise between

filter leakage (the phenomenon that the power of certain frequencies is

increased or diminished outside the region where the filter is meant to work,

see the lobes, or ripples, between periods 4 and 2) and loss of data at

beginning and end of the sample periode The filter has to be symmetrie to

prevent a phase shift, see (A2.2.19).

2.44
o.OO~--r----r~---r----'----~~--""'---~---~

lMII"'iod 32 16 12

Figure 4.1 The squared gain of the linear part of the C!ensus X-11 filter

The filter of the Census X-ll method (Shiskin et al. (1967)) seems to be

a rather good compromise because it has survived for over 25 years, which

cannot be said of many models for economie time series. It has also proven

successful in the modeling of seasonal monetary variables and "performs quite

weIl for an amazing number of series," Maravall (1984). Using forerunners of

the Census X-ll method central banks were able to extract the (gradually

changing) seasonal component of money demand. They adjusted money supply

correspondingly, so that seasonal variation in interest rates largely

disappeared (op cit.),

It is clear that variation of seasonality can differ widely across time

series. Hence is it not surprising that the seasonal component is estimated

more efficiently if one takes th is into account. An easily implemented method

with a clear interpretation in multivariate series does not exist to our

knowiedge.

We avoid the heavily criticized end-correction of the Census method by

artificially extending our sample period with the best linear minimum mean

square error estimates given model (2.1)-(2.3), i.e. we simply forecast as

many future and initial values (see A4.2) of our endogenous variables as we
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need to be able to apply the filter for the first and the last observation of

our original sample, see §7.5.1. If one does not think the estimated seasonal

component to be sufficiently smooth, one can increase its smoothness by

increasing the length of the component filters that estimate the time varying

seasonal component, as in Cleveland et al. (1982). One will then need more

backforecasts and forecasts to adjust the series near .the ends of the sample.

In order to make our results easily interpretable, we choose the "standard

options" for the linear part of the filter, as described in Laroque (1977).

Den Butter and Mourik (1990) applied the Census X-ll filter and Harvey's

"Structural Time Series" method (see Harvey (1989) and §4.3.3) on a

considerable number of Dutch macroeconomie series. The methods produced

similar estimates of the seasonal components. It was not clear to them that

the (sometimes computationaUy burdensome) results of Harvey's parametrie

unobserved components approach were much better where they differed
9

• The fact

that most differences are smaU can be due in part to the seasonal unit root

nonstationarity of the series. We present results on seasonal unit root

nonstationarity in Dutch series in §7.4.7.6.

What should be the effect of prefiltering all our series on the estimate

of the typical speetral shape f(w,n)? Let s(L) denote the scalar Census filter

and let Xt denote the (vector) observed data at time t. Since we do not want

to make assumptions about the zero frequency components, we do not exclude the

possibility that x, is stationary around a trend. Appendix A4.2 contains a

more detailed analysis of this model. Equations (4.5) and (4.6) illustrate the

effect algebraically. Let s(L)xt be the approximation of the data variation of

interest.

(4.5)

(4.6)

One can see that (4.6) follows from (4.5), by noting that the cofactors

of the adjoint matrix are multiplied by sn-l(L) and by using the weU known

9
If we do not consider the corrections towards the end of the series, the

official Census filter is seen to perform poorly with respect to their

criterion of "idempotency". This "negative" aspect applies to the use of every
fixed filter, unless the series is entirely deterministic. If we apply a

nontrivial filter twice, it will have a different effect on the series than if

it is applied .only once, cf. §3.3.10. This is obviously not true for adaptive

procedures like regression and methods where a different model will be

estimated if the procedure is applied for the second time on the same series.
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facts that s(l)=l and s'(l)=O, so that s(L)(8o+81t)=8o+81t . This can be seen

at the zero frequency side of figure 4.1: s2(eO) = 1, 2s(1)s'(1) = O.

Let !xx(w,n) denote the typical log spectrum of the uncorrected data, cf.

(3.15) above. Suppose that the pseudo spectrum of Yt in (2.1) really were

equal to the pseudo spectrum of s!(L)xt , so that the Census filter were

optimal, then one would get

fxx(w,n) = f(w,n) -n'2Iog /s(e iw ) /. (4.7)

In figure 4.1 it can also be seen that I s(eiw ) 1 2 =0 for w= 1/271' and w= 71'. This

implies that !xx(w,n) should have poles for those values of w. The a priori

assumption of the maximum number of seasonal unit roots for the VAR system of

the raw data is per variabIe: one at i, one atl O -i and one at -1. Laroque

(1977) presented the factorization of the Census X-11 filter, which is now

easily calculated by numbers of standard computer packages. For n variables

there can be at most n times as many roots.

In order to check whether this assumption is reasonable one can estimate

a VAR system on the raw data using OLS and plot fxx(w,n). As we discussed in

the previous section the spectrum of the optimally adjusted series should be

zero at the seasonal frequencies when the seasonal noise is I j / s( l ) at those

frequencies. The same should hold if one applies the Census adjustment filter

to all series integrated of orders lower than 2. This speetral dip thus

becomes a common factor in the speetral density of Yt and should show up in

f(w,n) estimated on the adjusted data, provided the lag length of the VAR is

sufficient. The application of the Census filter trades dangerous AR seasonal

unit roots for more innocent MA seasonal unit roots, where danger is assessed

in conneetion with the estimation of dynamic relationships at the frequencies

of interest. See figure 7.7 as an example of the frequency domain effect of

the seasonal correction.

An important part of the Census method is the correction for outliers.

This makes the filter nonlinear in practice, although it is still linear in

spirit. It is one of the aspects of the method that makes the statistical

analysis of officially adjusted series difficuIt, Bell and Hillmer (1984, p.

344). Application of the linear part applied to one's own extended series

produces approximately the same estimates in the middle of the sample and

better ones toward the ends, provided the outliers were not very influential.

10
Actually the linear part of the Census filter s(z) has one root at i and one

at (-0.03914+0.99923i), which we take to be equal here for practical purposes.

The slight asymmetry shows in figure 4.1. Note again that roots in the AR part

of the underlying process occur twice in the optimal filter adjustment filter.



A4.l Trigonometrie seasonal proeesses in regression

In th is appendix we il1ustrate the remarks in Sims (1974) on the

relationship between the speed of change of a seasonal pattern and the number

of trigonometrie regressors needed to estimate adynamie regression relating

two variables. This brings out the possibilities and limitations of regression

procedures and corresponding frequency domain methods for seasonal

adjustment.

A4.l.1 Notation and underlying model

ti is the Fourier transform of a(s), s = - 00, ••• ,00.

One wants to filter two observed variables Xl and X z by the same filter

a. The variables Xl and Xz consist of the underlying variables of interest Yl

and Yz contaminated by seasonal noises Ul and uz, which are orthogonal to Yl

and Yz respectively. The idea is that the estimation of a transfer function

from Yl to Yz using Xl and X z would be dominated by the seasonal noises,

whereas these seasonal noises have a time series relationship that is

different from the time series relationship of interest between Yl and Yz. A

derivation of this effect for stationary series and a one-sided transfer

function, i.e. with no feedback from Yz to Yl' is given in Sims

(1974)1. Consequently ItiI is chosen to have sharp dips at the seasonal

frequencies.

A4.l.2 Zero eorrelation between seasonal patterns

Sims stated: "Ideally one would choose a so that ti is 0 in some band

width 6 about the seasonal frequencies and 1 elsewhere. The number 6 would be

chosen larger than the width of the largest seasonal peak in the speetral

density of x'. With 6 chosen equal to 'Ir/ k, the implication is that correlation

between annual seasonal patterns may become small within as little as 2k / S

years, where S is the number of observations per year." Sims measured

frequencies in radians per sample periode Consider the following

Lemma A4.l.l
l/ÀJ cos(2'1rÀt)cos(2'1rÀ(t+~t))dt=O for ~t=tA mod 112.
o

lSims (1993) discussed rational expectations modeis.

(A4.1.l)
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Prooi·

cos(2?TÀ(t +1f4 mod 1)) =sin(2?TÀt),

cos(2?TÀ(t -1f4 mod 1)) = - sin(2?TÀt).
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(A4.1.2)

(A4.1.3)

substitution in the integrand and obvious rearrangement gives:
l/À l/À 1/À
f eos(21TÀt)sin(2?TÀt)dt = 112 f sin(41TÀt)dt = - (1/8À)eos(41TÀt) ] = °=
000

I/À
= J eos(21TÀt)( -sin(21TÀt)dt. (A4.1.4)

o
Consider now funetions g(Ài,t) = eos(21TÀit) with frequeneies differing ÓoÀ,

ÓoÀ < < À. What will be the smallest interval Óot = l·S so that the eorrelation

between gl(À},t) =eos(À1,t) and g2(À2,t) = (eos(À1+L1À,t+l'S) is approximately

zero? It follows from the lemma that this eorrelation is approximately zero if

the phase diff erenee between gl and g2 is 114 mod 112. The smallest Óot for whieh

the phase differenee (measured in fraetions of a eyele of a periodie funetion

of a seasonal frequeney À) equals 114 is given by

Óotó.À =1/4.

The smallest number of years 1 eorresponds to

1= 1/{4ÓoAS).

(A4.1.5)

(A4.lo6)

When a removes a bandwidth 6 of 1T/k eentered around a seasonal frequeney

in radians = 1/(4k), the maximum deviation from this frequeney within the band

is 1T/2k=21T/4k radians=I/{4k). This eorresponds to a ehoiee 1 in (A4.lo6) of

lA4klS = kiS.

Example A4.1

Suppose we have quarterly data for 32 years, whieh amounts to 128

observations in the time domain, so that the half open interval {O,1T]

eorresponds to 64 periodogram points in the frequeney domain whieh differ

21T/128 in frequeney. We ehoose 8 as 1T/16. This width in the spectrum

eorresponds to at most 5 equidistant data points: [(1T/16)/{21T/128)]+1, with

frequeneies nIS±i/128, i=O,I,2. The eorresponding values for the other

parameters in (A4.lo5) and (A4.lo6) are then equal to:

S = 4, ÓoÀ = 1/64, 1= v4-6414 = 4, 8 = 2·21T164= 1T116.

The eorrelation between seasonal patterns at yearly lags ean beeome

approximately zero within as little as kIS years (= 4 in the example). This

provides a lower bound whieh is tighter than Sims's. When we use the "ideal"

deterministie seasonal correction its applieation eorresponds to the inelusion

of 3·5= 15 (5 at eaeh frequeney j / 4, j = 1,2,3) trigonometrie regressors in the

(autoregressive distributed lag) regression of x2 on Xl' This seems very
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flexible. There is however always an annoying finite sample restrietion on

th is seasonal model, whieh we diseuss next.

A4.1.3 Circularity: Unit autocorrelation between seasonal patterns

It is elear that the correlation between eos(21rÀt) and eos(21rÀ(t+I/À)) is

one so that seasonal factors 1 years apart are nearly perfeetly eorrelated for

1= j/>S, j =1,2,.... Usually the seasonal trigonometrie funetions are chosen to

have frequencies À =kl'I', where T is the number of observations and the k's are

integers in the neighborhood of multiples of [TIS]. One eertainly wants to

inelude the funetions with frequeneies j/S, j=1,2, ... ,S-1, whieh produce the

weIl known seasonal dummies. They are automatieally ineluded in th is set-up

when T is a multiple of 2 S.

Suppose we ehoose the smallest possible 6.À = l/T. The frequeneies À of the

seasonals are then i/S+k/T, i=1,2, ... ,[S/2], 'k= -1,0,1. Using the equation

above we find the correlation between seasonal factors will be approximately

one for periods l=j/((i/S+k/T)S) years apart. Choosing j=i[T/S]+k whieh is

integer by assumption we find 1= [T/S] years, whieh is just the sample periode

So the eorrelation between all the seasonal factors at the beginning and end

of the sample period will be close to one, whenever the total number of

observations is a multiple of the number of observations per year. The same is

true when we choose 6.À=j/T, j=2,3, ....

Although this implementation of the trigonometrie seasonal model is more

flexible than the seasonal dummy model it is still subject to the important

and often unrealistie finite sample restrietion of circularity: w t =wt+T with T

the sample periode

Reducing the effect of the circularity restriction

By ehoosing other frequeneies for the trigonometrie funetions one ean

change the circularity to periods longer than the sample period, cf. Anderson

(1971, §4.4). A sensible strategy seems hard to get. In time series analysis

where frequeney domain estimation is widely established one has developed a

range of tapering filters of the data, whieh reduee the effect of the

eircularity restrietion, and improve finite sample eharacteristies of the

estimators, see e.g. Dahlhaus (1988). For models with slowly ehanging

seasonals one ean consider produets of polynomials and trigonometrie funetions

of time as in (A2.2.24). Hendry (1974) applied this technique. Reasonably

defined seasonal adjustment filters will extract sueh seasonals as weIl.

2
If one uses the standard periodogram estimates, one then first has to extend

one's data set with zeros to an integer multiple of the number of observations

per year (so-called zero-padding).



A4.2 Backforecasts and deterministie changes in mean

A4.2.1 Introduetion

In this appendix we derive time dependent means and out-of-sample

"backforecasting" formulae for univariate AR models with deterministie

nonstationarities that are modeled by deterministie trends and/or seasonal

dummies. These terms ean be a useful eontribution to the AR model when it is

applied to relatively short macroeconomie time series.

For some applieations in estirnation, baekforeeasts of AR models are

required. We mention the generation of extra observations for the applieation

of linear symmetrie filters near the beginning and the end of the sample as in

the Statistics Canada Census X-ll method for seasonal correction (see Kuiper

(1978)) and the generation of initia1 values for iterative least squares

estimation of ARMA models as in Spliid (1983). See Nerlove et al. (1979, p.

122) for other applieations in the signal extraction literature, and for an

interpretation of the baekward model.

One ean also use the baekforeeasts to test parameter stability in the

model. Foreeasts play an important role in model validation, see Chong and

Hendry (1986). Usually the predietion tests are only eondueted in the

straightforward way. However, it is statistieally equally meaningful to test

the model on the first observations given the parameter estimates based on the

later ones as it is to test it on the last observations given the estimates

using the first part of the sample. This is espeeially important if the first

observations are influential. When the focus of the analysis is on testing of

hypotheses eoneerning the parameters of the AR model, rather than on optimal

out-of-sample foreeasting one would not like to miss the information the

outeome of the test ean give. A simple look at the pattern of the

baekforeeasts ean already give extra insight in the plausibility of the used

AR model.

For a univariate stationary AR model the baekforeeasts ean be obtained by

simply replaeing the lag operator for the inverse lag operator in the

foreeasting formulas, see Box and Jenkins (1970). For the of ten applied AR

model with seasonal dummies and deterministie trends this is not the case.

A4.2.2 Backforecasting and deterministic changes in mean with

linear trends

First we eonsider the following VAR model whieh is stationary around

a deterministie trend:
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~(L)Xt =mO+m1t+êt, t = 1,2, ... ,T, (A4.2.1)

where

x, is an n-vector of stochastic variables:(xlt,x2t , ... ,xnt )', which are partIy

deterministic,

êt is an n-vector of normally distributed serially uncorrelated white noise

errors,

~(L) =~o + ~lL + ... + ~p is an (nxn )-matrix of lag polynomials of order p in the

lag operator L, ~(O) =In, the identity matrix of order n, and

mo and mI are n-vectors of the parameters of the deterministic variables.

We assurne first that ~(z) is of full rank, z =eiWe(, with all roots of

I~(z) I=0 outside the unit circle. In this case x, is only nonstationary in

mean if ml:F 0, which follows from

Lemma A4.!

Xt can be transformed to the zero mean process Yt:

EXt = ~(l)-lmlt+~(l)-lmo+~(l)-l (~(1) -~(L)) ~(l)-lmlt.

Proof,

Using

E6.xt:;: ~(l)-lml

and

which is a constant vector which we denote by mOl' one gets

(A4.2.2)

(A4.2.3)

(A4.2.4)

(A4.2.5)

which does not depend on t. It is easy to check that ~(L )Yt=êt, by noting that

(A4.2.6)

so that Yt is a normally distributed zero mean stationary AR process.

We know for n =1 that the minimal mean squared error one step ahead

prediction Ytlt-l for Yt is given by Ytlt-l =(In-~(L))Yt. Following Box and

Jenkins (1970) we define the optimal, i.e, minimal mean squared error, one

step backward predietor for univariate AR models as follows:
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with F = L-1, the forward shift operator: Fk Y t = Yt+k k = 0,1,2, ....
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(A4.2.7)

Using the law of iterated projections we can easily extend this result to

muiti step backforecasts by using prediction formula (A4.2.7) for smaller t

and substituting the predicted values for the necessary values of Yt+i' If one

substitutes (A4.2.2) one can write the result for the optimal univariate

backforecast Xt=Ext+(1 -~(F))(xt-Ext) for Xt as follows:

Xt = ~(1)-lmlt+~(1)-lmo+~(1)-I(~(1) -~(L) )~(1)-lmlt

+ (I - ~(F) )(Xt - ~(1 )-!mIt - ~(1) -lmo- ~(1)-l( ~(1 ) - ~(L ))~(1)-lmlt)

=(I -~(F))Xt+ (~(1)-I_~(1)-I+~(F)~(1)-I)mo

+ (~(1)-1_~(1)-1 +~(F)~(1)-I)(~(1) - ~(L) )~(1)-lmlt

+(~(1)-1_~(1)-1 +<J(F)<J(1)-I)m1t

= (I -~(F) )Xt+mo+ (~(l) -~(L))~(1)-!mlt

- (~(1) -~(F))~(1)-lmlt+~(1)~(1)-lmlt

= (1 -~(F))xt+mO+mlt+2(~(1) -~(L))~(l)-lmlt

= (I -~(F))xt+mO+mlt+2mOl' (A4.2.8)

One can see that the equalities hold by recognizing that
p

mOl = E i~i~(l)-lml = - (~(1) - ~(F) )~(1)-lmlt, (A4.2.9)
i=l

which does not depend on t.

A4.2.3 Backforecasting and deterministic changes in mean with

seasonal dummies

Consider the following AR model with quarterly seasonal dummies:

t =1,2, ... ,T (A4.2.10)

where

Xt is an n-vector of random endogenous variables: (Xlt, x2t, ... ,Xn t )' ,

et isan n-vector of random white noise errors,

~(L) is an (nxn)-matrix of lag polynomials bf order p in the lag operator

L, ~(O) =In, the identity matrix of order n,

mo and msi are n-vectors of the parameters of the deterministic

variables,

Qi are seasonal dummy variables, that are equal to 1 if (t mod 4) = i and

equal to zero elsewhere.

We assume ~(z) is of full rank, z =eiWeC, with all roots of I~(z) I=0 outside

the unit circle. In that case Xt is nonstationary in mean only if msi ~ 0 for

some i.
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We transform the variabie x, to the stationary variabie Yt by subtracting

the time varying mean. We derive the time varying mean as fellows.

For t = 5,9,13,... one has: (A4.2.11)

E[xt] =~IE[xt-d+~zE[xt-Z]+~3E[xt-3]+~4E[xt-4]+··· +~pE[Xt-p ]+mO+mSl, (a)

E[xt-tl =~lE[xt-z] +~ZE[Xt-3] +~3E[xt-4] +~4E[xt-5] + +~pE[xt-p-d +mo , (b)

E[xt_z]=~IE[xt-3] +~ZE[Xt-4] +~3E[xt-5] +~4E[xt-6] + +~pE[Xt-p-z] +mo+mS3' (c)

E[Xt-3l =~IE[xt-4l +~ZE[Xt-5] +~3E[xt-6] +~4E[xt-7l + +~pE[Xt-p-3] +mo+msz, (d)

E[xt-4l= E[xt]. (e)

We define:
[p / 4]

= E ~4i+j , j=0,1,2,3 with ~~= -In, ~j=O, j>3, and
i=O

jjj =E[xt_j] , t =5,9,13, .... j =0,1,2,3, E[Xl] = jjo.

We can rewrite (A4.2.11) as (A4.2.12):

~;jjo + ~;J.lI + ~~J.lz + ~7J.l3 = - mo- ms3,

~7jjO+~;J.lI +~;J.lZ+~~J.l3 = -mo-msz·

In matrix notation:

(f)

(g)

(A4.2.12a)

(A4.2.12b)

(A4.2.12c)

(A4.2.12d)

~~ ~; ~; ~; J.lo -mO-msl

~*J.l= -m
~; ~~ ~7 ~; J.lI -mo

~; ~; ~~ ~7
(A4.2.13)

J.lz -mo-ms3

~7
\*

~* ~~~z 3 J.l3 -mo-msz
Note that

by the assumption of full rank for ~(z),z= 1, -1,i, -i. If we solve for the J.l/s

(i.c. compute J.l= -(~*r.lm) we can define Yt=Xt-Jltj so that E[Ytl=O for all t

with tP(L)Yt = êt. Again we use that the minimal mean squared error prediction

formula to backforecast a univariate Yt from values for Yt+i' i>O:

(A4.2.14)

This corresponds to the following backforecasting formula
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Xt = (In-~(F))(Xt-E[Xt]) +E[xtl

= (In-~(F))Xt+( -In+~(F)+In)E[Xt]

with

m: l = ~(F)J-to - ~(F)J-tl'

m: 2= ~(F)J-t2 -~(F)J-tl'

m:3 = ~(F)J-t3 - ~(F)J-tl'

m~=~(F)J-tI'

In matrix notation:
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(A4.2.15a)

(A4.2.15b)

(A4.2.15c)

(A4.2.15d)

(A4.2.15e)

* * ~~ ~; ~; ~;-mO-msl J-to

* ~; ~~ ~; ~;
m* =~*'J-t

-mo J-tl

* * ~~ ~; ~~ ~;
(A4.2.15f)

--mO-ms3 J-t2

* * ~; ~; ~~ ~~-mO-ms2 J-t3

One can extend these results to seasonality of period s greater than

f · * {Ifl* * *our, if one retains the structure of ~ = ~ij} where ~ij =~«j-i)mod s),

i,j = 1,2, ... ,Se

Next we consider the encompassing AR model:

(A4.2.16)

where the variables and parameters are defined as under (A4.2.1) and

(A4.2.10). In this case we can define the corresponding mean stationary

variabie x; as follows in (A4.2.17)

Yt=Xt-E[Xt],
with

(A4.2.17a)

E[xt-jl = J-tj+~(1)-I(mlt+mOl)' t = 5,9,13, ... ;j = 0,1,2,3, (A4.2.17b)

E[xll =J-to+~(1tlmol' (A4.2.17c)

where J-tj and mOl are defined as in (A4.2.11) and (A4.2.9) respectively. The

backforecasting formula for the model in (A4.2.16) then becomes:

(A4.2.18)

where m~, m:l, m:2 and m: 3 are defined in (A4.2.15).
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A4.2.4 Changes in mean in multivariate models with unit roots

The results of the preceding sections on the transformation to

stationarity by subtraction of the time varying mean go through for vector

AR models as well, The analysis shows that the seasonal dummies cannot simply

be interpreted as indication of a periodically changing mean when ~(z) does

not have full rank at the seasonal frequencies, see (A4.2.13). This induces

also problems for tests of the statistical significanee of seasonal dummies

and the fourier transformation of these variables introduced below. The

critical values for t-statistics td62, td63, td64 , in table 7.5, which one can

obtain from a simple Monte Carlo experiment described in §7.4.5 illustrate

that the (possible ) presence of (seasonal) unit roots can make a large

difference. We start the derivation of the changing mean when there are unit

roots at the seasonal frequencies with a convenient representation for the

deterministic inputs at the right hand side of (A4.2.16), which decomposes the

seasonal dummies according to the varianee at different frequencies

80 +61t +82( -l)t +83cos(1/21l't )+64sin(lh1l't ),

with

1 1 1 0 0 -1 1 1 1 0 1

1 2 0 1 0 1 2 -1 -1 0

vec(6')=In ® 1 3 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 -1

1 4 0 0 0 1 4 -1 1 0

1 5 1 0 0 1 5 1 0 1

(A4.2.19)

·vec(m'), (A4.2.20)

with 8= ( 80 81 82 83 84 ) and

m = ( mo mi msl ms2 ms3 ), nx5 matrices,

and In an identity matrix of dimension n.

By working out this basic Fourier transform one finds. 80 = mo -ms1-ms2,

81 = mI' 82 = 2mS1 - ms2 - mS 3' 63 = - 2ms2' 64 = 2mS1 - ms2 - ms3·

In general this system has products of linear trends and periodic terms

as solutions of the homogeneous part of (A4.2.16) if ,~( -1)' =0 and 62 #:0 or if

1Re(~(ei1l'i) 12+1Im(~(ei1l'i) 12 =0 (cf. (A2.2.19)) and either 83 #:0 or 84 #:o.
The exceptions at the frequency 1/2 can be found as follows. When I ~( -1) 1 =0

and .p(a) has fuIl rank for every other z, there exists a moving average

representation as in (2.7) with stationary stochastic part:

(A4.2.21)

provided no linear combinations of the components of Xt are I i(2). Ci( -1)

would be zero if 1~( -1) I #:O. The deterministie part of x, will have components
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t( _l)t as in (A2.2.25) uniess 82 lies in the right null space of Cl( -1), i.e,
2

the space of right eigenveetors of C!( -1) with eigenvalue zero. In general one

can derive that rank(C!( -1)) =n-rank((4>( -1)). This analysis is completely

analogous to the analysis for the zero frequencywhich is done in more detail

in Chapter 6. Using this transformation of the dummies one can safely

interpret 80 as the important vector determining the mean growth when 81 is

zero and 4>(z) = 0 has some roots at z = 1. Johansen (1991a) advised to "center"

the dummy variables Qs to obtain the same interpretation of the vector of

coefficients of the constant.

For frequency lA one derives that trending periodic functions will occur

uniess (83+i84 ) lies in the (complex) null space of C-1(i), with C-1(L) the

corresponding matrix in the MA representation of (1+L2)xt , as presented in

Hylleberg et al. (1990), see also Lee (1992). Use sin(1/21rt) = LCOS(1/21rt) and

Lsin(1/21rt) = - COS(1/21rt) and evaluate

(A4.2.22)

where the first factor is from Hylleberg et al. (1990, form. (4.2)). This

results in

(A4.2.23)

which is not equal to zero unless C-1(i)(83+i84 ) =0.

Backforecasting in a multivariate model witb unit roots

The backforecasting formulae for multivariate AR models cannot be derived

as straightforwardly as those of the univariate ones, basically because .the

autocorrelation generating function in no longer even, i.e. symmetrie round

zero. In purely nonstationary models, i.e, purely stochastic AR models with

all their roots on the unit circle, the backward formulae for the

AR parameters can be found by invers ion of the matrix of the first order

AR parameterization of the appropriately transformed purely nonstationary

series, see Tsay and Tiao (1990, theorem 5.1). Tsay and Tiao proved the

consistency of OLS estimators in the backward model for the AR parameters

related with the nonstationary part of the series.

Inversion of the matrix of AR parameters for models that are

nonstationary at frequencies zero or 112 is very special: the backward model has

the same AR parameters as the forward one. This is not the case for frequency

1/4 (roots i and -i) as is easily seen by comparing
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[0-1]Yt= 1 0 Yt-l +êt

and

where êt is the forward and "lt the "backward" innovation.

Appendix 4.2

(A4.2.24)

(A4.2.25)

In the left hand side model Y2t lags behind Ylt, whereas Ylt "lags" in the

backward model. By changing the frequency of observation or sampling rate one

gets Yt = - Yt-2+ê2t and Yt = - Yt+2 +ïtu and regression equations similar to those

used in the "symmetrie approach" to test unit roots in Dickey et al. (1984),

see §A2.2.2.4.

BeU (1984) gave references with detailed derivations of multivariate

backward models. The results of Tsay and Tiao (1990) indicate that the

backward least squares regression gives consistent estimates of the

coefficients of the backforecasting formulae for purely stochastic AR models,

Backward prediction for purely stochastic models is thus fundamentally

different from backforecasting in models with a mixed continuous/discrete

speetral distribution. Interestingly the backward formulae for stochastic

purely nonstationary models are sometimes equivalent to those for the purely

deterministie case, as can be seen by putting the covariance matrix of ê t and

"lt equal to zero in the example above so that Yt = - Yt-Z=Yt+z.

From a practical point of view the most easy way to get backforecasts is

to generate them immediately from the backward regressions, including the

deterministie terms. This method is too simple if there are outliers. Outliers

are discussed in the next chapter. We apply backward regression on outlier

corrected data in §7.5.1 with satisfactory results.
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5.1 Introductlon'

Why bother about outliers? One can give several reasons. Outliers can

mess up the statistical analysis. A few outlying observations can change the

estimates of parameters of interest and their standard errors considerably.

Many testing procedures we discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 and other procedures

that are discussed below are based on the assumption of a constant

multivariate normal distribution for the disturbances. The outcomes of these

tests are hard to interpret if the normality assumption does not holde One can

confine oneself to so-called robust tests, see e.g. MacKinnon and White

(1985), but their use is often only justified for null hypotheses that still

do not capture some interesting outlier types. Moreover they can often only be

applied sensibly in large samples, so that their appeal is largely

theoretical.

In the previous chapter we stressed that the use of linear filters for

the estimation of unobserved seasonal components is most effective when there

are no outliers in the sample. When they are present the "graduation of

extreme values" becomes an indispensable component of successful seasonal

correction.

In order to get more specific information about the presence and the

character of the outliers we introduce a special testing procedure in the next

sections. We generalize a method for the detection and identification of some

weIl known outlier types in time series as in Abraham and Yatawara (1988) to

the multivariate case. In our approach we use a simultaneous LM test

procedure. It allows one to test for an outlier of unknown type before

performing the identification of the type of outlier. In this simultaneous

approach three types of outliers can be considered: additive outliers,

innovative outliers and transient level changes in the terminology of Tsay

(1988). The advantages of a simultaneous testing approach are speIled out in

Bera and Jarque (1982) for other kinds of model specification tests.

EspeciaIly for outliers where a large number of statistics can be computed it

is nice to have simultaneous tests with (approximately) known distribution

lThis chapter is a revised version of Ooms (1990).
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under the null to avoid overcorrection.

It is attractive to have an objective measure to test for the existence,

timing, souree and identity of outliers. Oftentimes one is likely to have some

a priori ideas on th is issue, which one would like to see confirmed in the

data. The outliers are by their exceptional, influential nature bound to have

a considerable and sometimes decisive impact on the model selection where the

order of a VAR, or the number of unit roots in the system are concerned.

Testing for outliers is thus an essential part of the modeling process. A

multivariate approach seems appropriate for economie time series.

Perron (1989) indicated both the theoretical and empirical relevanee of

occasional outliers in macroeconomie time series for the analysis of the unit

root hypothesis. Chen and Tiao (1990) studied the effect of random

level-shifts in ARMA models on integration analysis and forecasting. Ledolter

(1989) examined the effect of additive outliers on forecasts of ARIMA models,

All these authors came up with specific models for the ~utliers to study their

effects. We present some multivariate examples. After identification of the

outliers the question is always what to do about them. Tsay (1988) gave some

ready to use recipes for the univariate case. We adapt his ideas to

application in multivariate series.

There are several other approaches to deal with outlying observations

like introducing dummy variables for innovation outliers, explicit

ARMA modeling of transient outliers in an intervention analysis (Box and Tiao

(1975), Abraham (1977)), robust filtering methods for additive outliers as in

Kleiner, Martin and Thomson (1979) or even nonlinear smoothing algorithms if

the outliers are a symptom of (nonstationary) sometimes long tailed densities

(and thus non Gaussian) for the errors (Velleman (1980)). We suggest the use

of a method based on robust filtering, presented in appendix A5.3.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. In the next section we

introduce the outlier model. Section 3 contains a discussion on the eff ects of

outliers for the purpose of th is study. In section 4 we derive the

test statistic. In section 5 the use of the test is illustrated on artificial

examples. Section 6 contains a macroeconomie empirical example of the use of

the test. In section 7 we illustrate the use of a robust filter and compare

its effects with the conventional "John Wayne method" of firing a dummy at

every outlier with a t-value bigger than 2.

5.2 The outlier model

Consider the following adaptation of model (2.1)-(2.3) which is assumed

to be stationary in first differences of Yt but which may be nonstationary in
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levels either because of unit roots in the characteristic determinantal

equation or because of a deterministic drift term. The components of Yt are

all 1(1) or I (0), but can have a nonzero or even polynomially trending mean.

Following Tsay (1988) it is assumed that the series starts at a fixed time

point with given starting values if some of the roots of determinant(~(z) ) =0

lie on the unit circle.

~(L )Yt =ê t+6t,10 2+mO+ tml'

Y; =Yt+6t,101 + (1- pL )-16t,103'
t=p,p+1, ... ,T,

(5.1)

where

Y; is the observed n-vector time series,

Yt is an n-column vector of endogenous variables of interest,

~(L)=tPO+~lL+~2L2+... +tP/-J' is an nxn-matrix lag polynomial of order p, with

~o = In: the identity matrix of order n, with all roots of det( ~(z) ) =0 on or

outside the unit circle,

êt is an n-vector of i.i.d. normally distributed disturbances: ê t - N(O,L),

t =p,p+1, ... ,T,

6t ,1 is the Kronecker delta( =1 if t = l, 0 elsewhere),

1 is the time where the outlier has its first impact,

mo and mI are n-vectors of coefficients for constant and trend,

01 is an n....vector resulting in an additive outlier (AO) in the observed time

series,

O2 is an n-vector of innovation outliers (10) to the vector of endogenous

variables,

0 3 is a "level-change" vector which causes a transient outlier (TO) in the

level of the observed time series,

p is a scalar decay parameter for the transient level-change (O<p<1).

The AO was called "aberrant observation" and the 10 "aberrant innovation"

by Abraham and Yatawara (1988). The AO is also known as observational outlier.

The AO changes one observation and p residuals from t =1on. One can look at 01

as an "intervention vector" which changes the observed values irrespective of

the underlying model. The 10 changes one error term and all subsequent

observations. One can describe it as a "shock" to the system which is

propagated through the underlying VAR model. lOs can thus help to identify the

parameters of tP(L), provided they are correctly modeled as lOs. The TO changes

a series of observations after it occurs. It is a long lasting series of

interventions. Tsay (1988) called it "transient level-shift".
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Limits of the outlier model

The assumption of transience (0 < p < 1) for the effect of outlier 0 3 is

essential for the identification of the outlier under the alternative

hypothesis where 0 3 '# O. The identification is based on estimates of the

residuals which are good estimates of the "true" distur bances only if the

dynamic parameters of 4>(L) are estimated consistently. This is not the case if

0 3 has a permanent effect (p =1), see the example in §5.3.2. The LM-test which

we derive has no robustness of efficiency (§3.3.2) in this respect. For the

same reason we do not allow for a permanent innovation outlier in our testing

procedure.

Likelihood ratio- and Wald tests preserve power, but require estimation

under a wide range of alternatives if 1 is not known a priori, whereas the LM

test only requires estimation under the null of no outliers. In the first

stage of data analysis this is not an attractive option. Furthermore, the

asymptotic distributions of tests for "permanent outliers" is known to depend

on, i.a., the number of unit roots in 4>(L), see e.g. Perron (1991), whereas

limit distributions of test statistics for the number of unit roots are known

to depend on the presence of these "permanent outliers", see Perron (1990a). A

Monte Carlo experiment in §7.5.3 il1ustrates these points. These tests do not

have robustness of validity and are thus hard to interpret too.

The form of the effect of the transient outlier can be generalized to a

form 1/J(L)-ln(L)6t ,10 3 following Box and Tiao (1975), under the assumption that

the appropriate regularity conditions hold (no permanent effect). Abraham

(1977, 1980) gave an example of such a model in a bivariate context. One could

tune the form of the transient outlier effect also to detect single "patches

of q outliers", e.g. by putting 1/J(L) equal to In and n(L) to 1+L+ ... +Lq.

Limits of the dynamie model

One can generalize the model in another way without darnaging the results

that follow. Following the reasoning in Abraham and Yatawara (1988) the model

may .be generalized with MA errors as long as the roots of the determinantal

equation for the matrix MA polynomial lie outside the unit circle and the

determinants of the AR- and MA polynomial have no common factors. In that case

the model can be rewritten in AR( 00) form and the formulas in §5.4 can be used

for the corresponding reparameterization.

5.3 Some effects of outliers on VAR estimates

5.3.1 Permanent outliers and unit root tests

Perron (1989, 1990a) studied tests for the I(1)-hypothesis against the

alternative that the process is trend-stationary. He allowed for the presence
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of a one-time additive or innovative change in the level of the series or in

the slope of the trend function under both null and alternative hypothesis. He

developed tests to distinguish between the continuous nonstationarity of the

unit root against the one-time sudden change nonstationarity of a "crash" or

"change in growth". For yearly U.S. economie data of the last century he was

able to reject the continuous nonstationarity against the one-time

nonstationarity due to "exogenous shocks" of the 1929 crash and the 1973 oil

price shock, see §7.4.5 for an application of. this procedure.

One can extend the notion of cointegrationas in Johansen (1988) where a

stationary univariate process is looked upon as just a special "cointegrating

vector" process of dirnension one. In that light the unit root test is just a

special (co )integration test. It is likely that phenomena described in Perron

(1989, 1990a) are important for cointegration analysis in the multivariate

case.

In the application we consider the effect on the likelihood ratio test

for the number of cointegrating vectors. For these vectors, especially when

logged real macroeconomie variables are concerned, significant one-time

nonstationarities should not occur if the theory prediets a stabie

equilibrium. Short run equilibria are expected to shift, but long run

relations are not supposed to. One would therefore expect (nearly) permanent

level-shifts in the system to occur within a relatively short period in all

the variables belonging to the cointegrating relation.

For th is purpose one can extend the not ion of cointegration to the

one-period nonstationarities of level-shifts and the like, so that two

variables are said to be cointegrated also if a linear combination of the

variables does not show permanent level-shifts whereas the variables that make

up the vector do individually. Although the mean of the cointegrating vector

may change temporarily, due to large exogenous, maybe persistent shocks in the

variables it is made of, its permanent component in the sense of Beveridge and

Nelson (1981) does not change.

There are at least two ways to imagine how this could take place. First,

if the stochastic component of the system also were nonstationary, due to unit

roots in its AR part one could imagine that the level-shift occurred in one

variabie first, before being· transmitted to the other variables of the system.

The shift would then be identified as an innovation outlier. In §7.6 we find

evidence of a similar phenomenon in Dutch data, where growth rates change

permanently due to a permanent innovation outlier, while the mean of the

equilibrium relation remains stable.

lf the stochastic part of the system were stationary the only way to get
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a permanent level-shift is via the transient outlier 0 3 with p very close to

one. Although the testing procedure is not especially designed to detect these

shifts, it can be expected to have some power against these alternatives.

5.3.2 Effect of outliers on estimates of +
As Perron (1989) showed, one does not estimate the autoregressive

parameters appropriately by least squares if one neglects important

level-shifts. This is easy to imagine if one goes back to the univariate

stationary AR(1) model and pictures a scatter diagram of Yt against Yt-1 under

a level-shift and the regression line one would estimate with the under normal

circumstances consistent OLS procedure. An example is shown in figure 5.1. For

the univariate AR(1) case with p =1 and 0 3 proportional to the level of the

series the probability limit of the OLS estimator of ~1 (n =1,P=1, under

01 =O2 =0 3 =0) is equal to one even if I~1 I is very small, which indicates that a

unit root test based on the autoregressive parameters, like the Dickey-Fuller

t-test, detects indications of nonstationarity. If one is not alert on the

presence of outliers one might interpret this sign in the wrong way. One can

examine subsample (non)stationarity by allowing for a level-shift in the test

regression, both under the null of a zero frequency unit root in ~(L) and

under the alternative of subsample stationarity, see Perron and Vogelsang

(1992a, 1992b), who derived the appropriate limit distributions.

Under stochastic nonstationarity all shocks are thought to have a

permanent effect, whereas under deterministic nonstationarity the permanent

changes are due to only a few specific shocks. Other means of checking for

nonstationarity are also decisively affected by level-shifts. Chen and Tiao

(1990) illustrated the influence of a level-shift on the sample

autocorrelation function of an ARMA process.

The ignorance about innovation or additive outhers can also have

noticeable effects on the identification and estimation of the VAR model, see

the example on air line passengers in Tsay (1988). All types of outliers

affect tests for residual autocorrelation. Martin and Zeh (1977) suggested to

use a scatter plot of the (spurious) residual first order autoregression to

discriminate between AOs and lOs. They analyzed a simple univariate AR model.

The bias in the estimation of the parameters in the presence of outliers

is a serious threat to our procedure, since the estimates matter in the

identification of the outliers.
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secend scatter illustrates the effect of a level-shift of
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intercept. A Dickey-Fuller test would accept (unit root)

because of the one time change in mean.
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Robust estimation methods of one of the types mentioned in the

introduetion could be used to resolve the problems of bias and spurious serial

correlation of the disturbances to some extent. The distribution of a test

statistic under the null would then be harder to derive. Furthermore our test

could still be useful to indicate the character of the problematic

observations and therefore help to design robust estimation methods.

Multivariate influence analysis as in Polasek (1984) could help too.

5.4 Derivation of the LM-statistics

5.4.1 Case of known parameters and timing

First we assurne that the ~i-values and E are known a priori. One suspects

an outlier at time t =1, P<1<T - p. One easily violates the regularity conditions

for a successful application if one uses the simultaneous test for 1>T - p, see

e.g. condition 5.3 below. The conditional log likelihood (i.e. conditional on

the first p observations) given the observations y;,y;, ... ,Y; can be written

as follows:

with

c a constant,

o= (01 : O2 : 0 3) an nx3-matrix of extra parameters whose nullity is tested,

E(O)= (Y(O)-X(O)B(O)) ='(êti) = (Yti-(Xt'B)i),i=1, ... ,n;t=p+1,p+2, ... ,T,

_ [YP~l']Y- . ,

YT'
(T-p)xn

[

Yp' Yp-l' Yl' 1 P 6p,, ] [X•
X.« : :: : = : ,

YT-l' YT-2' YT-p' i T6T',I x~,
(T-p)x(np+3)

B= [-~i -~2 ••• -~p mo mi O2] ' ,

(np+3)xn

SO that O2 is written as the vector of regression coefficients of a one time

dummy variabie.

Under the null hypothesis HOA1T that 01' O2 and 0 3 all are equal to zero

we can formulate the Lagrange Multiplier Test Statistic:
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which is asymptotically distributed as a Chi square with 3n degrees of freedom

under the appropriate regularity conditions (see below}, with E the

expectations operator.

We derive an expression for the score using matrix derivative properties

in Magnus and Neudecker (1988, pp. 174-178, Ch.9), who use "good notation",

where one row of a Jacobian matrix or matrix of derivatives, DE(0), gives the

derivatives of one element of the (vectorized (matrix)) "numerator" function E

with respect to all the variables of the (vectorized (matrix)) "denominator"

matrix of variables 0: DE(O) = 8vecE(0)/8vecO'.

The score is then defined as the transposed derivative:

[

8t J' [ 8 - 112trE - IE'E ]'

8(vee od = 8( vee 0)' .
(5.4)

In their notation for the differentials under consideration we get

d tr E-IE'E =2tr E-IE'dE =2(vecEE-I)'d vecE so that

[

8t J'
8(vec O),J

If we define Ql as:

[
- 2.112 ' (VeC EE-I)' [ 8(vec E(O)]] '.

8(vec 0)'
Ixn(T-p) n(T-p)x3n

[ [
8e tk J'] = [ qtk ], k =1,... ,n, t =P+1,P+2, ... ,T,

8(vec O)'J I I

so that Ql is a (T - p)xn-matrix of 3n-veetors of transposed derivatives, with

where

Ind[I,T](t) is the indicator function equal to one for 1~ t ~T, zero elsewhere,

M.l is the lth column of elements of a matrix M,

Mk. is the kth row of elements of a matrix Mand

Fr is the coefficient matrix of Lr in the matrix lag polynomial

F(L) =Fo+FIL+F2L2+ ... , with F(z) = (1-pZ)-I~(Z), so that

(5.5)
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where I:-l = [ ukj l k,j = 1,... , ti,

êl=(êl.)', i.e. the transposed of the l-th row of E,

F is the inverse lag operator so that FiYt =Yt+ü i =0,1,2, . .. .
p T-l

Defining W= E~r'E-I~n C,= L Fr'E-IFr which both are assumed to be
r=l r=l

p
nonsingular, defining D = E Fr'E-I~r and using the inversion rules for

r=l
partitioned matrices one can derive an expression for the information matrix:

- I

where i and j run from 1 to 3.

If one defines the partitioned score vector as (a'j) , j =1,2,3 one can

write down the expression for the simultaneous LM test statistic for the

existence of either sort of outlier, be it additive, innovative, transient or

a combination, which has a X~n limit distribution as

(5.6)

with

ZU = (W-D'C-ID)-l,

Z21=Z12'=(I _C-ID)ZU,p2 =E +C-I+(I -C-ID)ZU(I -C-ID)'

Zl3 =Z31'= -W-ID'Z33, Z23=Z32'=(I -W-ID')Z33, Z33= (C -DW-ID't!,

al =~'(F)E-Iêl' a2=-E-Iêl' a3=F'(F)E-Iêl'

where we have dropped the subscripts l from C, and a, for notational

simplicity. The expressions for the Zij's are derived in appendix A5.I. There

it is also shown that (5.6) can be simplified to:

LMA1T=((~'(F) - I)E-Iêl) 'ZU(~'(F)-/)E-Iêl+ ((F'(F) -/)E-Iêl) 'Z33(F'(F) -/)E-Iêl

+ ((F'(F) -/)E-Iêl) 'Z31(~'(F)-/)E-Iêl+ ((~'(F) -/)E-Iê,) 'ZI3(F'(F) -/)E-Iêl

(5.7)

Conditions for identification

From these formulae we can extract the regularity conditions for the

appropriate interpretation of the LM statistic that follow from the regularity

condition on the information matrix. The differences between the outlier types

in their relation with the parameters of the VAR must be substantial in order

to fulfill the regularity conditions.
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Condition 5.1 W is nonsingular.

This implies that there must be some dynamics in the model, otherwise the

difference between additive and innovation outliers ceases to be present. Not

every kind of dynamies suffices. If condition 5.1 is not satisfied one should

only use specific tests where the additive outlier does not play a role.

Condition 5.2 C, is nonsingular.

I.e. (l-pz)-l~(z)-ro is nonsingular -# ~(z)-(l-pz)In is nonsingular. This

implies that the way in which the effect of the transient outlier dies out

must be different from the way in which the effect of an innovation outlier

disappears in the system.

Condition 5.3 (W-D'C,-ID) is nonsingular.

One can look at th is matrix as the sum of squared residual matrices

E~T'~T- E~r'rT(ErT'rTtlErr'~TT T T T

of the "projection" of the (T -p)-vector of matrices (~T)=(L-!~T) on the analog

vector of matrices (rT)' The condition implies that ~(z) - (1- pz) -l~(z) must be

nonsingular which in turn implies that p must be different from zero,

otherwise the transient outlier becomes observationally equivalent to an

additive outlier. It is clear that these conditions are not fulfilled for the

last observations. For 1= T -1 one has, e.g., r. = P~l so that the condition is

violated.

If W-t, C,-l and (W-D'C,-ID)-l exist it follows from the matrix inversion

lemma that (C,-DW-ID')-l exists too.

5.4.2 Case of estimated parameters and unknown timing

The LM test is asymptotically valid if the quantities involving AR-,

drift- and disturbance covariance parameters are evaluated at the restricted

ML estimates of the parameter vectors. This means that we have to replace the

unknown parameters fJ=vec(~1:~2:'" :~p:L:mo:md by their ML estimates. These

are asymptotically equivalent to the MLE conditional on the first p

observations, which boil down to OLS estimates conditional on the first p

observations if fJ is unrestricted. In the case of integrated processes for the

regressors least squares is consistent whereas solution of the Yule-Walker

equations is not feasible because of the asymptotic singularity of the moment

matrix of regressors (Tsay (1987)).

In practice the exact position l of the out lier is often unknown. Abraham

and Yatawara (1988) presented an asymptotic argument to approximate the
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distribution of the maximum of all comparable m-dependent2 X2-distributed LM

statistics over the different periods in the sample. Let LMmax denote this

statistic. They showed for m=p that

lim P(LMmax~GT(Ç))=exp(-vç),
T+oo

(5.8)

where for a certain significance level 0:, GT ( ç) is equal to

2[ln(T-2p)-ln(-ln(1-0:))+ln(v)]. Using Monte Carlo results for LMAI (see

§5.4.3) they advised to use v = 0.8. v is a so-called extremal index, which

measures the effect of local dependenee on the tail properties of the maximum,

cf. Leadbetter et al. (1983, p67ff.). Actual computation of v involves a large

number of numerical integrations. For the innovation outlier test statistic

LMI of the next section, the extremal index is close to one, i.e, the case

where one derives the distribution of the maximum of independent observations.

For the transient outlier statistic LMT in (5.11) based on a large number of

subsequent residuals (ri far from zero for large i) v is much lower.

The X~ statistie applies in special cases, e.g. if the process is

univariate and if we abstract from the possibility of transient outliers. §5.5

contains other examples with p-dependent LM statistics with X~ limit

distributions under the null.

The extension to x2- variables of other degrees of freedom involves the

inversion of the distribution function of the X2• For the specific test for

innovation outliers, discussed below one can successfully use the Bonferroni

values of example 3.1 to derive critical values of interest for LMmax'

5.4.3 Distinguishing between outlier types

For the analysis following the detection of outliers it can be important

to know what types of outlier one is dealing with. In order to get insight in

the nature of the outlier it is advisable to calculate the three specific

LM statistics first:

A: The test at time l for an additive outlier only:

HoA : 01 = 0 Under the assumption that O2 = 0 3 = 0 one uses

(5.9)

which has a X~ limit distribution.

2
Let ... ,E'-VE'O,E'V'" denote a strictly stationary sequence of random

variables def'lnéd on a probability space (n, B, Pl. This sequence is said to

be m-dependent if the random variables <E'i, ... ,E'k) and <E'k+n,... ,E'j) are

independent whenever n>m, see Billingsley (1968, p. 167).
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I: The test at time 1 for an innovation outlier only:

HOI: O2 == 0 Under the assumption that 01 == 0 3 == 0 one uses

(5.10)

which has a X~ limit distribution.

T: The test at time 1 for a transient outlier only:

HOT: 0 3 == 0 Under the assumption that 01 == 0 3 == 0 one uses

(5.11)

which has a X~ limit distribution as well.

Following Tsay (1988), Abraham and Yatawara (1988) and Muirhead (1986)

one can form a decision rule to treat the outlier as type A, I or T depending

on which statistie shows the largest value or smallest p-value.

The I test is asymptotically equivalent to the test based on the

Lawley-Hotelling trace criterion L, discussed in §A3.2. See appendix §A5.1.2

for a proof. One can conjecture that the use of the critical values of L, is

better suited for use in finite samples, since their approximation is based on

"exact" finite sample distribution theory (albeit for fixed regressors). One

needs estimates of the parameters for the "subset de1eted sample" to compute

Li,viz. OLS estimates with an extra dummy variabie in each equation. By

application of the small sample correction of Anderson (1958, Theorem 8.6.2)

on the likelihood ratio test of linear hypotheses in normal linear equation

systems one has an alternative way to compute critica1 values for the test on

innovation outliers. Kiviet (1986) provided encouraging Monte Carlo results on

this correction for single equations. Monfort and Rabemananjara (1990)

reproduced the formulae, see §A5.1.2.

In order to examine the possibility that an outlier is a combination of

two types one can compute the test statistics for two out of three outlier

types:

AI: The test at time 1 for an AO or 10 only:

HoAI : 01 == O2 == 0 Under the assumption that 0 3 == 0 one uses

LMAI == ((~' (F) - I)E-1êl )'W-1(~'(F) - I)E-1êl +êl'E-1 êl,

which has a X~n limit distribution.

(5.12)

The derivation of this statistic is straightforward using the partitioned

inverse y-1 from the proof of (5.6) in §A5.1.1. This is a multivariate

generalization of the statistic of Abraham and Yatawara (1988). Another

example is:
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IT: The test at time 1 for an 10 or transient Level Shift only:

HOlT: O2 =0 3 =0 Under the assumption that 01 =0 one uses

which has a X~n limit distribution.

Chapter 5

(5.13)

One can define and derive LMAT analagously.

Summarizing one can compute seven test statistics, LMAlT , LMAl, LMAT ,

LMI T , LMA , LMI and LMT , which all test the same null hypothesis. They are

expected to have different powers for specific alternatives where outliers

occur. In practice one would like to compute these statistics for a series of

likely positions 1 of outliers. The behavior of the test in the presence of

outliers is considered in §5.5.

5.4.4 Distinguishing between outliers in different equations

If one wants to know which equation was hit worst by the exogenous shock

0, one should compute the test statistic for HOk: ekO =0, with e, an n-row

vector of zeros except for its v-th element. An equation by equation analysis

may be interesting if one uses the structural equation philosophy to build a

VAR, see e.g. Monfort and Rabemananjara (1990).

The simultaneous LM test statistic for an outlier of either sort in

equation k at time t can be derived easily if one notes the corresponding

derivation of the score:

[[

8etk j'J [ ~(t-l )kV]
[ qtk ), = . = Ind[I,T](t) -60 ,tIn ,

8( (evO)) I r
(t-l )kv

The statistics for the null hypotheses HOk: evO =0; v =1,2, ... ,n .become

3 3

LMvAlT= 1: 1: aVi'Ztjavj,
i=lj=l

with

avi =evai ; i =1,2,3; k =1,2, ... ,n, and

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

and the other ztj defined correspondingly using the v-th diagonal elements of

the matrices W, D, C only. LMvAlT is asymptotically distributed as a X2 with 3

degrees of freedom. Note that the equation by equation analysis still has an
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important multivariate aspect, not only through the use of the lags of all

variables in each equation but also by the standardization of the residuals

with the matrix E, which is often not diagonal in macroeconomie applications.

5.5 An artificial example

In this section some of the tests introduced in section 3 are applied to

an artificial data set. We generated 100 observations using the nonstationary

VAR model with the following parameters:

Example 5.1

n = 2, P= 2, mo = 0, mI=0, 1=50,

tP1 = [-2.30 0.00], tP2 = [1.82 -0.48], E= [1.0 0.0]. (5.17)
-1.10 - 0.80 0.97 - 0.08 0.0 1.0

The eigenvalues of this system are 1, 0.850±0.278i and 0.400 with i2 = -1.

tP(l) can be written as yol with3
y =(0.04 -0.01)' and a =(13 -12)'. If we

define tP*(L) from the equation tP*(L)(1-L) = tP( L) - tP( 1)L one can derive that

y J.'tP*(l)OlJ. has rank 1. System (5.1) can then be interpreted as a Vector Error

Correction Model (see §6.2.3): tP*(L)(l-L)Yt = -y(Ol'Yt-l) +êt, with ~~ =~o, ~~ = -tP2,

~2=0.

For a derivation of this approach of the Granger Representation Theorem

see §6.3 and Johansen (1991a, §4). r J. is an nx(n-r) matrix of rank n-r so that

YJ.'y=O, 0lJ. is an nx(n-r) matrix of rank n-r so that OlJ.'Ol=O.

For the simulation we used drawings generated by routine. G05EZF from the

NAG library (NAG (1988)), with seed 100 and starting values (2 2)' and

(2.5 2.5)' for the first two observations of Yt.

As one can see from figure 5.2 the complex rootsimply stochastic

cyclical behavior for the first differences of the series. Besides the

cointegration property this characteristic can be an interesting phenomenon of

economie time series. The common factor in the speetral densities of (1- L)Ylt

and (1- L )Y2t which sterns from the squared determinant of tP( eiw ) divided by the

one unit root (l_eiw ) (0~w<21r) has a maximum for a period of approximately

19.9 observations, which can be areasonabie guess for the length of business

cycles in quarterly macroeconomie time series for the United States (Beveridge

and Nelson (1981). Kunst (1989) found similar complex roots in his estimates

for a VAR system of quarterly series of macroeconomie key variables of Western

Germany (1960-1987), see §7.4.7.2 for other empirical evidence.

To illustrate the effect that the different kinds of outliers have on the

system we introduce the following outlier models,

3
We use the original notation of Engle and Granger (1987).
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Figure 5.2
Time series

cointegrated

and dy2).

Data trom example 5.1
plots of 100 observations from

system (5.17) in levels (yl and y2)

an

and

artificial sample

first differences

of

(dyl

Examples 5.2-5.4

5.2 The AO model: (2.1), (5.1) and 0 1 = (4 4)', O2=0,03=0, l=50.

5.3 The 10 model: (2.1), (5.1) and 01=0, O2=(4 4)',03=0, l=50.

(5.18)

(5.19)

5.4 The TO model: (2.1), (5.1) and 01=0, O2=0, 0 3 = (4 4 )', l=50, p=.9. (5.20)

Observed outliers

It is easy to note the different effects of the outliers from figure 5.3.

The additive outlier has an eff eet for only one period on the level and for

two periods on the first differences of the series.

Because of the unit root in the system, the innovation outlier has a

permanent effect on the levels of the series.
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Figure 5.3a Effect· of different outliers on levels
Time series plots (solld) of the first variabie of a cointegrated system

affected by an additive outlier (AO), innovation outlier (IO) and transient

outlier (TO) at t=50 together with the unaffected series (dotted).
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Figure 5.3b
Time series

affected by

outlier (TO)

differences.

Effect of different outliers on first differences
plots (solid) of the first varlable of a cointegrated

an additive outlier (AO), innovation outlier (10) and

at t=50 together with the unaffected series (dotted),

system

transient

in first
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Table 5.1 Influence of outlier s on estimates in nonstationary VAR system

Model

157

True Process Estimated Estimate AO Estimate 10 Estimate TO

[.~5+.278~] [.961 ][.947 ][.988 ] [.958 ]
~ .899+.323~ .876+.327~ .886+.321~ .890+.327~

.85-.278J. .899-.323J. .876-.327J. .886-.321J. .890-.327J.

.40 .329 .287 .345 .300

Norm, Expected.z 1.93 1855.60* 3.77 329.61*
Norm, Expected.z 0.55 378.17* 2.84 6.60*
NormS Expected:4 204.44* 10.15* 40.56*2.11
NormK Expected.a 983.51* 2.67 168.57*1.05

AC(1h Expected.a 1.82 4.19* 0.46 0.64
AC(1)2 Expectedn 0.28 4.92* 0.02 0.26
AC(1)v Expected.t 1.04 3.14* 0.23 0.40

ARCH1 Expected.a * 2.59 28.04*1.78 14.54
* *ARCH2 Expected.a 1.58 12.36 1.04 12.20

-2In(Q)r~1 1.42 1.92 0.39 1.56
* 46.86* * *r=o 67.20 61.38 50.52

D=det(t) 1 1.02 3.13 1.26 1.88
LR(D) * 22.64* 61.86*1 111.82

&1
[13/12""1.083) [ 1.096) [ 1.090) [ 1. 095) [ 1.094)

-1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.'000 -1.000

NOTES: À: Eigenvalues of the system. Normg: LM test for normality of the

residuals in equation (Bera and Jarque (1982», under the null

asymptotically distributed as a X2 with two degrees of freedom. NormS and

NormK: Tests for multivariate normality on Skewness and Kurtosis (Mardia

(1970), x2(n2 ) and x2(1) under the null. AC(l)i: F-version of test for

(vector) first order serial correlation in the errors inflicting the i-th

equation, under the null approximately distributed as F(n,T-p-m) , with m the

number of regressors in the regression; Breusch and Godfrey (1981). AC(I)v:

Idem for VAR as a whoie, F(n2, n(T-p-m»j Poskitt and Tremayne (1982). ARCHi:

LM Test against multivariate first order serlal correlation in conditional

variance of the error term for equatlon i, Tsay (1987), F(n,n(T-p». -2In(Q):

LR (trace) st~tistic for the rank r of q,(I) against the full rank alternative

of r=n. LR(D): Likelihood ratio. ~1: ML estimate of the first two

cointegrating veetors in the system so that q,(I)="Y~I' has rank Ij Johansen

(1991a), §A6.1. C(I): sum of MA coefficients in Vector MA representation of

áYt in restricted model; Johansen (1991a). An asterisk denotes significance at

the S%-level. A constant was included in all the regressions. A trend term

only in the unrestricted VAR(2).

In this system the long run effect of the innovation outlier is

(40 40'(13/12))', which can be derived using the C(1) matrix of the Vector

MA representation of (5.17), with (1-L)Yt =C(L)êt, where C(1)=

(1 13/12)'(2 8), see also §6.3.3 below. Such values can occur in

macroeconomie empirical applications when there

autocorrelation in the first differences of the series,

is high positive

which is true for
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variables that are nearly 1(2), like some logged macroeconomie price levels.

The transient outlier with p=O.9 affects only one observation of the

differenced series significantly. The influence on the first differences is

given by 6t ,l(1-L)( 1-O.9Lt 1( 4 4)'. The level is affected for a longer

period. The first couple of observations af ter the outlier are influenced in a

way that mimics the effect of a level-shift. One can therefore expect the test

for a transient outlier to have considerable power against a level-shift

alternative as weIl.

Effect on paraIDeter estilDates

One can inspeet the influence of the outliers on the estimated

eigenvalues of the system, model specification tests and estimates of the

cointegrating from table 5.1. We used only one random sample. Of course other

parameter specifications will give different outcomes. The example is selected

in such a way that some important weIlknown features of macroeconomie

VAR systems are captured. We abstract here from seasonality and deterministic

drift terms.

The outliers nearly satisfy the cointegrating relation. Their size

(40'11=40'22) is not too unrealistic. The occurrence of a vector of outliers of

this size is unlikely under the null hypothesis though, which can be noted

from the huge values for LR(D) in table 5.1. The effect of the outliers shows

thus quite clearly.

A Monte Carlo experiment would be appropriate in order to draw

statistically meaningful conclusions about the power and true size of the

tests and the influence of different combinations of outliers on the other

statistics. Such an experiment is beyond the scope of this study. In

macroeconometrie practice one is not able to conduct such an experiment and

one also has to confine oneself to one "drawing" of the series. One ought to

look at this as an example of what could occur.

We see that the model specification test for normality of the error term

is very sensitive to the additive out lier (AO) and transient outlier (TO).

These outliers generate more "aberrant" residuals than does the innovation

outlier (10). For this parameter structure the AO introduces spurious

indications of (negative ) autocorrelation in the residuals. This is a serious

problem. The introduetion of extra lags as a wrong treatment of the defects of

the model could worsen the power of the test statistic, thus preventing the

right diagnosis. The same would hold for the introduetion of extra parameters

to capture spurious serial correlation in the residual varianee (Tsay (1987)).

On the other hand we see that the AO pulls the estimates of the characteristic

roots of the system towards zero.
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The misspecification tests are most badly affected by the Aa and the

least by the la. The last one even has beneficial effect in improving the

estimate of the largest eigenvalue of the system and in helping to identify

the true cointegrating rank of the system more clearly. Here the la can be

interpreted as a deterministic input which improves the "signal-to-noise

ratio" of the innovations. Statistical inference on the true rank r of ~(1) is

not decisively influenced by the outliers in th is example at conventional

significanee levels.

Identification of outliers

Let us now turn to the application of the tests. We computed

statistics (5.6), (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.12) and (5.16) with ~r replaced by

its aLS estimator and IJ replaced by the "unbiased" estimator

Lêtet'/(T - p- (np+1)). Under the null the statistics seem to follow their

theoretical null distribution fairly weIl as can be judged from figure 5.4.

The mean corresponds to the theoretical one which equals the degrees of

freedom which is the number of equations times the number of outlier types

concerned as derived in the previous section. The number of observations

beyond the 5%. critical values4 for the respective X2-distributions varies from

1 to 6, (LM1A, LM11: 1; LM], LMAI: 2; LMAIT, LMA: 3; LM2A, LM2], LM2T: 6).

This seems to be on the conservative side. It may be due to the dependenee of

the test statistics. The values for LMlmax, LMAmax, LMTmax which are the

maxima over 1 for the whole estimation period as in (5.8) are all weIl below

the critical value of 14 derived in Abraham and Yatawara (1988) for the

x~-distributed statistics.

Under the alternative hypotheses (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20) the

simultaneous test is seen to work best for the Aa and Ta alternative, see

figures 5.5 and 5.7. For the Aa we find LMAIT=62.7; LMA=59.1> LMT=50.1>

LMl=45.7. The Ta model gives LMAIT=45.4; LMT=41.0>LMl=32~8>LMA=32.3.

The Ia again does not seem to have such a big impact as the other

alternatives. The identification of model (5.18) from the results . plotted in

figure 5.6 does not follow immediately. The test statistic for LMl at 1=50,

16.3, is lower than that for LMA at 1=49, 17.9. Interpreted as LMAmax and

LMlmax they are both significant at the 596 level (critical value: 14, see

section 3.2). The outlier could therefore be wrongly identified ras an AO one

period before the true 10. In order to make the Ia distinguishable as such in

the right period we increased O2 to (7 7)' in (5.20) to get example 5.6.

4
Critica1 valnes 3.84, 5.99, 7.82, 9.49, and 12.59 for degrees of freedom 1,

2, 3, 4, and 6.
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Figure 5.48 LM tests usider Ho
Time series plots (1=3,4, ... ,98) of outcomes of simultaneous and specific test

statistics for example 5.1 without outliers. Statistics LMAIT, LMAI and LM1T'
5% asymptotic critical va lues if timing known: 12.59, 9.49 and 3.84.
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Flgure 5.4b LM tests under Ho (continued)
Time series plots (1=3,4, ... ,98) of outcomes

example 5.1 without outliers. Statistics LMA,

value if timing known: 5.99.

specific

LMT' 5%

test statistics for

asymptotic critical
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Example 5.6

The large 10 model: (2.1), (5.1) and 01 = 0, O2 = (7 7)', 0 3 = 0, 1= 50.

Chapter 5

(5.21)

The simultaneous test cornes out as large as with 0 3 = (4 4)' for the pure

TO model as can be seen by comparing figures 5.7 and 5.8. The results of this

experiment show that the simultaneous test is a good aid to test the null

hypothesis, but when the nuil is rejected one should also compute the specific

tests to get a clearer picture of the situation. Notice in figures 5.6a, 5.7a

and 5.8a that the simultaneous test reaches a maximum before the period in

which the outlier actuaily occurs. This alarm rings too early for the

innovation and transient out lier .

From figure 5.5 one can see that by only using LMb which cornes closest

to a usual (eye-bail) test for exceptional residuals, one would tend to

suspect an outlier one period later than the additive outlier occurred.

The example highlights the forward looking nature of the test. It takes

at least p observations af ter the outlier occurs to identify its nature and

timing correctly. In order to model the outliers it is therefore advisable to

use the inforrnation of the later observations in the estimation of the

parameters.

Masking

Straightforward recursive estimation makes it especially hard to identify

outliers in the beginning of the sample. An iterative procedure as in Tsay

(1988) and Kleiner et al. (1979) which uses the whole data set several times

seems to be obligatory. This is also important, because it is rarely observed

that an outlying observation in a multivariate data set comes on its own. When

there are several outliers, one can mask the other e.g. by its influence on

the nonrobust ML estimate of the variancejcovariance matrix. We do not know of

any easy solutions to this problem. Martin and Yohai (1986) remarked in the

rejoinder to their survey paper on influence functions for time series: "Of

course one cannot completely solve the masking problem with any degree of

computational ease."

One could modify the tests and increase their power by using a more

robust method to estimate this matrix. Tsay (1988) took such an approach, by

estimating it under the alternative assumption with certain outliers. The

caveats related to the first round analysis of the residuals using the

LM tests must be borne in minde Note e.g, the consistency problem of the OLS

estimators under a level-shift, discussed in §5.3.2. We discuss an iterative

"data cleaning" procedure in §A5.3. The next section provides an empirical

example where the first round procedure seems to work already fairly weil.
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Figure 5.5a LM tests with AD model
Time series plots (1=3, ... ,98) of outcomes

for model (S.18) with additive outlier at

outlier at I=SO. Statistics LMAlT, LMAl,

if timing known: 12.S9, 9.49, and 3.84.

simultaneous and specific tests

The overall test detects the

s% asymptotic critical values
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Figure 5.5b LM tests with AD model (continued)
Time series plots (1=3, ... ,98) of outcomes of specific tests

wlth additive outlier at I=SO. An AO for I=SO is the

alternatlve. Statistics LMA, LM[ and LMT. S% asymptotic
timing known: S.99.

tor model (S.18)

most likely simple

critical values if
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Flgure 5.6a LM tests with 10 model
Time series plots (1=3,... ,98) of outcomes

for model (5.19) with innovation outlier at

outlier at 1=48. Statistics LMAlT, LMAl,

if timing known: 12.59, 9.49, 3.84.

of

1=50.

LM2I'

simultaneous and specific tests

The overall test detects the

5~ asymptotlc critical values
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Figure 5.6b LM tests with 10 model (continued)
Time series plots (1=3, ... ,98) of outcomes of specific tests

with innovation outlier at 1=50. An AO for 1=49 is the

alternative. Statistics LMA, LM[ and LMr. 5% asymptotic
timing known: 5.99.

for model (5.19)

most likely simple

critical values if
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Figure 5.7a LM tests with TO model
Time series plots (1=3,... ,98) of outcomes

for model (5.20) with transient outlier at

outlier at 1=49. Statistics LMAlT, LMAl,

if timing known: 12.59, 9.49, 3.84.

of

1=50.

LM1T,

simultaneous and specific tests

The overall test detects the

5% asymptotic critical values
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Figure 5.7b LM tests with TO model (continued)
Time series plots (1=3, ..•,98) of outcomes of specific tests

with transient outlier at 1=50. A TO for 1=50 is the

alternative. Statistics LMA, LMland LMT' 5% asymptotic
timing known: 5.99.

for model (5.20)

most likely simple

critical values if
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Figure 5.8a LM tests with large 10 model
Time series plots (1=3,... ,98) of outcomes of simultaneous and specific tests

for model (5.21) with a large innovation outlier at 1=50. The overall test

detects the outlier at 1=48. Statistics LMAIT, LMAI, LM1I' 596 asymptotic

critical values if timing known: 12.59, 9.49, 3.84.
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Figure 5.8b LM tests with large IO model (continued)
Time series plots (1=3, ... ,98) of outcomes of specific tests

with a large innovation outlier at 1=50. An 10 for 1=50 is

alternative to the null. Statistics LMA, LMland LMT' 5%
valnes if timing known: 5.99.

for model

most likely

asymptotic

(5.21)

simple

critical
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5.6 Application to macroeconomie series

Introduetion

The official institutions that coIlect the macroeconomie data apply

various kind of corrections. One supposes that these corrections make the data

easier to interpret in economie research. It depends on the aim of the study

of the researcher whether he should be happy or not with these corrections.

Correction for (series of) additive outliers or level-shifts can be performed

quite easily. If the institution decides to correct for a transient outlier

(e.g, a rise in the consumer price level due to a change in the VAT system

(CPB (1970, pp. 76-83), OECD (1970)) this nonstationarity goes beyond notice

of the researcher, who may well be especially interested in this phenomenon.

In §7.3 we discuss specific information for Dutch data on correction for

transient outliers in the volume data of national accounts.

Correction for additive outliers removes other information which may be

important. Here one can think of a shift of consumption from one year to the

year before because of an announced increase in prices, i.e. an additive

outlier in the cumulative total consumption series since the start of the

observation periode This could be important in modeling expectations

formation. Without a specific (VAR) model a correction for innovative outliers

is not feasible. Data information about long run effects is usually very

limited, so that a priori information in the model selection procedure is

crucial.

A basic question of the macroeconomie unit root literature (JME (1988))

is that of the persistenee of shocks in the sense of O2 in (2.1). Correction

for innovation outliers and measurement of persistenee should be done

simultaneously. When a shock 02 is interpreted as 01 or 0 3 and the data are

corrected correspondingly, the unit root analysis may be badly affected. As

Perron (1989) illustrated the nonstationarity may be confined to one or two

observations. If the series is corrected the persistenee or nonpersistence of

important shocks may go unnoticed which may lead us to wrong conclusions.

IFS data for France

Here we apply the testing method to a quadrivariate series that still

contains some definite outliers. The series are quarterly macroeconomie data

for France5 1965.1-1988.1 obtained from a tape issued by International

Financial Statistics in May 1988. The four variables are:

5Backus et al. (1992) used these data without any outlier correction in their

study on "International Real Business Cycles".
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Yl: y: log CDP in 1980 prices. (series 99br)

Y2: c: log private consurnption (series 96f, deflated by consumer price index)

Y3: i: log gross fixed capital formation (series 93e,deflated by CDP deflator)

Y4: dp: first difference of log consumer price index (series 64)

The series are plotted in fig. 5.9 and their first differences in fig. 5.10. A

VAR( 2) including trends and constants was fitted to the data. Seasonality

seemed to have been removed. The order was indicated by the Akaike criterion

(also applicable in models with unit roots, Tsay (1987)). The outcomes of the

different tests are plotted in figs. 5.11-5.13. Table 5.3 provides some

descriptive statistics and outcomes of model specification- and cointegration

tests. We discuss these tests in more detail in chapters 3 and 6.

Table 5.2 gives the results for the univariate unit root analysis. These

do not seem to contradiet the null hypothesis of 1(1) for all variables. The

dangerous I (2)-hypothesis can be rejected when one does not use too many lags

in the Dickey-Fuller regression. Judging from this information the null

hypothesis of a unit root in the system is hard to reject. Innovation outliers

must thus be considered to have a long lasting or permanent effect on the

level of the series. The test statistics were computed from the DlS residuals

of the VAR with p=0.9.

Table 5.2 Results of univariate Dickey-Fuller tests for French data

Estimated Model

DF1(4) DF1(4) DF1(8) DF1(4) DF2(4) DF2(4) DF2(8) DF2(4)

period: 66-88 69-88 67-88 66-83 66-88 69-88 67-88 66-83

-1.09 -1.98 -1.35 -0.37 * -3.33* *Y -3.37 -2.93 -3.26
* * *c -1.05 -1.14 -0.98 -0.13 -3.85 -4.23 -2.74 -3.96

i -2.74 -2.56 -2.45 -2.45 -3.80* -3.64* * *-3.24 -3.66
ó.p -1.56 -1.23 -1.60 -1.93 -4.95* -4.82* -2.86 -4.27*

NOTE: DF1( i): Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic with i Iags, constant and

trend included in the regression except for Llp .which is not trending, used to

test Null of 1(1) agalnst 1(0), possibly with deterministic trend. DF2(i):

idem for test of 1(2) against 1(1), only constant term in regression. An

asterisk denotes asymptotic significance at the S%-level.
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Figure 5.10 Time series plots French macroeconomie
differences (l-L)y: log GDP, (l-L)c: log real consumption,

capital formation, (l-L)dp: consumer price inflation.

data
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in first
log gross
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Figure 5.11a System tests for French data
Time series plots of outcomes of system tests; The simultaneous

outliers in 68.2 and 83.3. Statistics LMAlT' LMAl and LMIT'
critical valnes if timing known: 21.0, 15.5, and 15.5.

test detects

5% asymptotic
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Flgure 5.11b System tests for French data (continued)
TIme serIes plots of outcomes of system tests; The spec1flc tests Indlcate

that the first overall outller Is a.n AO In 68.2 and the second one an 10 or TO

In 83.4. Statistics LMA, LM1, LMT, 5% asymptotlc crlttcal valnes if timing
known: 9.49.
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Figure 5.12a Equation by equation tests for French data
Time series plots of outcomes of specific equation tests. The AO of 68.2 had

biggest impact on the y-equation. Statistics LMyA' LMcA' LMiA. 5% asymptotic
critical values if timing known: 3.84.
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IM(cI)

Figure 5.12b Equation by equation tests for French data (continued)
Time series plots of outcomes of specific equation tests. The 10 of 83.4 hit

c-equation worst. Statistics LMdpA, LMyI and LMcI' 5% asymptotic critical
values if timing known: 3.84.
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Figure 5.13a Equation byequation tests for French data (continued)
Time series plots of outcomes of specific equation tests. Statistics

LMdpb LMyT' 5% asymptotic critical valnes if timing known: 3.84.
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Figure 5.13b Equation by equation tests for French data (continued)
Time series plots of outcomes of specific equatlon tests. The TO of 83.4 hit

c-equation worst. The dp-equation seems to be affected most serlously by a TO

or 10 in 82.3. Stattstics LMcTI LMiT and LMdpT' 5% asymptotic crltrcal values
if timing known: 3.84.
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Table 5.3 Results of estimation of VAR(2) system for French data 1965.3-1988.1

Estimated Model

Model (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with ml=O and rank(~(1))=2

*7.111
*10.407
*2.828

0.202

1.093

[ [

1. 000 j' [ . 572 - . 196ij 'j
1.000 . -0.476
0.853 . -0.248

.572+.196i -0.082

*192.192
*87.135

2.456
2.808

*80.318
*120.689

2.334
2.409
0.684
1.941

*1.765

*6.826
*11.060

2.420
0.076

.1.017

[ [

0.963 j' ['569-'132ij']0.815 . -0.483
0.718 . -0.125

.569+.132i ~0.075

*543.249
*47.696

0.908
2.989

*86.680
*119.181

2.378
*2.638

0.628
1.386
1.715

AC(lh:
AC(1)2:
AC(lb:
AC(1)4:
AC(l)v:

ARCH(lh:
ARCH(1)2:
ARCH(lb:
ARCH(1)4=

ÎJ =det(f)'1~-16

Norm.:
Normj:
Norrnj:
Norm.:
NormS:
NormK:

-2In(Q) s.t, m1 = 0
r s 3 1.546
r~2 8.165
r ~ 1 29.522

*r=o 55.843

[

8. 22 j
E(Ay)=ê(l)mo= 1~:~~. '10-

3

0.008

Ol:

ê(l):

[ -~~:~: ~~:~~~ j
8.89 -15.098

139.60 -4.952

[

- 0 . 036 0.043 0.624 -0.181 j
-0.484 0.279 0.844 0.769
-0.543 0.315 1.009 0.836
-0.246 0.130 0.122 0.522

NOTES: See table 5.1 for an explanatlon of the upper part of thls tabie. A

constant was included in all the regresslons. A trend term only in the

unrestricted VAR(2), -21n(Q) s.t, ml=O: LR test on rank q,(l)=r against fuU

rank n, case iii, §A6.1. ~: ML estimate of the first two cointegrating veetors

in the system so that q,(1)='Y~' has rank Ij Johansen (1991a), §A6.1. ê(l): sum

of MA coefficients in Vector MA representation of 4Yt in restricted model;

Johansen (1991a).

Outlier test results

The simultaneous test indicates two major outliers, one in 1968.2 (LMAlT:

53.4) and one in 1983.3 (30.3). Using the criterion of the maximum outcome of

the specific tests the first outlier can be interpreted as additive in 1968.2.

It is most clearly indicated in the equation for y but from the plot of the

first differences we see that the outlier occurred simultaneously in y, c, and

i, which shows the possible gain for a multivariate approach of the arialysis
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of outlying observations. In this exámple the unrestricted VAR estimation gave

rise to "significant" negative coefficients for 4>121 and 4>131 which may be due

to the 1968.2 observation only and which may obscure the simultaneous outliers

for consumption and investment in the testing procedure.

From the analysis of these data we may conclude either that an important

observational error was made in 1968.2 for the three real variables (e.g. due

to registration) or that the events in the Paris spring of ""1968 only had a

temporary effect on the French economy. Monfort and Rabemananjara (1990)

presented a VAR model for the growth rates of wages and prices using quarterly

series from 1964 to 1983 using a "structural equation methodology." They

reduced the effect of the exceptional wage rise in 1968.2 and 1968.3 on the

estimates of their VAR by introducing (10 model) dummy variables for those

observations in the regression equations containing the wage variabie.

A different story can be told for 1983. From the analysis of all

equations together we conclude that we have to do with a TO in 1983.4. From

the equation by equation testing and a glance at the series it seems clear

that this second major outlier is due to an outlier with a (semi- )permanent

effect on the consumption level, either an 10 or a TO (which may be an

indication of a level-shift). If c follows an independent random walk process,

as predicted by some versions of the permanent income hypothesis, the

difference between an innovation outlier and a one-time level-shift

disappears. This decline in consumption was expected by the economie

authorities, OECD (1984), because of a fairly sharp decline in disposable

income, but one could not foresee that the impact would have such a lasting

effect.

Of course one mayalso inter pret this outlier as an observational error

which has to be removed, because it has nothing to say about the effect of

shocks on the level of consumption. In order to deelde one .has to have more

detailed information on the data construction process. The test procedure does

not use this information. A cluemay be found in a comparisonwith OECD data

(Main economie indicators, historical series code 14101511). Here the severe

level-shift is not seen, which makes the measurement error hypothesis more

likely.

Transient outliers are not important in the inflation equation. The

inflationary shock in 1977.1 seems to be additive, whereas the exceptional

decline in inflation in 1982.3 has a more permanent character. From these data

we may conclude that the anti-inflationary policy by the French authorities in

1982 and 1983 was successful in having a long lasting effect. Monfort and

Rabemananjara (1990) did not give 1982.3 a special treatment. The downward
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shock occurred simultaneously in all their price series of interest, which

probably helped them to identify the parameters in their simultaneous equation

model. A more thorough historical analysis of these periods could reveal which

measures or influences led to the temporary and which to the permanent shock.

This could help in the evaluation of macroeconomie policy, e.g. in assessing

the effectiveness of price regulations under indifferent regimes.

We stress that a first round analysis is treacherous, because of the

impact that the outliers can have on the parameter estimates and diagnostic

tests. This is illustrated by the outcomes of the analysis for shorter sample

periods in tables 5.4, A5.1 and A5.2. The latter two tables are in the

appendix. Note in table 5.2 that not only the number of lags but also the

estimation period matters, and thus maybe the outlier, for the unit root

analysis, especially for y.

In table 5.4 the period with the additive outlier in y is excluded. The

outlier seems to matter for the cointegration analysis. The LR test now

indicates that there are three instead of two unit roots in the system, cf.

tables 5.3 and 5.4. The mean growth in the later period has gone down, but the

ratios remain stable, Note also the huge influence upon the estimated

determinant of the covariance matrix of the errors. The diagnoetics come out

better. Normality for the y-equation is restored, and (vector) ARCH effects

are removed from the c-equation. The indication of ARCH effects -in the

y-equation remains.

By comparing tables 5.3 and A5.1, which leaves out the last five years of

the sample period one can assess the impact of the more persistent outlier in

c. The period of the last five years including the outlier is decisive for the

unit root analysis, Without the information of the last five years one would

prefer the stationary alternative with only one unit root. So here we seem to

be dealing with a multivariate analog of the findings of Perron (1989), where

the original indication of a unit root is based on the information contained

in a small proportion of the data set. The estimate of the first

"cointegrating vector" and the vector of mean growths still show the same

pattern however. The last five years of observations do not change the outcome

of the usual diagriestics in a decisive marmer. The nonnormality of the error

term for c is mitigated and ARCH effects in the investment equation become

visible.
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Table 5.4 Results of estimation of VAR(2) system for French data 1970.3-1988.1

Estimated Model

Model (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with ml=O and rank(~(1))=2

0.241

*6.540
1.342
0.107
0.308

[[

1.000 ]' ['585-'116i]']1.000 . -0.271
0.827 . -0.120

.585+.116i -0.026

0.214
*105.023
*11.053

2.594
*77.678
*34.238

0.347
1.828
0.617
1.181
1.513

7.152*
1.766
0.516
0.063

0.224

[ [

O.917 ]' [ . 622 - . 047i] '].735+.190i -0.226
.735-.190~ . -.051+.089
.622+.047~ -.051-.089

0.505
*83.996

1.627
4.278

*68.694
*19.201

0.609
1.874
1.115
0.686
1.386

AC(1h:
AC(1)2:
AC(1h:
AC(1)4:
AC(1)v:

ARCH(1h:
ARCH(1)2:
ARCH(1h:
ARCH(1)4:

ÎJ= det(Ê)'10-16

Norm.:
Normj:
Normj:
Norm.:
NormS:
NorrnK:

- 21n(Q) s.t. ml=0
r~3 0.920
r~2 7.244 a:
r~ 1 22.348

*r=O 57.777

E(~Y)=ê(1)mo:[ L~~ ].10-3 ê(1):

-0.27

[
41.05 -68.167

]-31.76 89.131
-3.52 -17.964

112.52 -140.363

[ 0.256 -0.024 0.464 -0.798 ]
-0.372 0.284 0.754 0.097
-1.017 0.647 1.318 0.819
-0.230 0.109 0.085 0.344

NOTE: See table 5.3 for an explanation of the syrnbols.

Table A5.2 shows the results for the shortest sample without the

influence of the biggest outliers. The cointegration analysis has

qualitatively the same results as in table A5.!. At the 1096-level there are no

unit roots, at the 596 there are three. The number of regressors is large

compared to the number of observations so that a degrees of freedom problem

arises here. Now the abnormality of the errors in the investment and inflation

equation in the oil price shock period become apparent. The large coefficient

of inflation from the first estimated cointegrating vector is considerably

smaller. The relatively big expectation for investment growth of the other

periods is not seen as clearly in this subperiod.
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The deletion of subperiods with outliers to reduce their influence is of

course a very simple and all too radical solution. Either careful modelling of

the outliers (intervention analysis in the case of innovation outliers) or the

development of robust estimation methods should present more efficient ways to

extract the relevant information from the data, without being misled by these

exceptional observations.

Summary of application results

The example suggests that the analysis of the exceptional observations

can give valuable insight in the way different kinds of measures and

circumstances influence the variables in the system, especially about the

question whether they have a long lasting effect or not. A sensitivity

analysis on the outcomes for the cointegration tests with respect to the

sample period makes clear that relatively short periods with devious

observations can change statistical inference on the null hypothesis on a

specific number of cointegration relations in both directions. The information

about these observations from the test procedure can be valuable.

Monte Carlo Analysis for different parameter structures as weU as

application in other macroeconomie VAR systems can be performed to get a

better insight in the merits and demerits of the method. The modeling of the

outliers or the development of robust estimation methods for multivariate time

series, along one of the lines suggested in the introduetion is the next step

in our analysis.

5.7 Two simpIe' ways to study the influence of outliers

In econometrics the best known way to model outlying observations is to

assurne a sudden increase in the varianee of the error term. This amounts to

adding a dummy variabie for each outlying observation if the supposed varianee

tends to infinity or to downweighting of the observations if the supposed

varianee is finite. As the single series of our model should be modeled as

ARMA models where the order of the autoregressive part is at least 20, the

addit ion of dummy variables or a downweighting scheme in such a way that the

dependenee of the observations is taken into account is not an attractive

option. From a time series point of view the introduetion of a dummy variabie

can be seen as the explicit modelling of an innovation outlier. The subsequent

observations are not corrected since they are assumed to be generated by the

model. We applied this common technique.

It is clear that the traditional methods are difficult to apply in

multivariate dynamie models, cf. also §3.2.3. So what can we do with more

recent methods? A nice view on the state of the art in the statistical
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literature can be found in Kitagawa (1987) and the comments following this

artiele. As we are primarily interested in the application of these techniques

to multiple economie time series, it is important to note some differences

between the "statistical literature series" and our economie time series. The

outliers in the statistical series are often far .more outspoken (e.g. the

earthquake signal in Kitagawa (1987) and the ionosphere capacity in Kleiner et

al. (1979) than those in our series. Furthermore outliers in macroeconomie

time series can often be explained by known sample specific exogenous events

both within an extended model (the ideal situation, when the supposed

univariate outlier isn't an outlier af ter all) or outside the model.

The method outlined in appendix A5.3 tries to take these characteristics

into account as much as possible. In order to estimate the parameters of

interest as efficiently; as possible it is important to use as much of .the

information we have in thedata series. Therefore we do not discardentire

observations if they cannot be explained fully by our model. Only parts of the

observations that cannot be explained, and which often turn out to be rather

small , are removed.

The metbod also provides us with estimates of the additive outlier

component, so that we can see what information we removed. This is not the

case in many other "robust" estimation methods. As with other methods that

explicitly take account of outliers (Tsay (1988)) one has to choose (a series

of) tuning constants (critical values, that imply a "degree" of cleaning). A

limitation of our outlier model is the absence of an explicit distributional

assumption for the exceptional observations. It is however doubtful whether

this would be of great help for our goal of testing hypotheses about 4>. We

applied our filterfor example to the series C of Box and Jenkins (1976) and

obtained virtually the sameestimates of 4> and its standard error as Tsay

(1987, §6) with the Box- Tiao (1975) method, without the disadvantage of having

to identify the outlier a priori.

It has long been recognized (see e.g. Rosenblatt (1968)) that ·outliers

can play an important disturbing role when the estimation of the spectrum of a

time series is concerned. Our method was originally designed to reduce this

role effectively, see Kleiner et al. (1979).

Results for French data

By comparing the outcomes reported in tables 5.5 and 5.6 one can detect

the differences in the effects of the two approaches. Table 5.5 gives the

results for the additive outlier correction procedure described in its most

simple form with tuning constant 2. The procedure is discussed in more detail

in the appendix A5.3. Table 5.6 gives the results for the extended model. with
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15 "significant" dummies. The dummies are added to each equation in order to

avoid the influence of a priori ideas in the estimation of the residual

covariance matrix. The casual introduetion of dummies is a doubtful procedure

as far as the subsequent testing of the model is concerned. It results in

subsequent measures of fit of a dynamie model which are hard to interpret. We

know that the introduetion of dummy variables in a statie regression model

boils down to the actual deletion of the affected observations from the

sample. In a statie model one could interpret the procedure as a correction

for observation errors, see the remarks to condition 5.1 in §5.3. This

interpretation does not go through for dynamie models.

Table 5.5 Results for VAR(2) French data 1965.3-1988.1 with AO correction

Estimated Model

Model (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with mI =0 and rank(4'(1)) =2

[[

1. 000 ] I [. 560-. 271i] ']1.000 . -0.220
0.893 . -0.171

.560+.271i 0.050·

.14
1.65

.06

.80
*40.29

1.55

.09
1.28

.05
2.02
1.10

2.40
0.91

*2.92
0.05

12.60

*3.072
0.748

*4.337
0.825

9.47

[ [

O.935 ] I [ • 538 - . 230i] ']0.897 . -0.214
0.744 . -0.080

.538+.230i -0.048

.189
2.410

.273
1.126

*38.950
.597

.246
1.356
0.341
1.909
1.055

AC(1h:
AC(1)2:
AC(1)3:
AC(1)4:
AC(1)v:

ARCH(1h:
ARCH(1)2:
ARCH(lh:
ARCH(1)4:

ÎJ=det(Ê)'10-18

Norm.:
Normj:
Normj:
Norm.:
NormS:
NormK:

- 2In(Q) s.t. mI =0
r5:3 0.80
r5:2 6.99
r s: 1 33.14*

*r=O 71.02

[

8.1
,.. ,.. 8.0

E(6.y) =C(l)mo: 9.9

-0.04

n:

ê(l):

[
-15.66 74.84

]- 0.83 -88.25
13.33 10.57

-36.07 131.60

[ 0.486 -.460 0.655 -0.384 ]
0.080 -.334 0.879 0.634

-0.022 -.377 1.159 1.093
-0.221 0.068 0.124 0.556

NOTE: See table 5.3 for an explanation of the symbols. Correction following

Kleiner et al. (1979), with tuning constant: 2.00, see appendix A5.3.
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Table 5.6 Results for VAR(2) French data 1965.3-1988.1 with 10 correction

Estimated Model

Model (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with mI=0 and rank(g>(l)) =2

[[

1.000 ]' ['566-'225i]']1.000 . -0.193
0.947 . -0.136

.566+.225i -0.032

.99
1.42
3.78
1.86

20.38
*7.61

.23
1.88

.99

.87
1.13

.33
1.17

.34
0.66

1.641.24

[ [ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~] '. [. =~~ ~~~58i]']
0.779 . -0.106

.512+.158i 0.026

.52
1.03

.99

.45
19.72

*4.95

.30
2.78
1.06
1.81

*1.84
.48

1.31
0.22
0.94

AC(lh:
AC(1)2:
AC(l)a:
AC(1)4:
AC(l)v:
ARCH(lh:
ARCH(1)2:
ARCH(l)a:
ARCH(1)4:

ÎJ= det(Ê)'10-18

Norm.:
Normj:
Norrnj:
Norm.:
NormS:
NormK:

-2In(Q) s.t. ml=O
r=::;3 0.35

[
70.05 13.21

]r=::;2 6.72 a: -75.57 3.90
r=::;l 35.05* 2.67 -11.84
r=o 66.43* 149.14 - 8.27

[ 7.2 ]
[ .365

-.219 .680
. 731 ]

A A 7 9
ê(l):

-.292 .243 .896 1.670
E(~y) =C(l)mo: 10~4 '10-3

.541 -.327 .972 1.027
-0.4 -.329 .232 .117 .484

Dummies significant according to single equation outlier test for:

y c dp y c dp

68.1 ++ + 73.1
68.2 74.1 + ++
68.3 ++ ++ ++ 74.4
69.3 77.1 ++
69.4 82.3
70.1 83.4
72.3 ++ + 85.1 ++
72.4

NOTE: See table 5.3 for an explanatlon of

nominally significant valnes of PFi. ++/-
+/- at 10%

the symbols. Dummies

denotes significance

introduced for

at 5% level,
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Both approaches are successful in the removal of abnormality of the

residuals of the separate equations. The additive outlier correction leaves

multivariate skewness in the residuals, the innovation outlier model leaves

multivariate kurtosis. Introduetion of either outlier model has about the same

effect on the dynamie parameters À and eX, representing the characteristic

roots and the estimates of a basis of the space of cointegrating vectors.

Due to the level-shift correction in c with the 10 model, the log of the

"greater ratio" of consumption over GDP (see King et al. (1991)), C/Y,

extended with an inflation effect, associated with the greater canonical

correlation between growth rates and levels, comes out more clearly as the

most "error correcting" vector (cf. test for r =0 and first column of eX in

tables 5.3 and 5.6).

The estimates of the mean growth rates ê(l)mo are clearly affected by the

extension with innovation outliers which results in a "structural" downward

trend in French inflation. Innovation outliers are not constrained to have

mean zero so that the sample mean of the 10 corrected data may deviate

substantiaIly form the sample mean of the original series.

The most striking differenee between the additive and innovative outlier

correction procedure is in the estimates of the residual covariance matrix.

lts determinant has decreased by a factor 10 using the AO model, but by a

factor 100 using the 10 model. So one can expect considerable effects on

subsequent impulse response analyses.

The downward bias of the 10 model is easily explained. The dummy model

effectively puts each observed large residual to zero, and produces a

so-caIled trimmed estimate, see e.g. Amemiya (1985, p.71). The Kleiner-Martin

implementation of the AO model puts large residuals to a predefined truncation

point, and produces a Winsorized estimate (op cit, .p. 73). One could modify

the implementation of the 10 model so as to produce Winsorized estimates as

weIl. One would have to implement by correcting the data for the effect of the

innovation outliers down to a certain truncation point. For a univariate model

one could replace Y; by Yt=Yt-cP(L)-16"iJ2, with 02=sgn(e')'(le,j-cà), and à a

robust estimate of the standard error, and c a the preferred tuning constant.

It seems unattractive to apply such a method in multivariate models with unit

roots. Since most innovation outliers have permanent effects in such a model,

one would end up with a "corrected" series with a rather vague relation with

the original series, which we do not want here. A last advantage of the

AO correction is that it can be used for the "graduation of extreme values"

which is a necessary prerequisite for a proper seasonal adjustment by linear

filters.
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All in all we prefer the additive outlier correction procedure for our

unrestricted VAR analysis because it gives bigger weight to the data

information relative to prior information in the subsequent results than does

the dummymethod. It allows one to have a "fresh" look at the data. One does

not have to experiment with all kinds of dummy models, probably suggested by

others, for a purpose different from one's own.

The LM test developed in this chapter can be used to evaluate the results

of the procedure. To conclude this chapter on outliers we present figure 5.14

which points out how big the effect of the dummies in the explanation of

changes of the variabie of interest can be. The exact dates of the dummies are

given in table 5.6. For comparison we have plotted the one period effect of

the (significant) error correction terms in the same time series plots.

It is clear that a misspecification of the outlier component of the

series may have a larger effect, than the improper treatment of error

correction components.

Interpretation of results

From the sensitivity analysis as a whole we may conclude that the finding

of two cointegrating veetors is quite robust. One cointegrating vector can be

detected in subsamples as weIl. Another confirmation of the existence of a

long run equilibrium relation can be found in the analysis of the long run

autocorrelations presented in §7.5.2. The cointegrating veetors can be

interpreted as linear combinations of the log balanced growth "greater ratios"

C/Y and I/Y (King et al. (1991)), adjusted for a long run inflation effect.

The innovations in the two common stochastic trends C(1)(1-L )-let change the

forecasts of "trend productivity" at all future dates. These innovations were

considered constant in the steady state situation of the basic neoclassical

model with deterministic trend growth in productivity (i.e. due to a constant

growth rate in technology and labor supply). In modern stochastic real

business cycle models whereproductivity is assumed to follow a random walk

with drift these productivity innovations are assumed to behave as the

outcomes of a stationary stochastic process. See §6.2.2 for a technical

discussion of the common trends model and §6.3.4 for a specific example of the

empirical implementation of an economie model along these lines.
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Figure 5.14 Time series plots of the immediate impact dummy variables
defined in table 5.6 plus the impact of the error correction terms lagged one
period on the changes in French macroeconomic variables y: log GDP, c: log

real consumption, i: log gross capital formation, p: consumer price inflation.
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In the French data we find a positive long run partial correlation of

inflation with the first greater ratio and a negative long run partial

correlation with the second. Consider inflation is the more exogenous

variable, because it is mainly affected by a combination of foreign price

shocks and domestic shocks from monetary policy (including exchange rate

policy), which have their effect on the other variables mainly through changes

in prices. The estimates indicate that consumption is not as badly affected by

rising inflation as investment. The estimates of the size of the long run

inflation effect differ widely across the different subperiods and outlier

correction methods, cf. the last rows of & in tables 5.3, 5.4, A5.1 and A5.2.

The outlier model plays a crucial role in the assessment of the results on

this effect.

Reimers (1991a) estimated a comparable model for Germany. Mellander et

al. (1992) provided an elaboration of this model in an open economy context.

Their model predicted a long run influence of the terms of trade on the first

greater ratio (a rising share of consumption in income with a rising terms of

trade). We applied their ideas in our application on Dutch data in chapter 7

and did not find such a price effect.



A5.1 Some proofs concerning outlier test statistics

In th is appendix we present two proofs concerning outlier test statistics

in §5.3 and §5.4. We also discuss some alternative tests.

A5.1.1 Proofs for derivation simultaneous test

Proposition1

The inverse of the following matrix,

-1

L'-I+W _L'-1 L'-I+D'

_L'-1 L'-1 -L'-1 =[Zij] =Z, (A5.lo1)

L'-I+D _L'-1 L'-I+C

with

Zu = (W-D'C-ID)-I, Z21 = Z12' = (I -C-ID)Zl1,

P2=L'+C-l+(I -C-ID)Zl1(I -C-ID)', Z33= (C-DW-ID')-I,

Zl3 = Z31'= _W-1D'Z33, p3 = (I - W-ID')z33,

provided all the relevant inverses exist, which we assume in our regularity

conditions. The only formulas we need are those for inversion of partitioned

matrices and the matrix inversion lemma, see e.g. Magnus and Neudecker (1988,

p. 11).

Prooi.

Introduce auxiliary variables Y, X, and H as

Do the first stage of the partitioned inversion:

[
Z11 Z12] =y-l +y-lX [H _X'y-lX] -1 X'y-l,
Z21 Z22

y-l = [:~: (:~: -E-l(E-l+W)E-l) -1 ] = [ :~:
_ [ W-lE- 1 +W-ID' - W-lL'_I] [W-ID' ]

Y lX= =.
W-ID' - I W-ID'-I

ISee (5.6).

W-l ]

L'+W-I '

(A5.lo2)

(A5.lo4)
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The last equality can be seen to hold by noting that

(E-l +E-IW-IE-l )-1= E - (E-l +Wt1

and substituting the last term of the right hand side.

Appendix 5.1

(A5.lo5)

(A5.lo6)

[

W-ID' ]
y-IX(H -X'y-IX)-IX'y-l= (C -DW-ID')-l (DW-I DW-1-I] .(A5.L7)

W-ID' -I

It follows that

(A5.LB)

which can also be seen using a symrnetry argument applied to Wand C.

The following elements are now easy to derive:

pI =Zl1_ (C - DW-ID' )-IDW-I. (A5.lo9)

Subtracting and adding C-IDZll and working out (A5.LB) this is seen to be:

ZZI =Zl1 - C-ID(W-I +W-ID' (C - DW-ID' )-IDW-l)

+ C-IDW-l +(C-IDW-ID' - 1)(C- DW-ID' )-lDW-I

= Zl1- C-IDZll+C-I( I --( C - DW-ID')( C -DW-ID' )-1)DW-I = (I -C-ID)Zl1.(A5.LlO)

(A5.Lll)

(A5.L12)
[

Zl3 ] [W_ID' ]= - y-1X(H _X'Y-1X)-1 = _ Z33.

ZZ3 W-ID'-I

Using symrnetry arguments the expressions for the other elements of Z follow

immediately. z2z can also be written as E+C-l+(I -C-ID)Zl1(I -C-ID)'. The

formulas for Zl3 and ZZI can also be derived from each other.

Proof of (5.7).

It is straightforward to show that (5.6) is equal to

(al' +az' )Zl1(al +az) +(a3'+az' )Z33(a3+az)

- (az'C-IDz1 I+a3'Z33DW-I)(al +az) - (al' +az')(Zl1D'C-Iaz+W-ID'Z33a3)

+ az'(E +C-I_ p3+C-IDZllD'C-l )az. (A5.L13)

One can see that C-IDZll_Z33DW-l=O from equations (A5.L9) an (A5.LlO),

substituting this in (A5.L13) and applying the matrix invers ion lemma to

Z33 in the last term gives (5.7). 0
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A5.1.2 Finite sample alternatives for I test procedure

This section discusses some alternative procedures for the test for a

multivariate innovation outlier with known timing as in (5.10).

The Lawley-Hotelling test statistic Ll for discordancy of observation

1 can be written as (see remark A3.9, m =1, Rl is (lxn), I m is (lxI)):

(A5.l.14)

By using the consistency of the OLS estimator under Ho one obtains

R ' PI . Ê-l E-lI -+1:,el , T..:om (I) = ,

and by combining the definitions from §A3.2 for Hl and from §5.4 for X(O)

(X' in §A3.2=X(O) in (5.10)) one finds

PI im(Im-Hz) = Im =1 and LMI =el' E-1el'
T-+oo

so that

i, -+ J:, LMI · (A5.l.15)

A simple alternative for using Ll is the small sample correction of

Anderson (1958., Theorem 8.6.2) of the likelihood ratio test:

where ÇT is the. usual likelihood ratio statietic for testing a 'linear

subhypothesis in a linear system of n equations; T is the sample size, k is

the number of explanatory variables per equation in the unconstrained model;

and ko the number of constraints per equation, In the example of §5.5 one

would have T =100, n =2, k =2·2+1+1=8 (one for the constant and one for the

dummy), and ko=l.

Another option is to use the "cautious" system F-test suggested by Theil

(1971, p. 402) to test thesignificance of the extra dummies. In Monte Carlo

experiments we found this procedure to work comparatively weU. We applied it

in a from general to specific testing procedure to determine the order of a

VAR. We used the set-up from Lütkepohl (1985) for this comparative test. We

use th is F-test in the variabie addition version of the multivariate test for

first to fourth order vector ARMA processes in the residuals, see also §3.3.4.



AS.2 Sub sample analysis outlier influence

Table AS.1 Results of estsmation of VAR system for French data 1965.3-1983-.1

Estimated Model

~lodel (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with ml=0 and rank(g')(1)) =2

*7.635
*24.281
*5.556

0.095

1.073

*3.085
*2.587

0.354
0.947

*1.917

[ [

1. 000 ]' [ . 606 - . 265 i ]']1.000 . -0.502
0.689 . -.182+.083i

.606+.265i -.182-.083i

*106.167
*5.845

0.636
5.095

*60.583
*37.041

*3.671
*2.790

0.465
0.966

*2.066

*6.626
*15.162
*5.801

0.109

0.917

[[.~~i~~246~]': [ -~: :~~ ]']
.621-.2461 -0.114
0.653 -0.078

*151.526
*6.072

2.609
5.307

*75.410
*45.878

Norm..
~orm2:

~orm3:

~orm4:

Norrré:
~ormK:

AC(1h:
AC(1h:
AC(1h:
AC(1)4:
AC(l)v:

ARCH(1h:
ARCH(1)2:
ARCH(lh:
ARCH(1)4:

iJ =det(Ê)*10-l 6

-21n(Q) s.t. m1=0
*r~3 6.781

[
46.56 -52.52

]r~2 19.904* -40.64 81.250:

r~l 34.873* -7.58 -25 ..18
56.554* 116.55 -100.27T=O

[ 9.02

] *10-
3

[ 0.165 0.239 0.384 -0.254 ]
'" '" 9.39 ê(l): -0.275 0.578 0.478 0.545

E(6y)=C(1)mo: 10.16 -0.465 0.749 0.547 0.895
0.33 -0.192 0.155 0.049 0.350

~OTE: See table 5.3 for an explanatron of the symbols. An asterisk denotes

slgnlficance at the 5% level using table 1 in Osterwald-Lenurn (1992).
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Table ;\5.2 Results of estimation of VAR system for French data 1970.3-1983.1

Estimated Model

Model (2.1) unrestricted (2.1) with ml=O and rank(~(l))=2

*5.329
0.370
0.736
0.331

0.135

[[ ~:~~~ ]' [ -~:~~~ ]']
.688+.169~· -0.184
.688-.1693. -0.075

0.108
1.475
3.600

*6.729
*53.547
*12.154

0.920
1.420
0.802
1.636
1.631

*4.327
0.736

*5.072
0.156

0.123

[ [

O. 924 ]' [. 492 - . 081 i] '].737+.303i -0.471
.737-.303~ .. 050+.053~

.492+.0813. .050- .0533.

0.420
1.705

*6.024
*7.532
*45.341
*4.497

0.901
0.863
1.532
1.270

*1.917

AC(lh:
AC(1)2:
AC(lh:
AC(1)4:
AC(l)v:

ARCH(lh:
ARCH(l)2:
ARCH(lh:
ARCH(1)4:

ÎJ= det(Ê)*10-l 6

Norm. .
Normj .
Normj .
Normj .
NormS:
NormK:

-21n(Q) s.t. ml =0
**r:s;3 7.200

[
88.28 -93.23

]r:s;2 17.805** ti: -68.89 69.34
r:s;l 29.969* -8.10 -12.23
r=o 69.200** 33.01 212.06

[ 7.14 ]
[-1.221 0.834 0.384 -0.382 ]

~ ~ 8.14
ê(l):

-1.549 1.170 0.478 -0.556
E(Ay)=C(l)mo: 8.59 *10-3

-0.214 -0.750 1.379 0.497
0.015 -0.018 0.027 -0.015 -0.015

NOTES: See Table 5.3 for an explanation of the symbols.

asymptotic significanee at the 5% level, two asterisks

2.5% level using table 1 in Osterwald-Lenum (1992).

One asterisk denotes

significanee at the



A5.3 Robust estimation by extraction of additive outliers

The robust data cleaning procedure we discuss here is only designed to

detect and remove additive outliers. The idea is the same as in §4.2. We do

not accurately observe the latent variables we are interested in. In order to

estimate the parameters of our model we have to remove the observation errors

from the data. These errors occur because of certain sporadic exogenous

influences which affect some observations of one or more of the variables of

our model. In this set-up the other variables can remain unaffected by these

influences.

Model

In the AO model we observex, instead of the variables of interest Yt.

(A5.3.1)

where Ut· has a mixture of two distributions so that for 90-95% of the sample

Yt and observed x, can be considered equal for all interesting purposes:

P( IUt I< e) > 0.90, with e small. In §5.2 one has x; =y;, Ut =
c5t"Ol +(1- pL)-lc5t,,03t.

We apply the AO model to a process specified in levels of Yt.

Alternatively one can assume that the growth rate of a variabie has been

observed incorrectly only once. This would imply that all the subsequent

observations of the level of the variabie (a so-called leveloutlier (Tsay

(1987)) have been suffering from the same error.

We do not specify an exact distribution function for the Uts. Therefore

no hard mathematical results for efficiency, consistency or bias of our

following estimation procedure can be obtained. We only hope to develop a

method with a better robustness against outliers of a type frequently

occurring in economie time series, which can serve as an alternative to the ad

hoc procedure of introducing exogenous dummy variables here and there.

Even in quarterly economie time series one can observe clustered or

so-called patchy outliers which cannot be treated as the response of the

system to an innovation outlier . In order to be able to account for this type

of outliers we implicitly assume a slight intertemporal dependency of the

outliers,

The basic idea is that the additive outlier is a response to an

intervention in the sense of Box and Tiao (1975) which affects only one

observed variabie of our system significantly. This response can extend over
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several periods. lts initial component is so large that it can be

discriminated from the normal error term êt, and the subsequent components

rapidly decrease in time, as opposed to the transient level change in §5.2.

In ·this way Xt can be affected by all effective interventions occurring

before and at time t. Let Ut be the sum of the responses of x, to all

interventions at or before time t. Let the n-vector I t (usually consisting of

only zeros, sometimes containing one element unequal to zero) denote the

Intervention at time tand let tt denote the length of .,the corresponding

response. Then we can write Ut as follows:

t-p

Ut= LOj( I t- j , tt-j)'
j=l

(A5.3.2)

The response (or observed outlier) function Oj is diagonal so that

immediate cross influences are neglected. It is modeled as

where the response at time t to an intervention at time t - j is given by the

following function: (i = 1,... ,n and t = 1,... ,T -1):

with

(A5.3.3)

h(ti(t-j)-j)
g(j,ti(t-j») = h( t ) ,

i( t-j )

0,

with

j =0,1, ... ,ti(t-j)'

For n = 1, I t = 6 and tt = 3, the response is given in fig. A5.3.l. It shows how

fast the observed variabie returns to the latent value .after an intervention

at time t =0. The growth rate adjustment is a linear, the level adjustment is a

quadratic function of time. It is clear that an inter vent ion which affects t

observations of X t changes t +1 observations ofaxt •

Robust filtering

How can one estimate the parameters ~(L), mo, mI in (5.1) if one observes
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x, instead of Yt? One can avoid the biases in the estimation by correcting the

observed Xts into the direction of the "true" YtS of interest, the so-called

clean data. This can be achieved by applying a so-called robust filter to the

observed data. This is an iterative procedure which simultaneously "estimates"

the parameters as weIl as the responses Ut.

................, , .

O.OOf------.s-------+-----~--~---

-J..

-2.

-3. OO"---__----..---.,...-.----;~----r-----r---.....-----,

J..

6.00

a.

levelresponse
s , change response: ....

'8 " 00 OJ. 02 03 04 o

Figure A5.2.1 Example of an outlier nonsystem impulse response

Step one of this procedure, which is largely due to Kunst (1986) and

based on ideas in Kleiner et al. (1979), is to estimate the parameters by OLS.

Then one cleans the XtS (t=p+1,p+2, ... ,T) by a filter (Step 2), i.e, one

estimates Ut and calculates Yt using (A5.3.l). Note that in this filter the

n-vectors Yt,Yt+l,'" ,Yt+j are calculated from the freshly corrected

intermediate series X;-1,X;-2"",X;-1+j' In this way cross influences between

the variables are taken into account, which would not be possible if the

filter was run separately for each variabie.

Subsequently one reestimates iP( L) and Ut using the cleaned data Yt and

repeats Step 1 and Step 2 until the estimates for the parameters show only

small relative changes. The filter is supposed to detect both the presence of

the responses and the length of them. An observation is identified as being

affected by the initial component of a response (outlier ) if the estimated

residual is improbably large. A response is identified as extending over

several periods (patchy outlier) if the improbably large residual is followed

by a sequence of relatively large residuals.
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The filter computes recursively for t =P+1~ p+2.... ~ T -1:

201

where

êt =x; - ((I - ifJ(L) )x; +mo+mlt),

with

t it = max {j,O},

s.t. je{O,l, ... ,N-t},

11 êit I1 > Cil,

11 êi{t+m) 11 > Ci2,

and

m=l, ... ,j,

(A5.3.3a)

(A5.3.3b)

is a diagonal function matrix so that for i =1,... ,n and for j =0:

and for i =1,... ,n and j > 0:

if Ilêitll s ei!

if (êid> cil, (A5.3.3c)

if (êit ) < -ci!

(A5.3.3d)

1/Jio is a so-called Huber function, see e.g. Hogg (1974). It is one of the

simplest functions to reduce the influence of outlying observations on the

estimatesfor the parameters in aregression equation.

Choosing tuning constants

Note that an observation Yt is not corrected unless there is a variabie i

for which (max (t i(t-i)-j»l, j=1,2, ... ,t) or for which Ilêitll >cil' The number
J

of corrected observations increases with decreasing cil and ci2' The c.s are

measured in the well known robust estimates of the standard error of the

residuals given by

Si = sample median [~ êitllJ / 0.67445.
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The tuning constant c~1 is defined as the ratio of ci1 to si' The scale

estimate si can be updated for every new choice of a lower tuning constant.

c~2 is defined analogously. For the computations in §5.6 and §5.7 we set the

c~ IS equal to 2 once and for all.

The length of a patchy outlier beginning at t is denoted by tit. The tits

are updated both within and between the iterations. A patchy outlier caused by

an intervention is only detected as such if it gives rise to an initial

prediction error Iêit I which is greater in absolute value than ci1 followed by

a prediction error êi ( t+2) which is greater in absolute value than ci2' A

choice for the second tuning constant could be si' For a clean sequence of

independent normally distributed prediction errors this would mean that the

probability of an outlier being identified as patchy would be about 32%. This

seems rather high, the expected costs in the form of improper correction of

the observation following the outlier are not as large: The expected size of

the correction of an "independent normal" observation following an outlier,

denoted by E(Ot+ll T,» 0) is less than one fifth of the initial correction It.

It follows from (A5.3.3b) and (A5.3.3d) that

T-t

E(Ot+ll i, > 0) ~ L(1- 2/(j+1) )·(0.32)(j+l)·It < 0.2·I t·
j =1

The suffix i has been deleted for simplicity.

In the French example in §5.6 and §5.7 we set the C~2S equal to 10. In

that way the bounds became ineffective, and we thus abstracted from the

adaptive (i.e. identified from the data) patchy outlier alternative. For the

Dutch data in chapter 7 we also only used the tuning constants cit'

We use a simple stopping criterion. Iteration stops when the Euclidean

norm of the parameter change ( a (p+1)xn2+2n vector) comes below a certain

threshold, e.g. 10-8, depending on size and number of parameters.

Other modifications

Note that the observation following an initial response can be identified

as an initial response to a second intervention as well, though with a smaller

probability than the first one because of the initial a priori forward looking

correction in (A5.3.3d) . This can occur in the correction of a consumption

series affected by a VATincrease. With more a priori information one can

easily modify the filter by changing (A5.3.3d) to have a better resistance

against this kind of anticipatory purchases which are offset in the next

period(s) by a tantamount decline e.g.:
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(A5.3.4)

00

with g(O)=l'i~lg(i) = -l.

By using this filter one would also avoid the distortion of equilibrium

relations in the cumulated levels of the variables, which could be of crucial

irnportance in empirical applications of models with so-called

multicointegration, a type of cointegration involving 1(2) variables, see

Granger and Lee (1990) for an example. The outlier model itself is a sirnple

(one-shot ) example of so-called integral correction.

The French data (consumption 1968.2-1968.3, figure 5.14) and Dutch data

(investment 1979.1-1979.2, figure 7.13) provide empirical examples of integral

correction of the form t it =1, Oit = 'lfJiO(êit ) - êit ) < 0, g(l) = -1, Oit+l = -Oit. The

effect on the changes ~Xt, ~Xt+l and ~Xt+2 is Oit, -20it , and Oit. The last

example shows that the iterative estimation procedure may piek up this pattern

anyway. The innovation outlier estimation procedure for the French data

neglected the effect on ~Xt+2'

From the artificial example in §5.4 it is clear that the period with the

biggest residual is not always the period where the additive outlier occurred

first. Essentially we use a slightly modified robust univariate innovation

outlier test here to detect the aberrant observations. If one starts the data

cleaning one period too late, the data cleaning procedure may not be

successful. In practice one will detect this by slow or non convergence. In

principle one could generalize the method to detect surprising multivariate

outliers using a robust version of the additive outlier test from §5.3. A

sirnple initial robust estimate of the covariance matrix of the disturbances

would then be required, which is harder to construct than the single equation

robust estimate of the scale that we use.

Another tedious irnprovement would be to replace the filtering formula for

Yt+j by a smoothing formula like (4.4) so that Yt+j would be replaced by its

expected value given {x t } \ ( X t ,X t+l , ' " ,Xt+j)' Pefia (1990) suggested such a

procedure for sirnple stationary univariate ARMA models,



6 RESTRICTIONS ON THE VAR

6.1 Introduetion

We started by univariate analysis and an examination of influential

observations, parameter stability, seasonality and outliers in an unrestricted

VAR. After a subsequent "treatment" of the data it may be possible to start a

reliable econometrie analysis, which ultimately tries to come up with results

about interpretable time series relationships between macroeconomie variables.

Incredible restrietions

The traditional vehicle used in this exploration is the "structural"

simultameous equation model (SEM ). In this model one imposes restrietions

derived from economie theory on the dynamie and covariance parameters of the

VAR so that the remaining free parameters can be interpreted as multipliers,

long run elasticities etc., see e.g. Monfort and Rabemananjara (1990).

Many of these structural assumptions can be formalized as zero

restrietions on some coefficients. If these restrietions do not hold,

inference based on these models becomes "incredible". Sims (1980) argued this

to be a very serious problem, and suggested ways to circumvent the imposition

of such precise restrictions. Especially forward looking behavior of economie

agents, combined with the superior information of the agents relative to the

information set used by the econometrician, can make seemingly reasonable

exogeneity and Granger noncausality assumptions a hazardous basis for

inference and interpretation of the results.

Campbell and Shiller (1987, footnote 7) provided a formal illustration of

this point in a model where the long term interest rate is assumed to equal

the present discounted value of expected future short term interest rates.

They showed that Granger noncausality from the long term interest rate to the

short term interest rate in a simple two-variable model must be rejected on

theoretical grounds if the relevant information set of the econometrician only

contains present and past values of the two variables. Their theoretical

predietien was confirmed by U.S. data. Campbell (1987) showed in a related

example that "economie" exogeneity (i.c, of labor income) must not be mixed

with exogeneity in a statistical sense.

Modern "stochastic general equilibrium" representative agent models have

serious defects as well. The restrietions are often nonlinear and hard to
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implement and test. Derivation of the restrictions is usually only possible in

very simple models which can be considered quite unfit for a number of

reasons.

Both traditional and modern overidentifying restrictions can be tested,

but proper inferenee can be conducted only if one has a reasonable idea how to

transform the possibly integrated multiple time series to stationarity. Once

one has established a proper way to do this, traditional tests can be applied,

conditional on this model, see §3.3.2. If one has used and adaptive way to

transform the series, i.e. by estimating some sample specific coefficients

(e.g, coefficients in prior detrending) one has to take this into account in

subsequent tests, see e.g. the effect of prior subtraction of the sample mean

on tests for parameter stability (Ploberger and Krämer (1991)). The

examinations of the influence of (im)proper detrending on tests of the

permanent income hypothesis (see Campbell and Mankiw (1991) for references)

showed that empirical economists should worry about this point.

Handling nonstationarity in mean

Finding the appropriate transformation in a multivariate model is rather

more difficult than in a univariate model, although some ideas from the

univariate case can be generalized quite easily. From a data based point of

view it is attractive to use the information of all the variables to get the

right transformation. A disadvantage is that graphicalanalysis becomes

difficult for more than two variables. From an economie point of view

multivariate analysis is of course far more interesting. Economie theory may

suggest simple transformations to stationarity albeit with some unknown

parameters (seee.g. Campbell and ShilIer (1987)).

From an econometrie point of view tests of the appropriateness of these

transformations .. can thus be worth while. As one can see in the next section

the transformation to stationarity can be linked with a multivariate

unobserved components model, called the cummon trends model (Stock and Watson

(1988)). The c~mmon trends specification is attractive since it can lead to a

partly data based orthogonalization of the covariance matrix of the

disturbances, so that subsequent impulse response analysis and varianee

decompositions can get an interpretation which does not rely exclusively on

theoretic arguments.

Another reason for the interest for the right transformation to

stationarity may be efficiency. Unrestricted estimators can be improved by

incorporating (nearly) true unit root type restrictions, so that subsequent

forecasts (Engle and Yoo (1987), LeSage (1990), Bradley and Lumpkin (1992)) or

estimators of parameters of interest can become more precise. A final argument
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in favor can be put forward by an appeal to Ockham's razor, reformulated in

the statistics discipline as the Jeffreys-Winch simplicity postulate, see e.g.

ZeIlner (1988 ).

In chapter 3 we remarked several times that the statistical framework

associated with some diagnostic tests, such as those for parameter constancy,

does not encompass unit root nonstationarity. After one has imposed the

"correct number of unit roots" and after one has estimated the corresponding

coefficients for the multivariate transformation to I(O)-ness a number of

outcomes of diagnostic test statistics . applied on the 1(0 )-system are somewhat

easier to interpret. A rigorous statistical set-up, which combines manageable

tests for unit root nonstationarity and time varying parameter nonstationarity

in the VAR has to be developed yet.

If diagnostic checks on the appropriately transformed VAR do not show

signs of misspecification on the aspects of interest, and if the variables of

interest still show enough variation one can finally apply the traditional

SEM framework or the rational representative present discounted value

maximizing agent framework to test subsequent restrictions.

Outline of chapter

The remainder of this chapter deals with the important multivariate

analysis of nonstationarity in the VAR model. In the next section we use the

model and notation of chapter 2 to show how some empirically relevant

unit root restrictions can be parameterized. This theoretical analysis does

not immediately lead to closed form expressions which can be applied right

away. In §3 we develop a special, empirically important case in more detail

and incorporate deterministie terms in the model. In §4 we discuss extensions

for the modeling of the determinist ic trends in the VAR. In §5 we discuss

several readily applicable methods to detect and estimate interesting

unit root like restrictions, with associated ways to estimate pushing trends

and pulling equilibria. In §6 we discuss several statistical tests.

6.2 Cointegration, common trends and the nomber of unit roots

Let us first reeall the notation of chapter 2 where we introduced the

factorized purely stochastic VAR model in (2.1)-( 2.3)

V(L)M(L)U(L)Yt= êt, (6.1)

with V(L). and U(L) stabie matrix lag polynomials, M(L) a purely umstable

matrix lag polynomial and êt an n-vector of disturbances with a nonsingular

covariance matrix Land zero mean. Using (2.7) one can write down the

corresponding MA representation of U(L)Yt as
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(6.2)

with D( L ) a scalar purely unstable lag polynomial so that D( L)1 =M* (L )M(L ),

where 1 is an identity matrix of dimension n.

6.2.1 Cointegration and the number of unit roots

In th is chapter we deal mainly with cointegration at the frequency zero.

We therefore avoid using the term "at the frequency zero" from now on.

Hylleberg et al. (1990) and Lee (1992) studied cointegration at frequencies 1/2

and lA, see §A4.2.4.

If M(L) has different diagonal elements, it follows from (6.2) that the

components of U(L)Yt are integrated of different orders. An important case of

cointegration of orders (1,1), with cointegrating rank r in the sense of Engle

and Granger (1987) can arise as follows.

One can obtain a cointegrated system in (6.1) by choosing M(L) and U(L)

as

(6.3)

with 11 a unit matrix of dimension k, 12 a unit matrix of dimension r, 0121 and

0122 rxk and rxr-matrices so that Ol'Yt = (0l21 0l22)Yt is 1(0), and so that o has

full row rank r.

In order to guarantee the unit root nonstationarity of all the elements

of Yt, i.e. to .avoid "trivial cointegrating vectors", we assume that 0122-1 0l21

has full row rank. This implies that the last r rows of M(L) do not lie in the

space spanned by the rows of cc, Let HOk denote the hypothesis that the model

(6.1)-(6.3) is true. The corresponding MA representation of UoYt then reads

(6.4)

with

C+(L) =M*(L)y-1(L), and M*(L) = [11 0 ],
o (1-L)12

from which it is clear that the first k elements of Yt are 1(1): Both (2tr)-1E,

the spectrum of the et's at frequency zero, and y-1(e iO) = y-1(1) have full rank

n. If 0122-1 0l21 has full rank r it is easy to establish that the last r
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elements of Yt also are 1(1) so that all conditions1 for the cointegration of

orders( 1,1) with rank rare fulfilled.

In th is set-up where all components of Yt are 1(1) it is seen that the

number of unit roots of M(z) =0, k, equals the number of components of Yt, n,

minus the cointegrating rank r: k = n - r. After one has imposed the assumption of

1(1)-ness for all the components of Yt a test for the cointegration rank r

becomes equivalent to a test for a number of unit roots n - r in

det(~(z)) =det(V(z)M(z)U(z)) =0. The shape of the implied typical log spectrum

f(w, r) near the frequency zero, which we introduced in (3.12), is based on

this determinant. It can be used as an aid to check hypotheses about the

cointegrating rank r. It should have a finite limit for w-+O under the null

hypothesis. It diverges to infinity for w-+O if the rank is r1 < rand it

diverges to minus infinity for w-+O if the true rank is rz> r.

6.2.2 Common trends

If one defines C*(L) from C(L) =Uo-1C+(L) =C(1)+(1-L)C*(L), so that

Ci = - I;~=j+1Ci and if one defines et as (l-L)-lê t = E~êj one gets the

specification which is known as the common trends model

Yt =C(l)et+ C*(L)êt· (6.5)

Rank(C(l)) =rank(M*(1)) =k. This implies that C(l) has n-k left eigenveetors

with eigenvalues zero. Ol'Yt can only be 1(0) if 0l'C(1) is zero. This implies

that under HOk the left null space of C(1) has dimension n - k. The number of

independent integrated variables eit that drives Yt is smaller than the

dimension of Yt7 because C(1) does not have fuIl rank. This explains the name

of this parameterization. It also indicates a first way to obtain o from

estimates of the unrestricted model, namely as a basis of the left null space

of C(1), which is also the left nuIl space of V = C(l)L'C(l)' which in turn is

proportional to the spectrum of (1- L)Yt at frequency zero. Since (1- L)Yt is

stationary its spectrum is weIl defined. It does not have full rank at the

zero frequency: the elements of Ol' (1- L )Yt have zero spectrum at the zero

frequency. V is sometimes called the long run covariance matrix of ~Yt. We

discuss its estimation in (6.57) below.

1
Here we only consider stochastic cointegration in the sense of Engle and

Granger. When deterministic tetms are introduced, the notion of deterministic

cointegration becomes relevant. The deterministic parts of the series are

cointegrated at frequency zero if the component series have mean growth over a

year unequal to zero, whereas nontrivial linear combinations have zero mean

growth, see Campbell and Perron (1991, footnote 13).
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The common trends model also leads to a multivariate decompositioti of the

series into a trend camponent and a stationary or cyclical component. The

trend camponent is defined by

In the unit root literature Ypt is often called the permanent camponent of Yt.

Innovations to this component have a permanent effect C(l) on the level of Yt

whereas innovations to the remaining stationary component naturally have not.

King et al. (1987) were among the first to use the developments in

cointegration theory to estimate the trend and cyclical component of US GDP.

They performed forecast error varianee decompositions which distinguished

between the contribution of permanent and temporary innovations, see §6.3.3

below.

The interpretation of Ypt as the trend component of a series is due to

Beveridge and Nelson (1981). They argued as follows. Suppose one wanted to

forecast Y into the far future, say at time t +i, given the observations up to

tand suppose further that one knew the coefficients of C(l) and C*(L) in

(6.5). The optimal forecast in the mean squared error sense would be

(6.6)

simply by adding Yt and the sum of optimal forecasts of the MA model for

6.Yt+j' EÏ6.Yt+jlt, and putting all êj-values with i> t equal to their

(conditional) expectation zero. If one lets i tend to infinity the (negative

of) the last term of this forecast can be labeled as "the sum of all

forecastable changes in Yt" (beyond a deterministic rate of drift). Beveridge

and Nelson claimed that "it is natural to regard this component as the

transitory or cyclical portion of Yt." They called this component also "the

momentum contained in Yt at time t." The residual "structural" part of the

system was then labeled a "trend" term. Their trend is not identified using

smoothness restrictions, as are many other definitions of trends in economie

time series; see e.g. Kitagawa and Gersch (1984). In fact one can find many

economie time series with positive serial correlation in the growth rates. If

one approximates these processes by simple univariate AR modeis, one gets

C(l) > 1 and a rather "ragged" and "overshooting" trend. The results that

Beveridge and Nelson obtained by univariate ARMA techniques indicated strong

correlation between the cyclical components of different macroeconomie time

series in the United States.

An important difference with UCARIMA type trend extractions is the
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correlation between innovations in the trend and the innovations in the

stationary component. Whereas UCARIl\1A type models usually assurne orthogonality

of these innovations (cf. §4.3) to identify the different components, we see

here that the innovations of the different components are both proportional to

êt. They are thus perfectly correlated! Fernandez Macho et al. (1987) provided

a UCARIMA type. parameterization for the common trends model, which one could

call a UC-VAR model. The models are often observationally equivalent so that

statistical tests cannot be called upon to favor one interpretation or the

other. Watson (1986) and Stock and Watson (1988b) discussed the effects of

these very different, but both seemingly reasonable, identifying restrietions

on the estimation and interpretation of economie models. Many of these

structural models make a distinction between the effects on and the effects of

the different components of an economie variable, The prime example where

these assumptions matter is the ubiquitous life cycle model of consumption.

6.2.3 Vector error correction

Another interesting parameterization is the vector error correction model

or VECM, introduced by Engle and Granger (1987):

(6.7)

where fJ*(L) is a stabie lag polynomial.

Given (2.3), the conditions for cointegration and the regularity of a22

one can prove straightforwardly that a representation (6.7) exists. This is

done below where we also discuss other versions and proofs of the so-called

Granger representation theorem (see Engle and Granger (1987)). The rank of

~(1) clearly equals n - k. Given appropriate identifying restrictions2 for a one

can factorize fJ(1): fJ(1) =ra'. In this parameterization the stationary linear

transformation a'Yt which lies in the space spanned by the cointegrating

veetors a.lYt, i =1,... , r is labeled "error". The behavior of the growth

variables (l-L)Yt is seen to be partly determined by these "errors". In some

economie theories these errors are interpreted as "disequilibrium" or

"deviations from long term equilibrium relations". The nxr matrix r is then

interpreted as matrix of "feedback coefficients" or "loadings", Proposition

6.3 below leads to a clear interpretation in the context of impulse responses.

Alogoskoufis and Smith (1991) summarized the history of different lines of

2phillips (1990) chose

parameterize the short

and Campbell (1992).

'Y=(Ir 0)' in

run dynamics

his "triangular ECM". He chose not to

explicitly in that model. See also Perron
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theory and application of error correction models. We do not attempt to give

an economie structural relation interpretation here.

The VECM is most suitable for a first estimation of the model. If one

does not impose restrietions on the rank of 4>(1) it is obviously

observationally equivalent with an unrestricted VAR in levels, but is has the

advantage that regressors are somewhat more orthogonal. This makes the

application of OLS numerically more stable, which is important if one

considers the usually large number of regressors in a VAR. It also helps in

the selection of significant regressors later on.

6.2.4 Other parameterizations

If one is not only interested in a model for the growth rates of the

variables, the parameterization where one models the (a priori chosen)

cointegrating veetors of interest. directly may be more interesting:

M(L)UoYt= (I -V(L))M(L)UoYt+êt. (6.8)

Campbell and ShilIer (1987) were among the first to use parameterization (6.8)

of a cointegrated system in empirical economie work. We will therefore refer

to system (~.8) as the CICS system, (Co-Integration Campbell-Shiller).They

estimateda VAR for M(L)U(L)Yt=(Llr t Rt-Ort) with rt the short term interest

rate, and R, the long term interest rate. R, was assumed to be a linear

function (whence the unknown parameter 0) of the present discounted value of

rt. The spread Rt - Ort was predicted to be stationary. Parameterization (6.8)

is a good transformation for out-of-sample forecasting exercises. One only has

to estimate a system for M(L)UoYt. One can apply standard VAR forecasting from

there, whereas forecasting with system (6.7) involves the recursive updating

of the level variabie Yt-l'

Hylleberg and Mizon (1989) proved the observational equivalence of

several of the parameterizations of cointegrated systems of orders (1,1), i.c,

the VAR representation, the common trends representation· and a so-called

Bewley representation in which a'Yt is expressed as a function of present and

lagged first differences of all the components of Yt. Bewley (1979) introduced

the latter parameterization to get direct (IV) estimators of long run

elasticities in econometrie models, which were later reinvented and advocated

by Wickens and Breusch (1988). Bewley and Fiebig (1990) discussed ways to

improve these estimators. Hylleberg and Mizon (1990) used the same

Smith-McMillan factorization of 4>(L) which was introduced in econometrics by

Salmon (1988) and by Voo, see e.g. Engle (1987).
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Extensions

Sims et al. (1990) extended the statistical analysis of cointegration to

integration of arbitrary positive integer orders. They also considered nonzero

means and polynomial trends in their set-up. They used the Jordan canonical

form of the companion form of the VAR system to derive generalizations of the

vector MA .representation. An example of a companion form is given in (6.50)

below. Tsay and Tiao (1990) extended the analysis further to cointegration of

arbitrary positive integer order at arbitrary frequency. They did not include

deterministie polynomials and trigonometrie trends. Sowell (1987) considered

the representation and estimation of cointegration models of fractionally

integrated variables. Cheung and Lai (1993) found empirical evidence of a

CI(1,b) model (0<b<1) in a purchasing power study of consumer price indexes.

Many derivations of these theoretical papers are not constructive: one

cannot simply feed (estimates of) the (restricted) companion form into the

computer to derive the desired Jordan form or Smith-McMillan decomposition.

One often assumes the regularity of certain matrices if it is needed in a

proof, without discussing its relevance. In the next section we present a

straightforward constructive proof of the equivalence of the parameterizations

introduced above. The results provide explicit formulae that can be used to

translate estimates derived in one parameterization into those of another. We

generalize the set-up by introducing constant terms that can lead to a nonzero

mean and deterministic trends in Yt. It can be more efficient to extract the

deterministic component in Yt by using the estimates of the VAR than by simple

univariate regression. This depends on the efficiency one can achieve in the

estimation of the dynamie parameters of the VAR which in turn depends on the

degrees of freedom in estimation and the coefficients of the VAR, see also

§6.5 below. Gradual changes in deterministic trends due to permanent

innovation outliers (see §5.2) can only be estimated in the VAR.

6.3 Straightforward transformation formulae

The organization of §6.3 is as follows. First we introduce the notation.

Second we derive the transformation from the Campbell-Shiller parameterization

to the VECM model. Third we derive the opposite transformation. Fourth we give

an expression for theC(1)-matrix of the MA representation. Fifth we derive

the Common Trends Model and we present two examples. Sixth we compare our

results with those of Johansen (1991a). Seventh we show in a few examples how

the rank conditions needed in the derivations should be interpreted. Last we

discuss some practical implications.
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6.3.1 From Campbell-Shiller to vector error correction

The notation is as fol1ows:

k =n - r the number of independent cornmon trends,

o = (~.1 ... ~.r) an nxr-matrix of cointegrating vectors,

SI = (11 : 0) a kxn row selection matrix, 11: a kxk identity matrix,

S2 = (0 : 12) an rxn row selection matrix, 12: an rxr identity matrix,

G = ( S~ ] = ( 11 0] an nxn transformation matrix,
o ~21 ~22

G-l = ( 11 0], i.e. (321 + (322~21 =0; (322~22 =12 ; ~21 +~22(321 =~'G-1Sl' =0,
(321 (322

_ [ (1-~)Xl,t ] _ [ Xl,t-:- XI,t-l ]
~Xt - . - . ,. .

(1- L)xn,t Xn,t - Xn,t-l

A(L) = (All(L) A12(L) Jo
A21(L) A22(L)

where the matrix lag polynomials of the CICS model All(L ), AZ1(L), AI2(L),

A22(L ) are kxk, rxk, kxr and rxr respectively. Aij(L)=Aijl+ Aij2L+ Aij3L2 +

... + Aijp -l with p the maximum order of the AR polynomial (1-LA(L)). B(L) is

defined in the same way as A(L) for the VECM model. c, c* and mare n-vector

of constants, Cl and c; are k-vectors of constante. C2 and c; are r-vectors of

constants, et is an n-vector of zero mean, serially independent normally

distributed innovations, with E(etet') =L, a nonsingular matrix.

In th is section we assume no longer that the endogenous variables have

mean zero. We therefore change notatien from Yt to Xt, cf. (2.2) and (A4.2.2).

Note that we maintain the assumption of stationarity for the cointegrating

vector. This assumption will be relaxed in §6.3.5. Here we maintain the

following assumptions:

Assumptlons 6.1

Xt is an n-vector of endogenous variables, all its components are

1(1)-variables in the sense of Engle and Granger (1987), i.e. in first

differenced form the stochastic parts of the components have a stationary

ARMA representation with invertible MA part, and there are r ~ n -1 independent

veetors ~.i such that there exists a partitioning o' =(~21 ~22) with ~22

regular and so that ~.i'Xt is a mean stationary I(O)-variable, i =1,... , r.

Campbell and Shiller used a stationary autoregressive system for

((Sl~Xt)' (~'Xt)') to derive elegant tests of simple rational expectations

models for the variable ~'Xt. Here we show explicitly how their model can be

rewritten in the vector error correction form of Engle and Granger i.e, how to
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tr ansform a system of the form

(/_LA(L))[Sl~Xt] =c+Get,
a' X t

where c =Gm, to a system of the following form

(/ -LB(L))~Xt=ya'xt- l +m+êt •

Chapter 6

(6.9)

(6.10)

Note that the stochastie part of (6.9) has form (6.1)-(6.3') with V(L) =I -LA(L),

U(L) =Uo=G, and D(L) = (l-L), so that (6.9) really represents a cointegrated

system, see also (6.8).

Proposition 6.1

Under assumptions 6.1, (6.9) implies (6.10)

Proof. First we prove the following under assumptions 6.1.

Lemma 6.1

[ Slt).Xt] = [ c~ ]+ [ A~l(L) A~2(L)] [ S 1 ~Xt-1 ] + [ s.e, ], (6.12)
S2~Xt C2 A2l(L) A22(L) a' Xt-1 S2êt

where

(321= - (a22)-102l, (322 = (022)-1 ,which is assumed to exist, c; =Cl' c; =(32lcl + (322C2,

A;l(L) =An(L), A;2(L) =A12(L), A;l(L) =(32lAn(L) +(322A2l(L) ,

A;2(L) = (32lA12(L) + (322A22(L)- (322=(32lA12(L) - (322(I -A22(L)) ,

in short:

Prooi, Substitute G~Xt+S2'a'Xt-l for the expression at the left hand side of

(6.11), substitute (Sl'Sl~Xt-l+S2'O'Xt-1) at the right hand side and

premultiply both sides by G-l to get

~Xt+G-lS2'0'Xt_1 =G-1C+G-1(A(L)(Sl'Sl~Xt-1 +S2'0'Xt-d) +êt #-

~Xt=G-1C+G-1(A(L)-S2'S2)(Sl'Sl~Xt-1 +S2'a'xt-1)+êt·

Writing out the partitioned G, G-l, 0 and A(L) completes the proof lemma 6.1.0

By rearranging the lag polynomial operating on a'xt in (6.12) one can show

Lemma 6.2

Equation (6.12) is equivalent with

[Sl~Xt] = [c~] + [Bn(L) B12(L)] [Sl~Xt-1]+ [Y1]a'xt_l+ [Slê t] , (6.13)
S2~Xt C2 B21(L) B22(L) S2~t-1 Y2 S2êt

where Bll(L) =A;1(L)-A;2(L)a2l, B12(L) = -A;2(L)a22, B21(L ) =A;1(L)-A;2(L)a2l,

B22(L) = -A;2(L)a22, Yl=A;2(1), and Y2=A;2(1),
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with

(1-L)Ä*(L) = A*(1) -A*(L)

and

215

00 i
Ä*(L) =E Ä~Li =E( E A~)Li =E(A*(1) - EA~) Li. (6.14)

i i j=i+l J i j=l J

Proo]. Substitute A*(L)=A*(1)-(1-L)Ä*(L) for the part operating on a'Xt-l in

(6.12) to get

~Xt =c*+A*(L)Sl'Sl~Xt_l+ (A*(1) - (1-L)Ä*(L) )S2'a'Xt-l +êt -#

(6.15)

Writing out the partitioned a, A*(L) and Ä*(L) completes the proof of lemma

6.2. From lemma 6.1 it follows that A*(L) =C-l(A(L) -S2'S2) so that lemma 6.2

completes the proof of proposition 6.1. 0

Corollary 6.1

From (6.13) it follows that Bi2(L ) = -Ä~2(L)a22' i= 1,2, so that the last r

columns of the matrix Bp belonging to the highest lag of a VECM representation

of a finite order CICS model always will be zero. A CICS representation of a

VECM model will in general have one more lag on the first differences of the

series, unless Bp(L )S2' = 0, see also (6.18) below.

Corollary 6.2

The matrix Y =A*(1)S2' =C-l(A(1) -S2'S2)S2' has the same rank as

((A(1)-I)S2')' which has full column rank r, since (A(1)-I) has full rank n by

the assumption of stability of the CICS system, see below (6.25). It thus

follows that ya' has rank r.

Note that both (6.9) and (6.10) have nonsingular covariance matrices for

the innovations, so that ML estimation conditional on a and the initial

observations can be done by OLS.

6.3.2 From vector error correction to Campbell-Shiller, mean growth

In this section we show directly that (6.10) implies (6.9).

Proposition 6.2

Under assumptions 6.1 and using the definitions from §6.3.1 one can

rewrite (6.10), here presented as (6.16), as (6.17)- (6.18):

[Sl~Xt] = [Bll(L ) B12(L ) ] [ Sl~Xt-l] + [Yl]a'Xt_l + [Sl(êt+m)] =+ (6.16)
S2~t B21(L ) B22(L ) S2~Xt-l Y2 S2(êt+ m)

[ SI tut ] = [ All(L) A12(L)] [ S 1 ~Xt-l ] +[ Sl(êt+m) ], (6.17)

a' xt A21(L) A22(L) a' Xt-l a'(êt+m)
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with

All(L) =Bll(L)+B1Z(L)(3Z1' A1Z(L) =Yl +B1Z(L)(1-L)(3zz,

AZ1(L)=0ZI (Bll(L) +B1Z(L)(3Z1) +ozz (BZ1(L)+Bzz(L)(321) ,

Azz(L) =I Z+o ZI (Yl +B1Z(L)(1-L)(3zz) +azz (yz+Bzz(L)(l-L)(3zz),

in short: A(L) = (Gr+Sz')Sz+GB(L)G-l_GB(L)G-lSz'SzL.

Proef, Write (6.16) compactly as

~Xt =B(L)~Xt_1+rO'Xt-l +êt+m.

Premultiply (6.16) by G and add Sz'0'xt-1 to both sides to get

G~Xt+Sz'O'Xt_l =GB(L)~xt_1+(Gy+Sz')a'xt_1+G(êt+ m).

Write (6.17) compactly as

G~Xt+Sz'O'Xt_l =A(L)(G~Xt_l+SZ'a'Xt_z)+G(êt+m).

Chapter 6

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.17a)

Use G~Xt+Sz'O'Xt_l =SI'Sl~Xt+SZ'O'Xt, and note that SZSI' =0 to verify the

equivalence of (6.19) and (6.17):

(6.19) <=>

G~Xt+Sz'a'Xt_l = (Gr+Sz')SZ(Sl'SI~Xt-1+Sz'O'Xt-l) +GB(L)G-l(G~Xt_1+Sz'o'xt-z)

-GB(L)G-lSz'SZ(SI'SI~Xt_Z+Sz'O'Xt_z)+G(êt+m) <=> (6.17a). 0

Since (6.9) is a stabie autoregressive process as in appendix 4.2 one can

use it to derive an explicit formula for the computation of the mean growth

rates of the variables for which a system in the VECM form was estimated:

E( S ]LlXt ] = ( 1]-A 11(1)

Cl! ' x, -AZ1(1)
(6.20)

_ ( I] -B11(1) -Bu(1){3Z1

-aZI (B11(1) +BIZ(1)(3z~-oz2(B21(1)+B22(1)(321)

-r1] -1 (Slm] (6.21)
-o'r a'm

(
11-S1B(1)M -SIr] -]( Slm] = (( 11 0 ]_( SI] (B(1)M r)] -1( ~], ]m.(6.22)

-0'B(1)M -o'r ccm 0 0 0' -.

The expected growth of S2Xt follows now immediately.

(6.23)

since E(a21S1~xt+022SZ~Xt) =0, which is a necessary condition for the

stationarity of o'Xt, which in turn is implied by the assumption concerning

(6.19). Using G' =( SI' 0)' we can rewrite this result in

(6.24)
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(6.25)

One proves easily that the inverse of the matrix between brackets in

(6.25), (I - A(1)), exists under the cointegration restrictions. Suppose that it

does not. Then the determinant of (I - A(1)) is zero. This implies that the

characteristic equation of the CICS system in (6.9) contains a unit root, 1,

in its AR part. This is contradiets the stationarity assumption: the matrix

(I -A(1)) has to be regular.

Interpretation of constant terms'' and matrix i

Under assumptions 6.1 one can interpret sp(,), the space spanned by the

column veetors of " as the set of directions of shocks which have no

permanent effect on the level of Xt. From (6.25) we see that the vector of

constant terms m, which can be regarded as the nonzero mean of the

disturbances in the VECM model, normally leads to linear trend components in

Xt, except when mesp(,). We prove this in

Proposition 6.3

E~Xt=O #- mesp(,).

Prooi. The matrix (I -A(1)) can be written as

H= [ Hl: Hz J, with Hl= [~:: J, Hz=-Gy,

where Hl is nxk, H2 nxr, H11 kxk and H12 rxk. Define the corresponding

partitioned inverse H-l =J = CJl' : J2') " where J1 is kxn and J 2 =rxn, so that

J1H1 = Ik and J1G, =0kxr' From (6.25) it is seen that E~Xt=0 #- G-lSl'SIJGm =0nxl~

J1Gm =0kXl' Using J1G, =Okxr and the regularity of G it follows that E~Xt=0 #

mesp(y). 0

In §A4.2.4 we list the corresponding situations where deterministic

periodically changing means in êt lead to periodically trending means in Xt. A

frequency 112 component in et leads to a periodically trending mean unless its

vector of coefficients lies in the right null space of Cl(-1), with C!(L) the

lag polynomial of the MA representation of (1+L )Xt. A frequency lA component in

ê t leads to a trending frequency lA component unless its vector of coefficients

as defined in (A4.2.19) lies in the right null space of C!(i), with C!(L)

defined analogously. Johansen (1991a) proved proposition 6.3 using a different

parameterization, which we discuss below. In chapter 4 we advised to

seasonally correct the data in such a way that no seasonal unit roots remain

3See §A2.2.2.3 tor

univariate case.

an analog interpretation of constant terms in the
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in the system of transformed variables. The proposed method removes all

variarice in the spectrum at the seasonal frequencies of all the variables so

that the ranks of C(-1) and C(i), and thus the ranks of C!( -1) and C!(i) for

an estimated system of the transformed variables all become zero. Remember

that the spectral density of ~Xt is given by (2tr)-lC(eiw)EC'(eiw ) and that E

is assumed to be full rank.

6.3.3 From vector error correction to common trends

Let us now turn to the MA representation for ~Xt. It is readily derived

by inverting (I -LA(L)) in (6.9), which gives the MA representation for o/Xt

and Sl~Xt. The remauung r equations can be derived from

S2~Xt=S2G-IG~Xt= (a22)-I(a'~Xt-a21Sl~Xt). The key factor for the zero

frequency analysis is (I-A(l)), which is regular by assumption. The MA

representation with nonzero mean growth reads

~Xt=C(L)(êt+m),

with

so that

(6.26)

C(1) =G-lS1'Sl ( Sl'SI-G(B(1)G-lS1' : r))-lG. (6.27)

We write ((SI'SI)+(1-L))(S2'S2)) for M*(L) in (6.2). C(1) clearly has rank k,

because Sl'SI has rank k and G is regular by assumption.

The C(l)-matrix in the MA representation for ~Xt is a matrix of interest.

It represents the cumulative long run impulse responses and is thus

interesting as a multivariate persistenee measure. One can use the proof of

proposition 6.3 to show that shocks in sp(r) have persistenee zero. Economie

theories can be used to associate shocks with persistenee zero to some kind of

cyclical phenomenon, whereas shocks with nonzero persistenee are associated

with something "more structural", like "technology shocks." In some Real

Business Cycle models like those by King et al. (1991), one exploited these

ideas. The C(1)-matrix can be readily factorized as the product of an nxk

matrix Mand a kxn matrix F: C(1) =MF to derive a Common Trends model used in

King et al. (1987) and Stock and Watson (1988). We present an example below.

If we make the additional

Assumptions 6.2

ês=O (s:::;O) and Xo has a nonrandom initial value,

and if we define C*(L) from (l-L)C*(L) =C(L)-C(l) analogously to (6.14) one can

immediately write down a Common Trends specification
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(6.28)

with

M=G-1S
1', j.l=Fm, 'fJt=Fet, F=S1( S1'S1-G(B(1)G-1S1' : r))-1G=S1C(1). (6.29)

The matrix M, which clearly has rank k is the first factor of C(l). It is

clear that (x'M =0 by the definition of G-1. Given the initial value Xo and

given the estimates êt of et using the parameter estimates of the VECM model

obtained by the ML procedure of Johansen (1991a), the permanent component of

x, from (19) as defined in King et al. (1987), Xpt is then just

(6.30)

The assumption implicit in assumptions 6.2, viz. that the stationary

component Xst=x t - xpt =C*(L )êt is at its mean value at time t =0 may not be too

realistic in some macroeconomie applications. Especially European

macroeconomie series that started just after the second world war can be

considered to be somewhat under their mean trend line in their starting

points. International trade series showed extreme growth rates (around 20

percent, see e.g. CBS (1987, §H) in the late forties and in the beginning of

the fifties. Subsequently they returned to "normal" values. This can be

interpreted as a "catching up" effect, related to the accumulation of large

negative shocks or "innovation outliers" to trade in the years before.

Normalizations

Other common trend specifications can be generated by decomposing" C(l)

into M*F*, with M* =Mn and F* =n-1F and Il a regular kxk matrix. Varianee

decompositions as in King et al. (1987) are applied to orthogonalized

innovations. The innovations 'fJt =Fe., which have a permanent effect on the

variabie Xt , can be orthogonalized into innovations 'fJ;=n:Fe, =F* et. One chooses

Il as Il": the inverse of the unique lower triangular Choleski factor of FEF'

with positive diagonal elements, so that n'n: =FEF' and E('fJ;'fJ;') is diagonal.

One can further normalize n* to have ones as diagonal elements by putting

tt: equal to n** =n*D*-t, with D* a diagonal matrix with its (positive) diagonal

elements equal to those of tr . These normalizations do not use economie

theory. One may postmultiply M by a regular kxk matrix P to make its

interpretation easier in the context of the favored theory. Orthogonalization

4King et al. (1991) used A for M, D for F.
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(6.31)

of the innovations can then start from the factorization C(l) = (MP)(P-1F). The

decomposition of the common trend factor C(l)et into interpretable

orthogonalized innovations then looks like this:

C(l)êt=M~t,

with M=MPn, It =D*-ln*, n*n*'=p-1FEF'P-l', F=h-1p-IF, ~t=Fet

and D* defined from u: as above, so that E(~t~t') = ÏJ2.

Discussion of assumptions

The only extra condition, besides those necessary for cointegration, that

we need for the proofs is the regularity of CX22' It implies that the r

variables that are not introduced in first differences in the CICS model must

enter the cointegrating relations with veetors of coefficients that span the

IRT-space. Campbell (1987) needed the regularity of G in his bivariate example

in order to preserve regularity for the variance-covariance matrix GEG' of the

CICS disturbances. This is just the same condition 5
•

In empirical examples with unrestricted ML estimation of the

cointegrating veetors as in Johansen (1991a) this condition will be fulfilled

almost surely. This is no reason for comfort. In order to prevent problems

ansmg from near singularities one should be very· careful not to introduce

irrelevant random walks in the system, since this will mess up traditional VAR

analyses completely. Prior regressionon deterministie trends can make the

situation even worse. Ohanian (1988, 1991) produced some Monte Carlo evidence

on th is in a VAR analysis of the effect monetary shocks on GDP in the U.S.A..

Introduetion of irrelevant stationary variables is not as harmful.

Johansen (1991a) derived an alternative formula for the C(l)-matrix in a

VECM model, using different regularity conditions in the proof. We discuss the

interpretation of his assumption in our context below. King et al. (1987)

derived the Common Trends Specification directly from the MA representation

(6.26) using the Jordan Canonical form of C(l). Warne (1991a,b) used an

analysis similar to ours.

When restrictions are imposed on the cointegrating veetors the

CICS representation can only be derived if all variables that do not enter the

cointegrating relation appear in the first difference equations. If 5

variables enter all cointegrating relations with the same vector of

coefficients (up to a scalar multiplication), at least 5-1 of them must appear

in the first difference equations. It is clear that care must be taken before

5
King et al. (1991, p. 838) made a similar assumption (A3) of "no

singularities in the structural model".
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either one of the parameterizations can be assumed to represent the other.

Once one "knows" the cointegrating veetors Q either by a priori reasoning

from economie theory or by ML estimation it is easy to show that the

corresponding ML estimates of B(1) and Y in (6.24) can be obtained from one

modified multivariate VECM regression (6.10):

(6.32)

with B(L) = -B**(L)(l-L)+B(l), analogous to the decomposition of A*(L) in

(6.14) and below. The set of regression equations (6.32) is just another way

of writing (6.10). Johansen (1989) showed that the ML estimates of the

coefficients in (6.16) conditional on Q can be obtained by simple regression,

so the same holds for (6.32).

6.3.4 Examples

We illustrate the use of the formulae in a numerical and in an economie

example.

Example 6.1

Consider first the following VECM model. According to corollary 6.1, the

last column of BI in (6.10) is chosen to be zero.

[~Xl tJ = [0.50 0.00 J [~Xlt-l] + [-0.30J ( 1 -2 ) [Xlt-1] [ elt +0.40 ] (6.33)

~X2t 0.35 0.00 &2t-l 0.15 X2t-l e2t+1.00

The corresponding CICS model (6.9) is:

[
~Xlt] [0.50 - 0.30] [ ~Xlt-l] [elt +0.4 ] (6.34)

x tt - 2x2t = -0.20 0040 Xlt-l- 2X2t-l + êlt-2ê2t-1.6 .

The matrices of interest in (6.27) read:

G = [i _~), G-l = [~ _~), B(l) = [~:~~ ~:~), C(1) = (5/8) [i ~),

E(~xlt)=3, E(~X2d=1.50, E(xlt-2x2t-1) = -11/3.

The corresponding Common Trends Model (6.28) reads:

This example satisfies the condition mentioned in the previous section

because Q22= -2=1=0. The matrix (Sl'Sl-G(B(1)G-1S
1' : Y) )-lG in (6.25) is the

common factor in the derivation of mean growth rates and the mean of the

cointegrating vector. The inverse exists under the cointegration restrictions.
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Example 6.2

Consider next the second VECM model of King et al. (1987). Their model

contained five US variables in the vector xt' =( y, c, i, m, p), denoting the

real variables output, consumption and investment and the monetary variables

money stock and price level. All variables were logged. Their economie model

for these variables suggested exactly three independent cointegrating veetors

a.1' = ( 1 -1 0 0 0 ), a.2' = ( 1 0 -1 0 0 ) and a.3' = ( 1 0 0 -1 1 ). The first

two cointegrating veetors corresponded to the logs of the "greater ratios"

ln(cjy) and ln(i/y). The third one established an equilibrium relation for the

velocity of money. We can partition a' accordingly so that assumption 1 is

met, by changing the order so that the monetary variables come first and the

real variables come second: x;' =( m, p, y, c, i). In that case we have:

[1-1 0] [~ ~] [~ =~ ]a22= 1 0 -1 in (6.11),M = 1 -1 in (6.28) for x;,M = 1 -1 for Xt.
1 0 0 1 -1 1 0

1 -1 0 1

King et al. (april 1987)6 chose P = [~ ~] and trt» =[; ~] in (6.31).

Using the estimates of the VECM model of B(L) and y and a in (6.16)and an

estimate of the varianee covariance matrix of the residuals of this system, an

estimate of JI*D! in (6.31) and thus of 'Ir in this example is readily derived.

6.3.5 Conditions for VECM, I(2)-ness, and explosive systems

In th is section we present the formulation of the cointegrated VAR in

levels together with a translation of the regularity conditions in the proof

of the Granger representation theorem in Johansen (1991a). The Vector Error

Correction Model (6.10) can be written as a restricted version of a VAR in

levels. Here we follow Johansen (1991a).

Consider a restricted VAR in levels:

~(L)xt = (I-LJI(L) )Xt =êt+m (6.36)

with JI(L)=JI1+JI2L+JI3L2+... +JIP-l, Xt, êt, m defined as in (6.10), and the

restrietion that - ~(1) = JI(1)- In =ra' has rank r <n and that all roots of

6
In this version of the model 11" was chosen to represent the "long run effect

of a unit increase in the real component on the nomlnal variables pand M."

The model was meant to contribute to a debate of the effect of nominal versus

real shocks. As discussion in the real business cycle literature progressed,

the empirical model and its interpretation changed considerably, see King et

al. (1991).
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I!P(z) I= 1 1- zll(z ) I=0 are outside the unit circle or at z =1. Note that we

abstract from seasonal unit roots.

One can rewrite (6.36) as system (6.10) if one defines B(L) in the

VECM system (6.10) from B(L)(l-L)=ll(l)-ll(L) analogously to (6.14). Let Y*(l)

denote Ef=liYi. Then the condition of "balance" used by Johansen7 to derive

the MA representation (6.26) reads:

r J.'Y*(l)aJ. has rank k.

with al.. and r J. nxk-matrices of rank k such that aJ..'a =0 and r J.'r = o.
In our notation Y* (1) can be rewritten as In - B(1)+rot' noting that

00 00 00 00

B(l)=EBi=-E E n,«: I; (i-1)Hi #
i=l i=1 j=i+l i =2

00 00 *
B(l) = - E iH i+ E lli-1n+1n= -H (l)+ra'+ln,

i=1 i=1

so that (6.37) can be rewritten as:

(6.37)

(6.38)

(6.39)

(6.40)

Johansen (1991a) considered yet another reparameterization of (6.9) and

(6.10), namely a vector autoregressive system for Zt' =((aJ..+~Xt)' (a+Xt)'),

where n+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a, i.c, (a'at1a' (see Rao and Mitra

(1971)). Johansen needed condition (6.37) to avoid the possibility of unit

roots in that system, whereas we need the stability of system (6.9) to prove

(6.24). The conneetion between the results shows clearly for the degenerate

case r = o. Rewrite (6.32) as

(6.41)

In the simple case where ra' =0nxn, r J.= In, and a J.= In, rank condition (6.40) can

be replaced by rank(B(l)-ln)=n, which is just a familiar necessary condition

for stationarity of the system for ~Xt in (6.41).

Johansen showed under (6.40) and the stationarity assumption for Zt that

(6.42)

Stock and Watson (1988) also used the parameterization with al..+~Xt and

a +x, instead of Sl~Xt and ocx, to rewrite the Vector MA representation (6.26).

In our derivation we do not explicitly use restrietion (6.37) on (/n - B(l )) and

r. From Johansen (1991a) it follows that these restrietions are necessary to

guarantee the existence of a CI(l,l)-system in the first place, which is

implicit in our assumptions 1. One can illustrate this in the example of the

7Johansen (1991a) denoted Eini in (6.36) by f1t, ~ by {3, ~ by o, P by k and n by

p in (6.10).
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previous section. For Q.l one can use G-1S1' which clearly has rank k, and

Q'G-1S1'= o. From (6.38) we can extract restrietions on B(l) and r. Suppose

that ycsp((In-B(l))Q.l) so that Y.l'(In-B(l))Q.l=O which contradiets (6.38). We

adjust (6.33) accordingly:

Example 6.3

[
.ó.Xlt] = [0.50 0.00] [ .ó.

Xlt-l]
+ [ 0.50] (1 -2) [Xlt-1] [ êlt+0.40] (6.43)

.ó.X2t 0.35 0.00 .ó.X2t-l 0.15 x2t - 1 ê2t+1.00

In th is case r.l'(1n-B(1))Q.l=(0.15 -0.50)(0.50 0.15)'=0, which implies C(l)=O.

The determinant of the corresponding VAR in levels (6.36) is now

(1-0.7L)(1-L)(1-L), and we have a CI(2,1)-system: .ó.xlt and .ó.X2t are 1(1) and

.ó.Q'Xt is 1(0). The mean growth has a trend, but E.ó..ó.xt = 0.88/0.3 and

E.ó..ó.Yt = 0.44/0.3 are constant. In fact Johansen (1992a) proved that a reduced

rank of s < k of the matrix in (6.40) is a necessary condition for the 1(2)-ness

of the components of the VAR. As far as estimation under this restrietion is

concerned Johansen (1992a) remarked that the two reduced rank conditions are

not independent (compare the last terms in (6.41)), which "makes the analysis

rather cumbersome". A simple strategy to avoid the cumbersome techniques is to

test the 1(2)-hypothesis for the component variables first (in the hope .of

rejecting!), before doing multivariate unit root tests. Influence analysis as

suggested in chapter 3 can then be applied quite easily, whereas it would be

costly for the iterative multivariate test for the 1(2)-hypothesis. Example

6.3 il1ustrates that two unit roots in the determinant of the system cannot he

interpreted as a sign of noncointegration per se. It does indicate here that

no linear combination of the variables is stationary.

Next we consider a case where sp((In - B(1))C sp(Q) in

Example 6.4

[
ÁXlt] = [0.00 2.00] [ .ó.X1t-1] + [-0.30] (1 -2) [Xlt-1] [ êlt+0.40] (6.44)

.ó.x2t 0.50 0.00 .ó.X2t-l 0.15 X2t-1 ê2t+1.OO

In this case Y.l'(1n-B(1))Q.l=(0.15 0.30)((1 -0.50)'(1 -2))(1 0.50)'=0. The

determinant of the corresponding system (6.36) is now (1+0.6L-L2)(1-L)(1-L)

which has one root inside, and two roots on the unit circle. The system is

explosive. The last two examples clearly do not meet assumptions 6.1. To learn

that (6.37) is not a sufficient condition for stability, modify r in example

6.3 to get
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Example 6.5

[~Xl t] = [0.50 0.00] [~Xlt-l] + [-0.20] (1 -2) [Xlt-1] [êlt +0.40]

~x2t 0.35 0.00 ~X2t-l -0.50 X2t-l ê 2t +1.00

225

(6.45)

Here r.L'(1n-B(1))0!.L=(0.5 -0.20)(0.5 0.15)'~0. Nevertheless the determinant of

the corresponding system (6.36) is (1-2.3L+0.86L2)(1-L) which has one root

inside the unit circle so that the system is still explosive. As we stated

earlier in our discussion of univariate unit root tests in §A2.2.2.6 it is

important to check the stability of the autoregression before the application

of Johansen's LR test, see §6.6.1. Otherwise the observed high canonical

correlation between first differences and levels in an explosive system could

falsely be interpreted as a sign of cointegration. The same effect can occur

if one neglects deterministic changes in mean growth, see Ooms and Van Dijk

(1992).

6.4 Trend stationary processes and quadratic trends

An empirically relevant limitation of the set-up in the previous section,

is that trend stationary components, i.e. components that are 1(0) around a

deterministie trend, cannot be generated by (6.9). The stationarity of a

component, say Xit, can only be established if e/C(l) = 0, with ei the i-th

unit vector, see (6.28). The condition ei'C(l) =0 implies also that

E~Xit=ei'C(l)m=Oso that Xit cannot be both 1(0) and trending. We do not want

to make the assumption of mean stationarity of the I(O)-combinations O!.i'Xt

(as in assumptions 6.1) in this section. In order to generalize th~ set-up to

include trend stationary components, or cointegrating veetors with a

deterministic trend, one has to introduce a trending mean for the distur bances

êt. If one does not impose restrictions on the coefficients of the trend, the

variation in Xt can become dominated by quadratic trends.

Consider the following extended version of system (6.9):

(1 -LA(L)) [S l~Xt] =G(êt+mO+mlt).
o ' x,

(6.46)

This system is parameterized as a trend stationary VAR in the variables Sl~t

and OI.'Xt • It is thus equivalent to the system in (A4.2.1) where we derived the

time varying mean of the components of such a VAR system. Note that (6.23) is

not valid in this context. Using (A4.2.2) and the notation of th is chapter''

one obtains

8Substitute «Sl.axt>' (O!'xt>') for Xt, (I-A(L)) for f/>(L), GmiJ Gmo for miJ ma.
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So instead of (6.23) one gets

ES 2D,.Xt ={12IESID,.Xt+ {122ED,.oI.'Xt ={12IESID,.Xt+ (122S2(I -A(l) )-lGml ,

so that by premultiplying with G-ISI', noting (6.20) and rewriting (6.27) as

C(l) = G-ISI'SI(I -A(l) )-IG,

one obtains

+G-1S2'S2(I -A(l))-IGml · (6.47)

One sees that X t contains a quadratic trend if C(l)ml;é o. One can prove

analogously with proposition 6.3 that C(l)ml;é 0 # mI~sp(r). This corresponds to

the results in Johansen (1991b, eq. (2.3)). If we compare this analysis with

the univariate model in §A2.2.2.3, one could call mo and mI reduced form

parameters with no clear interpretation. Let ED,.Xt = /-Lo +/-Lit be a short hand

notation for (6.47), /-Lo and /-LI can then be seen as structural parameters,

where (6.47) establishes the rather complex relation between (mo,ml) and

(/-LO,/-LI). The statistical analysis becomes complex as weU, as one can see

below. Johansen (1991b) discussed five cases. We reproduce these cases in

table 6.1 for later use.

Table 6.1 Deterministic terms and "structural" interpretation

Trends, means

case Restrictions on mO,ml In components In "cointegrating" veetors

.;, o;émo~sp(r) A 0 ;éml~Sp(r) quadratic linear

U o;émo~sp(r) A 0 ;émi ESp(r) linear linear

Ui O;émo~sp(r) Aml=O linear constant

i,u. o;émoESp(r) A mI=0 constant constant

u. mo=O Aml=O zero zero

NOTES: quadratic and linear concern trends, constant and zero concern means.

Model is (6.46), notati on is from §6.3.1.

Johansen developed the statistical theory for all these models over a

period of five years. In our simple framework where only cointegrated systems

of orders (1,1) are considered one can already distinguish between (n -1)·5
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types of restrictions on the VAR! All of these restricted models can be

interesting, either as a null or as an alternative hypothesis. If one is only

interested in the stochastic part of the model, the deterministic terms are

nuisance parameters. Those are still important if one wants to do some

statistical tests. Johansen (1992c) showed that LR tests on unit roots in the

the stochastie part of the dynamics are (asymptotically) nonsimilar to the

çonfiguration of the deterministie terms. We discuss statistical tests below.

Example 6.5

Here is an example of a trend stationary cointegrating vector in a

bivariate VAR, mI ESp(y) so that no component contains a quadratic trend. We

are thus in case U. The "cointegrating vector" is trivial. This makes

computation of (6.47) simple, Since {JZI =0, only the last line of (6.47) is

needed to compute E6.xzt. Component x lt is /(1), xzt is /(0) but nonstationary

in mean.

[
6.Xlt] = [0..50 0.00] [6.X1t-1] +[-0.30] (0 1.00) .:+[êlt+0.40-0.20t],
6.XZt 0.35 0.00 6.XZt-l 0.15 XZt-l êzt+1.00+0.10t

[
0.50 0.00] [-5.0 -10.0] [0.50 -0.30]

G=G-l=/z,B(l)= , C(l)= , A(l)= .'
0.35 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.35 1.15

E [6.X1t] = [-0050 -0.30] -~ [[-0.2t] + [0.4] _[0.50 -0.30] [-0.50 -0.30] -1 [-0.2]]
Xu 0.35 -0.15 O.lt 1.0 0.35 1.15 0.35 -0.15 0.1

6.5 Estimating pushing trends and pulling equilibria

6.5.1 Deterministic trends

The deterministic part of the common trends can be estimated by a simple

multivariate static regression of Xt on a constant and a trend. The residual

is then used as an estimate of the stationary zero mean variable Yt that can

be used to analyze the stochastie part of the trend in a second stage. King et

al. (1991) followed this popular approach. In small samples regression on a

trend has marked-. influence on the residual autocorrelations (cf. Anderson

(1971, p.614)), which may be undesirable.

A second approach is to perform univariate unit root tests for all

variables as a first step. Next impose unit roots that are not rejected and

estimate the implicit univariate trends by a simple static regression on a
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constant or by computing the time varying mean as in §A4.2.2. Estimating a

trend by regression of the first differences on a constant leads to the simple

estimator (Yr - Yl) / (T -1), which is obviously very robust to out liers in all but

the first and the last observation. The influence of the different

observations on the estimates in a regression of the levels on a constant and

a trend is more evenly distributed. Still, observations far away from the

sample mean have a bigger influence. If one wants to avoid the risks

associated with this improper detrending in small samples, a rather low

significanee level of the unit root tests is in order. In subsequent

(multivariate) analysis, notably Granger noncausality analysis, several

authors showed the effects of (im)proper detrending to be rather important

(Kang (1985), Ohanian (1991)).

A third approach is to apply multivariate unit root tests in a VAR with

an appropriate number of deterministic regressors, to impose the unit roots

and to estimate the implicit multivariate trend in (6.47). In this way the

deterministic and the stochastic part of the trend are estimated

simultaneously. In a simultaneous method, like the maximum likelihood

procedure one can impose the restrietion that the estimator of the

cointegrating vector is not only I (0), but mean stationary as well, i.e, not

trending. Such a cointegrating vector removes the stochastic and the

deterministic part of the trend. This extra restrietion of deterministic

cointegration makes sense in some economie applications, see e.g. Ogaki (1992,

§3).

A fourth approach is to regress the first principal component of the

multiple series x, on a trend. Asymptotically the empirical varianee of the

deterministic part grows proportionally to T2, whereas the varianee of

stochastic I(l)-part only grows proportionally to the sample size T. One

expects that the first principal component is dominated by the deterministic

part if the mean growth is not too small compared to the varianee of the

innovations in the permanent component of the series. In many real

macroeconomie time series this mean growth is considerable.

In choosing among these four methods one has the usual problem of

weighting bias and efficiency of the different procedures. The multivariate

method is only preferabie if one is convineed of "correct specification" and

if the number of observations is sufficiently large.

6.5.2 Estimating the stochastie part of the trend

After one has removed the deterministic trend, the stochastic trends or

1(1)-components are likely to dominate the variation in the series, provided
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they are "big" in the sense of Cochrane (1988), i.e. if the C(I) matrix in

(6.28) is nonnegligibie. In this section we assume this is the case.

Maximum varianee approach

The components with the maximum varianee in a principal component

analysis will be highly correlated with the stochastic trends in the system.

The principal component approach, used by Stock and Watson (1988) as part of

their testing procedure does not take advantage of the information in the

autocorrelations and is not scale invariant. The statistical interpretation of

the orthogonal components is straightforward. Naturally the estimates are not

sensitive to dynamic misspecification. When changes in the variables have the

same comparable dimension, as is the case for e.g. growth rates, interest

rates, or exchange rates, the scale problem might not be too serious, or easy

to circumvent, see e.g. Koedijk and Schotman (1989). The application in the

analysis of the different quarters of a seasonal series can also serve as an

example, where scale problems are not so serious, see §4.4.

Predictability approach

A rather different approach, which takes account of possible

autocorrelation and which avoids the scale problem is the "canonical" analysis

of Box and Tiao (1977). In this approach independent linear combinations of

the variablès are selected and ordered according to their relative one step

ahead forecast error variance. Let ttv denote such linear combination. Box

and Tiao defined the quantity Ai as a measure of the predietability9 of a

linear combination of the levels of a series from the past by

(6.48)

where f/y 1-1 is the expectation of fi'y conditional on past history up to

time t -1, and a~ denotes the sample varianee of z. In the VAR model they used

Ai simply corresponds to the multiple correlation coefficient R2 of the

implicit equation for f/y.

If the dynamic model is linear (and Gaussian), the expected value f/yl"':l

is the minimal mean squared error one step ahead forecast of t.v- The

predictability measures Ai of the linear combinations fi'y are computed as the

eigenvalues and corresponding n linearly independent eigenveetors of

FO(y)-1·(Fol_1(Y)), with Fo(Y) the sample variancejcovariance matrix of Yt and

FOl-l(y) the sample variancejcovariance matrix of one step ahead predictions

9
See J ewell and BIoomfield (1983) for standard definitions of thls concept in

the time series literature.
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of y. If Y follows an AR(l) process'" Yt =-~lYt-l +ê t , one has

F01-1(Y) =~lÎ'O(Y)~l" and the ,\-values are just the squared canonical

correuuiotis" of Yt and Yt-l' i.e. the eigenvalues of

Q, = (y'y)-l(Y'Y_I)(Y_z'Y_I)-l(Y~IY)' (6.49)

where 1= 1, Y = [Yl+l Y2+1 .•. YT]', and Y- l = [YlY2'" YT-l]"

The eigenvectors corresponding to the low eigenvalues yield the most

white noise like linear combinations. The eigenvectors corresponding to the

large eigenvalues yield the (nearly) nonstationary ones.

This analysis was originally developed for (nearIy non) stationary

series. The matrix Ql is just the product of the transposed coefficient

matrices of the second and first mu1tivariate regressions of Yt and Yt-l, - ~~'

and -~l': Ql=~;'~l" This means one can use results derived for OLS estimators

of AR parameters in nonstationary models here, see e.g. Tiao and Tsay (1989,

p. 172). One can successfully apply the canonical correlation analysis on

nonstationary series as weIl.

Fountis and Dickey (1989, §3) studied the case where the number of common

trends varies from 0 to 1 in an n-variate autoregressive system. They

suggested the one left eigenvector corresponding to the Ieft null space of

~(1), i.e. I +~l in an AR(l) process, as an estimate of what they called the

"canonical unit root process". Fountis and Dickey also noted the asymptotic

equivalence of the estimator of the eigenvector with eigenvalue closest to

zero in their analysis and the largest eigenvalue of T-2y'y, which is

equivalent to the largest principal component in the maximum varianee

approach. Fountis and Dickey called their estimator "an extension of Box and

Tiao's (1977) approach for the stationary case." Ahn and Reinsel (1990) also

extended Box and Tiao's procedure for nonstationarities at frequency zero.

Both papers supplied a test for unit root nonstationarity as weIl.

The predictability interpretation of the parameters of the VAR has a

straightforward intuitive appeal. The interpretation does not crucially depend

definitions of

to which

all jointlyof

in

extent

set

used

the

the

arecorrelations

which measure

fluctuation in

for a singular covariance matrix of the disturbances, each

model can of course be rewritten as an AR( 1) in companion

obtains n(p-l) unit canonical correlations belonging to the

equations Yt-i=Yt-i+O, i=2 ,3 , ... ,p. See Fountis and Dickey
application in the multivariate unit root literature. The Àis

as the R2s of the equations with positive residual varianee,

10U one allows

finite order AR(p)

form. One then

extra definition

(1989) for an

are then taken

see (6.50) below.

llIn econometrics squared canonical

generalized correlation coefficients,

systematic relationships explain the

dependent vartables. cf. Hooper (1959).
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on the I (1)-assumption of the underlying series. This is an advantage over the

Vector Error Correction and Common Trends interpretations, which need the

I (1)-assumption.

In economie time series it is not only relevant to distinguish between

stationary and nonstationary components, or to separate components with a

large random walk and components with a small random walk. The distinction

between predictabie and unpredictable components may be just as interesting.

One often examines predictability in the stock market. Predictability in

excess returns is interpreted as a sign of either the "inefficiency" of

markets or the "irrationality" of the agents, see, e.g, BaiIlie (1989).

It has been argued for 30 years that one should add a(n important)

nonlinear component to the model in order to make the statistical analysis

useful for this end. See Lo (1991) for a list of references. Using the test

statistic in (2.30) Lo did not find clear statistical evidence of "long run

nonlinearity in mean" in U.S. stock prices, though.

One sees easily that the limit of À for Ip I-+1 of f/Yt =et/{1-pL) equals

1, whereas the corresponding limit for p-+O is zero. Components for which À-+ 1,

coincide with the common trends. Note that one can have À-+l for periodic

predictabie series as weIl, take e.g. p-+ -1. WeIl known U.S. economists

sometimes neglected this fact in discussions on unit root like behavior, see

Christiano and Eichenbaum (1990, p. 37, eq. (13)). It can be important in

quarterly series with I!(1) or I i( 1)-like serial correlation, i.e. series with

seasonal integration. Examples are Yt= -Yt-1+ êt and Yt= -Yt-2+êt. The Box-Tiao

procedure can be used to find the most predictabie seasonal trends at a

particular seasonal frequency only if the nonstationarity at other frequencies

has been removed first. Here we do not consider these seasonal conmum trends.

Components for which À-+O coincide with relationships between the original

variables of a "statie" form. If the original series are (nearly)

nonstationary these components are special cases of cointegrating vectors, or

equilibrium relations. Note that this corresponds to an R2 of zero for the

last r equations in a CICS model12 (6.17). In this respect the canonical

analysis of Box and Tiao was "cointegration" analysis "avant la lettre.,,13 If

simple statie forms of cointegrating relations exist, it follows that the

parameterizations of the VAR can be simplified. Canonical correlation

techniques are often applied in the search for so-called parsimonious

12In an AR(1), where B(L)=O, this can occur if 01.''1=-12.

13Their analysis also contained a forecast error variance decomposition, one of

the key elements of modern time series analysis of macroeconomie data, see

Sims (1980, §C).
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parameterizations with fewer parameters than the unrestricted VAR. Tiao and

Tsay (1989) contains a comprehensive discussion, cf. §7.5.4 below.

The canonical correlations derived from (6.49) can be seen as

multivariate generalizations of the squared ordinary sample autocorrelations

of a series. Gourieroux and Peaucelle (1989) used these correlations in the

context of a VMA model to detect simplifying structures. They introduced the

term codependenee at lag 1 to indicate cases where Q, =:f:. 0 and Ai=0 for some i at

lag l: The autocorrelation for the corresponding linear combination of the

original variables "cuts off" at an earlier point than the multivariate

autocorrelation. Kugler and Schwendener (1990) derived tests for codependenee

using estimates of VAR models, Ahn and Reinsel (1988) used the concept of a

multivariate partial autocorrelation function.

Tiao and Tsay (1989) presented a related analysis in VARMA models and

introduced the term Scalar Component Models. They employed tests for A=0 which

have standard X2 limit distributions. Below we discuss a test for A=1. As we

know multivariate unit root tests often have nonstandard limit distributions.

Cointegration approaches

A third indirect method to compute the stochastic part of the trend uses

cointegration theory. An estimate of the common trends representation (6.28)

can be derived from the estimates of a VECM model and its disturbances,

provided one first obtained estimates of the cointegrating veetors o; This

implies that every method to estimate cointegrating veetors in a C1(1,1)

system simultaneously pro duces estimates of the common trends. These results

do not always generalize easily to cointegrated systems of other orders.

Gourieroux et al. (1987, corollary ..23) showed for example that the

I (1)-assumption is essential if one wants to estimate the "short run"

parameters by OLS conditional on the first stage OLS estimate of Ol in so

called cointegrating regression, introduced in §6.5.3. They proved that the

OLS estimators of these parameters are only consistent if Yt is integrated of

order d, with 3/4 < d < 5/4. The choice of estimator for a cointegration vector

must thus be done carefully. It is already difficult to check the assumption

of 1(1) versus 1(0), let alone to check integration of order ä» 3/4 versus

d < 3/4.

6.5.3 Estimating pulling equilibria

In the previous section we saw that the estimation of trends and

equilibria in the Cl(1,1) model often occur simultaneously. This holds for

other methods as weIl.
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Minimum variance approach, principal components

In the principal component approach the "last" principal components with

the smallest varianee can be considered as reasonable estimates of equilibrium

relations.

Nonpredictability approach, another conneetion with cointegration

In the canonical decomposition method of Box and Tiao the least

predictable, white noise like, components can be interpreted as equilibrium

relations as weIl. One can extend their method to other forecast horizons, so

as to make it even better comparable with cointegration analysis. By

definition stationary combinations have a constant mean. The forecast of a

stationary variable, conditional on a fixed information set converges to its

mean as the forecast horizon recedes. This entails that the analysis of Box

and Tiao of (infinitely) long series applied to longer forecast horizons will

ultimately lead to components which have predictability zero at an infinite

horizon. All cointegrating veetors have predictability zero, the common trends

have predictability one at longer horizons.

There are several ways to generalize the analysis of Box and Tiao. Take

the AR( 1) case as an example. The generalization we suggest here is to do a

canonical correlation analysis of Yt and Yt-l using Q" One then effectively

uses a so-called "shifted" VAR model, Yt= -4>llYt-1-1+ê;t by aLS. Kool (1989)

studied the stationary version of this model in extensive detail. The

coefficient matrices ( - ~1)' correspond to the parameters of the

MA representation of the process, which are at the heart of impulse response

analysis and varianee decompositions. In a shifted VAR model those coefficient

matrices are, estimated directly. It is known under quite general conditions

that the largest eigenvalues of the aLS estimators ~1 are consistent

estimators of the unit root eigenvalues of the system, see Tsay and Tiao

(1990, Theorem 6.2). The most important necessary condition is that the order

of the estimated AR model is large enough. The same holds for the aLS
estimators of the shifted system or the reverse system'" Yt= -4>;Yt+1+ê;. In the

AR( 1) case the forecast of Yt into the far future, 1im Yt+llt' equals
1+00

lim( - 4>d
'Yt

=C(l)~t, the common trend term in the Beveridge-Nelson (1981)
1+00
decomposition of Yt, see (6.6). By assumption the eigenvalues of 4>1 are either

on or inside the unit circle. Since we do not consider seasonal unit roots

they are either one or inside the unit circle. The eigenvalues of (4)1 )00' are

thus only zero or one. The eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues

14
The nonstatlonary elgenvalues

corresponding elgenvalues of

equal.

of

the

the reverse system

standard system.

are the inverses of

For roots they

the

are
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of 0-00' are equivalent to those of the veetors of the left nuU space of the

long run varianee C( 1)L'C(1)' and thus to the veetors of the kernel of C(1)'.

They are cointegrating veetors a of the system. The eigenveetors corresponding

to the unit eigenvalues give the linear combinations of the components that

generate random walks.

Here .we do not consider trivial unit canonical correlations introduced by

deterministie terms or by rewriting a higher order AR model (A4.2.1) as an

AR(l) model in companion form as in

[

Xt ] [- ~1 - ~2 mI (mI+ma) ] [ X t - 1.] [êt]
Xt-l _ I 0 0 0 x, _2 + 0
t - 0 0 1 1 t -1 O·
1 0 00 1 1 0

(6.50)

One can plot the ,\-values, the ordered predictabilities of the linear

combination of the components of Yt, as a function of the prediction horizon

1. To paraphrase Cochrane (1988): "One can teIl how big the noncointegration

in the series is." From a data analytic point of view the use of (6.49) is

interesting, since it brings higher order sample autocorrelations into play,

which areneglected in other approaches to estimate equilibria. It seems odd

not to use long run autocorrelations to estimate long run equilibria.

Another way to generalize the Box-Tiao method to estimate cointegrating

veetors is to use multi step ahead predictions. For an AR(1) model this would

require the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenveetors of

(6.51)

This is not a true canonical correlation matrix for 1>1, so that

predictabilities derived from (6.51) can turn out to be greater than one. For

non explosive models one would expect the eigenvalues of QT to be close to or

smaller than one for reasonably large 1. One can conjecture that the

distribution of the eigenvalues of QT is not as easy to use as the

distribution of the eigenvalues of Q,. The nonlinear transformation of the OlS

matrix can lead to occasional very large eigenvalues for large 1. We find the

eigenvalues of (6.49) easier to interpret. We suggest a simple degrees of

freedom adjustment in the application in §7.5.2.

Cointegration approaches and regression approaches

If the equilibria are of more immediate interest than the trends, one

should try to estimate the cointegrating veetors directly. Application of

maximum 1ike1ihood in the VAR model with Gaussian disturbances boils down to

the maximization of the partial squared canonical correlation between levels
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and first differences. Johansen (1992d) developed this approach in great

detail and supplied the corresponding statistical analysis of the estimates as

weIl. We discuss this approach in conneetion with unit root tests in §6.6.

Regression estimation, which one could call a "directed l 5 minimum variance

approach", has the advantage that it is applicable to a wider range of models

than only theVAR. It has the important disadvantage that, one should know

beforehand that the regressors Y2t are not cointegrated, in particular that

they are 1(1).

One can interpret the procedure in the context of the CICS model of §6.3.

One normalizes the matrix of cointegrating veetors Ct with a hypothesized rank

r so that Ct22 = 12. This can be achieved by rearranging the original variables

in an appropriate way, as we showed in example 6.2. One subsequently carries

out the multivariate regression of (S2Yt)' on (SIYt)' (and a constant) to get

an estimate of Ct21' cf. (6.17):

(6.52)

This estimator is (super)consistent as long as (t is I(d), with d < 1, see

Cheung and Lai (1993, p. 106). The choice of the regressands is not data

based. The resulting estimates for the cointegrating space spanned by the

column veetors of (&21 -12 )' depend on this choice. The identification of the

parameters must be checked beforehand. One must choose the regressands so that

Ct22 has full rank r, or, equivalently, so that the appropriately normalized

moment matrix of the regressors, i.c. LOO= I im T-2~YtYt', has full rank k
16

. In
T+oo

other words: the regressors may not be cointegrated.

In traditional econometrie models one can incorporate reasonable

exogeneity assumptions about Yt such as the independenee of SIYt and S2êt at

different time lags. Correctly imposing these restrietions can improve the

asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of Ct21. Phillips (1991) provided an

extensive discussion.

One way is to extend the right hand side of regression equations (6.52)

with present and lagged differences of SIYt and S2Yt, and estimate the

equation by 2SLS with lagged levels of Yt as. instrumental variables for the

present differences of Yt. One then directly estimates the so-called Bewley

15
HiIlier (1990) analyzed direetion estimators in an econometrie context.

16In the notatlon of Engle and Granger (1981) we choose q=vec(S2'),

Their identification condition then reads Q'(12~Eoo)Q=12~SIEooSl'

rank rk #' SI E OoSl' has fuIl rank k.

Q=128S1' ·

has fuIl
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representation, see Hylleberg and Mizon (1989). The resulting estimators of

a21 in the just identified equation are equal to the indirect least squares

estimators for a21 in an equation where only lagged differences are added. The

latter approach can be applied to I (0)-processes as weU if one modifies the

notion of equilibrium relation, see e.g. Alogoskoufis and Smith (1990). These

simple estimators, which were often used to measure "long run equilibrium

responses" in single equation analysis, unfortunately do not have finite

sample moments in the standard case with Gaussian disturbances, see Mariano

(1982). This may partly explain why estimates across comparable data sets are

so disparate, see Bewley and Fiebig (1990).

If one only assumes instantaneous independenee of SlYt and S2êt at lag 0,

one can improve the efficiency of single equation estimators by adding leads

of the differenced series as weIl, cf. Phillips and Loretan (1991a), King et

al. (1991), Saikkonen (1991). Campbell and Perron (1991) reproduced some key

formulae. These approaches were also generalized to produce confidence

intervals for the normalized coefficients of the cointegrating vectors. Perron

and Campbell (1992, §4.3) discussed the identification issues in the

application of significanee tests in likelihood ratio procedures of Johansen

(1991a) and Ahn and Reinsel (1990).

Phillips and Loretan (1991a) reviewed a number of single equation methods

to estimate equilibrium relations. They used asymptotic theory and Monte Carlo

simulations in the evaluation. Some of these methods involve nonlinear

optimization.

Boswijk (1992, chapters 2,3,6) discussed a number of results in this

field in detail17
• He concentrated on the case with Gaussian errors where

(S2 -S2L Sl'(SlLSl')-lSl)êt is an inno1Jation process relative to the present and

past of SlYt and 11 =0, so that SlYt is weakly exogenous in the sense of Engle

et al. (1983) for the parameter veetors 12 and a, as proved by Johansen

(1992b). For the Gaussian VECM model th is implies S2LSl' = 0rxk, i.e.

independenee of Slêt and S2êt. For the CICS model th is implies A12(1) =0kxr'

The assumption on the disturbances is maintained and can be used to identify

the shocks. The restrietion on 1 is overidentifying and can be tested.

Frequency dODlain approach

An alternative way to estimate the space of cointegrating veetors is to

compute the left null space of the spectrum of the first differences of the

series at the frequency zero, see §6.2.2. This approach also enables one to

use the information in higher order sample autocorrelations. Many

17
He used Xt, Yt, Zt, p, and a2 for Yt, S1Yt, S2Yt, a, and 1'1.
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semi-parametrie alternatives exist to estimate the spectrum at the zero

frequency. Phillips and Ouliaris (1988, 1990) used this approach, which also

takes a more direct look at the long run correlations.

These methods are all interesting alternatives to estimate pulling

equilibria next to the application of maximum likelihood in the Gaussian VAR

model. Bewley et al. (1991) compared the finite sample efficiency of the

Box-Tiao and Johansen approach in a first order VECM model. The Box-Tiao

procedure seemed to come out on top.

An advantage of the minimum varianee procedure of Stock and Watson and

the minimum predictability procedure of Box and Tiao over the maximum

likelihood procedure of Johansen18 is the orthogonality of the estimated trend

components. It gives a data based orthogonalization.

6.6 Multivariate tests for unit roots

Over the last five years the number of tests for noncointegration has

grown steadily. Gregory (1991) surveyed fourteen of them in the context of a

simple bivariate model with an exogenous variable, Other tests can be found in

Boswijk (1992) and Fountis and Dickey (1989). A number of these tests are

univariate tests on residuals [rom cointegrating regressions or other

estimates of deviations from "equilibrium relations". The computation of these

test statistics follows the lines of §A2.2.2.4.

Phillips and Ouliaris (1990, Appendix B) computed asymptotic similar

critical regions for a number of these tests. They discussed cases where r =0

under the null and r =1 under the alternative. MacKinnon (1991) estimated

number of observations dependent critical values for finite samples for three

significanee levels.

The cointegrating regression approach for testing multivariate unit roots

is only of practical interest if there are n -1 exogenous variables which are

uncorrelated with the disturbances at all lags, or if all cointegrating

regresslons are independent, each having a credible interpretation.

If one does not want to order the variables a priori in exogenous and

endogenous variables of any kind, multivariate unit root tests are in order.

Most univariate test statistics mentioned in §A2.2.4 have multivariate

analogs.

6.6.1 Models with p=1 and zero mean

The most straightforward statistics to use in multivariate unit root

18
If applied to an AR model of lag order p>l.
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testing are the eigenvalues of the OLS estimate of the coefficient matrix

( - q>l) in a multivariate AR( 1) regression:

Yt =(- q>l )Yt-l +Vt· (6.53)

If the number of eigenvalues far from one is higher than the hypothesized

number, the null hypothesis must be rejected. In the maximum likelihood

approach proposed by Johansen one uses a multivariate analog of the

Dickey-Fuller regression, see also §A2.2.2.6:

(6.54)

combined with the second auxiliary regression

(6.55)

The eigenvalues of the product of the OLS estimates of (- q>l - I) *, and

( - q>1 - I)', i.e. the squared canonical correlations of ~Yt and Yt-l' are used to

test the cointegrating rank r of the system. A number of significant canonical

correlations higher than the hypothesized rank r indicates a rejection of the

corresponding hypothesis of n - r unit roots in the system.

Note that in this approach eigenvalues of (- q>1 - I) > 0, which are usually

seen as an indication that the estimated system is explosive, result in high

canonical correlations as weIl! The tables belonging to the Stock-Watson test

indicate that this possibility of an estimated explosive root is negligible if

the variables are demeaned and all roots of the system are stable or one, see

appendix A6.1. Johansen derived maximum likelihood estimators for the

cointegrating veetors in a VECM model with Gaussian disturbances and fixed

initial values. To obtain these veetors one computes the eigenvectors of the

following generalized eigenvalue problem19 to solve for i\ in

I i\Y-1'Y-1-Y-1'(Y -Y-1)((Y -Y-1)'(Y -y_1))-I(y -Y-1)'Y-1 1 =o. (6.56)

Note that the squared canonical correlations and canonical variates are

solutions of this problem. Johansen (1988) chose the canonical correlation

normalization of the eigenveetors E so that E'Y-l'Y-1E= In.

The statistics of both methods are properly scaled by a multiplication by

the sample size T, just as the "normalized bias" tests in the univariate unit

root tests.

19
Here the determinantal expression can be simplified by premultiplication with

(Y-1'Y_1)-1. AsymptoticaUy (Y-1'Y-1) does not have fuU rank. The princlpal

component procedure of Stock and Watson uses this property by selecting

eigenveetors of y'y with small eigenvalues. In generallzations of the Johansen

procedure Y-1 is sometimes extended with a constant or a trend, see §A6.1.1.
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A third method is to examine the long run covariance matrix V of ~Yt,

i.e. 21T times its spectrum at the frequency zero, for singularities. Phillips

and Ouliaris suggested time domain (weighted autocovariance) methods to

estimate V:

(6.57)

with wsl = 1- sj (l + 1), i.e. the Bartlett estimator.

Gregory (1991) discussed alternative estimators, like the Parzen estimator.

The trace test statistic for which Phillips and Ouliaris developed asymptotic

statistical theory reads

p y =T tr[VT(y'Y)-l]. (6.58)

Py can also be seen as a multivariate analog of a variamee ratio
20

test: For21

1= T -1 and u, = ~Yt, TVT is the multivariate analog of the varianee time function

of ~Yt at T, which we defined in (2.21). It should not be surprising that one

needs to use the residuals of a first order autoregression rather than the

first differences themselves in the construction of Py to get a consistent

test. Otherwise Py would become a complicated estimator of a unit matrix.

Phillips and Ouliaris (1990) noted 22
: "tV is a direct estimate of the

covariance matrix of Yt, while T-l(y'y) is simply the observed sample moment

matrix." We apply univariate techniques to estimate scalar V's in §7.4.7.3.

The correspondence of a: and Py is striking. In an AR(1) model the term

T-l~IY_l'y_l~I' should become proportional to T-1LtC(1)çtçt'C(1)' as l.T~OO,

and ljT~o. It is just another estimator of the varianee matrix of the long run

forecasts of Yt.

6.6.2 Deterministic terms and serial correlation in AR(l) residuals

The asymptotic distribution of the statistics of Stock and Watson and

Johansen depend on the presence of a nonzero or possibly trending mean and on

the presence of serial correlation in Vt. We discussed different univariate

approaches to this problem in §A2.2.4. Most univariate extensions that make

unit root tests similar to nuisance parameters characterizing the .serial

20Homonymous with VRi in §A3.2, which is used to test for parameter stability

of the varianee of the disturbances.

21phillips and Ouliaris assumed l=o(T). In order for a useful test to appear I

must not be chosen too large. 1=[rO·9 ] is most probably too large.

22
They used a different notation.
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correlation have been generalized to the multivariate case. Stock and Watson

(1988) generalized both the normalized bias tests of Phillips and Perron

(1988) and Dickey et al. (1984). This made their approach useful for ARMA

models as weU. We discuss the implementation of their "filtering" approach in

more detail in appendix 6.1.

Johansen generalized the augmented likelihood ratio tests of Dickey and

Fuller. For this test one simply extends the sets of regressors of (6.54) and

(6.55) with a sufficient number of lags of ~Yt. Depending on the cases i - u.

discussed in §6.4 one also extends the set of regressands in (6.55) Yt-l or

the set of regressors with a constant and a trend. The asymptotic nuU

distributions of the resulting test statistics differ from case to case, which

makes it difficult to develop a sensible testing strategy. We list the test

statistics and some corresponding asymptotic distributions in appendix 6.1.

Johansen (1992c) discussed a "specific to general" test procedure to deal with

the different distributions of the test statistics under null hypotheses of

interest. Johansen developed the procedure for VAR models with known order p,

but it can be expected to work for ARMA models as well if one extends the

arguments of Said and Dickey (1984) to the multivariate case.

The generalization of the test of Phillips and Perron (1988) is

asymptotically robust to some forms of heteroskedasticity. The trace test of

Phillips and Ouliaris is as weIl. This robustness of validity depends

crucially on the robustness of the estimator for the spectrum of Vt at the

frequency zero. In finite samples the quality of the 8artlett estimator of

(6.57), which use was propagated in econometrics by Newey and West (1987), is

not always too impressive.

Finite sample validity

These robust estimators have already been shown to be inferior in

robustness of validity to the augmentation or filtering approaches under null

hypotheses with simple univariate ARMA processes for Vt• Those essentially

provide parametrie alternatives to estimate the nuisance parameter23 V. One

cannot recommend these robust estimators in small samples.

The number of Monte Carlo studies on the finite sample performance of the

different multivariate unit root tests is growing steadily. The development of

degrees of freedom corrections, which have been so successful to improve the

finite sample performance of many asymptotically valid variabie addition

tests, is still in its infancy. It is probably a sensible procedure to replace

the normalization factor T by the asymptotically equivalent factor

231n §A2.2.2.1 and A2.2.2.4 V was approxlmated by C2(T~. In (2.30) ;'2 denoted V.
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T*=(T-n(p-l)), see Reinsel and Ahn (1992). This results in asymptotically

equivalent procedures if the lag length p is o(T). In the Johansen procedure

the normalization of the eigenvalues Ai by T is preceded by a transformation

ln(1+Ai) in order to make the test statistic equivalent to the likelihood

ratio test statistic, see the appendix for an example. For many critical

values for Ai this approximation is very poor even in relatively large

samples. We therefore prefer the use of T*·Ai instead of T·ln(1 +Ai ) .

In §7.4.7.6 one can see in that these corrections matter in a "typical"

macroeconomie application. The outcomes of the tests thus have to be

interpreted with great care until a deeper understanding of the finite sample

behavior of the tests has been established. Reimers (1991b) compared the three

multivariate procedures in an extensive Monte Carlo simulation study with VAR

designs. The degrees of freedom correction worked. Reimers' implementationf" of

the Phillips-Ouliaris (1988) test procedure did not.

First and foremost one has to check the crucial assumption of parameter

stability in a serious way before one can interpret the outcomes of any unit

root test, be it univariate or mu1tivariate. Breaking trends or other

modifications for changing growth influence the outcomes of the traditional

tests. Allowing for these modifications under the null adds problems and new

distributions of the test statistics to the testing procedure as a whoie.

Testing other restrietions

In th is chapter we considered procedures to interpret some functions of

coefficients of the VAR. The use of a priori information was avoided as much

as possible in the spirit of multivariate time series analysis. In traditional

econometrie models exogeneity restrictions are often used to improve the

theoretical precision of estimators. Testing these restrictions using

traditional methods to approximate the critical values at conventional

significanee levels in models with unit roots is only possible conditional on

the imposition of the appropriate number of unit root restrictions. Testing

for exogeneity in unrestricted models leads tot "nonstandard" inference in

general, see La. Sims et al. (1990), Warne (1991a). Rare exceptions in

CI(1,1) models are cases where exogeneity restrietions do not restriet the

space of cointegrating vectors.

24
Reimers used a Daniell window to estimate V. The Daniell window operates in

the frequency domain, see §7.4.7.3 for a univariate application in comparison

with other estimators of V. V is proportional to the spectrum of áYt at zero.

Phillips and Ouliaris (1988) based a test on the eigenvalues of this estimator

of V. The estimator does not use an AR model approximation of the spectrum.



A6.1 Computation and distribution multivariate unit root test statistics

In the early years of cointegration analysis a confusion reigned among

applied researchers, which tables to use, which nuisance parameters to take

account of, et cetera. Now the development of appropriate asymptotic theory

seems to have settled down. The univariate procedures of chapter 2 have all

been generalized to the multivariate case. Stock and Watson (1988) generalized

the filtering approach of Dickey et al. (1984) and the semi-parametric

approach of Phillips and Perron (1988). Johansen (1988... 1992d) generalized

the Likelihood Ratio approach of Dickey and Fuller (1981).

A6.1.1 Computation

In all procedures discussed below one tests the null hypothesis of k unit

roots against alternative hypotheses with k* unit roots, where 0::;; k* < k ::;; nl.

First we describe our implementation of a test of Stock and Watson

(1988). They used a finite order VAR representation for QJ.'~Xt, which does not

fit into the framework of §6.3. Under the assumptions of that section QJ.'~Xt

will in general follow a VARMA process for all k <n. It is therefore important

to choose a satisfactory order for the approximating AR process for QJ.'~Xt.

This implementation of the Stock-Watson test is a straightforward

generalization of the univariate two step procedure of Dickey et al. (1984),

which we discussed as an alternative to the augmentation procedure of Dickey

and Fuller in §A2.2.2.1.

The variables x t canbe demeaned (the standard procedure in principal

components) or detrended by regression first. The asymptotic distribution

under the null changes when these corrections are made. Correction should

depend on the hypothesized mean growth rate of Xt under the null and the

alternative. If the expected mean growth under either hypothesis is different

from zero, the series should be detrended2
• Incorrectly failing to do so

results in either a nonsimilar or an inconsistent test. The problems are

equivalent to the problems in the application of univariate Dickey-Fuller type

tests. After the correction one determines3
QJ.'Yt and Q'Yt as the first k and

l See Phillips and Ouliaris (1990, §6) for some critical remarks on tests for
*alternatives with k »k, l.c. tests for cointegration instead of test for

noncointegration. It is hard to develop consistent versions of those tests.

See Park (1990) for a reply. Same tests for parameter stability, like the

CUSUM test on OLS residuals, can be Interprered as tests of stationarity

versus unit root nonstationarity, see Canova and Hansen (1992) for examples.

2
By detrending we mean taking residuals of regression on constant and trend.

3In the notation of §6.3 aJ. can be written as G-1Sv since a'G-1S
1=0.
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the last n-k principal components of Yt =x t - (E~t). One subsequently estimates a

VAR n:(L) (daJ.'Yt) =V t, prefilters to get Y; = ÎI* (L) (aJ.'Yt) and applies the

equation (6.51) on the filtered data y;, which can now be considered to have

white noise residuals under the null.

Let A/i, A1i' and A/i denote the eigenvalues of the OLS estimator of the

matrix of first order AR coefficients of Y; where the superscript depends on

whether Xt has been demeaned or detrended, analogously to the notation of T,

T P, and TT in §A2.2.4. In contrast to the univariate procedure of Dickey et al.

(1984) there now exists the possibility that the estimated eigenvalues A/i are

complex. Let p* denote the chosen order of the autoregression to compute the

appropriate filter for dOlJ.'Yt. If k =n, p* =p. Stock and Watson (1988) provided

low percentage and high percentage quantiles for the ordered test statistics

T(Re(A/i)-1), and their corresponding demeaned and detrended versions, so that

tests against explosive alternatives can be performed as weIl. We list a few

below in table A6.1.

Johansen used squared canonical correlations, which are real, nonnegative

and smaller than one by definition. In his procedure one has to consider all

cases i-u. of §6.4 separately and do correspondingly modified regressions

(6.52) and (6.53). The extension implies that one computes squared canonical

partial correlations, i.e, correlations holding the influence of the other

independent variables, i.c, lagged differences and deterministic variables

constant".

Here we only consider the "optimal" tests for each case. In practice one

does not know whether one uses the optimal test since one does not know with

certainty which case applies. This means that tables for "suboptimal" tests,

that do not incorporate "true" restrictions on mo and mI have to be used as

well. Johansen (1992c) advocated a "simple to general" test procedure, which

follows the rule that a hypothesis is not rejected unless all its

subhypotheses are rejected. So if one wants to reject k =1, one has to compute

test statistics for k =1I\mOESp(r), k =1I\mo~sp(r)5. Subsequently one evaluates

the outcomes of the tests for both subhypotheses. It is not easy to control

the significanee level of the procedure, but a lower bound can be derived.

4
The maximum likelihood methods of Johansen and Ahn and Reinsel method differ

in the extension to higher order models from the Box-Tiao method which us es

(ordinary) squared correlations in higher order models as weIl. Hooper (1962)

gave an econometrie interpretation of aquared canonical partial correlations.

5
Johansen and Juselius (1990, Table A2) and Reinsel and Ahn (1992, Table 1)

compiled tables for the case where mOEsp(1') where this restrietion is not

imposed in the test regressions and came up with 5% critieal values for HO:

k=l of 8,08 and 8.16,
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The first issue in the application of Johansen's maximum likelihood

procedure is the choice of a regressor set 6 of conditioning variables. In all

cases one can extend the set of regressors in (6.52) and (6.53) with lags of

~Yt. Introducing too many lags reduces the efficiency of the test, introducing

too few lags reduces its validity. As long as the way to choose the lag order

is independent from the way to determine the cointegrating rank, the limit

distributions of the unit root tests do not change, cf. Hall (1992). We

discuss applied order selection in §7.5.l.

In the most restricted case u. only zero mean
7 finite varianee

deterministie regressors can be added to make the residuals meet the Gaussian

i.i.d. assumption. Periodic zero mean regressors to model seasonality can be

used for this purpose. In cases i-iM, one extends the regressor matrix with

either a constant or a constant and a trend. In case i the regressor sets of

(6.52) and (6.53) are extended with a constant and a trend, without any

restriction. In cases U, Ui, only a constant is added to the regressors of

(6.52) and (6.53).

In cases ü and w., which involve restrictions on the coefficients of the

deterministic terms as wen, one extends the set of regressands in (6.53) as

wen. The extra dependent variable is then Been as belonging to Yt-l: (- ~l - I)

gets dimension nx(n+1), (-~l-I)* gets dimension (n+1)xn. In case U one

extends Yt-l with a trend variable t. In case w. one extends Yt-l with a

constant.

Let À~ denote the nonzero eigenvalues of the product of the coefficient

matrices of the second and first multivariate regressions (6.53) and (6.52) in

ascending order, where superscript j denotes the cases ï-u..

In the procedure of Phillips and Ouliaris one uses the trace, i.e, the

sum of the eigenvalues, of PY. Johansen derived a corresponding trace

statistic (i.e, the likelihood ratio statistic ) for his procedure, using the

partial sum of ordered eigenvalues of the canonical correlation matrix.

A6.1.2 Distribution

The multivariate unit root tests have nonstandard distributions. To our

knowledge exact asymptotic quantiles of interest for these distributions,

6Johansen (1992b) considered the introduction of stochastic conditioning

variables, which are assumed to be independent of the other innovations to the

VAR at all lags, or "exogenous" in some other sense.

7
Examples of nonzero mean deterministic regressors are permanent structural

break variables (l-L)-lc5 t ,I(T ) as in (5.1), with I a function of T, say I=ÀT.

Introduction of these regressors changes the asymptotlc theory, cf. footnote 9
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using characteristic function techniques as in Nabeya and Tanaka (1990), have

not been computed yet. -For dirnensions bigger than one, critical values can be

obtained by naive sirnulation. Ooms and Van Dijk (1992) contains a one page

MATLAB program to do these simulations yourself. Considering other

difficulties associated with the use of these tests, the uncertainty

associated with these approximations is negligible8
•

Let W(s) denote a k-dimensional Brownian motion or Wiener process on

C[O,l]k with varianee matrix Ik' C[O,l]k is the product space (see Billingsley

(1968, p. 225) of k spaces C[O,l] of continuous functions on [0,1], see

Billingsley (1968, p. 54). Let WIL denote a k-dimensional demeaned9 standard

Brownian motion of dimension k, and let Wr denote a k-dimensional detrended

Brownian motion of dimension k with the last component replaced by 1. Let Wc

denote a k-dimensional standard Brownian motion extended with a constant

component 1. Let WIL-t denote a k-dimensional demeaned standard Brownian motion

with the last component replaced by a trend component t-ll2. Let Wp.t denote a k

dimensional demeaned Brownian motion. Finally, let Wr-t2 denote a k

dimensional detrended Brownian motion with the last component replaced by t 2 •

A k-dimensionalstandard Brownian motion can be also be written as an infinite

sum of LLd. N(O,Ik)-variables Zi, see e.g. Chan and Wei (1988, p. 382):

Let Ài(X) denote the i-th ordered eigenvalue of a matrix X. Below we list the

relevant asymptotic distributions. The assumptions needed for the VECM

representation of a CI( 1,1) representation with normal disturbances are

sufficient to derive these distributions. Some can be relaxed considerably.

The existence of a finite and continuous spectrum for the disturbances is

crucial, which entails .that appropriate seasonal correction is essentia1.

8Cf. e.g. 5% critical valnes for k=1, case u.: 4.2 by Johansen (1988), 4.10 by

Reinsel and Ahn (1992), who used most (30000) replications and a random walk

series with the largest length (2000), 3.95 by Ouliaris (1991), and 3.84 by

Osterwald-Lenum (1992), which seems to equal the (incorrect) chi-square

critical value: a maximum differencè of about 9% in the critical values.

Differences for other null hypotheses are even smaller.

9
Demeaning can be interpreted formally as the projection on the orthogonal

complement of the constant function in an appropriately defined HUbert space

of functions in L2[0,1]n, cf. PhUlips and Ouliaris (1990, p. 170, remark

(cj), Generalization of this concept to projection on other deterministic

variables is straightforward. See Schmidt and Phillips (1992) for similar

g;neralizatio~s of tied down Brownian motions. In Park and Phillips (1988)

WO(s) and W1(s) denoted the demeaned and detrended Brownian motions.
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Stock and Watson (1987, Th. 3.1, eq. (ii)) proved

T·(Re(Àfi) -1)4-
12

Ài((oflW(dW)')'(oflWW'ds)-l),

T'(Re(À~/i) -1) 4-12 Ài((of1WIldWIl')'(of1WIlWll'dst1
) ,

T·(Re(Àf i) -1)4- 12 Ài((of1WrdWr')'(of1WrWr'ds)-l).

Johansen (1991a, Th. 4.1) proved'"

Appendix 6.1

T'À~ -+ c Ài ( (of1(dW)Wr-t 2)'(of1Wr-t 2Wr_t2'ds)-1(of1Wr-t 2(dW)')),

T'Àtv -+c Ài((of1(dW)WIlt)'(oflWIltWIltdstl(oflWIlt(dW)')),

T'Àtii-+c Ài((ofl(dW)Wll-t)'(oflWll-tW1l_t'dS)-I(of1Wll-t(dW)')),

T'Àti -+c Ài((ofl(dW)Wc)'(oflWcWc'ds)-l(oflWc(dW)')),

T'À: -+ c Ài((ofl(dW)W)'(oflWW'dstl(oflW(dW)')).

Phillips and Ouliaris (1990, Th. 4.1) proved

tr(Py) -+ r,tr(oflWW'ds).

Below we list some selected percentiles in order to facilitate comparison

with univariate results of Chapter 2 and to get an impression of order of

magnitude of the differences from case to case. In applied work one probably

would not need all the tables all the time. Furthermore, small sample

corrections, which already have been developed, seem to matter more in many

cases.

We list the critical values for the number of unit roots k equal to 2 and

1 as examples in table A6.1. Let Àl denote the eigenvalue with smaller real

part and À2 denote the onewith the bigger rea1 part. In the Stock-Watson

procedure one rejects the null of k unit roots against an explosive

alternative for big À-values. One rejects the unit roots against stationary

a1ternatives for small A-values. In the Johansen procedure one rejects the

null for high values of À, either against stationary or against explosive

alternatives. In the Phillips-Ouliaris procedure one rejects the unit root

hypothesis for high values of À as weU.

For k =1 one can link the results with the univariate analysis of appendix

2.2. One has T'(Àfl-1)-+r,vl, T'(À11-1)-+r,Vllb T'(Àf l-1)-+r,vrl, see Chan and

Wei (1988, corrolary 3.1.3). Johansen and Juselius (1990, p. 180) showed

T'ÀY-+ r, rf, and T'Àiii-+ r, xf, a chi-square distribution with one degree of

freedom, and approximate 9596-percentile 4.0. Hylleberg and Mizon (1989)

10We do not use the approximation -Tln(l-Ài)~TÀi' which Johansen and Juselius

(1990, p. 179) made. The difference is substantial in their examples. For

their Danish data they obtained (T=53, À=0.43) -Tln(1-À4)=30, while TÀ 4=23,
with respective p-values of about 2.5 and 20 percent! This bias is towards

rejection of unit roots. The small sample correction suggested by Reinsel and

Ahn(1992) -(T-np)ln(l-Ài ) (n=4, p=20) has a similar effect in this example.
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discussed the empirical relevanee of the last "normality" result for

univariate series, and judged it to be minor. The test is only valid if the

mean growth of X t is "huge" compared to the varianee of the deviations from

the trend, see Schmidt (1990) for extensive tables. But if this is so, the

stationary alternative is probably not very interesting. The same normality

result holds for T''''~~ J:, xf. One can safely state that almost all unit root

tests statistics of interest have nonstandard asymptotic distributions.

Fountis and Dickey (1989) developed a. test for k =1 and arbitrary n, which

has a direct intuitive appeal. It employs the biggest characteristic root of a

purely stochastic zero mean finite order VAR denoted by Àn. They proved (op

cit., Theorem 1):

T(~n-l)~ J:, Vl'

It equals test statistic of Stock and Watson for p* =1, k =1. It can also be

used to test against explosive alternatives.

Table AG.! Percentiles multivariate test stanstics .under appropriate null

k=2 k=1

Statistic 596 95% 596 9596

T·(Re(Af 2)-1) -3.8 1.5 (1)
T'(Re("'fd -1) -17.5 -.6 -8.0 1.3 (2)

T'(Re("'?2) -1) -8.8 . 3 (3)
T'(Re("'?I)-1) -23.0 3.1 -14.1 -.1 (4)

T'(Re("'j2)-1) -14.9 -2.0 (5)
T'(Re("'jd -1) -30.8 -6.3 -21.7 -2.7 (6)

T·"'~ 16.7 (7)
T'r~j 18.1 3.8 (8)
T·"'~' 19.2 (9)
T'r~ji 25.4 12.5 (10)
T''''~" 14.0 (11)
T'r~jii 15.2 4.0 (12)
T''''~v 15.8 (13)
T·r"'jv 20.2 9.1 (14)
T''''~ 11.4 (15)
T·rA} 12.3 4.1 (16)

tr( Py)(standard) 71.3 40.8 (17)
tr(Py)(demeaned) 89.8 55.2 (18)
tr( Py)(detrended) 124.4 81.4 (19)

NOTES: k: number of unit roots under the null. Subscript j denotes order o(

eigenvalues Àj' Superscripts i, . . . , v denote configuration deterministic

terms, see table 6.1. Source: rows (1)-(6): Stock and Watson (1988, Tables 1,

2, 3), rows (7)-(10) Johansen (1991b, Tables 2, 3), rows (11)-(14): Johansen

and Juselius (1990, Tables Al, A3), row (15): Osterwald-Lenum (1992, Table 0),

row (16): Reinsel and Ahn (1992, Table 1). rows(17)-(19): Phillips and

Ouliaris (1990, Tables IVa, IVb, JVc).
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7.1 Introduetion

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. In the previous chapters we

discussed a number of techniques that have proved useful ingredients of the

VAR analysis of quarterly macroeconomie variables. As a final course of this

study we present an application, which may serve as a suggestion how to use a

tasteful mix of these techniques.

During the last years the price of the application of these techniques

has fallen dramatically. Programming timehas fallen, both by increased

ability of programmers, and the availability of new cheap computers and

software. The .cost .of getting all relevant information on .the reliability of

both software and hardware has risen with the number of products arriving on

the market, especially if one takes the first sentence of this chapter

seriously.

Although the implementation of many techniques has absorbed much time in

the past, it probably won't in the future. In the course of this study we have

chosen to implement procedures in a way to our own liking. Most procedures are

also available, or easy to program, in specially developed statistical and

econometrie software packages, which are frequently reviewed in scientific

journals, like Computational Statistics and Data Analysis, The American

Statistician and the Journalof Applied Econometrics. A cross check on the

virtue of the different procedures can reveal important errors and omissions.

A periodic reevaluation as new versions of the programs arrive is in order. An

advantage of our restrietion to linear estimation methods is that one does not

get involved in all kinds of issues in numerical mathematics, as long as one

uses 8 byte precision and robust eigenvalue and inversion procedures. The

computation time is negligible compared to programming time.

In the second section of this chapter we discuss our variable of interest

and its theoretical relationships with other variables. We also discuss

empirical models for investment. In section three we focus on the measurement

model. In section four we present results from the univariate analysis of some

candidate variables in our VAR. In the fifth section we discuss the results of

the multivariate analysis.
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7.2 The variabie of interest and some of its supposed relationships

249

The observations of interest in this application are quarterly data on

aggregate investment in fixed capital in the Netherlands in their relation to

other macroeconomie variables. The investment variabie exhibits a substantial

variation and serial correlation. A VAR model should be able to piek up a

reasonable proportion of this variation. A big part of the variation in the

investment series is concentrated at the zero frequency and the seasonal

frequencies,so that unit root analysis becomes interesting. The series also

exhibits some variation at the business cycle frequencies, and is often used

as an indicator in measurements of the business cycle.

7.2.1 Theoretical relationships

Microeconomic considerations

Other business cycle indicators are often assumed to "determine" a

substantial part of the variation in investment. Quite reasonable assumptions

exist under which a certain increase in expected demand leads the management

of a majority of the firms to invest extra in order to increase the "present

discounted value" of their weIl being, while others may be more inclined to

start a new business. The reverse effect can be expected when expected sales

fall. According to the figures actual aggregate "disinvestment" has not

occurred. It is not measured on the firm level either, see Broer and Van

Leeuwen (1991). Only after 1969 sales of fixed capital abroad are registered

as such, see C.B.S. (1988, p. 208).

One should not neglect supply side effects. A rise in expected output has

a substantial effect on fixed investment only if it increases the expected

profits of the firm relative to the future revenues of ether investments.

Increasing costs of the purchase or rental of fixed capital and complementary

production factors bring down the investment's profitability. In the Dutch

situation labor costs have received a lot of attention in macroeconomie

modeling. Labor was considered complementary in the short run, and a

substitute in the longer run. Unfortunately there is not enough information in

macroeconomie data to discern these effects up to now in empirical models.

Rising expected profits on other investments decrease the inclination to

invest in fixed capital within the country, be it by domestic or by foreign

investors. Examples of relevant alternatives are investments in inventories at

the wake of a price increase or as a buffer to absorb productivity shocks

(Christiano (1988) ), or investments in shares and bonds of other firms and
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institutions in the country of interest and abroad. Share prices for

comparable companies do not differ toa much from country to country in

efficiently operating capital markets. Reproduetion costs of capital differ

more in general.

A crucial additional factor is the relative uncertainty of the expected

profits on the alternative investments. Malinvaud (1987) discussed, among

other important issues, the influence of an increase in uncertainty about

future demand on the expected profitability of investment in a firm. Similar

analyses can be made for the effect of uncertainty about future energy prices,

tax rules, investment subsidies, exchange rates etc ..

In traditional empirical analyses one examines functions of empirical

covariance matrices, based on some explicit formulation of an economie theory.

A range of restrictive assumptions must be made, in order to keep these models

traetabie. Nickell (1978) discussed many assumptions and implications for the

observed correlations of investment and other variables of interest. He then

studied the effect of relaxations of many of these restrictions which are

often used in applied equation by equation analysis. A slight relaxation of

more than one restrietion already results in an intraetabie model for

investment.

Lag structure

Especially as far as the all important lag structure is concerned, it is

not difficult to "explain" all kinds of covariances. A wide range of

reasonable assumptions on the specification of e.g. adjustment costs on the

supply and demand side of the market for investment goods (Warner (1978),

Galeotti (1987) ), irreversibility of investment (vintage technologies like

putty-clay), delivery lags, gestation lags, level of aggregation (NickelI

(1984)) can "explain" most lag structures in effective empirical factor demand

equations. Chirinko (1988) presented a comprehensive survey of assumptions and

results for neoclassical models, Many "classicai" tractable explicit theories

are based on the behavior of single representative agents. The effect of

relaxation of the homogeneity assumption for model consistent behavior for the

aggregate is hard to foretell.

Theoretical VAR modeIs

The VAR technology has often been applied to test implications of Real

Business Cycle models, more aptly called stochastic dynamic general

equilibrium models. In these models one tries to avoid making some of the

"incredible restrictions" in the sense of Sims (1980), and make other "more

credible" restrictions derived from "rational" forward looking behavior and
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analytically tractable intertemporal utility functions of representative

agents. The model by King et al. (1987), which we referred to in chapter 6 is

a simple example. From an empirical point of view one can hardly take the

tractable versions of these models seriously, however. Authors admitted this.

Plosser (1991, p. 963) stated about Long and Plosser (1983): "Unfortunately,

the model exhibited some unusual characteristics that made it difficult to

treat it seriously as a model of fluctuations. Not the least of which was that

employment was constant.....Another feature was that we assumed 100%

depreciation." In principle supply and demand are not modeled separately.

Shocks affect demand and supply simultaneously. "In these models shocks occur

either to tastes, technologies/opportunities, or endowments." (op cit, p.

965). But "most real business cycle models to date treat technology shocks as

the driving force." Even with the strong assumptions of rational expectations

and dynamic general equilibrium one has only obtained tractable models which

still exhibit some important "unusual characteristics". Palm et al. (1992)

showed that accounting for time-to-build in stochastie partial equilibrium

factor demand models (notably demand for plants) leads to VARMA specifications

for the factor demand variables, even if the variables that are not Granger

caused in the system, i.c, real factor prices, are assumed to follow VAR

processes.

Macroeconomie considerations

Disequilibrium modeis, see e.g. Lambert (1990), which explicitly take

account of the aggregation of different submarkets, some of which may be in

disequilibrium, are also hardly tractable as soon as the forward looking

behavior of the agents is taken into account properly. A way to circumvent

th is problem, is to include extra variables derived from business surveys.

These can be used to construct aggregate data for expectations, .which are not

based on the model one is trying to estimate. They can also be used to get

model independent estimates of the proportions of capacity and demand

constrained firms. In this study we are only interested in correlations

between observable variables from the real world which indicate a certain

behavior. We do not consider the expectations per se.

7.2.2 Empirical models

Disaggregation

Preoccupation with the unreality of the assumption of the homogeneity of

capital led Dutch macroeconomists in the seventies to study the behavior of
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investment in rather disaggregated models, see e.g. Van Den Berg et al.

(1983), as far as the capital stock is concerned. This disaggregation has

remained ever since, see e.g. Den Butter (1991). One distinguished fixed

capital goods in six main asset categories: equipment, nonresidential

buildings, dwellings, cattle, ships and planes, and mining (exhaustible

resources). During the post war period investment in the last five categories

has been regulated to a big extent by the government. Nonresidential

buildings, roads, and dwellings were built as far as the number of permits

allowed, see La. Bakker (1962). Investment in cattie was often determined by

special arrangements in the EC. The government also regulated the investment

and scrap of capital in the mining industry as well as other investments in

the energy sector. Because of these separate influences it makes sense in an

equation by equation approach to model those components separately.

Investments in buildings and equipment were treated separately because of the

big difference in the lifetime of those capital goods, and because of the

different tax facilities for these two groups of investment goods.

In VAR methods one does not make exogeneity assumptions about the

probability .laws governing policybehavior and the public's reaction, see Sims

(1985, 1986). Government behavior is endogenous. In principle we assume the

relevant conditional probability law of the behavior of the policy makers to

be stationary. Important effects of changes in the relevant reaction functions

can be traeed back as indications of nonlinearities in the diagnostic checking

of the model. A prime example is the extravagant behavior of world interest

rates in the beginning of the eighties after an important change in U.S.

monetary policy, which is very hard to explain using linear time series models

estimated on earlier data.

One applied a further disaggregation in models which emphasized the

irreversibility of investment. One distinguished effects on replacement

investment and expansion investment. One hypothesized that an amount of

capital goods with finite maintenance costs were scrapped because of their

inferior profitability re1ative to new capita1 goods. Large increases in the

price of labor and energy relative to the production factor capital could have

caused such investment in the Netherlands, mainly in the sixties and

seventies. In such circumstances the lifetime distribution of the capital

stock and corresponding distribution of productivities can become an extra

factor in the decision to invest. This effect was supposed to be important for

the investment in equipment and much smaller for the investment in buildings.

Endogenising the depreciation complicated the model considerably.
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Capital stock specification
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The specification for the current capital stock is a crucial ingredient

for all empirical analyses of investment. A range of models, such as the

Q-model choose the ratio of current investment over the existing capital stock

as their variabie of interest. Sensenbrenner (1991) compared different

measures for the aggregate capital stock for a number of countries, and showed

them to be quite different. Many other models specify a desired level for the

capital stock, see e.g. Nickell (1978, eh. 11), sa that the difference between

the actual and desired level of the capital stock becomes the main determinant

of investment. Clearly, misspecification in the model for the capital stock

could then cause trouble in the interpretation of the estimates of parameters

of structural equations.

Sensible model independent estimates of the capital stock are very hard

to obtain. If one does not have independent estimates one can construct

capital stock data by assuming a scrapping and "evaporation" process for the

past investments, see e.g, Nickell (1978, Ch. 11).

As soon as one specifies a model in which the scrapping decision becomes

dependent on the Hfetime distribution of the existing capital stock and a

number of other variables, one easily runs out of degrees of freedom to

estimate any parameter of interest. Model based estimates of the aggregate

capital stock are thus either strongly dependent on parameters of a simple

unrealistic model, or on the parameters of a more sophisticated model that one

can barely estimate. If one does not take this into account one runs the risk

of reestimating the model used to generate the capital stock data. Chirinko

(1988) gave an example.

lnvestment price specification

A second crucial ingredient in the specification of the variable of

interest is a measurement model for the price of aggregate investment. De

Leeuw (1990a) addressed this problem. Do we evaluate investment in computers

in bits of memory or in bits of computing capacity? Do we evaluate software

differently? Does externally purchased software belong to the capital stock?

What about internally developed software? Most users do not even know. How can

one agree on an economically meaningful definition for a price index of

investment goods? A sensible strategy is to pursue a sensitivity analysis for

the effect of the choice of a price of aggregate investment, and the choice of

a model for the capital stock. Sensenbrenner (1991) presented a sensitivity

analysis in this spirit. He found that the main conclusions about the relative
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adequacy of the models in his study were not influenced too much.

Specification of related variables

Chapter 7

The specification of the related variables of interest presents similar

problems. How does one specify a meaningful aggregate user cost of capital?

Wages are expected to play a role as far as labo! is a complementary

production factor. It is very hard to obtain sensible figures on the costs and

returns of labor without specifying an explicit model which introduces a set

of production possibilities. Such a model may make sense on the micro or

industry level, but it is very hard to defend it as reasonable for a

macroeconomy. We do not explicitly include wages in the empirical model. Wages

are an important factor in the price of non-residential buildings, which is

used in the deflation of the investment series. Wages also play a role in the

price of exports. Real wage costs have to take account of the quality of

labor, i.e. productivity, which depends on capitaljoutput and laborjoutput

ratios which are not measured directlyon a quarterly basis. Changes in these

ratios are mitigated and lagged in the measurement model, see §7.3.2. Nominal

wages change significantly only once or twice a year, which introduces

seasonal heteroskedasticity. Yearly data seem to be a more convenient choice

to study the effects of wages in an empirical economie behavior model.

How does one speeify an aggregate opportunity cost? How does one specify

the associated risks? Most attempts are admittedly crude. Even parts of models

for capital costs with many known parameters, such as the components

describing the effects of taxes and subsidies have to incorporate many

unrealistic simplifications. Chirinko (1988) analyzed the US situation. Gérard

(1990) analyzed the European situation. Ter Rele (1989) compared Dutch

parameters with foreign ones.

Scope of a VAR analysis

A VAR model is of course far too erude to piek up all the effects we

diseussed above. Only historically quantitatively important relationships can

show up. The crucial difference between the application of a VAR methodology

and the use of traditional equation by equation analysis is that one tries to

avoid making "incredible" a priori restrietions in the former approach, see

§6.1. This seems especially relevant for investment models where all variables

are assumed to be related to expected future eeonomic activity and capital

costs as weIl as a range of opportunity costs.

Effects of expected changes in risks are usually modeled via inherently

nonlinear relationships between expeeted covariances and means of different

variables, see e.g. Engle et al. (1987). A VAR model is not meant to piek up
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these effects. If those effects are big enough they could show up during the

specification testing of the model.

The approach of looking at all covariances at different lags

simultaneously, severely limits the number of variables that can be analyzed

at one time. In a VAR model for Dutch investment one would like to include

variables strongly related to future economie activity at home and abroad,

variables strongly related to expected capital costs and variables strongly

related to relevant opportunity costs. One then has to transform the variables

in sueh a way that an interestingly big part of their variability can be

satisfactorily explained by a VAR model. Examples include power

transformations.

One can only achieve this if the empirical distribution and

autocovariance functions of the transformed variables can be approximated by

corresponding functions for generalized ARIMA models with finite varianee

innovations. Checking the adequacy of the model is simplified if one can

assume these innovations to be reasonably Gaussian, possibly around a weIl

behaved acceptable deterministic function of time with a small number of

interventions.

Nonllnear alternatives

Dutch macroeconomie data exhibit special types of variation. This led

macroeconomists to use slightly a-typieal complicated nonlinear vintage

models. It can also lead one to specify complicated nonlinear time series

models, see e.g. Lin and Teräsvirta (1991). One pays a price for the

introduetion of non-linearities. The relationship between the observations and

the parameter estimates, in so far it can be discerned, becomes vague.

Influence analysis becomes costly. The improvement in "fit" induced by extra

parameters to model "nonlinearity" does not automatically lead to a "better"

description of the .data.

Once one knows how to transform the data to stationarity one can always

model the purely stochastic part and the purely deterministie part linearly

using the weIl known Wold decomposition, see e.g. Harman and Deistier (1988,

p. 21). We follow this strategy in sections 7.4 and 7.5.

Many techniques in the previous chapters were discussed because they

seemed to be relevant for Dutch macroeconomie data which exhibit seemingly

nonstationary growth, slowly, but persistently changing seasonal patterns, and

a number of extraordinary interventions, some of which may have had a

permanent, and some 'of which may have had a temporary effect on the series.

According to the different macroeconomie theories hundreds of variables
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could be tested for a relationship with aggregate investment. In one VAR

model one can only test a few.

7.3 Measurement model

7.3.1 Investment in the national accounts

In this section we give some necessary background information on the

construction process of Dutch macroeconomie investment data. We discuss

statistical definitions of value and quantity indexes. We concentrate on

national accounts data. National accounts data are the most reliable from a

statistical point of view. The simultaneous computation of macroeconomie

values from the input and output sidel provides an extra check on the

reliability of many figures, and leads to substantial corrections over the

years. The data are constructed so that macroeconomie (budget) identities are

fulfilled both in value terms and in real terms for each year.

Derlation

Comparison across years of price indexes and figures in real terms

presents some problems however. National accounts are not set up to check

economie theories. The influence of changing relative prices, which plays such

a major role in neo-classical theories, is usually mitigated in national

accounts data, see Al et al. (1985). The deflators of macroeconomie entities

are merely a byproduct. On the aggregate level one can decompose a value

change into a price component, a quantity component and a structural change

component. The last component reflects the changes in the composition of. the

aggregate, i.e. relative quantities of the products, due to the appearance of

new products or changes in relative prices. The structural change does not

have its own index, whereas price changes and quantity changes have. National

accounts deflators pass Fisher's factor reversal test which requires

p·Q=V, (7.1)

i.e. the product of price index and quantity index equals the value index. The

structural change effect is distributed among the price change and the

quantity change. Al et al. (1985) stated: ''The aim is not to isolate pure

price components or pure quantity components. The primary aim when decomposing

the value change in aggregates in the national accounts and input-output

tables is to reflect the real (volume) changes in the transaction aggregate."

1
This is not the case f or quarterly investment figures, see below.
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In practice one combines Laspeyres volume indexes, QL =Po'ql/Po'qo, and Paasche

price indexes, Pp = Pl'ql/Po'ql' where Pi and qi denote price and quantity

(column) veetors in period i. One is mainly interested in yearly changes. Pl

and ql denote prices and quantities in the current year, Po and qo denote

those of (the same period) last year.

From both price indexes and volume indexes one can construct chain

indexes for comparison across longer periods. The use of chain indexes is very

much in line with statistical practice, since it simplifies the treatment of

disappearing goods or production. Tables in constant prices are not available

for long periods. A severe problem of the chain index is additive

inconsistency: Tables produced by multiplying the basket of the base period by

the volume chain index for an observation moment separated from the base

moment by more than one period exhibit aggregation discrepancies, see Al et

al. (1985). The volume index of GDP is not equal to the basic weighted sum of

the volume indexes of its components. This may be one of the reasons for the

difficulty of finding long run equilibrium relationships between real

macroeconomie entities. The purpose of the measurement model is clearly not in

line with this type of research. Al et al. (1985) stated: "The chain index is

preferabie since users .of such information are primarily interested in the way

in which the changes in the aggregates come about. It is clearly only a

minority of cases that these data are used to make a comparison between two

moments separated by a long time interval." Valliant and Miller (1989)

suggested an index estimator which is a compromise between a .fixed base index

and a chain index. Lichtenberg and Griliches (1989) discussed the accuracy of

different estimators for long term output changes and price changes in the

U.S.A.

7.3.2 Definition of investment

Investment is neither defined according to the economie purpose of the

good, nor· according to the use of the good. The statistical office decides on

the nature of the good whether it belongs to investment or consumption.

Statistically important examples of investment goods are buildings, equipment

and cattle, Private cars and government military expenditure are part of

macroeconomie consumption. Land is not considered an investment good.

The value of macroeconomie investment is computed in a commodity-flow

system (CBS (1986, p. 28)). For each investment good j one computes the value

of investment expenditure I j as
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(7.2)

with Y j domestic product, Mj imports, Xj exports and 6Sj change in stocks.

Aggregate investment is then obtained by summation. Up till 1986 the Central

Bureau of Statistics did not produce quarterly national accounts, because of

poor quarterly estimates of DS j . They reconstructed data from 1977.1 onwards.

Quarterly data from 1970.1 have been reconstructed by the OECD (1991). De

Nederlandsche Bank, DNB (1986), produced figures for simplified national

accounts for the period 1957.1-1984.4, and compared their figures to those of

the quarterly national accounts of the years 1977.1-1984.4. Figures up to 1969

include indirect taxes in production figures of separate industries. Data from

1969 on do not. The Value Added Tax system was introduced in 1969.

Production measurement

Domestic product Y j is not measured directly. One estimates Y j from data

on the value of inputs used by the investment goods producing industries. For

the construction of quarterly data for the building industry, only labor input

figures are used. One employs last year's input-output coefficients to compute

production figures. Input-output coefficients are updated only once a year.

Quarterly data thus do not contain information on structural changes in the

production process that is not already present in yearly data. In the

construction of yearly data, price information is sometimes taken into account

for the allocation of roughly specified items into categories, but gradual

changes in input-output coefficients are preferred, see De Boer and

Broesterhuizen (1986): "This conservatism, in the sense that the statistician

will usually assume a gradual, rather than an extreme structural change when

faced with lack of information, is justified because he must pursue

minimization of errors in his estimates. As he does not know in such cases in

which direction the effects will take place, he opts for an average."

Quarterly data are made consistent with the yearly data so that both

value and quantity figures add up to the yearly ones. Data are deflated using

average prices per quarter. Yearly data are deflated using average prices per

year, Seasonally unadjusted data are only computed as yearly growth rates,

This leaves the relative position of the different quarters undetermined.

Quarterly values and volumes were only computed for the base year 1977.

Separate quarterly series move independently from there, except for the adding

up restrietion in conneetion with the yearly data. This may be an explanation

for the apparent seasonal nonstationarity in Dutch macroeconomie time series,

see §7.5 below. A multiplicative seasonal adjustment filter like Census X-ll
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removes the arbitrary initial seasonal multiplication factors. Quarterly

growth rates are only published in seasonally adjusted form.

The Netherlands have been in a customs union with Belgium and Luxembourg

in the sample periode Imports and exports of investment goods to and from

those countries have to be estimated as well. Because of the opening up of

"the free European market" this problem for the construction of investment

figures will aggravate in the near future. No component of quarterly aggregate

investment will be measured directly any more.

7.3.3 Other macroeconomie price indexes

TraditionaIly other price indexes for macroeconomie variables have been

used in purchasing power studies. The consumer price index is the best known.

In principle this is a Laspeyres index with fixed base year, so that prices

across years are comparable. In longer time series the basis for the index is

changed at least every ten years, so that prices across longer periods are not

comparable either. Dutch internationally issued trade figures are deflated

using so-called unit values, see e.g. the üECO's Main Economie Indicators,

historical statistics , or the IMF's International Financial Statietics . These

agencies us~ a chained (ideal) Fisher price and volume index, i.e, a chain

index of geometrie averages of Laspeyres and Paasche indexes.

Although the national account figures may be the most reliable, there is

no convincing reason to exclude other deflators and production indicators from

the information set, except for restrietions on the total number of variables

that can be handled. Since many economie theories stress the importance of

expectations, it makes sense to include other figures as weil, especially if

they are available sooner and more widely publicized. Unfortunately,

information on their construction and reliability is not as weil known.

All in all there are many reasons to believe that structural permanent

changes occur in the measurement model, which cannot be explained by the

economie behavior model. A priori restrietions derived from economie theory

which are said to be applicable for a certain set of macroeconomie data always

have to be judged against this information.
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7.4 Univariate analysis

7.4.1 The variables

We examine the following six variables, viz.

i:

x:

c:

m:

log volume total private consumption in the Netherlands,

log volume total investment in fixed capital in the Netherlands,

log volume imports of goods and services into the Netherlands,

log volume exports of goods and services from the Netherlands,

log volume of total industrial production in the Federal Republic of

Germany, and

pxjpm: log ratio of export prices over import prices (=log terms of trade).

*y:

Appendix 7.1 contains a detailed account of the construction and sourees of

the series. The choice of these variables is based on real business cycle VAR

models (King et al. (1991)), where consumption, investment and GOP form the

core. Mellander et al. (1992) adapted such a model to a small open economy

situation and introduced the terms of trade. Unfortunately there are no

reliable, long quarterly series for Dutch real GOP, because of poor quarterly

registration of the changes in stocks. Therefore we choose to model the

remaining factors' determining GOP separately. This enables us to study the

dynamics of the trade balance in real and nominal terms as well. In this way

important factors determining expected demand in the economy are included. The

price of labor is not included. It is hard to construct model independent

measurements of effective costs and returns on capital and labor. The terms of

trade can be an important factor in the real costs of Dutch investment.

7.4.2 Graphs and influence analysis

In this day and age of cheap computers nobody would. start an empirical

analysis without making some time series plots of the data first. Although

this has been the main step in statistical arialysis for many years (Beniger

and Robyn (1978)), little scientific research has been done to investigate the

power of graphical methods, see Cleveland and McGill (1984).

We present the data in levels and in four quarterly subseries of first

differences in figures 7.la-7.1d. These subseries are used in a principal

component analysis as described in §4.4. A first visual influence analysis can

be confirmed by Critchley's influence analysis described in §A3.3.

1
The main factor that we exclude is government consumption, which constitutes

20 to 25 % of total consumption. Private consumption is considered a more

interesting macroeconomie indicator.
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Figure 7.1a Time series plots of macroeconomie data in log levels 1960-1988
c: consumption, i: investment, m: imports.
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Figure 7.lb Time series plots of macroeconomie data in log levels (continued)
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Figure 7.1c Time series plots of macroeconomie data in first differences of
log levels 1960.2-1988.4; cd1: consumption, idl: investment, mdl:imports

Numbers at end of plots indicate quarter of year. Plots conneet growth rate

value in aspecific quarter with growth rate in same quarter one year before.
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This first inspeetion may lead one to do the outlier tests of chapter 5

on the univariate series first, where the univariate ARMA models are

approximated by long AR models for convenience.

Time series plots of statistics from the influence analysis can be used

to examine the need for some sort of downweighting of influential

observations. One can use the additive outlier correction described in

appendix 5.3 to achieve this "whitening" straightforwardly. Some of the

recursive estimation techniques and associated tests from §3.3.6 can indicate

significant changes in the lag structure towards the beginning and end of the

sample. One can direct the focus of the influence analysis to unit root tests

by examining partial regressions (remark A3.4) in a transformed autoregression

(A2.2.12).

7.4.3 Representations of the autocorrelation function

If the data are considered clean enough it makes sense to estimate the

(Jnverse'') autocorrelation function of the appropriately differenced series,

probably adjusted for some deterministic functions of time. The deterministic

components can take account of a trend in mean, seasonal shifts in mean and

(some) structural breaks. An estimate of the extended sample autocorrelation

function of Tsay and Tiao (1984) can be used to get an easy estimate of the AR

order which does not depend on assumption of appropriate differencing'',

Subsequently one presents the data (or its autocorrelation function) in

the frequency domain. We compare different estimates of the spectrum at the

frequencies of interest. This is useful if one wants to explain differences

between outcomes of competing unit root tests. All unit root tests need some

estimate of the spectrum of the appropriately differeneed series at the

frequencies of interest. In the employment of Dickey-Fuller tests one uses an

AR(MA) model approximation of the spectrum4
• The Phillips-Perron tests offer a

wide choice of speetral estimators. It makes sense to compare a few in a

sensitivity analysis.

2T he inverse autocorrelation function is the autocorrelation function

corresponding to the inverse of the spectrum. The roles of AR- and MA

parameters are interchanged. The inverse autocorrelation function "cuts" oft

for finite order AR models, see Cleveland (1972).

30 ne can easily improve the estimators of the statistical significance of the

residual autocorrelations in 1 their extended regressions (application of the

rule of thumb critical valnes ±2r2) using Godfrey's (1978) test.

4Selection of ARMA orders and estimation methods for the ARMA model is still

an issue of debate in the time series literature. Some members of this class

of approaches are labeled maximum entropy, see e.g. Gray and Woodward (1986).
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The periodogram estimates are used to examine the long memory properties

of the data. One simply regresses the log periodogram estimates in the

neighborhood of 21TÀ on the logarithm of the theoretical spectrum of an /;\(1)

series given in (2.17, last line) and a constant. The slope coefficient is a

consistent estimator of the fractional order'' of integration d for -112< d < IA. In

practice only a very few points can be used. Only large absolute values of the

coefficient serve as a notabie indication. A negative sign indicates that the

series probably is not long memory at that frequency. A positive one indicates

that it probably is not antipersistent.

For quarterly data the frequencies of interest À are 0, IA and 112. It makes

sense to round the number of observations to an integer multiple of four so

that these frequencies belong to the standard ones for the periodogram

estimates. The frequencies of interest themselves are not included in the

regression. If the series is adjusted for deterministic seasonality those

periodogram estimates are already zero by construction.

If one is convineed that the series is not long memory at frequencies

other than zero -application of any symmetrie seasonal adjustment filter will

do that trick as explained in §4.3.2- one can apply the varianee time function

techniques and adjusted range techniques to view the long memory

characteristics at the zero frequency.

The limit of the scaled varianee time function defined in (2.23) gives an

impression of "the size of the random walk component of the series". If this

function tends to zero the series probably is not "very integrated".

7.4.4 Adjusted range techniques

The slope coefficient of a regression of the values of the log of the

rescaled adjusted range on the logs of the corresponding subsample sizes gives

another estimate of the order of integration at the frequency zero. A value

(much) bigger than 112 indicates long memory properties, a value (much) smaller

than 112 indicates antipersistence. One can use the modified rescaled range

statistic defined in (2.30) in a formal test of the hypothesis that the series

is 1(0). Low p-values of th is test lead to rejection against I (d )-alternatives

with d < 0, high p-values, i.c, low tail probabilities for the right hand side

of the distribution, lead to rejection against alternatives with d > O. This

5
Porter-Hudak (1990) and Hassler (1993b) discussed theoretical developments.

They did not use the frequency by frequency approach we suggest here. Inspired

by the results of Chan and Wei (1988), discussed in appendix A2.2 one can

guess that fractionally integrated components at different frequencies are

asymptotically independent as weIl, so that the frequency by frequency

approach is valid for o<d<i, although the spectrum is not finite in that case.
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test also needs an ordinary estimate of the spectrum at the frequency zero.

With the results of this part of the data analysis in hand one is weIl

equipped to do a first round of regression unit root tests as presented in

appendix A2.2. Probably some cycles where different types of conditioning on

deterministic variables, different ways of differencing and different

corrections for outliers are employed, may prove to be necessary before one

obtains a sufficiently intimate knowledge of the important univariate memory

characteristics.

7.4.5 Allowing for a break in regression unit root tests

It seems sensible to allow for a change in both the mean growth and the

seasonal means in the data at hand. Let D"t be a dummy variabie equal to one

for t è l, and zero elsewhere. We apply test equation (A2.2.12) for D](L)=(1-L4)

with each deterministie variabie from tables A2.2.2, A2.2.3 and A2.2.4 and the

products of these deterministic variables and D" t: These dummy variables can

be viewed as structural series of innovation outliers, or as a permanent

innovation outtier. in the context of the model of chapter 5. Put O2 =1 for

1= t +1, t +2, ... , T in (5.1) to get a structural break at frequency zero. Note

that we do not consider tests for these types of outliers in chapter 5.

Ordinary t-tests on these dummy variables have nonstandard distributions under

the null, see e.g. Perron (1991).

Perron ((1989), (1990a), Perron and Vogelsang (1992b)) derived the

asymptotic distribution of the zero frequency unit root test statistics from

th is extended regression6
• The critical values are larger in absolute value.

The absolute deviation of the critical values of these modified test

statistics from the unit root critical values from table A2.2.4 is a

decreasing function of abs((l-0.5T)jT). We use the 5% critical values for

1=0.5 from Perron (1989, 1990a). The values for frequency 112 are the just the

negatives of those for the zero frequency. Perron did not compile the critical

values for the complex unit root test statistics in the test regression with a

structural break.

The critical values for some of the statistics that we intend to use are

not published as far as we~ know. Fortunately it is easy to estimate the

6
Perron and Vogelsang (1991a, footnote 4, 1992b) noted that introduction of a

single one-time dummy (=1 for t=I+I, 0 elsewhere) in the test regression is

necessary if one wants to apply the same asymptotic theory to permanent

additive outlier modeIs. Perron's claims in (1990a) were false in this

respect. One may suspect that our additive outlier correction picks up a

substantial part of the effect of the Introduetion of this extra dummy.
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critical values in a small Monte Carlo experiment'.

We estimated the 5% asymptotic critical values for the test statistics

for the complex unit root hypotheses in 10,000 replications of the test in

samples of size 500. The data generating process was Yt-Yt-4 =e.> n.i.d.(O,l).

Extra deterministic structural change variables were included as indicated

above.

Table 7.1 Percentiles nonstandard distributions allowing for a halfway break

Probability of a Smaller Value

Sample size 500 Limit distribution

Distribution 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.10

(1) ~ILI -3.89 -3.33 -3.04 -3.90 -3.34 -3.04
(2) T r l -4.80 -4.20 -3.92 -4.90 -4.24 -3.96
(3) ~2 -4.72 -4.10 -3.77
(4) ~ILI -25.2 -18.3 -15.3 -26.1 -18.9 -15.8
(5) V rl -40.8 -31.5 -27.5 -44.1 -33.8 -29.4
(6) VIL2 -35.3 -27.3 -23.5
(7) V1L2* -36.2 -27.7 -24.0

NOTES: Left hand side panel freshly compiled in 10,000 simultaneous test

regressions, with a (shifting) trend included only for rows (2) and (5). Right

hand side panel from Perron (1989, Tables VLA, VLB); 1990a Table 3); Right

hand side figures correspond closely to values for sample size 200 avallable

in Perron (1990a). Last row gives critical valnes based on Fountis and

Dickey's maximum eigenvalue approach, which probably gives a better

approximation of the limit distribution. ;; critical valnes seem to decrease

(substantially) with sample size. Haug (1992) gave corresponding results for

the Phillips-Ouliaris test.

We also employed this experiment to examine the validity of the test of

Fountis and Dickey (1989) applied to frequencies 112 and lA as described in

§A2.2.2.1. Let PI and P2 denote the inverse roots of the OLS estimator of the

AR( 4) polynomial'' with real parts closest to 1 and -1. T(l-pd and T(l- P2) do

seem to have the same limit distributions as - Tb1 and Tb2 in regression

equation A2.2.12. Let P~ denote the square of the inverse root with imaginary

part closest to i (i.e. (-l)l). T(l-p~) has the same limit distribution as

Tb4 • In the simulation the finite sample critical values for the

Fountis-Dickey approach ended up between the Dickey-Fuller numbers and the

7
Note that bootstrapping the distribution of this test statistic

of the least squares estimator of the autoregressive parameters

procedure under the null of unit roots, cf. Harris (1992).

8
Equivalently one can speak of the eigenvalues or characteristic

oompanion matrix of the AR model with real part closest to 1,

One can call the Fountis-Dickey method the maximum eigenvalue approach.

on the basis

is not avalid

roots of the

-1, see §3.3.9.
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values of the corresponding limit distributions given in Perron (1989, 1990a).

Table 7.1 contains a select ion of critical values for l =0.5T. The

critical values of the unit root test statistics in a simultaneous test

regression do not tend as fast to the limit values as the critical values in a

test regression . for a unit root at only one frequency. This follows both from

a comparison of table 7.1 with the tables in Perron (1990a) and from a

comparison of Table A2.2.4 with Table 1 in Hylleberg et al. (1990). The

asymptotic independenee of the regressors in test regression (A2.2.12) is

apparently not reached in small samples. Compared to other approximation

errors this difference can be considered minor, however.

7.4.6 Application

In our application we look at the univariate dynamics in four stages. We

difference the data to get approximations of growth rates". First we consider

these growth rates corrected for additive outliers, see §A5.2. Then we look at

the rates adjusted for both additive outliers and for (permanent additive)

quarterly deterministic seasonality (constant, (-l)t, COSl/211"t, and Sinl/211"t).

Subsequently we examine the "whitened" rates adjusted for deterministie

seasonality with a break at 1976.4/1977.l.

The break is part of the measurement model. We use data from 1977.1

onwards from the national accounts. The models for the OECD data in our set

seem to need this break even more, see the statistical analysis below. Most

probably th is is a measurement issue as weIl. Looking at the data it seems

obvious that one has to allow for a change in the mean growth rates.

Conditional on a break the series can be considered I (1) whereas one would

suspect it to be I (2) without one. Statistical criteria like the maximum

F-test (Andrews (1990)) lead to dates for the change points that differ

between the series. Growth in private consumption slowed down significantly

af ter 1980 mainly because of the first time post war decreases in total labor

income'", Mean growth in exports already declined after 1973. The choice for

one break at 1977.1 is a compromise and avoids the "testimator" problems

mentioned in §3.3.2. Acting "as if" one has no a priori ideas about the timing

of the break has severe repercussions for the statistical analysis, most

notably in the important unit root testing area, see e.g. Zivot et al. (1992)

9T h e "delta log" transformation and relative growth rates differ only for

large relative changes.

10
The distribution of income between capital and labor plays an important part

in the Dutch macroeconomie modeling traditton. Measurements of changes in the

income shares are significantly influenced by changes in revenues from sales

of natural gas.
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and Banerjee et al. (1992).

The final transformation of the univariate series we consider is the

differenced series af ter correction for additive outliers and seasonality. By

applying the Census X-ll filter one removes I!( 2) and I i( 2) components. It is

an alternative method to adjust for a changing seasonal pattern. It smooths

sudden changes. This corresponds more closely to the prior beliefs of many

about macroeconomie seasonality. Details of this univariate seasonal

correction are in the notes of table 7.2 below. Outlier tests and unit root

tests are done using a "permanent innovation outlier model" for the breaks in

seasonal pattern and mean growth.

7.4.7 Results

This section contains the empirical results of the univariate analysis.

7.4.7.1 Outliers

-log p-valIM(AIT) i
0.05%
0.5%
5%

-log p-VBl IlI(AlTr c
0.05%
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5%
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Figure 7.2 -log p-values of simultaneous univariate LM test for outliers in
the log levels of consumption (c) and investment (i). Based on asymptotic X~

approximation.

The time series show a number of outliers. Outlier tests confirm this.

Even using a significanee level of (O.OSjT) as suggested in §3.3.6 and §3.3.7
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we find several outliers. The simultaneous test of chapter 5, applied to the

levels with p = 0.95 rejects the null for the c series in 1965.4 and 1966.1 and

for the i-series in 1963.1 and 1979.1, see figure 7.2.

Normality of the residuals is rejected at small significanee levels as

weIl. In the principal component analysis of seasonality the same observations

have a huge influence. The empirical influence curve i; (see A3.3.2) for the

largest eigenvalue À1 (i.e. the varianee of the first principal component) of

the covariance matrix of the first differences indicates this too. Values for

Î tl /À1 are 5.9 for ~c in 1966 and 23.8 for ~i in 1963! Some form of outlier

correction is essential. We employ the Kleiner-Martin method introduced in

§A5.3 with a tuning constant of 2.0. lts application renders residuals and

influence curves normal. So we discuss some results of the next

transformation.

7.4.7.2 Autocorrelations

We examine the (extended) sample autocorrelation function (up to

ARMA(20,10) models), the partial autocorrelation function (up to lag 30) , the

periodogram and four speetral estimators for the "cleaned" growth rates,

adjusted for deterministie seasonality. From the partial autocorrelation

function we find that AR models of order 10 can give reasonable approximations

of the correlation structure of the series. We check this in the frequency

domain by comparing four different speetral estimators, the first of which is

the one based on the AR model. The other ones are Parzen estimates, based on a

weighted autocovariance function with window widths 40 and 8 and a Daniell

estimate based on a weighted periodogram with window width 7. See Koopmans

(1974) for a detailed discussion of these estimators.

The resulting AR, Parzen( 40) and Daniell estimates are quite similar in

shape. Differences in the log spectrum are in the order of 0.10~ Differences

up to 0.50 occur at the zero frequency anyhow. Those deviations are weIl in

the range of the 90% confidence interval of the Parzen( 40) estimate, which we

computed using techniques from Koopmans (1974). The Parzen(8) estimator seems

to smooth too much. This makes applications of unit root tests which use even

fewer autocovariances in their estimates of the zero frequency doubtful. The

differences between the estimates also indicate that data information about

unit root characteristics is rather diffuse. Note that the speetral density at

frequency zero (not its log!) is a multiplicative correction factor in some

unit root tests, see §A2.2. Figure 7.3 contains an example of the plots used

in a graphical analysis of the autocorrelation function.
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Figure 7.3a Univariate representations of German industrial production growth
y*dl: Time series of growth rates adjusted for temporary additive outliers,

and for deterministic seasonallty with one permanent shift in 1977.1, cf.

unadjusted series in fig. 7.ld. Parzen(40): log speetral density using the

Parzen weighted autocovarlance estimator with 90% confidence interval. Next

four different estimates of the speetral density, discussed in text.
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Figure 7.3b Univariate representations of German industrial production growth
(continued) Time series characteristics of y*dl (fig. 7.3a): Periodogram,

SACF: a.utocorrelations up to lag 30, PACF: Partlal autocorrelations up to lag

30.
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7.4.7.3 Long memory analysis

The estimates of fractional integration parameters given in the upper

panel of table 7.2 do not indicate severe antipersistence of any of the growth

rates. The negative sign of do for ~y* is due to the poor resolution of this

simple estimator and a business cycle peak in the spectrum at frequency 1/16,

see figure 7.3. The negative estimate for ~(px/pm) seems to be more reliable

in this respect. All variables show signs of positive integration at the

seasonal frequencies. ~c and ~x seem to be nonstationary at frequency 1/4, ~y*
seems to be nonstationary at frequency 112.

Table 7.2 Regression estimates alternative long memory models

~c ~i ~m ~x ~y* ~(px/pm)

40 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 -0.3 -0.3
dl. 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.6 1.4 0.3
""2
dl. 1.2 0.6 0.0 1.6 0.5 0.2
Îl 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3
Lo 0.66 0.93 0.46 0.70 0.97 0.95

~s(L)c ~s(L)i ~s(L)m ~s(L)x ~s(L)y* ~s(L)(px/pm)

40 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 -0.3 -0.3
dl. -0.3 -0.2 -0.9 -1.0 -0.1 -0.6
""2
dl. -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.3 -0.8 -0.9
Îl 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.4
Lo 0.18 0.89 0.39 0.42 0.63 0.87

NOTES: d.\: regression estlmate of slope coefficient log periodegram in

neighborhood frequency 211".\ on theoretical log (pseudo) spectrum 1.\(1)

varlable, given in (2.17). Time domain sample: 1961.1-1988.4. Window widths

frequency domain estimates: 8, 8 and 11 for dO, d! and dl Frequencies 0, 11",

and !11" excluded. Variables corrected for additive outliers as in Table 7.5. ît.
estimate of Hurst coefficient from regression estimate of slope coefficient of

logs of means of nonoverlapping subsample rescaled adjusted ranges on logs of

the (sub)sample sizes 13, 15, 18, 22, 28, 37, 56, 112. Alternative estimate of

do+!. Lo: Lo statistic's asymptotic p-value for the test of the 1(0)

hypothesis agalnst anti persistence based on the modified rescaled range for

full sample, see (2.30). High p-values are an indication of positive

integration. Spectrum at frequency zero estimated using Bartlett weighted

covarlance estimator with window width 32. Reject null hypothesis dO=O for

high p-values against dO>O. Reject agalnst dO<O for low p-values. s(L): linear

part of the Census X-U filter as described in §4.5. Out-of-sample forecasts

and backforecasts generated using equations from Table 7.5, estimation period

1963.1/2/3-1988.4, Le. 4 observations shorter, in order to use the same

information as upper panel, and in order to avoid the influential first

observation in .ac, which cannot be adjusted using our outlier correction

methode

The rescaled adjusted range analysis does not point to positive

integration for the growth rates. The last two Hurst parameter estimates

smaller than 0.5 correspond nicely with the negative estimates for do. The
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parameters do not indicate severe "overdifferencing" at the zero frequency

anyway. The Lo statistics do not either.

The theoretical eff ect of the application of the linear part of the

Census X-11 filter shows clearly in the lower panel of table 7.2. The order of

integration at the zero frequency is barely affected. The order of integration

at the seasonal frequencies should be decreased by two. Although the

properties of these estimators are not known outside ranges of integration

[-112, IA] a decrease in the order of integration of at least one is seen in most

entries.

The seasonal adjustment has a marked influence on the Hurst coefficients.

All estimates increase. The outcomes for the seasonally adjusted data are more

closely in line with the fractional integration parameter estimates. Lo's

statistics go down mainly because of changes in the numerator of expression

(2.30). For consumption growth which has a relatively big varianee at the

seasonal frequencies, the adjusted range goes down by about 20 percent. The

numerator increases by about 10 percent. This affects the p-values

considerably.. Table 7.2 shows the dangers of the straightforward application

of adjusted range techniques on seasonally unadjusted data.

Practically we can conclude from the long memory analysis that the 1(1)

hypothesis is reasonable for the zero frequency. The first four series may be

integrated of a somewhat higher order. The 1(0) hypothesis for the seasonal

frequencies must be rejected for c, x and y*.

7.4.7.4 Data analysis seasonal components

We can draw similar conclusions from the results of a principal component

analysis of the quarterly subseries of the growth rates presented in table

7.3. The eigenvector 0!1 of the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is

not parallel to (1111): variation at other frequencies dominates the

varianee at the zero frequency for all variables. Nonstationarity of ~x at

frequency IA shows up clearly again: 0!1 is a virtually exact linear combination

of (1 0 -1 0) and (0 1 0 -1). The first component explains about two thirds of

the total variation. Similar effects occur for ~y* at frequency 112, whereas ~c

seems to be nonstationary at both seasonal frequencies, although there th is

effect seem to change periodically. The ~c series is thus the only one for

which the usual yearly moving average filter (1+L)(1+L2) seems to be

reasonable at this point of the analysis.

Time series plots of the first principal components of each variabie (not

reproduced here) show random walk like behavior for ~c, ~i and ~, in

agreement with the aliasing phenomenon discussed in §2.4.2. The first
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principal component of ~ seems to be stationary, whereas the series for ~y*

and ~(px/pm) show marked one time permanent shifts in mean in 1978 and 198711

respectively.

Table 7.3

À1/ t r (V'V)

r0
2

r.l2
2

r.l2
4

R1f
R2f
R3f
R4f

max i.,

Principal cumponent analysis of quarterly subseries

~c ~i ~m ~x ~y* ~(px/pm)

.69 .53 .48 .66 .66 .45

.08 .01 .17 .00 .01 .01

.55 .10 .80 .00 .75 .69

.38 .89 .03 .99 .24 .30

.85 .82 .16 .67 .07 .59

.75 .45 .81 .57 .83 .89

.20 .48 .11 .74 .78 .07

.68 .04 .58 .68 .31 .03

1984 1963 1980 1963 1984 1987/88

as introduced in

Series corrected

of V'V. Ti2:

to À V with

(0 1 0 -1) (Ti2)

by principal

curve (A3.3.2)

NOTES: Application on quarterly subseries vk' k=l, 2, 3,

§4.4. V'V: Empirical covariance matrix. Sample 1961.1-1988.4.

for additive outliers as in Table 7.5. À1: largest eigenvalue

squared (multiple) correlation of eigenvector Q1 belonging

(1 1 1 1) (T02 ), (1 -1 1 -1) (Ti2) and both (1 0 -1 0) and

respectively. Rkj: Proportion of varianee of vk explained

component i. max Î tl : observation for which empirical influence

for first principal component is maximum.

7.4.7.5 Varianee time funetions

As a last data analytic tool we use the varianee time function VN / N (not

reproduced here), see (2.21)-(2.23). For the first five series in seasonally

corrected levels this function increases up to N =36 and clearly has a positive

limit, although there are too few observations to say whether this limit is

statistically significantly different from zero. This result is in line with

the findings of Cogley (1990) for century long per capita GNP series of

European countries like France and Italy, which have substantially bigger

random walk components than the corresponding series for the U.S.A. The limit

for consumption is extremely high, the scaled varianee time function12 VN/(NV1)

reaches values around 10. The function decreases for px/pm up till N =16, but

ll"Permanent" also in light of post sample evidence. We discuss an influence

analysis below.

12T he univariate outlier correction decreases ~\=~~ substantially, whereas the

long run varianee is not influenced as much. The long run variance is

influenced significantly by correction for permanent outliers (structural

break dummies), which we introduce below.
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levels off at a rather high value: the random walk component is not very

small.

For the seasonally adjusted growth rates of the series all varianee time

functions decrease. They are not significantly different from zero for values

of N> 20, if one employs the crude standard errors given in Cochrane (1988) to

test the significance. The varianee time function analysis again leads to the

conclusion that one time differencing is a good idea.

7.4.7.6 Statistical unit root analysis

The statistical unit root analysis first concentrates on the I (2)

hypothesis at the zero frequency. We present relevant results in table 7.4.

The 1(2) hypothesis cannot be rejected for. c and x. The tbl-values for these

variables can be brought down to levels below -3.4 by changing the date of the

break to 1980.1 for consumption and to 1974.1 for exports. Rejection of the

1(2) hypothesis is harder in 9 year subsamples. One cannot reject the 1(2)

hypothesis either if one increases p to values of, say, 20. More lags per

observation reduce the power of unit root tests considerably. The additive

outlier correction does not have a decisive impact on the outcome of this unit

root test.

Table 7.4 Regression tests for 1(2) hypothesis

~c ~i ~m ~x ~y* ~px/pm 5%-c.v.

p 8 9 8
*

10 8
*

8
*tb1 -3.19 -3.44* -3.49 -3.15 -4.52 -4.56 -3.4

&('01) 1.05 4.90 2.79 3.22 1.98 1.62
AC(4) 0.13 0.08 0.26 0.35 0.67 0.55
Norm 2.9 0.53 1.48 1.63 1.88 1.07 5.99
td60 -2.12 -0.67 -2.00 2.06 -1.36 -0.29 ±2.9
N4 0 1 2 3 2 2 4
N8 0 1 1 0 1 2 3
N16 0 1 0 0 1 1 2
N36 0 0 1 0 0 0 2

NOTES: Regression (AZ.Z.IZ) for DI(L)=(I-L4)(I-L), extended with terms

d60D77.1l d6zD77.1(-I)t, d63D77.1cos(!1rt), and d64D77.1COS(!1rt) and
restriction 61=0. Data corrected for one time additive outliers in levels

using method of Kleiner and Martin (1979), as in ;able 7.5. p: order of AR

model. tbl: t-statistic to test I(Z)-hypothesis. cr: OLS estimate standard

error. AC(4): Breusch-Godfrey test against fourth order serial correlation in

the residuals, p-value. Norm: Bera-Jarque test for normality residuals. Ni:

number of outliers of size at S%-level in regression without "break"

dummies, see (3.13). Only subsamples of .t1(px/pm), which include 1987.1-1988.4

have p-values<O.Ol. Critical values for unit root tests in last column

simulated in 10,000 replications of sample size 116, see table 7.1.
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Table 7.5

Chapter 7

Regression tests for 1(1) hypothesis

c m x y* pxjpm 5%-c.v.

P
tbl
tb2
tb4
mintbl
in year
maxt b2
in year
maxt b4
in year
TpI
Tp2
Tp~
8(·01)

AC(4)
Norm
td60

td61

td62

td63

td64
N4
N8
Nl 6
N36

8
-3.29
3.11
2.37

-3.01
71.4
2.59
76.3
2.05
88.4
-8.3

-19.0
-16.4
0.99
0.17
2.9
2.71

-2.88
*-3.04

2.46
0.69
2

1

1

o

9
-0.92
2.90
3.86

-2.47
88.4
2.88
88.2
2.24
76.3
-4.6*

-32.9
*-42.8

4.78
0.09
0.53

-0.74
0.69
0.67

-0.72
*-3.83

1

1

o
o

8
-1.79
3.31
3.73

-2.34
72.3
2.44
88.2
3.68
87.1

-17.1
*-28.1
*-55.7

2.74
0.12
1.48
0.85

-1.12
-2.29
0.75
1.01
2
o
o
1

10
-2.07
3.01
1.57

-1.73
88.4
3.11
87.1
1.69
88.4
-9.6

*-26.8
-6.5
3.14
0.62
1.63
1.22

-1.48
-1.56
0.81

-0.68
3
1

o
o

8

-2.00
*3.76

3.26
-3.13
71.4
2.72
78.2
3.12
88.4

-21.7
-12.0

*-48.2
1.94
0.64
1.88
1.16

-1.34
*-4.00

2.08
1.97
2

1

o
o

8

-2.13
2.76

*4.46
-2.66
86.4
5.33
86.4
3.83
86.3

-15.1
*-42.0
*-65.3

1.58
0.17
1.07

-0.99
0.61

-0.54
1.62
2.52
4

2

1

1

-4.3
3.4
4.2

-4.3

-31.6
-19.3
-27.4

5.99
±2.8
±3.6
±2.9
±3.0
±3.0
4
3
2
2

NOTES: Regression (A2.2.12) for DI(L)=(1-L4) extended with terms d6oD77.V

d6ID77.1(t-T/2), d6 2D77. 1(-I)t, d63D77. 1COS(!1l"t), and d64D77.1COS(!1l"t). Data
corrected for one time additive outliers using method of Kleiner and Martin

(1979), see §AS.3, with tuning constant 2.00. Sample period 1962.1-1988.4 for

c, m, y* , and px / pm. Sample for starts in 1962.2. Sample for x starts in

1962.3. mintbi: minimum (in: period) of recursive estimates of tbl

1971.1-1988.4, shift dummies nat included, see Banerjee et al:,.. (1992). maxtb2'

and maxtb4 defined analogously. Distribution not simulated. CT: OLS estimate

standard error disturbances. AC(4): p-value Breusch-Godfrey test against

fourth order serlal correlation in the disturbances. Norm:' Bera-Jarque test

for normality residuals. Ni: number of outliers of size at S%-level in

regression without "break" dummies, see (3.13). True level may be somewhat

higher do to presence of integrated regressors, see §3.3.6. S% critical values

for unit root tests in last column simulated in 10,000 replications of sample

size 116, allowing for halfway break. DGP: Yt-Yt_4=e:t~nid(0,1). Critical

values for t-values of breaking mean, trend and seasonal mean pattern, td6i'

computed from same simulations. Negative values indicate a decrease in mean

(td60) mean growth (td6t>, amplitude frequency ! component (td62) and

amplitude frequency ! components (td63 and td64)' Robustness of validity of

latter statistics largely unknown. Critical values merely indicate the

nonnormality of the tails of their distributions under the null. 1977.1 is

somewhat away from the center of the sample, so "true" critical values for

unit root tests may be a little smaller in absolute value.
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In the next stage of the unit root testing we consider the 1(1 )

hypothesis at three frequencies, presented in table 7.5. At the zero frequency

we cannot reject the 1(1) hypothesis at the 5% level. Banerjee et al. (1992)

tabulated the distribution of the minimum of the recursive estimates of tb! in

the regression without break dummies. One does not need a priori information

on the timing of the break to compute this unit root test.

For the other frequencies the results are mixed. Using the Dickey-Fuller

tests we can only reject the Il(I)-hypothesis for y* and the Il(I)-hypothesis
2 4

for pxjpm. Using the Fountis-Dickey tests, Tp2 and Tp~, we can reject the

I !(I)-hypothesis for i, m, x, and pxjpm and we reject the I ~(I)-hypothesis for

i, m, y* and pxjpm. The latter results correspond to the results for the long

memory models and the principal component analysis where only c and y* seemed

to be nonstationary at frequency V2, whereas c and x were nonstationary at

frequency lA.

The reverse outcome between the Dickey-Fuller and the Fountis-Dickey test

on the I!( 1) hypothesis is remarkable. From a plot of the estimated spectrum

of ~y* corrected for the significant break after 1977 in fig. 7.3a above we

find confirmation of the Fountis-Dickey test result. The overall results

suggest a bigger power of the Fountis-Dickey test. The robustness of validity

of the test has to be examined more precisely in order to judge the practical

relevanee of this .suggestion.

The choice of lag length has a considerable influence on the outcomes of

the Dickey-Fuller tests. More lags decrease the number of rejections. Only the

adjusted partial autocorrelation function (not reproduced here) of éan

indicates that fewer lags could be used. From the autocorrelation functions we

may conclude that ~m adjusted for additive outliers and structural breaks is

very close to white noise. Lowering p to 4 gives values of 5.8 fortb2 and 7.1

for tb4 , without introducing serial correlation in the residuals. Sm cannot .be

considered white noise without allowance for the breaks, in particular removal

of the break in the frequency V2 component introduces serial correlation.

7.4.7.7 Parameter stability and influence analysis

The results for the "raw" data are not reproduced here. We find the

additive outlier correction to matter decisively only for i. The I ~(1)

hypothesis can be rejected without the additive outlier correction, whereas

the deterministic change in the frequency V4 component becomes significant at

the 5% level only af ter the additive outlier correction.

The evidence of breaks, see td64 and td62' is statistically significant

at even lower levels for the frequency JA component in i and the frequency 112
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component in y*. The break in the investment series seems to be a consequence

of the change of measurement model for the OECD series from 1977.l.

The sensitivity of the Dickey-Fuller test to the end point of the sample

can be assessed from the extreme values for the recursive estimates reported

in table 7.5. The change in the test statistic for the /!(1) hypothesis for

6.(px/pm) is remarkable, see maxtb2•

Aspectral analysis of the standardized recur siue residuals (not

reproduced here) shows significant peaks at frequency 21r/2 for y* and px/pm.

These are also due to the change in seasonal patterns af ter 1976 in y* and

af ter 1986 in pxlpm, see figure 7.1 and table 7.3. As discussed in chapter

§3.3.6 ordinary CUSUM tests do not piek up this change in seasonal pattern.

It is easy to adapt the test to detect ··changes in parameters which model

the frequency 112 component. The CUSUM-OLS test applied to the partial sum

series of alternating OLS residuals of the y* equation, E( -l)tet, gives13 a

p-value of 8%, whereas the CUSUM-OLS test gives a p-value of 66%. The change

also shows clearly in time series plots of the recursive estimates of b2 and

62 (not reproduced here). The change is (shortly) af ter the middle of the

sample.

A similar adaptation of the CUSUM-test on partial sums of alternating

recursive residuals does not have as much power. This analysis shows how one

can improve the diagnostic testing procedure by using the right test for the

right problem. lust doing one test for parameter stability is usually not

enough.

The outlying character of the subset 1987.1-1988.4 for 6.(px/pm) is also

pointed out by an influenee analysis of the test equation for integration of

6.(px/pm) without "break" dwnmies, used for table 7.4. Note that the regressors

of that equation do not exhibit unit root nonstationarity. The location

component of the influence of this subset on the predictive density of

6.6.4(px/pm), loeP/ (see appendix 3.1, §A3.1.1) is 4.8, whereas the components

of the other subsets are all smaller than 0.7. The estimative influence

measure relative to (}'-2, ME/ME (see appendix 3.2) equals 4.3 compared to a

maximum of -0.1 for the other nonoverlapping subsets of size 8.

The Chow test for predictive failure PFi (see appendix 3.1, §A3.1.1)

which is sensitive to changes in (3 and a has a p-value of 0.00030. This is

13
Note that this sum over the whole sample equals zero, because of the

inclusion of (_I)t as aregressor. The asymptotic distributions of the

extremes of O't-!EIei (given in Ploberger and Krämer (1992» and O'c!Ef( -1)iei
are the same under the null, because of the absence of autocorrelation and the

symmetry of the distribution of et. See Canova and Hansen (1992) and §4.2 for

a comparable test.
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significant at an overall level of 5%. The total number of nonoverlapping

subsets of size 8 is 13, 0.05/13 = 0.00038, see §3.6 and §3.7. For subsets of

size 4 the minimum p-value is 0.015. This indicates again that influence

analysis should be done for different subsizes.

The test equations for the 1(1) hypotheses are also used to make the

univariate out of sample (back)forecasts which are necessary for the

application of the Census X-ll filter, which mitigates the effect of the

changes in seasonal pattern.

7.4.7.8 Summary of univariate results

All series are 1(do), with do> 0.5. do< 2 for i, m, y* and px/pm. c and y*

are 1!(d!) with d!>0.5, whereas d!<1 for i, m, x, and px/pm. c and x are

1!(d!) with d!>0.5. Both temporary and permanent outliers have a significant

impact on the analysis and need to be taken into account. Sm is approximately

white noise after correction for determinist ie components. The other series

are not. The speetral density of 6.y* has a significant peak at the business

cycle frequency of 1/16. The other series have not.

7.5 Multivariate analysis

7.5.1 Predictions and seasonality in the unrestricted VAR

First we apply the multivariate outlier tests of chapter 5. A select ion

of the results is presented in figure 7.4. The multivariate tests give greater

p-values than the univariate tests. The outcomes again indicate the need for

outlier correction. We make first round models to generate (back)forecasts

which are needed for the application of the seasonal adjustment filter. In

these first round models we abstain from imposing unit roots. Instead we

introducesome extra dummy variables to take account of permanent changes in

mean growth and seasonal means, see (7.3). We use a similar model to estimate

the additive outlier component. We employ a rather strict tuning constant of 2

in order to get fairly smooth estimates of the seasonal components.

Yt = Cl -~(L))Yt+mO+mOdDt+ (mI +mldDt)t+ (m2+m2dDt)( -1)t+ (m3+m3dDt)cOs(1127l't)

+ (m4+m4dDt)sin(l/27l't) +êt, (7.3)

with

x t the observed series,

Ut the additive outlier component,

~(L) an AR matrix polynomial, and

D, a dummy variabie equal to one for tafter 1976.4 and zero elsewhere.
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Figure 7.4a Results of multivariate outlier tests Dutch data
See §5.4.1 tor LM(AIT) and LM(A) defined in (5.6) and (5.9). See §5.4.4 tor

outlier tests in different equations. 5% critical values tor case with known

timing.
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Figure 7.4b Results of multivariate outlier tests Dutch data (continued)
See §5.4.4 for outlier tests in different equations. 5% critical values for

case witb known timing
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The forecasts and backforecasts are plotted in figure 7.5. They do not

look nonsensical, although they are based on unrestricted models with a large

number of parameters. It is obvious that a VAR model cannot predict the

comparatively high aggregate level of industrial production in the old German

empire (before 1945) and the new German republic (af ter 1989) on the basis of

our sample information.

Here we use an order of 5; for tP(L). In the forecasting model we use

sample period 1965.2-1988.4, in the (reverse regression) backforecasting model

we employ sample period 1960.1-1983.3. The confidence intervals are the

standard ones based on maximum likelihood theory, which are easily 0 btained

from standard computer packages. They give a first idea of the forecast

uncertainty.

The "true" confidence inter vals are bigger. No degrees of freedom

corrections were used in the estimate of the residual varianee matrix. The

probability of additive outliers occurring in the near future is put to zero.

The uncertainty in the parameter estimates is not taken into account, which is

especially important for mI and mld. No unit roots are imposed. Since the DlS

estimator of the eigenvalues of the system is biased towards stabie values in

small samples, this leads to an underestimate of the forecast error varianee

if some unit roots are present. This is not entirely unlikely given the

evidence of the univariate analysis. Last but not least, the VAR model is not

the "true" model.

Order selection

The traditional AR order selection criteria are not a big help in our

situation with approximately 110 observations (depending on the AR order) and

30 regressors per equation. If one computes the implicit "optimal significanee

level" for an F-test for 6 extra regressors following the analysis in Amemiya

(1985, §2.1.6), one gets a value bigger than 20% for the AIC criterion and a

value smaller than 0.5% for the BIC criterion14
• Neither value seems to be

attractive here. Kavalieris (1989) derived easily understandable loss

functions for these criteria. The AIC criterion is asymptotically equivalent

with so called cross-validation, i.e. minimizing the sum of squared prediction

errors (defined as ri in §A3.1.1 ). The application of BIC is asymptotically

equivalent with minimizing the sum of squared recursive (unscaled) residuals.

Neither of these loss functions is attractive here. If one applies

14
For a fixed number of 109 observations and 1, 7, 19, 20, 25 and 31 regressors

under the null and 6 extra regressors under the alternative one has series of

optimal p-values for AIC of 0.076, 0.095, 0.119, 0.149, 0.185 and 0.227 and

for BIC of 0.00015, 0.00030, 0.00058, 0.00112, 0.00213 and 0.00401.
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conventional significanee levels one finds that the equations for consumption

and imports need a VAR order of at least 6. The outlier and seasonal

adjustment generally seem to reduce the statistical need for more lags in the

VAR: the p-values of tests against higher order models go down.

Seasonal component

The seasonal component is estimated as (I - s(L) )Yt as described in §4.5.

This filter significantly smooths sudden changes in the seasonal component

over a period of approximately six years. The seasonal components of the first

differences are plotted in figure 7.6. The smoothing effect is clearly visible

in the series for the German industrial production. The most striking changes

in seasonal pattern occur in the export series, where the relative growth rate

of the fourth quarter increased during the late sixties and the beginning of

the seventies. The availability of cheap natural gas may be one of the

reasons. A similar change in seasonal pattern can be observed in the

investment series, although not so pronounced. In the German industrial

production series the increase in the relative growth rate of the first

quarter at the end of the seventies is remarkable. This may just be a

measurement issue. The quite sudden permanent change in the seasonal pattern

of the terms of trade towards the end of the sample seems to be a measurement

issue as well. The outlier testing procedure points to a transient outlier,

see figure 7.4, which can be interpreted as an indication of a permanent

(seasonal) level shift. After the removal of the seasonal component St we

estimate the additive outlier component Ut for a second time. The estimates

for Ut do not change very much.

Influence analysis

Next we focus our attention on multivariate unit root analysis and the

corresponding estimation of equilibrium relations between the seasonally

adjusted series. It appears that the additive outliers do not have a

significant impact on the statistical analysis of the number of unit roots.

One can .easily analyze the influence on the estimates of the equilibrium

relation in the minimum varianee procedure of Stock and Watson (1988) by

Critchley's influence statistics (see §A3.3.2) of the "least principal"

component. For the seasonally adjusted data we find that Î t6/'\6 has a maximum

value for t=1964.3 which varies from 9.3 to 11.3 from the dirty data to the

data without the additive outliers. For the next to last principal component,

which has a bigger component of the investment series we find corresponding

values Î ts/'\s for 1963.1 of 10.1 and 6.2. Here the additive outlier had a

bigger influence. A graph of the separate components of the cointegrating

vector QiYit is a useful additional data analytic tooI.
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rate with same component one year before. Numbers at ends of lines indicates

number of quarter. xdl: exports, y*dl: German industrial production,

pxlpmdl: terms of trade.
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It gives an idea of the empirical significance of the separate

coefficients. Formal testing procedures of the statistical significance of the

coefficients depend very much on asymptotic approximations that are not sure

to work very well for the number of parameters and the sample size that we use

here.

7.5.2 Unit root analysis

Evidence from short run autocorrelations

Figure 7.7 contains the graphs of the implied typical log spectrum f( w,r)

(see (3.15)) for different numbers of cointegrating ranks r, with r=n-k, and k

the supposed number of unit roots in the system. The corresponding supposedly

stationary equilibrium relations were estimated using three of the methods of

§6.5.3 viz. Maximum Likelihood (ML), Minimum Varianee (MV) and Minimum

Predictability (MP). In the ML method we used an AR(6) and D, and a constant

as conditioning regression variables, see §A6.1.1. In the MV method we applied

an ordinary principal component analysis using the covariance matrix of the

levels of the variables. In the MP method we first subtracted the means before

the application of the standard Box-Tiao method in an AR( 6 /5. Subsequently we

estimated the parameters of the restricted VAR in a Vector Error Correction

specification (see(6.10)), with the same conditioning variables as in the ML

estimation method, so that all resulting models allow for a (gradual) change

in mean af ter 1976.4. The shape of this gradual change is shown below, see

figure 7.14.

The basic model in th is second round is thus

(7.4)

with

x, the observed series,

Ut the additive outlier component, and

D, a permanent innovative outlier:

D,=1 for tafter 1976.4, D, is zero elsewhere.

St is the seasonal component and

4'( L) is an AR matrix polynomial with at least one unit root.

The general pattern of f(w, r) is the same for these three estimation

methods, with the biggest differences occurring at frequencies smaller than

1/12. Judging from this graph the hypothesis with r =1 seems reasonable: f( w,1)

clearly does not diverge to infinity near the zero frequency. The graph also

15
Correction for additive shifts in mean or mean growth in the first stage of

the MV and MP method did not produce satisfactory results.
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shows that under the assumption of r =1 most of the cornmon .variation left in

the series is at high frequencies between IA and 112 (or equivalently between 112

and 3/4). The variation at the seasonal frequencies is removed by the

application of the seasonal adjustment filter. The theoretical spectrum at the

seasonal frequencies is close to zero. The log spectrum is thus very negative.

,.,,3 MP:
,.,,3 MV:
,.,,3 MI..:
w,2 MP:-
,.,,2 MV: .
",2 MI..: .-----.
,.,,1 MV: ----
",1 MP:
,.,,1 MI..:-

Figure 7.7 Implied typical log spectra for different numbers of unit roots
and different estimation methods f(w,r): /(w,r) in (3.15), with w=27f"/w (on

x-axls). MP: Minimum predictability, MV: Minimum varlance, ML: Maximum

likelihood. Series in legend ordered according to zero frequency values.

Pulling equilibrium

From our point of view the least predictabie component is most

interesting here, since it has the biggest partial correlation with investment

growth rates. Table 7.6 contains the estimates of the ML-, MV- and MP methods

of the equilibrium relation ~'Yt (§6.5.3), together with the implied mean

growth rates before and after the shift. All mean growth rates are reasonably

close to their sample counterparts.

Next we consider the MV and MP estimates as restrictions in a classical

hypothesis testing situation. We test the hypotheses o =~MV and o =~Mp. We find

similar outcomes for both restrictions. The likelihood ratio test statistie on

the MP restriction, which has the conventional asymptotic X2-distribution if

we suppose that we already imposed the correct number of unit roots under the

null, equals 2·(1882.7-1873.5)=18.4. There are five linearly independent

restrictions. If we apply the finite sample correction of Anderson (1958) (see

§A5.2) we get a test value of 12.4, which corresponds to a p-value of about 396

for a X~ distribution. These results indicate that the estimates of the

parameters of the equilibrium relations are not very precise in a statistical

sense, since the o--vectors are rather disparate, cf. ~ML, ~MV and OI.MP in table

7.6. The separate coefficients are not significantly different from zero,
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since five of the variables are highly collinear, cf. fig. 7.8.

If we want to include the obvious trade balance variables mand x, we

need to put i in the cointegrating relation as well to make it insignificantly

different from the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimate at the 596 level,

cf. Qrestl in table 7.6.

-1.

-3.

-4.

616263646566676869707172737475767778798081821 83 84 85868788

m . "
px/pm:'-'p.,. : "
c . c

i : ········1
x .)(

...... ·M
._.-1·_··..,,· ...··.,

61621 63 646566676869707172737475767778798081828384 8S 86 87 88

Figure 7.8 Least predictable linear combituuioti Time series plot of

~MP'Yt, see table 7.6. Lower figure gives decomposition this series. c:

consumption, i: investment, m: imports, x: experts, Y*: German industrial

production, pxl pm: terms of trade.

The plausibility of the hypothesis that r =1 can also be 'assessed from a

univariate arialysis of the estimates of the cointegrating vectors. According

to a univariate arialysis similar to that of ~j7.4, the deviations from the MP

estimate of the pulling equilibrium seem to be closest to stationarity. This

fits in with the purpose of the ~P method to find the most "white noise Iike"

linear combination of the variables. Figure 7.8 contains a time series plot of

this series with the coefficients normalized as in Table 7.6. The long run
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mean of this cointegrating vector as defined in the last r rows OfI6 (6.20)

changes only slightly af ter 1976. The components of imports and exports are

clearly dominating in the companion plot of the decomposition of the

cointegrating vector. Investment also plays a role of interest. This is in

line with analysis of the statistical significanee of these components

discussed above.

Table 7.6 Estimates of equilibrium relations and persistenee

c m x *y (px-pm) logL c.v, 596

MG 60-76
MG 77-88
MG 60-88

OI.ML
C(l)ii

E6.Xi A7,7
E6.Xi P76

test OI.i=0

OI.MV
C(l)ii

es», A77
E6.Xi P76

OI.MP'

C(l)ii

ss«, A77
E6.Xi P76

1.3
0.4
0.9

1.0
0.98

1.3
0.4

0.20

o
1.0

1.0
1.63

1.2
0.4

1.0
1.59

1.2
0.4

1.1
0.5
0.8

0.3
0.89

0.9
0.4

1.13

1.0
-1.0

1.9
0.62

0.8
0.5

1.9
0.53

0.8
0.5

1.9
0.8
1.4

-2.5
0.38

1.9
0.8

0.39

-3.1
o
-5.0
0.78

1.7
0.8

-5.3
0.65

1.7
0.8

1.9
0.9
1.4

1.4
0.66

1.9
0.9

1.24

2.3
o
4.9
0.43

1.9
0.9

3.1
0.44

1.9
0.9

1.0
0.3
0.7

0.4
0.14

0.9
0.3

1.10

o
o
-4.4
0.89

0.8
0.4

0.9
0.95

0.8
0.4

0.03
-.01
0.02

1.7
0.48

0.01
0.04

0.09

o
5.7

1.2
0.48

0.01
0.02

-1.0
0.51

0.01
0.02

1882.75

1880.11
1872.20

1873.23

1873.50

3.85

NOTES: 10gL: Log likelihood computed for VECM model. Methods: ML: Maximum

Likelihood, MV: Minimum Variance, MP: Minimum Predictability. MG iI-i2: "Mean

growth" from year ii to year i2' Q: normalized estimate of pulling

equilibrium. C(l)ii: diagonal elements of C(l) (or common perststence) matrix,

see §6.2.2, computed in VECM model from (6.27). Eiloxi: expected growth rates

computed from (6.25), A77: before 1977, P76: af ter 1976, constant term m

differs between these periods (mo and mO+mOd in (7.4». test Qi=O: likelihood

ratio test statistics, with small sample correction from §A5.2. Qrest1:

restricted estimate of Q with Q1=Q5=Q6=O' Qrest2: restricted estimate of Q

with Q3=Q4=Q5=O' Q1=-Q2, discussed in appendix 7.3.

Pushing trends and business cycle

Subsequently one can take a look at the permanent component (see (6.30))

and the stationary component of the series to see whether they make sense. In

th is case they do.

16Glven Q, one can easily estimate B( 1) and 'Y using regression (6.32).
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Figure 7.9a Trend cycle decomposition time series plots Based on model with

one long run equilibrium relation estimated using the minimum predictability

method. Data corrected f or additive outliers and seasonally adjusted. c:

consumption, i: investment, m: imports.
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Figure 7.9b Trend cycle decumposition time series plots Based on model with

one long run equilibrium relation estimated using the minimum predictability

methode Data corrected for additive outliers and seasonally adjusted. x:

exports, )1*: German industrial production, pxlpm: terms of trade.
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According to Beveridge and Nelson (1981), the stationary components

should be related to common sense measurements of the "business cycle", see

§6.2.2. Figure 7.9 contains the plots of the trend components which results

from the Box-Tiao estimates of o. Both trend and cyclical components are

presented as deviates from their sample mean.

The volatility in the remaining cyclical component is biggest for the

investment series, see Table 7.7. It varies from -20% (1967) to +20% (1981).

The sum of all forecastable changes (beyond the mean rate of growth) tends to

have the same direction for the first five variables, whereas the sum of

forecastable changes in the terms of trade tends to be in the other direction.

In the period around 1981-1982 the stationary component was high for all the

real variables, which entails that the sum of all forecastable changes was at

a low. This was also the period where aggregate investment went through its

steepest decline.

Table 7.7 Variation and covariation stationary components

var. Yit-Yipt
corr. it-ipt

c

.0011

.80
.0052
1.00

m

.0025

.85

x

.0011

.59

*y

.0013

.88

(px-pm)

.0002
-.40

NOTES: var.: varianee of stationary component,

with one cointegrating vector estimated using

corr.: correlation with stationary component investment.

see §6.2.2, computed

MP method (see

from

table

VEeM
7.6).

Evidence trom long run autocorrelations

In order to see whether the predictability of the cointegrating vector( s)

really goes to zero for long forecast horizons one can plot the six

predictabilities for the corresponding shifted VARs (see §6.5.2 and 6.5.3):

h=O,l, ... (7.5)

Since we are working with a great number of regressors it makes sense to

adjust the predictabilities for degrees of freedom in a way similar to Theil's

(1961, p. 213) adjustment of the multiple correlation coefficient in

regression. The adjusted predictabilities Xli are related to the Àli's

introduced above (6.48) as follows:

Xli=ÀliTz/(T,-k) -k/(T,-k), (7.6)

with

À1i the i-th predictability at forecast horizon I, i.e, the i-th squared

canonical correlation between Yt and Ytlt-h' the forecast of Yt using
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parameter estimates of the shifted VAR and observations up to t-h,

Tl the effective number of observations for the estimation of ~h(L) in (7.5),

k the number of estimated parameters per equation in (7.5).

297

The Äli-values lie between -k/(Tl-k) and 1. Figure 7.10 presents the

adjusted predictabilities in deseending order together with their absolute

lower bound. We adjusted the data for seasonality and additive outliers and

subtracted the mean before estimation of the shifted VARS17
. Only the last

predictability (11 in figure 7.10) points to the existence of a stationary

linear combination. It is declining gradually up to a forecast horizon of

approximately 5 years. For longer 'horizons the last predictability goes up

again. The evidence in the higher order autocorrelations does not support the

cointegration hypothesis. There is a serious lack of degrees of freedom

problem in this "long run" evidence, however. The lower bound (lb_1 in figure

7.10) declines to values below -1 for a forecast horizon of 10 years. This

indicates that the number of parameters is greater than the degrees of

freedom. Classical error bounds around these predictabilities at greater

forecast horizons would just be very large, virtually covering the whole set

of possible values.

1..

"'<:':::;:.~::.:::~:[.~::::'::':'. ......; .j \..~..: ~
•. ,.".,."..,_..... ,

_ ••0 b .

-1..1.0

16 :~
15 :---s
14 :-~

13 :--,
12 : ·······2
11 : "--_..1.

Ib--l: ----b

Figure 7.10 Predictabilities [rom shifted VAR(5) of the Dutch macroeconomie
variables These variables are presented in figure 7.1a. They were corrected

for additive outliers and seasonally adjusted. Forecast horizons (x-axis) vary

from one quarter to ten years. lb denotes lower bound.

Another example shows that the procedure can give more convincing results

in favor of the cointegration assumption. The long run autocorrelations of the

17Additional correction for additive (breaking) trends led to lower Àl1s and

higher Àlis, i>1, I.e. less clear cut evidence of cointegration.
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French data (corrected for additive outliers ) of §5.6 contain pretty clear

evidence of the existence of a cointegrating vector, see figure 7.11. The last

adjusted predictability is close to the lower bound for forecast horizons

longer than two years and stays there. As can be seen from the lower bound the

lack of degrees of freedom problem is not as serious in the model for the

French data. The ratio of the number of parameters and the degrees of freedom

per equation is only 0.19 for the 10 year forecast horizon.

14 :-"
13 :---s
12 :---a
n :-1
IU: ·······b

Figure 7.11 Predictabilities trom shitted VAR(2) ot the French macroeconomie
variables These variables are presented in figure 5.9. They were corrected

for additive outliers. Forecast horizons (x-axls) vary from one quarter to ten

years. Ib_I denotes lower bound.

H)1>othesis tests

Small sample adjustments also play an important role if one interprets

the outcomes of some multivariate unit root tests reported in table 7.8. The

evidence for the existence of a cointegrating vector is rather weak. The

Stock-Watson test procedure does not lead to the rejection of the null

hypothesis of the presence of six unit roots in the system at any conventional

significanee level. The additive adjustment for (breaking) trends in a

regression prior to the estimation of the VAR may be a poor procedure in our

sample, however.

Application of Johansen's asymptotic tests (assuming Gaussian

disturbances in the adjusted data), allowing for one innovative change in mean

growth after 1976, leads to the rejection of the hypothesis of six unit root

against the alternative with five at the 5% level. If one applies the degrees

of freedom adjustment suggested by Ahn and Reinsel (row (6) in the table) the

null hypothesis of 6 unit roots cannot be rejected at the 5%' level. The choice

of the lag order and the precise timing of the innovative outlier do not

influence the outcomes too much. The value of the likelihood ratio test
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statistic is greater if the innovative outlier is introduced earlier or later,

or not at all. The estimate of the maximum likelihood equilibrium relation

shifts considerably. The maximum squared canonical correlation between growth

rates and lagged levels, ÀÄii, is always between 0.3 and 0.35. Reducing the AR

order increases ÀÄii, increasing the AR order decreases ÀÄii. A similar effect

of decreasing evidence of mean reversion occurs in the univariate analysis.

Table 7.8 Tests for 6 unit roots against 5 or less

Statistic order AR Det.terms value c.v. 596

T(Re(Àf 6)-1) 6 mo, mOd, mo, mld -36.3 -62.4* (1)
(T-np-4)(.~.e(Àf6)-1) 6 mo, mOd, mo, mld -34.4 -62.4* (2)
-T(ln(l-À~n) 6 mO,mOd 41.6 39.4 (3)
-T(Eln(l-Àti i) 6 mO,mOd 113.4 94.2 (4)
T(EÀtii) 6 mO,mOd 99.0 94.2 (5)
(T-np-2)(EÀ~ii) 6 mO,mOd 81.9 94.2 (6)

NOTES: Det. terms: extra explanatory variables in regressions, additive in

Stock-Watson procedure, innovative in Johansen procedure. c.v. 5%: asymptotic

critical value of statistic at 5% level. Sources: (1): Stock and Watson

(1988), (3)-(5): Osterwald-Lenum (1992). Rows(1)-(2): Stock-Watson procedure

(see §A6.1.1) extended with (additive) change in mean and mean growth term in

1977.1 in "~a. priori regression. (1) No degrees of freedom correction, (2):

degrees of freedom correction. Critical value derived without change in trend,

"true" critical value even larger in absolute value. Rows (3)-(6) Johansen's

procedure, (see §A6.1.1).(3)-(4): no correction. (5): correction of log term.

Row (6): Degrees of freedom correction.

7.5.3 Detecting a structural break

The first tools in our analysis of parameter stability are the recursive

tests applied to the VECM model of the data adjusted for seasonals and

additive outliers. Both adjustments improve stability of the VAR estimates.

The recursive test can only be applied if one does not include the structural

change dummy'" Dt . One could adjust the data for the effect of the permanent

innovation outlier first, but here we want to see whether the parameter

stability tests indicate the need for such a "structural break" in the model.

Table 7.9contains some results. The nominal p-values for the fluctuation

tests are low, but this mayalso due to the generally poor performance of

robustness in size (cf. §3.3.2) of this test in truly dynamic modeis. The

p-value for the backward application of the test on the investment equation

points to a serious break. The CUSUM test only points to a significant break

in the consumption equation after 1980.

In figure 7.12 we present some time series plots of minus the logs of the

p-values of the tests of Table A3.1 in §A3.2. The test statistics CBi' VRi and

18
mOd is not estimable in the early subsamples.
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QTi can only be computed for the period 1969.2-1980.3. In this example the

subset" (Xi' Yi) contains the observations for the period l-1988.4. The subset

(X(i),Y(i») contains the data between 1961.3 and (l-I). Ai and A(i) denote the

residual sums of squares for the regressions on these subsets. We also

computed the test with the roles of Ai and A(i) interchanged. This gives

different results for the varianee ratio test and the QT test for the

stability of the other parameters. The ANOVA test CBi does not change. In the

first way the varianee ratio rejects if the varianee has increased too much in

the course of time. In the second way it rejects if the varianee has decreased

too much.

Table 7.9 Parameter stability test asymptotic p-values

Test * (px-pm) systemc m x Y

Flucf 0.003* 0.03 0.035 0.005* 0.035 0.42 0.007*
Flucb 0.85 <10-4* 0.307 0.264 0.0035* 0.003* 0.0003*
CUSUMf <0.05* >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05
CUSUMb >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05
CUSUMOLS 0.67 0.88 0.98 0.75 0.98 0.39

NOTES: Flucr asymptotie p-values fluctuation test (see §3.3.8) in VECM

equations with one cointegrating vector estimated using Box-Tiao method, see

table 7.6. Flucb: fluctuation test applied to observatlons in reverse order,

first row of X-matrix becomes last. CUSUMr CUSUM test (§3.3.6), CUSUMb CUSUM

test applied to observations in reverse order. CUSUMOLS: CUSUM test on OLS

residuals (§3.3.6).

Figure 7.12 also shows most serious problems for the investment equation,

but this seems largely due to the instability of the varianee of the

disturbances. According to the analysis of Andrews (1990), the maximum of the

F-test (i.c. CBi' the analysis of varianee test) over the center 70% of the

sample has a 5% critical value which corresponds to a nominal significanee

level of 0.3 to 1%20 if one applied the test "as if" one knew the timing before

hand. His analysis gives a rough indication that only nominal p-values for the

CBi below 1% should be taken seriously if the true significanee level of

interest is 5%. The nominal p-values under 5% of the CBi statistic for the

consumption (1970-1972), investment (1975), and terms of trade (1973) equation

do not indicate serious misspecification.

19
Here X contains the observations for lagged differences, the constant term

and the lagged deviation from the equilibrium relation.

20
Andrews only computed tables for regressions with up to 20 regressors in

statie regressions. Note that the decrease in the nominal p-value that should

be used is much smaller than in example 3.1, where the maximum of test

statisties for the congruence of nonoverlapping subsets was used.
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Figure 7.12a Nmninal -log .p-values of parameter stability test statistics
x-axis gives date of where sample is split in two to apply the tests.

Expressions are given in table A3.I. cv5%: -log(0.05), cv1%: -log(0.01). c-:
consumption, i-: investment, m-: Imperts.
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Chapter 7

Figure 7.12b Nominal -log p-values of parameter stability test statistics
(continued) x-axis gives date of where sample is split in two to app1y the

tests. Expressions are given in tab1e A3.1. cv5%: -10g(0.05), cv1%:

-10g(0.01). x-: exports, y-: German industrial production, p-: terms of trade.
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One can also see from the figures that not all test statistics lead to the

same conclusion about the adequacy of the model. For 1 close to 1969.3 the Cll

test stands out. For 1 close to 1980.3 the VR test does. There the Chow test

for predictive failure PFi is nearly equal to the QTi test as can be derived

from (A3.2.11). The weight of the VRi test in the PFi test is very low:

(33-32)/33. Near 1972.3 the respective weights are 32/64 and 32/64: the

p-value for PFi ends up in the middle between those for QTi and VRi •

The multivariate outlier criterion defined in §3.3.7 uses the PFi

statistics for nonoverlapping subsets of equal size. It can also be applied to

the model with the structuralbreak. We discuss results below.

One can also check parameter stability via an autocorrelation test of the

recursive residuals. One can expect dips in the spectra of these residuals at

the seasonal frequencies because of the seasonal adjustment. On the whole the

autocorrelations do not point to a serious misspecification. Aspectral

analysis of the recursive residuals of the export equation indicates a

considerable degree of antipersistence (negative degree of integration)

however. The CUSUM analysis of this equation shows a consistent downward trend

of the partial sum of the recursive residual (not reproduced here).

Let us summarize the evidence of the parameter stability tests of the

system without a structural break. We find that the CUSUM test rejects

parameter stability of the consumption equation. The outcomes of the other

tests are no reason for comfort. The introduetion of an extra variabie in

order to allow for a change in mean growth seems especially warranted for the

consumption and the exports equation.

7.5.4 The final model

Data based restrietion of the parameter space

The unrestricted VECM model with structural break dummies contains 198

location parameters and 21 covariance parameters. There is some scope for

simplification. We identified the nonzero location parameters in the VECM

model using the OlS t-values of the separate coefficients. Since the

regressors in the VECM model ar.e reasonably orthogonal, especially if one

compares them with the regressors in the unrestricted VAR in levels, th is is

not a hopeless task. A degree of "arbitrariness" remains, though.

Other methods exist. Koreisha and Pukkila (1987) suggested ways to remove

this arbitrariness by using an automatic identification procedure. Penm and

Terrell (1984) suggested an automatic procedure to select optimal so-called

subset AR models in a Granger causality study. Tsay (1989b) discussed two

identification methods to obtain parsimonious (VARMA) models for stationary
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time series. There the contemporaneous relationships are selected on data

evidence as weIl. The first method is based on Kronecker indexes21
• The second

method is based on Scalar Component Models, which is an extension of the

Box-Tiao (1977) methode In our case the most white noise like component,

OI.MP'Yt, depicted in fig. 7.8 is still far from white noise.

We employ the first step of the Scalar Component modeling technique only

to model the longer run autocorrelations. The VECM representation allows

direct identification of partial correlations between growth rates of the

different variables, which are the main transformations of interest in our

case. The resulting impulse responses of our method are far from smooth.

Reduction of the order of the VAR smooths the impulse responses considerably,

the imposition of our data based restrictions does not.

We test the overall restrietion in the multiple regression model, and

check the restricted model for residual autocorrelation and parameter

stability. By imposing the correct restrictions one can increase the precision

of the parameter estimators. The estimators of the disturbances improve

correspondingly. The number of outliers criterion indicates that a further

whitening of the data is necessary. We employ a tuning constant of 2.4 (cf.

A5.3) on the data which result from the first stage whitening. This last

whitening does not have a significant impact on the estimation of the pulling

equilibrium.

Final VECM model

Finally one can estimate the model using a SUR estimator22
• Since there is

considerable correlation between the disturbances of the different equations,

this improves the efficiency of the estimates even further. Table A7.2 in the

appendix contains the main estimation results. The terms of trade is not

Granger (1969) caused by any of the other variables at positive lags. lts

disturbances have a contemporaneous negative partial correlation23 with

exports. This may partly be due to the common factor of export prices, which

is used to obtain the real export figures. The model picks up some linear

dynamic relations between the other variables of interest.

The disturbances in German industrial production are contemporaneously

21Luetkepohl (1991) discussed a number of identification methods in detail.

22p enm and Terrell (1984, p. 328) postmultiplied Xe by K-1, with K regular and

KK'=E. This does not lead to a SUR estimator. They used Yule-Walker equations

to fit a VAR for detrended differences. Their method is now outdated.

23Here we apply the usual rule of thumb critical value of 2r!. We did not

compute the ML variance covariance matrix of the variance covarlance

parameters of the disturbances.
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correlated with disturbances to Dutch consumption, imports and exports. The

equations for these variables do no indicate astrong relationship with Dutch

investment.

The other disturbances of the four Dutch variables are strongly

interrelated. The contemporaneous correlation between import disturbances and

export shocks is especially large. Changes in exports are partially correlated

with lagged changes in German industrial production. The hypothesis of non

Granger causality of deviations from the equilibrium relation to changes in

exports can be rejected at rather low significanee levels. Changes in imports

definitely have a partial positive correlation with lagged changes in

consumption and the terms of trade.

The statistically most interesting explanatory variabie in the investment

equation is the error correction variabie which measures the deviations of

(most notably) imports, exports and investment from their "extended trade

balance" equilibrium relation. Rescaling the estimates of table 7.6 one gets

(7.7)

with

Ze'bz the other explanatory variables in the regression.

Recursive analysis of this error correction (not reproduced here) shows

that it has been in effect over the entire sample periode A decline in imports

relative to exports and investment significantly decreases the growth

potentialof both investment and exports. The role of consumption in this

equilibrium relation is not well identified in the data. Changes in

consumption have negative partial correlations with lagged changes in the

trade balance and positive partial correlations with lagged changes in the

terms of trade.

Some figures from the Dutch input-output table for the year 1984 in table

7.10 below indicate the size of the simultaneity in the measurement model.

Dietzenbacher (1992) provided a detailed analysis of inter industry linkages

in the Netherlands. The deviations from equilibrium in 1984 were minimal, see

figure 7.8. One does not construct complete input-output tables on a quarterly

basis.

On the basis of this information one would expect the biggest

contemporaneous correlation in the disturbances between consumption and

imports. This is not the case in our sample. We may infer that the

disturbances are not entirely dominated by measurement errors and attach some

meaning to impulse response analyses and varianee decompositions. First we
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evaluate the outlier component, i.e, the variation in the data that could not

be used in the VAR model.

Table 7.10 Extract trom Dutch input-output table 1984

building oil intermediate c x total

building 9345 464 17684 1178 30407 1739 51008

oil 795 6192 15754 5877 100 59699 63218

m 8066 48531 150343 38845 18336 20231 227755

total 51008 63218 762346 236749 74318 248563

Souree: Nationale Rekeningen 1986, Aanhangsel 2.1.

1984. Totals from entire input-output tabIe.

chemicaIs) industry part of intermediate goods

consumption, i: investment, x: exports, m: imports.

Figures

Building

and

in 106 guilders of

and oil( =oil and

services. c: private

Evaluation of additive outlier correction

The normality tests and multivariate outlier tests are used to check

whether the outlier adjustment has been satisfactory. Many outliers follow the

one-period AO model in the levels, used in the estimation procedure described

in appendix A5.3. Figure 7.13 presents the estimates of the outlier component

together with the seasonally adjusted series, both in first differences.

The outlier correction is most urgently needed in the investment series,

and seems to work weIl there. The negative additive outlier in 1963.1 was due

to the most severe winter in Western Europe of this century. A compensating

rise in 1963.2 did not occur. The negative outlier in 1979.1 (also due to a

severe winter) was compensated to a great extent in the following quarter.

This winter ended somewhat earlier and the economy was not working at full

capacity in this period which made it easier to realize this compensation.

The outlier adjustment did not work perfectly for the consumption series.

It is clear that the first observation is influential, but without previous

observations one cannot tell whether it is an outlier. The 1966.1 drop in

consumption is a consequence of the anticipatory purchases in the quarter

before. Consumers apparently expected an important rise inthe prices of

consumer goods in the beginning of 1966p This price rise did not occur. The

beginning of the trouble for the core VAR model thus occurred in 1965.4. The

(univariate) test for additive outliers picked this up. The outlier correction

method did not. One could use a priori information to fine tune the method on

this point. Another way to improve the method could be to use additive outlier

test statistics instead of normalized residuals (see §A5.3) in the assessment

of the need for adjustment.
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Figure 7.l3b Final estsmates additive outlier component and seasonally
adjusted growth rates (continued) Additive outlier component estimated in

restricted VEeM model for seasonally adjusted data. x-sdI: exports, y*-sdI:

German industrial production, px/pm-sdI: terms of trade.
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The movement in industrial production figures in Germany in 1967-1968 is

not wen explained by the standard model. Apparently some important

determining factors are missing. The other important outliers in the data are

basically one time additive outliers, which show up as a Oh -01 at t = 1,1+1 in

the time series plots of first differences.

Evaluation of' correction for structural break

The plausibility of the permanent innovation outlier model can be judged

from figures 7.14 and 7.15. The permanent effect of this outlier on the change

in mean growth is largest for imports and exports. The mean growth in

consumption is also affected considerably. The mean growth rates of investment

and German industrial production are not as badly affected. The small mean

growth rate in the terms of trade is reduced by the innovation outlier. The

aim of the adjustment for outliers or structural breaks is to obtain data with

stationary growth rates. Figure 7.15 shows that the adjustment for one

structural break removes the major part of the apparent nonstationarity of the

growth rates.

~~~:::-----------~---p pIO:-p
i10 :-1
ylO :-w
clO : --c
mlO: "
:xIO : ····_··x

78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

~ .

-p

-I

-w
-c

········x
......."

78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

Figure 7.14 Effect of permanent innovation outlier in 1977.1
Upper figure (10) gives effect on levels. Lower figure (IOdl) gives effect on

growth rates. See also figure 1.15.
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German industrial production, px/pm: terms of trade.
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Diagnostic tests

We test the model using the OlS estimates per equation on the data

corrected for additive outliers. We check the assumption of a mean innovation

process for the disturbances by joint F-tests on the significanee of the

omitted regressors and lagged disturbances of all the equations up to order 4.

We obtain no p-values under 5%. Multivariate and single equation normality of

the disturbances is not rejected at the 596-level either.

Recursive tests are applied on the data corrected for the structural

break, since those are the data which should have stabie growth rates. The

results for the parameter stability tests improve considerably. The number of

outliers criterion is also used on the equations estimated by OLS and gives no

indication of serious parameter instability, see table 7.11.

Table 7.11 Parameter stabilitytests restricted structural break model

Test * (px-pm)c.v.596 [T/m]'596c m x y

Fluc, .49 .91 .98 .91 .99 .77 (1)
Fluc], .11 .18 .41 .65 .98 .95 (2)
CUSUM, >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 (3)
CUSUMb >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 >.05 (4)
CUSUMOLS .73 .81 .93 .93 .84 .75 (5)
NI 5 4 6 7 5 9 10 (6)
N2 3 3 3 3 1 1 7 (7)
Ns 1 1 0 0 2 0 3 (8)
N16 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 (9)
N32 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 (10)
Plmin .015 .009 .010 .013 .020 .037 .00045 (11)
P2min .010 .002 .024 .019 .016 .013 .0009 (12)
PSmin .027 .021 >.05 >.05 .020 >.05 .0038 (13)
P16min >.05 .008* >.05 .046 >.05 >.05 .0083 (14)
P32min >.05 .017 >.05 .024 >.05 >.05 .0167 (15)

NOTES: See also table 7.9. Rows (1)-(5): p-values. The restrictions are given

in appendix A7.2. The effect of the permanent innovation outlier is presented

in figures 7.14 and 7.15. The p-values do not take the conditioning on the

nonstationary structural break regressor into account. Rows (6)-(10): Nm:

number of Chow test statistics on nonoverlapping subsets of size m greater

than 5% critical value. Column headed by c.v. 596 denotes critical value eN,
see §3.3.7. Rows (11)-(16): Pm min denotes minimal p-value for Chow statistics

on subsets of si ze m. Column headed by [Tlm]'5% denotes approximate overall 5%
critical value for these statistics, see §3.3.7. Asterisk denotes onIy

significant value for investment equation in period 1977-19S0 (16 quarters).

Short run identificatlon impulse responses and varianee decompositions

The first way to orthogonalize the shocks is to use the estimates of the

covariance matrix L of the disturbances. One needs a short run model to

identify shocks for this end. We call th is short run identification. Sims

(1986) proposed to estimate a simultaneous equations like model to achieve

this identification. We use a short run recursive ordering. We attribute the
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foreign price shocks to the disturbances in the terms of trade. We allocate

the real foreign shocks to the components of the disturbances in exports and

the German industrial production which are unrelated to the foreign price

shocks.

Apparent orderings

There is strong evidence that the terms of trade can be considered

exogenous. See appendix 7.2 and figures 7.16-7.19 below. The disturbances of

imports and exports are very closely related. As the estimates of the VECM

model in appendix 7.2 show, exports adjust to "longer run" deviations from the

extended trade balance equilibrium only in the longer run, whereas changes in

imports react faster to past changes in exports. The evidence of the reaction

of imports to deviations from the equilibrium is not as clear. In the short

run the export disturbances move somewhat more independently than the import

disturbances. It seems sensible to attribute these disturbances to foreign

shocks. It is hard to label the component of the import disturbances which

cannot be explained by the disturbances in exports and foreign prices and

production.

The remaining part of the disturbances in consumption and investment

which cannot be attributed to foreign shocks can be identified as domestic.

The correlation between the consumption and investment disturbances is

comparatively low, so that changing their order does not influence the results

of the analysis so much.

For the short run identification we use a recursive structure of the

disturbances in the order pxlpm, y*, x, m, c, i.

Long run identification impulse responses and varianee decompositions

One can also orthogonalize the shocks on the basis of the long run

covariance matrix C(1)EC(1)', which is proportional to the speetral density of

the growth rates at the zero frequency. We call this long run identification,

see example 6.2. The impulse responses in our model get very close their long

run levels within a period of five to six years. It is thus somewhat more

realistic to talk about medium run identification. As the analysis of the

predictabilities in figure 7.10 and the statistical analysis of the

cointegrating vector in table 7.6 shows, the evidence about real long run

equilibria is rather weak.

Temporary responses and permanent effects

In the long term identification we first examine the effect of the

(business cycle) shocks which have no permanent effect on the levels of the

series. In our case with one cointegrating vector the coefficient vector which

determines these shocks is parallel to the vector of factor loadings , of the
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error correction variable, see proposition 6.3. These shocks only have

important effects on investment and exports. The variation in these shocks is

largely dominated by the investment disturbances. The letter "i" denotes the

effect of this shock in figures 7.17 and 7.19.

One can identify the other five shocks, which push the common trends,

according to a similar recursive structure as we use for the short run

identification. We employ the recursive structure in the order pxjpm, y*, x,

m, c. The first three of these five shocks can be considered foreign. Only the

first shock has a permanent effect on the terms of trade. Only the the first

and the second shock have a permanent effect on the terms of trade and German

industrial production and so on.

Empirical results

The results of the impulse response analysis are presented in figures 7.16

to 7.19. Figures 7.16 and 7.18 present the results from the short run

identification. The responses to one standard error shocks are measured in

percentage points of the levels of the original variables. The standard errors

are derived from the M~ estimate of the covariance matrix of the disturbances.

The ML estimates are known to be downward biased in small samples. The

responses are thus no "overestimates". The forecast error varianee components

are measured in percentage points of the total forecast error variance.

Note the recursive structure from the left hand sides of the graphs. The

figures which represent the effect on the terms of trade indicate that only

foreign price shocks have a notabie influence. The same effect arises in

figures 7.17 and 7.19 where we present results from the long run

identification. Here the recursive structure can be noted from the right hand

sides of the graphs. The plot of the impulse responses on i does not show six

nonzero effects at the right hand side. The effect ofi denotes the effect of

the business cycle shock which has long run effect zero on all variables by

construction.

Effects of foreign and domestic disturbances

The German industrial production series can also be considered rather

exogenous in this information set, see figures 7.18 and 7.19. Negative shocks

in the terms of trade (a rise of Dutch foreign prices, e.g. due to oil price

changes in the seventies) have a negative effect on German industrial

production. Surprisingly the dynamie relationship between German industrial

production .and domestic consumption is more pronounced than its relationship

with domestic investment, see the effect of y on c and y on i in figures 7.18

and7.19. This can also be seen directly from the plots of the raw data in

figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.16a Impulse responses identified [rom short run covariance matrix
Recursive model with order p: terms of trade, y: German industrial

production, x: exports, m: imports, c: consumption, i: investment. Effect of

one standard shock measured in percentage points of the level of a variabie

(y-axis) after n years (x-axis).
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Figure 7.16b Impulse responses identified [rom. short run conariamee matrix
(continued) Recursive model with order p: terms of trade, y: German industrial

production, x: exports, m: imports, c: consumption, i: investment. Effect of

one standard shock measured in percentage points of the level of a variable

(y-axis) af ter n years (x-axïs).
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Figure 7.17a Impulse responses identified trom long run conariamee matrix
Recursive model with order p: terms of trade, y: German industrial production,

x: exports, m: imports, c: consumption, on: business cycle shock. on i: on

investment. Effect of one standard shock measured in percentage points of the

level of a variabie (y-axis) after n years (x-axis).
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Figure 7.17b Impulse responses identitied trom long run covariance matrix
(continued) Recursive model with order p: terms of trade, y: German industrial

production, x: exports, m: imports, c: consumption, on: business cycle

shock. on i: on investment. Effect of one standard shock measured in

percentage points of the level of a variabie (y-axis) after n years (x-axis).
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Figure 7.18a Forecast error varianee decompositions identified [rom short
run couariance matrix Recursive model with order p: terms of trade, y: German

industrial production, x: exports, m: imports, c: consumption, i:

investment.Components measured in percentage points of the total forecast

error variance (y-axis) for an n year horizon (x-axis).
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Figure 7.18b Forecast error varianee decompositions identified [rom short
run conariamee matrix (continued) Recursive model with order p: terms of
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consumption, i: investment. Components measured in percentage points of the

total forecast error variance (y-axis) for an n year horizon (x-axis).
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the total forecast error varrance (y-axis) for an n year horizon (x-axis).
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Exports only show a short run negative reaction to changes in the terms

of trade. In the longer run positive real foreign shocks have a lasting

positive impact, see the effects of p on x, y on x and x on x in figs. 7.16

and 7.17.

The results for the effects on the variables mand c differ widely

depending on whether the identification is done on the short run or the long

run covariances. The short run identification produces the more sensible

results. Domestic shocks have a long run effect on imports which should not be

assumed away. Imports show noticeable long lasting responses to both foreign

and domestic shocks. The domestic investment disturbances have the smallest

effect, especially if one measures them according to their contribution in the

forecast error variance. If one combines the results from the exports and

imports equation one sees that standard positive shocks in the terms of trade

(p on x and p on m) and domestic consumption (c on x and c on m) have a

comparable effect on the trade balance in the longer run. They have virtually

no effect on exports and can both be used to explain about 10% of the long run

forecast error variation of imports, see figures 7.16 and 7.18.

The most remarkable responses of consumption are those to foreign real

shocks as represented by the German industrial production, which can explain

about 20% of the long run forecast error variance.

Effects on investment

The variabie of interest investment is the only variabie which is

significantly influenced by the business cycle shocks denoted by i on in

figures 7.17 and 7.19. Only 15% of the forecast error varianee at a one year

horizon can be explained by these shocks. The shocks with permanent effect

almost totally dominate the forecast error varianee at further horizons. About

20% of the long run forecast error varianee can be attributed to foreign price

shocks. Only a quarter of the long run varianee is explained by the "truly"

foreign disturbances. (p, y, and x), see fig. 7.19. The truly domestic shocks

from the short run identification (c and i) account for only 40% of the

forecast error varianee at the three year horizon, see fig. 7.18.

The most striking contribution to the forecast error varianee comes from

the import shocks, which are mixtures of domestic and foreign shocks. This

dynamic relationship between investment and imports shows most clearly in the

data in the partial correlation between investment growth rates and lagged

deviations from the extended trade balance equilibrium (see (7.7)), which is

statistically significant at very low significanee levels (<0.01%). It is

clear that imports figures can help in the prediction of investment at longer

forecast horizons.
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Interpretation

One could try to find a cause for th is phenomenon in the measurement

model. Investment good producing industries may anticipate future investment

on the basis of information outside our VAR model, and import production

factors in advance. Table 7.10 gives some figures for the building industry

which supplied 40% of Dutch demand for investment goods in 1984. Only 3.5% of

the total imports is used by the building industry. Industries which use a

bigger amount of total import like the oil- and chemical industry (20% of

imports ) do not produce notabie amounts of investment goods. The anticipated

change in demand for investment goods cannot be the dominating reason for

rises in total imports. Figure 7.8 shows that imports were comparatively low

in the major economie troughs around 1975 and 1981. This can partly be

explained by changes in the terms of trade and real foreign shocks. Other

factors outside our information set may be able to account for these movements

in domestic demand for foreign goods, which are more closely related with

investment than obvious candidate variables like private consumption and

exports. In appendix 7.3 we discuss the results in the context of the economie

model of Mellander et al. (1992).

Conclusion

One can successfully analyze empirical dynamic relationships between six

key macroeconomie variables for the Netherlands in the period 1960.1-1988.4

using the methods suggested in the previous chapters. The standard VAR model

with some unit roots, extended with models for additive outliers, seasonality

and a structural break can be used to explain a significant amount of the

variation of the data set under scrutiny. The parameters of the core model are

reasonably stable.

We find astrong dynamic relation between investment and imports, which

is not easily explained by reference to aspects of the measurement model. We

present empirical evidence of an "extended trade balance" equilibrium, which

is mean stationary over the entire sample period. Lagged deviations from this

equilibrium have a large partial correlation with investment growth rates.

Comparatively high import levels tend to be rapidly followed by relatively

high growth rates for investment. Changes in the terms of trade can be

considered exogenous in our information set. Exports are only temporarily

affected by changes in the terms of trade. Imports show a longer lasting

reaction.

The methods are still developing. We encourage the reader to employ them

critically. Modification will be necessary to obtain a good insight in linear

dynamic relationships among other macroeconomie time series.



A7.l Data sourees and construction

This appendix contains detailed information about the construction and

souree of the data. Only the common sample 1960.1-1988.4 is used in the

empirical analysis.

Table A7.l Data sourees and construction

Series Period Construction

Total consumption volume 57.1-69.4 (1980 prices )00.923 (1)
by households 70.1-78.3 (2)

78.3-91.2 Constructed from annual (3)
growth rates

Total investment: value 60.1-62.4 Index( 1975=100)·.62·44.5/47.25
dwellings+ 63.1-70.4 Index( 1980=100)·44.5/47.25
other fixed capital + 71.1-89.4 Index( 1985=100)
government investment
stocks excluded price 57.1-70.4 (Total value/Volume 1980 prices) (4)

·.46110j.49011
71.1-89.4 Value in market prices(1980=100)

volume (1985= 100)
volume 60.1-89.4 Value/price (5)

Imports (c.i.f.) volume 57.1-69.4 (6)
and Exports (I.o.b.) 70.1-78.1 (7)
Goods and 78.1-91.2 Constructed from annual (8)
Services growth rates

value 57.1-78.1 (9)
78.1-91.2 (10)

price 57.1-91.2 Value/volume

German industrial volume 60.1-89.1 Index (1985=100) (11)
production

NOTE: Sourees: (1): DNB (1986), (2): DNB

(1986), (5): OECD (1991), (6): DNB (1986),

(9) DNB (1991), (10) CBS(1991), (11): OECD (1991).

(1986), (3): CBS

(7): DNB (1986),

(1991), (4):

(8): CBS

DNB

(1991),



A7.2 Estimation results final model

Table A7.2 Results of final VEeM model SUR estimation

Equation De Di Dm Dx Dy* Dpx/pm
Regressor lag

De 1 -0.291 0.796
( -3.82)* 2.39)*

Dm 1 0.159
( 3.45)*

Dx 1 -0.152 -0.308
( -4.15)* ( -4.70)*

Dy* 1 0.126 0.167 0.331 0.212
( 2.69)* 1.66 )* ( 2.80)* 2.53)*

Dp x Zpm 1 0.329 -0.158
3.03)* ( -1.84)*

De 2 0.386 0.299
2.63)* 2.11)*

Di 2 0.042
( 1.22)

Dm 2 -0.274 -0.008
( -1.90)* ( -0.10)

Dx 2 0.141
2.01)*

Dy* 2 0.169
1.74)*

Dp x Zpm 2 0.420 0.426 0.270 0.079
1.61 )* 3.13)* 1.72)* 0.70)

De 3 0.451
( 3.01)*

Dm 3 -0.129
( -1.55)*

Dx 3 0.287 0.246
3.94)* ( 3.19)*

Dy* 3 -0.206
( -2.02)*

De 4 0.349
2.41)*

Di 4 -0.138 -0.096
( -1.73)* ( -3.01)*

Dm 4 -0.201
( -3.11)*

Dx 4 -0.236 -0.131
( -1.86)* ( -1.73)*

Dy* 4 0.364
( 1.90)*

Dpx Zpm 4 -0.277
( -3.31)*

De 5 0.310 0.355
4.44)* 2.58)*

Dm 5 0.056
0.91)

Dx 5 -0.088
( -1.23)

Dy* 5 -0.383 -0.359 -0.259 -0.223
( -2.01)* ( -3.50)* ( -2.16)* ( -2.69)*

Dp x Zpm 5 0.160 0.447
2.78)* ( 4.09)*

continued on next page
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DpxjpmDy*DxDmDiEquation De
Regressor lag

cointvecl 1 -0.0650 1.4257 -0.2012 0.4589 0.2372 -0.0747
(-1.198) (6.593)* (-1.758)* (3.333)* (2.605)* (-1.018)

constant 0 0.0132 -0.0293 0.0074 0.0116 -0.0048 0.0026
(5.781)* (-3.399)* (1.515)* (2.191)* (-1.207) (1.011)

sdum77.1 0 -0.0079 -0.0083 0.0014 -0.0144 -0.0017 -2.95e-4
(-4.298)* (-1.083) (0.329) (-3.102)* (-0.501) (-0.123)

0.064
1.28e-2
2.012

Dpxjpm

1.759
-2.135
-2.912
-9.364*

.631
15.51

0.178
1.63e-2
2.099

Dy*

3.426*
4.849
6.240*
9.976*

24.37

0.331
2.3ge-2
2.072

Dx

1.718
22.79 *
25.44 *
50.73

0.362
1.93e-2
2.013

2.645
19.78 *
31.22

0.322
3.76e-2
1.983

5.017
128.7

6.590De
Di
Dm
Dx
Dy*
Dpxjpm

Adjusted R2 0.418
sigmahat 8.47e-3

Durbin-Watson 2.053
log-likelihood: 1.81677.103

ML estimate covarianee matrix disturbances E·105:

De Di Dm

De
Di
Dm
Dx
Dy*
~pxjpm

Correlations disturbances
De
1.00
0.17
0.18
0.09
0.27
0.17

Di
0.17
1.00
0.31
0.28
0.09

-0.05

Dm
0.18
0.31
1.00
0.64
0.23

-0.13

Dx
0.09
0.28
0.64
1.00
0.28

-0.33

Dy*
0.27
0.09
0.23
0.28
1.00
0.03

Dpxjpm
0.17

-0.05
-0.13
-0.33
0.03
1.00

C(l)-matrix

e
i

m
x
y*
pxjpm

e
1.1951
1.3186
0.9813
0.2417
0.7949

-0.0331

i
0.0471
0.5084
0.1028

-0.1162
-0.0933
0.0171

m
-0.0206

1.1553
0.6763
0.4033
0.1422

-0.0599

x
-0.0658
-0.4985
0.2085
0.7074

-0.0432
0.0108

y*
0.1862

-0.3286
0.0461

-0.0985
1.0570
0.0190

pxjpm
0.1008
1.3389
0.7135
0.5177
0.2348
0.6426

eointegrating vector eointvee: ol
e i

-0.1507 -0.2845
m

0.8001
x

-0.4614
y*

-0.1425
pxjpm
0.1519

e
i

m
x
y*
pxjpm

Long run eovarianee matrix: C(1)EC(1)"102, subdiagonal triangle: eorrelations.

cim x y* pxjpm
0.0129 0.0232 0.0150 0.0035 0.0159 0.0027
0.58 0.1245 0.0605 0.0201 0.0162 0.0139
0.62 0.80 0.0458 0.0317 0.0226 0.0046
0.16 0.29 0.77 0.0373 0.0128 -0.0005
0.70 0.23 0.53 0.33 0.0400 0.0035
0.30 0.49 0.27 -0.03 0.22 0.0065

NOTES: Each column contains results of one equatlon. t-values in parentheses

(asterisk for valnes greater than 1.4 in absolute value). Prefix D denotes first

difference. All variables are logged. c: consumption, i: investment, m: imports, x:

exports, y*: German industrial production, px/pm: terfIs of trade. Asterisks in

covarlance matrix disturbances indicate values greater than 2T-2.



A7.3 Open economy dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models

If we view the results of §7.6 in the light of the open economy real

business cycle model of Mellander et al. (1992), we find little support for

the applicability of their model to our data. Their model prediets the

stationarity of the first "greater ratio" I /Y, with I domestic investment and

Y domestic product, whereas the log of the second greater ratio C/Y should be

cointegrated with the log of the terms of trade. If one substitutes out

domestic product one should find cointegration among log investment, i, log

consumption, c, and log terms of trade, pxjpm in the following manner:

i- c+ (1- (3)(px/pm) (A7.1)

with (3 the share of goods produced at home in total consumption.

The figures in Table 7.10 indicate that (3 is far from one. The estimate a rest2

in table 7.6, which incorporates the four restrietions on the cointegrating

vector does not give a sensible estimate of (3, i.c, 6.7. If we only

examine the likelihood of an equilibrium relation between these three

variables we find a p-value of this restrietion of 0.7% even if we apply the

small sample correction for the evaluation of the likelihood ratio test for

these restrictions. The positive long run relationship between the terms of

trade and the share of consumption in national income is not seen in the data.

We find that investment reacts more strongly to changes in the terms of trade

than consumption. The key assumption in the model of Mellander et al. which is

not fulfilled in the Dutch situation is the assumed equality of the terms of

trade to the ratio of the price of tradable goods at home and the price of

foreign goods not produced at home. Dutch export prices adjust very quickly to

foreign prices. This manifested itself most clearly in the seventies where

yearly increases in import prices were matched by increases in export prices

far beyond the increases in the prices of home goods.

Backus et al. (1992) attempted to interpret "stylized facts" in a real

business cycle context and found many empirical high frequency correlations

between macroeconomie variables hard to interpret. They explained the negative

correlation between investment and the trade balance as resulting from country

specific technology shocks.



SUMMARY

Means and goal

In this study we integrate results from the literature in the fields of

econometrics, time series analysis and macroeconomics which concern linear

multivariate modeling of macroeconomie time series. The aim of the study is to

develop, implement and apply a comparatively reliable method to detect

interesting linear dynamic relationships between a limited number of

macroeconomie time series. The method is primarily data based.

We treat seasonal variation in the data as an unobserved underlying

component. The method takes the possibility of a limited number of

nonsystematic outliers into account. The method also presents a multivariate

decomposition of the observed series into trend- and cyclical components. The

cyclical component consists of all predictabie changes in deviation from the

mean rate of growth.

The vector autoregressive model is the most important tooI in the

analysis. We represent the properties of th is model in impulse responses to

artificial mutually independent shocks. We are also interested in the

corresponding varianee decompositions of the variables, like Sims (1980).

Chapter one treats the goal and set-up of the study and the originality of our

contribution.

Univariate analysis

In chapter two we introduce the basic vector autoregressive model. From

this model we derive some univariate properties of the variables in it. The

specific memory characteristics of the time series observations of these

variables get special attention. We discuss a wider class of model with long

memory properties. Within this model class one can test specific

characteristics of candidate variables for the vector autoregressive model.

We propose three methods to do this. The first is based on varianee

ratios of partial sums of observations. The second uses speetral estimates.

This method is also readily applicable for a specific analysis of the memory

characteristics of the seasonal component. The third method uses ratios of

empirical ranges of partial sums and (long-run) variances. In appendix 2.2 we

discuss regression methods for univariate unit root testing. One can apply

these methods both to the trend component of the yearly mean as wen as to the

seasonal component.
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Influence analysis and diagnostic tests

In chapter three we first discuss influence analysis. We order

statistical influence measures on the basis of a number of characteristics. We

look at the kind of perturbations in the model specifications considered. We

also distinguish the methods according to the goal of the model which one

applies the influence analysis to. Furthermore we look at the size of the

perturbations which are taken into account. In appendices 3.1 and 3.2 we

discuss univariate and multivariate influence measures for the location and

(co )variation of predictions and estimates of location and covariance

parameters.

Next we discuss the use of diagnostic tests in the vector autoregressive

model. We propose some new tests too. The influence analysis and application

of diagnostic tests serves two goals. The first is the detection of

interesting information in the data. The second goal is to obtain an

intersubjective quantitative judgment of the fitness of a specific vector

autoregressive approximation as a representation of the sample information.

Seasonal components

In chapter four we discuss the application of the idea of decomposition

of a series into unobserved components. We give special attention to the

memory characteristics of the seasonal component. Next we discuss the five

aspects of the estimation procedure of th is component. We propose a method of

exploratory data analysis which improves the understanding of the seasonal

component's behavior. Last we discuss a simple implementation of areliabie

method of seasonal adjustment. Out of sample backforecasting forms an

important part. We treat this aspect in more detail in appendix 4.2

Outliers

In chapter five we discuss models for temporary and (nearly) permanent

outliers in vector autoregressive models. We treat some consequences of

uncareful modeling of outliers. We derive a number of Lagrange multiplier test

statistics on the absence of different types of outliers and propose a testing

strategy. After an artificial application we use the proposed strategy

successfully on the analysis of French macroeconomie data. It appears that

outliers from 1968 and the seventies only had a temporary character. The

surprising shocks of the eighties had a longer lasting effect.

Acceptable restrictions, pushing trends and pulling equilibria

In chapter six we discuss the use of acceptable restrictions in the

vector autoregressive model which can help the estimation and interpretation

of impulse responses and varianee decompositions. We concentrate on

restrictions on long-term aspects. We derive straightforward relations between
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different parameterizations with interesting interpretations. These

parameterizations, the common trends model, the vector error correction model

and a generalization of the Campbell-Shiller (1987) model, which explicitly

describes the deviations from long-term equilibrium, are only equivalent to a

certain degree.

In §6.5 we discuss alternative vector autoregressive methods to detect

the number and form of the pushing trends and pulling equilibria. The notion

of predictability, which one defines as the varianee ratio of the forecast

errors and the variabie to be predicted, plays a crucial role. In the

so-called cointegration analysis one is primarily interested in the existence

of linear combinations of variables which are not predictabie in the (very)

long run. Most samples contain little information about this. One can usually

say more for short( er) forecast horizons. We propose a simple way to depiet

the predictability of the linear combinations of the series. Finally we

discuss the use of different unit root tests in multivariate time series.

Empirical application

Chapter seven contains a comprehensive application of the methods

discussed in previous chapters, The main focus is on aggregate investment in

fixed capital in the Netherlands in the period 1960-1988. First we discuss a

number of theoretically appealing relationships of investment with other

macroeconomie variables. Most theoretic models could only have been applied

successfully if one would be able to obtain a data set much more informative

than ours.

Next we discuss a number of empirical models. Many empirical models

incorporate a substantial amount of information from economie theory, Economie

theory is particularly used in the construction of key variables like the net

return on alternative investments, the capital stock and the effective rental

price of capital and other production factors.

Our choice of variables corresponds closely to modern macro models in

which vector autoregressive models form the empirical basis. In §7.3 we

discuss aspects of the measurement model for the macroeconomie variables in

our application. In the next section we treat the results of the univariate

analysis of Dutch investment, private consumption, imports, exports and terms

of trade and German industrial production. The analysis shows the presence of

outliers, nonstationary seasonal components and at least one structural change

in the growth rates of these variables. We adjust the application of unit root

tests to this situation.

In the following multivariate analysis we confirm the presence of

outliers and a structural break. The most interesting partial correlation
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eoneerning investment growth rates is the one with lagged deviations from a

medium-run equilibrium between levels of imports, exports and investment

itself. This partial correlation is large, stabie and remarkably significant

throughout the entire sample.

Finally we present impulse responses and varianee deeompositions based on

two different normalizations. The first normalization is based on short-run

eorrelations between the innovations, the seeond one uses long-run

eorrelations between the growth rates. The impulse responses of the terms of

trade, the German industrial production and exports do not differ much across

the normalizations. The innovations of these variables mainly describe foreign

shocks, whieh are not remarkably influenced by the domestic factors in our

information set. Exports appear to be influenced by innovations in the terms

of trade in the short run only. The effect on imports is longer lasting.

Concluding remarks

The proposed combination of methods can be applied suceessfully. The

seleeted vector autoregressive model has stabie parameters. It gives a

systematic deseription of an interestingly large part of the observed

variation in our information set. The presented partial eorrelations ean,

aceording to recent econometrie standards, not be labeled as "spurious". One

ean easily interpret the economie meaning of a number ofpartial correlations.

It appears that variables determining the trade balance in goods and services

are valuable in predieting investment growth rates in the Netherlands.
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